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1
Introduction: On the Politics of Ugliness

Ela Przybylo and Sara Rodrigues

Ugliness or unsightliness is much more than a quality or property of one’s 
appearance. In Western contexts and histories especially, ugliness has long 
functioned as a social category that demarcates one’s rights and access to 
social, cultural, and political spaces. People who are unsightly are framed as 
not only unworthy of being seen or of having eyes set upon them, but they 
then become the target of interventions to curb the possibility of their causing 
aversion and discomfort in others. For example, “ugly laws” or “unsightly beg-
gar ordinances,” which were widespread in the US, UK, and Europe by the 
late nineteenth century, functioned to formally exclude certain people’s access 
from the public sphere on the basis that their bodies would pollute the public 
spaces because they were dirty, disabled, “deformed,” sickly, disgusting, or 
unsightly.1 Emerging in many cities in the US as a tool of the state, ugly laws 
have functioned at the nexus of ableism, classism, racism, and settler colonial-
ism—protecting wealthy, white, able-bodied, and hetero-domesticated settler 
subjects from the perceived aggressions of the exploited and exhausted impov-
erished working classes and other “burdensome” subjects.2 Ugly laws, if noth-
ing else, demonstrate the extent to which what we look like, that is, how we 
appear to one another but more specifically to those with the power to see, 
functions as a key determinant in what kind of life we can expect to live. Yet, 

E. Przybylo (*) 
Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies, Simon Fraser University,  
Vancouver, BC, Canada 

S. Rodrigues 
Toronto, ON, Canada
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as with ability, bodies are prone to change, to alter, and to move in and out of 
categories of ugliness, such that upholding investments in unsightliness ulti-
mately functions against even the most privileged. In the words of Heather 
Laine Talley, “ugliness matters for us all, but it particularly matters for those 
with bodies defined as ugly.”3 Bodies are punished when they are deemed 
“ugly,” and this treatment is justified on account of their reduction to being 
an ugly thing, and thus, as Noël Carroll argues, “beneath or outside ethics.”4

On the Politics of Ugliness is a collection of engagements with ugliness as a 
politically invested site, one that flows in and out of dialogue with gender, 
ability, race, class, age, sexuality, health, and body size. The editors and authors 
of this collection refuse to accept that ugliness is solely the property of a body, 
space, or thing, and argue that ugliness is also a function leveraged to uphold 
notions of worth and entitlement. In identifying and locating ugliness as a 
political category, On the Politics of Ugliness strives to imagine new ways of 
seeing ugliness and of being and being seen as ugly by fighting against its cat-
egorization and use as a pejorative denomination of visual injustice.

Ugliness appears everywhere in our everyday lives and in scholarship on the 
body, beauty, culture, appearance, and representation. Yet, it is infrequently 
engaged with as a direct object of study. As this Introduction will explore, 
while mentions of ugliness have been abundant in philosophy, aesthetic and 
literary theory, feminist theory, critical race studies, art history, and critical 
disability studies, and while ugliness so clearly informs these many fields, it 
has been elaborated on in fairly limited terms. In philosophy and art history, 
ugliness is usually explored in terms of aesthetics, tending to erase from view 
its complex politics and its effects on atypical bodies. In such work, ugliness is 
also largely dependent on conceptualizations of beauty, while its social and 
relational aspects are obscured from view. Indeed, ugliness seems to emerge as 
a property or attribute of places and bodies rather than as a process that relies 
on an unjust distribution of value and power in relation to the workings of 
gender, ability, race, class, beauty norms, body size, health, sexuality, and age. 
This collection seeks to centralize ugliness as an object of study, exploring how 
ugliness operates in the perpetuation and justification of social, political, and 
visual injustice, and to consider what drives our social and academic fears of 
ugliness.

In this chapter, we open up this  study of ugliness by exploring what it 
means and what is at stake when someone or something is marked with and 
by “ugliness.” We do this by considering contemporary deployments of ugli-
ness, with a focus on Western socio-cultural contexts, as well as by providing 
a review of theoretical engagements with ugliness. We position ugliness politi-
cally, rather than purely aesthetically, tracing its intersections with discourses, 
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practices, and institutions of power. To this end, we trace what it means to 
engage with a “politics of ugliness,” through a survey of conceptualizations of 
ugliness in both academic literature and the social context, drawing out ugli-
ness as a uniquely mobile category that is deployed not only to marginalize 
bodies but also to keep those bodies in their subjugated place.

In outlining the stakes of thinking with ugliness as well as providing an 
overview of the existing literature on ugliness, this chapter is organized accord-
ing to the sections that comprise this collection. We begin by exploring ugli-
ness as a form of visual injustice, focusing in particular on how ugliness affects 
relating and how spatio-temporalities are organized to expunge bodies deemed 
ugly. Following this, we explore the materialization of ugliness through and on 
bodies as well as in representations. Next, we consider ways in which ugliness 
has been imagined as a site to be desired, as a generative power. Throughout, 
we focus on literature that is adept at exploring the politics behind the opera-
tions of ugliness—that is, work within the fields of feminist theory, critical 
disability studies, sexuality studies, cultural studies, postcolonial literatures, 
and critical race studies. Yet, we find that while many of these fields are, in 
intricate and surprising ways, cognizant of the politics of ugliness and how 
they map onto other categories, they have not meticulously engaged with ugli-
ness as an object of analysis. This body of interdisciplinary work makes men-
tion of ugliness only incidentally, such that it is more difficult to conduct a 
genealogy on the politics of ugliness than on the aesthetics of ugliness. It seems 
that theorists have a vested political interested in ugliness but that explicitly 
politicized analyses of ugliness are wanting. All the same, this work, as we will 
explore, speaks to the political valence of ugliness and its operation alongside 
identities and bodies, laying the groundwork for this collection. In what fol-
lows, we argue that it is important to position ugliness politically as a form of 
visual injustice, first tracing extant scholarly considerations of the intersection 
of ugliness with circuits of power and oppression, and then outlining how the 
pieces in this collection consider these intersections anew.

 Visual Injustice: Relationality and the Spatio- 
Temporalities of Ugliness

Theoretical and scholarly work on ugliness has developed along two tracks. The 
first mostly developed within philosophy, elaborating upon ugliness as an aes-
thetic category opposed to beauty. This body of work suggests that ugliness is 
the direct opposite of beauty and that the two qualities are properties of seeing. 
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Such a view tends to naturalize ugliness as a property of objects, people, places, 
and of the technology of sight. The philosophical engagement with ugliness 
also binds its analysis to the examination of art and literature. While we do not 
explore this literature, we invite readers to read Nina Athanassoglou-Kallmyer’s 
chapter in this volume, entitled simply “Ugliness,” to become orientated more 
fully to the genealogy of ugliness in aesthetic theory. We are interested in disas-
sociating our project from the philosophy of aesthetics to pursue a more politi-
cized understanding of ugliness and to consider how categories of ugliness are 
interlaced with and deeply underwritten by ability, age, gender, race, class, 
body size, health, and sexuality.

Critical disability studies theorist Tobin Siebers argues that while philoso-
phy has sought to disembody aesthetics, aesthetics is inherently political and 
embodied.5 Tracing the notion and discipline of “aesthetics” to eighteenth- 
century philosopher Alexander Baumgarten, Siebers asserts that “aesthetics 
[…] posits the human body and its affective relation to other bodies as foun-
dational to the appearance of the beautiful” and—as this collection will 
develop—to the ugly.6 On the Politics of Ugliness draws on this insight of polit-
icizing aesthetics, privileging a politicization of ugliness and its myriad opera-
tions over a disembodied, disconnected, and abstract observation of its 
function. While anthropologist Michael Taussig has argued that “beauty is as 
much infrastructure as are highways and bridges,” we, in this collection, are 
invested in exploring the infrastructures of ugliness.7 In this section, we sum-
marize how ugliness is political and how it comes to take effect through the 
operations of gender, ability, race, class, body size, health, sexuality, and age 
and in dialogue with other concepts such as “dirt” and “monstrosity.” To this 
end, we weave together mentions of ugliness from the fields of feminist the-
ory, critical disability studies, cultural studies, postcolonial literatures, critical 
race studies, sexuality studies, fat studies, and transgender studies, to provide 
a necessarily partial genealogy of the politics of ugliness.

As art historian Athanassoglou-Kallmyer discusses in her pivotal piece on 
thinking ugliness politically, ugliness is at once too broad and too diffuse, serv-
ing as “an all-purpose repository for everything that [does] not quite fit,” a 
marker of “mundane reality, the irrational, evil, disorder, dissonance, irregular-
ity, excess, deformity, [and] the marginal.”8 Ugliness thus tends to be, more 
often than not, discussed through a variety of proximate and overlapping yet 
distinct terms: the nasty, grotesque, abject, feral, plain, unaltered, disgusting, 
revolting, dirty, and monstrous. For instance, since the anthropological work 
of Mary Douglas in Purity and Danger, “dirt” has been understood as that 
which generates social boundaries, a method of designating what belongs 
within the social body and what should be expunged from it.9 Dirt and dirty 
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bodies arise in this reading as dangerous and despised artifacts indicative of 
social margins and social anxieties. Dirt also comes to mark “waste” in the 
form of the body’s excess fluids such as “[s]pittle, blood, milk, urine, faeces” 
and of society’s excess.10 Importantly, dirt is a concept historically racialized 
and classed, and the expulsion of that which is dirty parallels the goals of 
empire building and white supremacy.11 Yet “dirt” and “waste” do not replicate 
the work of ugliness because dirt and ugliness cannot stand in for one another, 
even though they are symbolically linked. Ugliness is indicative of a broader 
affective disposition that cannot be solely distilled down to dirtiness or waste. 
We can refer to this affective disposition as “visual injustice”—a system of dis-
crimination that relies on the politics of appearance and visuality to render and 
deny privilege, access, and resources, including power, money, work, and love.

Similarly, the process of thinking about abjection, disgust, and revolt is less 
about thinking ugliness than it is about visceral reactions to ugliness. Siebers 
establishes that these reactions, alongside the reaction of taste (i.e., finding 
something “tasteful”), “reveal the ease or disease with which one body might 
incorporate another,” establishing aesthetic effects themselves as inherently 
political.12 Thus our visceral responses to dirt, the grotesque, plainness, and/
or monstrosity, are about maintaining social relations and social margins. 
These and other “ugly feelings”13 are indicative of culturally and materially 
shaped inclinations to the world around us that are grounded in the “ease or 
disease” with which we relate to one another.14 Most famously, Julia Kristeva 
articulated this as the abject. She writes, “[i]t is thus not lack of cleanliness or 
health that causes abjection but what disturbs identity, systems, order. What 
does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the 
composite.”15 Kristeva theorized abjection as a visceral response that speaks to 
the disintegration of boundaries between the self and other, suggesting that 
reacting with horror to “ugly” smells or appearances is a response of the social-
ized body, and not simply innate.16 Further, Kristeva points out that the dirty 
body serves as a reminder that one could, and likely will become, ugly, unruly, 
and out of place at one or many points in life.

The conviction that certain bodies are inherently ugly and thus worthy of 
confinement or social disposal is evident in the enactment of “ugly laws” in 
the United States, which, as Susan Schweik explores, were municipal laws that 
refused people access to public spaces on the grounds that some people were 
deemed unsightly in appearance and offensive to others.17 These ordinances 
were formed on ableist, classist, racist, and settler colonial terms, intent on 
preserving a particular white and settler colonial landscape at the expense of 
Indigenous people, immigrants, people of color, and people with disabilities. 
Drawing on Schweik, Mary Unger argues that panic around ugly bodies 
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increased in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as new legisla-
tion in the US, intensified police forces, and civic regulation were informed 
by new measures and standards of national efficiency and order.18 The impacts 
of industrialization on the environment created national desires for keeping 
spaces “beautiful” in a Fordist context that mechanized bodies in the cultiva-
tion of a productive, industrialized workforce. Together, this context of desired 
national cohesion, Fordism, and aspirations to beauty informed the institu-
tionalization of racist, ableist, settler colonial, and classist mechanisms such as 
ugly laws, eugenics, immigration laws, and City Beautiful movements in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. They also informed the creation 
of institutional spaces for housing those deemed ugly including the prison, 
asylum, hospital, and reservation system. As Unger writes, “ugliness in this era 
acts as a way to identify aesthetically those who present a social or cultural 
danger to the nation.”19 Further, this “ugly panic” extends to eradicating not 
only “ugly” bodies but also “ugly” things and spaces as ugliness is understood 
as “violat[ing] the aesthetic norm of an efficient and streamlined nation.”20

Architecture, landscape, and city design thus strived and continues to strive 
to “exclude people deemed ugly” by reducing their access to public spaces.21 
Siebers argues that this “[p]ublic aversion to disability” in particular extends 
to a “wider symbolism that includes nonhuman bodies, buildings, and many 
other structures.”22 People with disabilities are confronted by inaccessibility 
on a daily basis, which forecloses their entry to many public and private 
spaces. Moreover, undesirable members of societies are often sequestered into 
spaces that are ugly by virtue of design or neglect or both, such as prisons. 
Kenneth E. Hartman, a man imprisoned for life, describes the “ghastly ugli-
ness” of the prison. He writes: “Repulsive prisons are everywhere, blotting out 
whole sections of the rural landscape of contemporary America, or, inside the 
cities, compressed into vertical slabs of blank walls fenestrated only with mir-
rors. These eyesores reek of the industrialization of incarceration, of the huge 
business of prison. […] There is a disposable quality. […] The stink of the 
abattoir hides behind impassive, silent walls and inside cloned boxes squat-
ting inside miles of chain-link fence.”23 Nonetheless, within the prison, 
Hartman recognizes beauty, but it is a function of community and comrad-
ery; it is not of design or place. The beauty—and ugliness—of prison are, for 
Hartman, embedded in the prison’s treatment of individuals.24 Ugly laws and 
spatial sanctions of ugliness demonstrate hostility towards people with dis-
abilities and incarcerated people that is informed by a conviction that ugli-
ness is both attached to certain bodies and in need of eradication. This 
explains the  aspiration for clean, manicured spaces and cityscapes that speak 
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to ideals of good health, upper-classness, and whiteness—“matter in place,” 
to draw on Douglas.25

Our aesthetic, political, economic, sexual, and social discomfort with 
ugliness thus extends to a dislike of ugly spaces, ugly buildings, dilapidation, 
and disrepair. Academic interest in ugliness has recently turned towards its 
deployments in the context of space and place and their respective intersec-
tions with consumerism. Myra Hird has conducted some of the most well-
known studies on waste and its management and meanings, suggesting in 
one instance that the “indeterminacy” of waste, marked in part by its con-
stant heterogeneity and its modification as a result of its exposure to the 
elements, makes waste management a failed project.26 A recent study of con-
sumers’ food purchasing preferences found that people are less likely to con-
sider products that are “ugly” or “suboptimal,” which leads to considerable 
food waste.27 Several recent articles in social movement theory have consid-
ered the function of waste and filth in the discourse and practice of Occupy 
Wall Street (OWS). Matthew Bolton, Stephen Froese, and Alex Jeffrey argue 
that a discourse of dirt framed Zuccotti Park, leading to concerns about 
“sanitation” and “disease.” Occupiers were compelled to “order, discipline, 
and sanitize” the park and, by extension, their protest as a way to evade the 
park’s closure.28 Max Liboiron points out that a discourse of purification was 
present in both OWS messaging and popular discourse about the move-
ment.29 A rhetoric of trash and waste pervaded OWS messaging: recent 
graduates carrying massive debt loads carried garbage bags as a symbol of the 
worthlessness of their degrees in the neoliberal era, and Occupiers saw them-
selves as protesting against Wall Street’s “dirty” money and as involved in an 
effort to “clean up” the system.30 At the same time, aggressive municipal 
waste management practices, which saw many Occupiers’ personal belong-
ings trashed, were “used as a conscious effort to restrict access to space and 
to define and discipline protesters” and to portray the camps as “hazardous,” 
“unsafe,” and “dirty.”31

 Materialities and Representations of Ugliness

In addition to work on concepts related to ugliness such as dirt and the abject, 
and to considerations of the spatialization of ugliness, there have also been 
fruitful instances of exploring the politics of ugliness more broadly. French 
writer Violette Leduc wrote that “ugliness in a woman is a mortal sin. If you’re 
beautiful, you turn heads for your beauty. If you’re ugly, you turn heads for 
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your ugliness.” Leduc’s apt observation demonstrates that ugliness, like beauty, 
is harnessed against women in misogynist ways and is attached to the intrinsic 
worth and value a woman holds in the world—her currency under patriar-
chy.32 As is well known, feminists have routinely been accused of being both 
inherently “ugly” and have been attacked for our supposed refusal to engage in 
beauty practices. The resulting “caricature of the ugly feminist” demonstrates 
that ugliness is as much about appearance as it is about behaviors that depart 
from the social norms acceptable in and to capitalist patriarchy.33 Most recently 
and infamously, Hillary Clinton, in the final debate of the 2016 US presiden-
tial election, was dubbed by Donald Trump a “nasty woman” (a label that 
shortly thereafter took over the feminist corners of the Internet resulting, for 
instance, in the production of “nasty woman” t-shirts), demonstrating the 
ways in which women in power easily border on various analogues for ugli-
ness, nastiness included. The production of ugliness, like the production of 
beauty, is thus dependent on disciplinary codes of appearance and conduct. If 
the production of femininity is, drawing on Sandra Lee Bartky’s seminal work, 
a series of “disciplinary practices” that relate to a woman’s “body’s sizes and 
contours, its appetite, posture, gestures and general comportment in space and 
the appearance of each of its visible parts” then to be conceived of as an “ugly” 
woman (or an “ugly” feminist) is to breach these codes of behavior, attention, 
and appearance—to either disregard them, mimic them improperly, or to be 
in excess of them.34 Entire regulatory mechanisms emerge to render “ugly” 
female faces and bodies less ugly and thus acceptable for consumption. Beauty 
apps such as Meitu and FaceTune enable uses to filter and retouch photos—
smoothing skin, slimming faces, and Westernizing features—before sharing 
them on social media. Their precursors were makeover television series like 
The Swan, which “transformed” “self-identified ugly ducklings [via] domains 
of cultural/biomedical surveillance currently available,” all in the name of “lib-
eration, empowerment, and healthy personal fulfillment.”35 Such interven-
tions also have a racialized quality, since, as Eugenia Kaw demonstrates, 
surgeries such as “double-eyelid” surgery are prevalent among Asian-American 
women who want to pursue a more “Caucasian-looking eye” as the emblem of 
beauty within white supremacist frameworks of appearance.36

Sociologist Heather Laine Talley, in Saving Face: Disfigurement and the 
Politics of Appearance, argues that, rather than trying to be beautiful, countless 
procedures are aimed at making one “not ugly,” since women and girls fear 
being ugly above and beyond much else.37 Echoing Kathy Davis’s work, Talley 
suggests that the desire to be “not ugly” is “at the most basic level, the desire 
to live outside of the stigma of ugliness.”38 The practices of being “not ugly” 
are, Talley suggests, ableist and rooted in a fear of bodily variance and a deep 
desire to appear, simply, normal. In exploring the workings of this, Talley 
looks to what she identifies as “facial variance” including cases in which a 
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person does not have a face or has an irregular face, which becomes a marker 
of a disability unlike nearly any other and is widely understood, due to appear-
ance discrimination, as social death.39 Lucy Grealy, in Autobiography of a Face, 
demonstrates the great extent to which the face counts in whether a person is 
understood as “ugly.” She writes, “I was my face; I was ugliness.”40 To have an 
irregular face, to be “ugly” in this way, is to be deemed worthy of disposal and/
or awaiting social death, thereby demonstrating the intertwined nature of the 
structures of ugliness and disability as well as their lethal effects.

People with disabilities are routinely rendered ugly and undesirable by 
able- bodied people, demonstrating a deep-seated commitment to able-bodied 
ideology (i.e., ableism) and normative embodiments. Rosemarie Garland-
Thomson has explored the ways in which appearance politics play a central 
function in the social making of disability and the ways in which people with 
disabilities are discriminated against.41 Both aging adults and people with 
disabilities, for instance, undergo a process of desexualization through the 
operation of ugliness and being rendered “undesirable.” Russell Shuttleworth, 
along with other critical disability studies theorists, argues that the violent 
process of desexualization, that is, of being barred from being sexual, rests not 
only on the assumption that people with disabilities are less desiring and 
capable of sex but also that they are less attractive and thus less entitled to 
sex.42 Hatred of aging and disability are informed by white ideals of youth, 
health, able- bodiedness, and normative beauty, all of which are underwritten 
by a politics of ugliness. Women are especially taxed with the expectation that 
they should not be ugly and that if they are ugly, they are unworthy of sex.

Hatred of ugliness is further fueled by deep-seated racism that often mani-
fests itself as visual injustice. Yeidy Rivero discusses how the Colombian ver-
sion of Ugly Betty was, much like its ABC counterpart, “informed by 
intertwined Eurocentric, patriarchal, racial, Western/Christianized ideologies” 
and driven by racialized notions of ugliness.43 The histories that equate racial-
ized bodies with ugliness and ugliness with racialization are so complex that it 
would be fair to argue that ugliness is a concept thoroughly reliant on racism 
for meaning. In the words of sociologist Maxine Leeds Craig, “racism is prac-
ticed as a visual hatred.”44 For example, in The Racial Contract, Charles W. Mills 
discusses how projects of conquest from the Enlightenment onwards were 
founded on a political dislike of black features and a visual injustice that 
favored the appearance of whiteness above all else.45 Thus “the white body 
[was made] the somatic norm, so that in early racist theories one finds not 
only moral but aesthetic judgments, with beautiful and fair faces pitted against 
ugly and dark races.”46 Slaveholder Thomas Jefferson celebrated the rights of 
white men in 1781 by drawing them as distinct from black men on the basis 
of their appearance, writing of the “superior beauty” of the white race and the 
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ugliness of the “colored race.”47 From hair texture to skin tone, facial shape to 
body height and size, whiteness has been deeply conflated with beauty and 
goodness, and racialization with ugliness and moral failing. Because women 
are often valued for their beauty and punished for its lack, challenging the 
conflation of racialization with ugliness has been a central political concern for 
women and feminists of color. Leeds Craig argues that in the face of white 
supremacist notions of appearance according to which black women were por-
trayed as “ugly and sexually available,” “black women had to contest their 
wholesale definition as non-beauties.”48 Black feminist interventions into this 
narrative of beauty and ugliness are infinite and include the work of bell hooks, 
Toni Morrison’s literary canon, and reclamations of beauty ranging from 
“Black is Beautiful” in the 1960s to the #BlackGirlMagic movement launched 
by CaShawn Thompson and in circulation in the last several years on social 
media.49 Anti-racist approaches to beauty have often emphasized and embraced 
“beauty” in contexts of the racist conflation of ugliness with bodies of color, 
focusing on honing an oppositional consciousness grounded in the body and 
oriented against white supremacist and colonial norms of appearance. Further, 
a black “politics of respectability” has been modeled in part on a distancing 
from notions of “ugly” appearance and behavior, emphasizing instead white 
bourgeois norms and habits as a strategy to combat racism.50

Bodies that more successfully perform beauty norms and reject “ugly” 
behaviors and presentations are more likely to secure or retain elevated socio-
economic status.51 For example, Rivero discussed how Ugly Betty relied on the 
protagonist climbing the social ladder and finding heterosexual coupledom 
through a process of beautification and rejection of her assigned ugliness.52 
Ugliness, like beauty, in this way is a class-based attribute. Further, in her 
memoir on working-class lesbian identity, Two or Three Things I Know for Sure, 
Dorothy Allison writes of the ways ugliness is used against working-class 
women who “get worn down” with work and patriarchal oppression.53 She 
writes that “we were hard and ugly and trying to be proud of it. The poor are 
plain, virtuous if humble and hardworking, but mostly ugly. Almost always 
ugly.”54 Rivero and Allison as well as Theda Skocpol and Vanessa Williamson 
provide a commentary on the ways in which those who occupy socially disen-
franchised and overworked bodies will remain framed as ugly by mainstream 
thought and politics unless they secure the resources to partake in bodily 
upkeep along normative lines.55 Because femininity in particular requires intri-
cate upkeep and economic investment, ugliness can also be used against women 
who do not partake in the “fashion-beauty complex”56 or “beauty myth,”57 
honing instead a “plain” or “unaltered” aesthetic in order to reject normative 
body standards as they are tied to race, ability, class, age, sexuality, health, and 
body size. This pressure is felt especially by transgender women who are 
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expected to perform normative femininity supremely, with no margin for error, 
facing discriminatory expulsion from the category “woman” if they fail.58

Fat studies scholars and activists have traced and challenged the longstand-
ing association between fatness and ugliness. While fat bodies were once 
revered because they signified wealth and prosperity, the proliferation of adver-
tising and consumer culture has, over the past four decades, turned a fat body 
into an ugly body.59 Such scholarship makes clear that the association of fatness 
with ugliness is not natural but instead emerges from the “historical and cul-
tural positioning” of fat people in a society that benefits from their marginal-
ization60 as well as from processes of adhering meaning onto bodies.61 The 
association between fatness and ugliness impacts fat people’s social and profes-
sional lives62 as well as their access to non-discriminatory medical and health 
care.63 Saguy and Ward argue that to “come out” as fat is to reject the associa-
tion between fatness and ugliness (among other unjust associations); however, 
they recognize that such a move generates a climate in which some stigmas are 
reclaimable while others are not. Interestingly, they wonder when people might 
subsequently reclaim the stigma of “ugliness” by “coming out” as ugly.64

Aside from a few studies on the growing phenomenon of lookism, academics 
have yet to engage seriously with appearance-related discrimination.65 Bonnie 
Berry’s work across her two books Beauty Bias and The Power of Looks offers an 
important exception, as she explores social stratification based on appearance.66 
Berry offers the term “social aesthetics” as a way to recognize the public and social 
aspect of the reception of one’s appearance as interlaced with bias and grounded 
in social inequality. What we have been referring to as visual injustice, Berry 
terms “looks-bias” and “lookism” or bias against people considered not attractive 
or ugly, which can have mild to severe economic and social impacts on one’s life.

Notably, Talley identifies both “uglyism” and “facism,” drawing on Anthony 
Synnott. Talley articulates these as “a pattern of bias that systematically disad-
vantages those whose appearance is at odds with dominant conventions of 
attractiveness.”67 Popular writers and bloggers have started to share first-hand 
experiences of ugliness and are heeding the call for a de-stigmatization of ugli-
ness. With the idea of prettiness as a labor-intensive “skill set” in mind, 
Jezebel’s Tracey Moore suggested that women are starting, albeit slowly, to 
advocate for the “freedom” to be ugly.68 An anonymous woman shared her 
experience of ugliness in response to a Reddit AskWomen thread that asked 
what life is like for an “unattractive woman.” The poster, doduo, associated 
ugliness with invisibility, writing that, in the context of heterosexual relations, 
men “don’t want to talk to you. They don’t see you. Bartenders forget my 
order.”69 She also felt that her status as “ugly” affected her employment, writ-
ing that “it’s impossible to find a retail job, or a desk job. No one wants to hire 
an unattractive [woman] for front-of-house.”70 Blogger Denarii Monroe 
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recently argued that “lookism”—discrimination on the basis of appearance—
inhibits her capacity to be carefree and/or uninhibited in her everyday life. 
Monroe suggests that people whose appearance falls within the bounds of 
what is considered conventionally attractive can make silly faces or engage in 
odd bodily expressions and still be read as attractive. “Spontaneity,” Monroe 
argues, “was a luxury I could not afford.”71 Monroe implies that advocacy and 
activism ought to shift focus to establish for people the “right” to be ugly and, 
with it, the freedom to be “all the iterations” of oneself.72

Transgender, genderqueer, and non-binary bodies are also patrolled and 
disciplined through invective language grounded in a politics of ugliness. 
Susan Stryker, in a classic essay in transgender studies, speaks back to cisgen-
der accusations of transgender bodies as being ugly by depicting herself as “a 
monster.”73 In depicting herself as a “monster,” Stryker talks back to this vio-
lent language, utilizing monstrosity as a useful symbol for problematizing the 
bounds of gender. Monstrosity has a long history of deployment against mar-
ginalized bodies including women, racialized people, people with disabilities, 
gay and lesbian people, and transgender people.74 Jasbir Puar and Amit Rai 
have observed that monstrosity has been utilized to construct concepts of the 
racialized terrorist and thus to justify politics of racist hatred.75 Along with 
feminists, lesbian, queer, genderqueer, non-binary, and transgender people are 
frequently accused of ugliness as payback for breaking with conventional gen-
der understandings. Sociologist Wendy Chapkis has written that “ugly is more 
than a physical description. For a woman it’s meant to be shorthand for 
worthless, undesirable, undeserving. And lesbians are by popular definition 
ugly women.”76 In these ways, ugliness functions to keep the bounds of gen-
der in check, and is used to keep bodies in line, in their presumed place.

Considerations of ugliness have also surfaced in theorizations of the operation 
of ugliness in/on the non-human, with a particular focus on feral animals and 
ugly species. For instance, a recent meta-analysis of studies on species conserva-
tion in Australia found that, although conservation-based studies and efforts 
have expanded in recent years, taxonomic bias against “ugly”  species exists in 
scientific reporting.77 Fleming and Bateman found that mammals considered as 
“ugly” and/or not “charismatic,” such as rodents and bats, were the subject of far 
fewer studies despite greater species diversity and a higher rate of extinction.78

 Desiring Ugliness: Ugliness as Generative Power

At the same time, there is also a curious fetishization of ugliness in the contem-
porary moment, which has its origins in modern art. Today, abandoned sites 
become the subject of high-resolution photographic exhibitions (e.g., Zach 
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Fein’s photographs of Detroit and Michael Day’s photographs of Chernobyl); 
the uses of ruins in art are the subject of major art exhibitions (e.g., the Tate 
Modern’s 2014 “Ruin Lust” exhibition); and tourism projects in notably 
“beautiful” cities host walking tours of “ugly” sights (e.g., Eugene Quinn’s 
“Vienna Ugly Tour”).79 More pointedly, against this fetishization of ugliness, 
the strategic embrace of ugliness by marginalized groups can constitute a form 
of protest, as was discussed above with regard to the Occupy Wall Street move-
ment. Further, several postcolonial literary works effectively deploy common 
sense understandings of ugliness against colonizers, claiming ugliness as a tool 
that can be used as the ground for building a subaltern consciousness and an 
anti-colonial politics. For instance, Jamaica Kincaid, in her polemic A Small 
Place, memorably depicts ugliness as the property of the tourist who neocolo-
nizes the island of Antigua. In this reversal, “a tourist is an ugly human being 
[…] An ugly thing, that is what you are when you become a tourist, an ugly, 
empty thing, a stupid thing, a piece of rubbish pausing here and there to gaze 
at this and taste that.”80 Ugliness is here effectively deployed back against the 
neocolonial do-gooder tourist subject, such that it is a property not of this or 
that person, but of the processes, habits, and inclinations of colonial intrusion. 
In a different way, Edwige Danticat enacts a performative self-naming of ugli-
ness, mobilizing the Haitian idiom “‘Nou lèd, nou la!’ We are ugly, but we are 
here!”81 Mobilizing the symbolics of ugliness and their racist, sexist, and colo-
nial trajectories, Danticat refuses to be excised under colonial rubrics of  
ugliness-as-disposability, in turn remaking ugliness as a positive marker of 
identity and means of survival in the face of colonial oppression.

Similarly, other feminist scholars and writers have also put ugliness to use 
in strategic ways that talk back to patriarchal systems that function to expect 
beauty of women and punish those women who are deemed ugly. Karina 
Eileraas Karakuş, in “Witches, Bitches, and Fluids,” discusses rock and punk 
girl bands’ performances of ugliness. She considers their ugly sounds, such as 
shrieks and wails, their ugly appearance (marked by ripped hosiery and messy 
make-up), their unfeminine aggression, and the intentional presence of their 
bodily fluids.82 In such subversive enactments, ugliness becomes a feminist 
tool that can resist the discipline, beautification, and (self-)objectification of 
feminine bodies. Similarly, Valerie Chepp has considered women rappers, like 
Lil’ Kim and Foxy Brown, who subvert norms of black “respectability” by 
honing “irreverence,” strategically drawing on “ugly” behaviors to claim sexual 
and bodily subjectivity.83 Unger also discusses how the avant-garde poet 
Djuna Barnes centralized ugliness when writing about marginalized women 
in early twentieth-century New York City, offering a commentary on sexism 
and unsightliness in a national context consumed with “cleaning up” the 
cityscape through ordinances such as ugly laws.84
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Importantly, as we have been discussing, ugliness is not one thing, and it is 
not a property of one body or another. It is, instead, borrowing from Siebers’ 
insight, a “social location complexly embodied.”85 As a repository for many 
socio-cultural feelings and attitudes, ugliness operates in ways that have danger-
ous and deadly consequences for bodies and those who inhabit them. When a 
body is labeled or understood as “ugly,” it is subsequently targeted for expung-
ing, overlooking, destruction, and affectively motivated terror. Instead of cham-
pioning beauty, and instead of presenting ugliness as a site of undesirability and 
something to be abjected and rejected, the works that comprise On the Politics 
of Ugliness harness the generative possibilities of ugliness as a way into rethink-
ing, reframing, and reoccupying marginalization, institutionalization, represen-
tation, bio-politicization, stigmatization, narrativization, and visualization.

 Situating Ugliness, Politics, and Interdisciplinarity

On the Politics of Ugliness draws on the rich trajectory of interdisciplinary 
feminist thinking and research to centralize ugliness as a political category and 
to develop several claims about ugliness. This collection explores the various 
ways in which ugliness is deployed against those whose bodies, habits, ges-
tures, feelings, expressions, or ways of being deviate from social norms. It 
argues that ugliness is political in two ways: first, it denotes inequalities and 
hierarchies, often serving as a repository for all that is “other” and despised; 
second, it is contingent and relational, taking shape through the comparison 
and evaluation of bodies.

Critical engagements with ugliness have been relatively constant through-
out the twentieth century but the past three decades have seen a particular 
resurgence in scholarly interest in ugliness. This revival is arguably galvanized 
by feminist theoretical articulations of associated concepts such as abjection,86 
the grotesque,87 and monstrosity,88 which, as we outlined above, consider the 
intersection of ugliness with bodies and embodiment. Still, it is the art histori-
cal lens and its interests that remains the dominant mode of engaging with 
ugliness. Even though contemporary theorists work to re-envision ugliness, 
they largely remain interested in the place and function of ugliness in art and 
literature or in explicating the philosophies of ugliness, with a focus on the 
classical and modern eras. With regard to the former interest, a number of 
recent works examine how ugliness was mobilized in classical or modern art 
and literature. Patrizia Bettella follows representations of ugly women in thir-
teenth- to seventeenth-century Italian poems written by men to reveal a per-
vasive misogynist sentiment in medieval culture.89 Naomi Baker’s Plain Ugly 
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examines representations of unattractive human bodies in early modern 
English culture, focusing on how such portrayals construct particular norma-
tive expressions of identity in early modern England.90 Lesley Higgins’ 
uniquely feminist work suggests that while modernist writers intended to fos-
ter “true” beauty through the propagation of ugliness, they did so at the 
expense of their female figures.91 Nancy Pedri’s work considers ugliness in 
contemporary artwork, examining the juxtaposition of one “nice” and one 
“ugly” self-portrait of photographer Jo Spence. Pedri’s analysis suggests that 
these photographs manifest portraiture’s complicity in the “binary pair of 
beauty and ugliness.”92 A number of recently published works have also 
focused on close readings of aesthetic theories so as to elucidate upon and offer 
clarifications of well-known philosophical works on beauty and/or ugliness.93

Some of the more recent engagements with ugliness gesture towards a con-
sideration of ugliness that de-centers art and aesthetics. For instance, Andrei 
Pop and Mechtild Widrich’s recent collection Ugliness: The Non-Beautiful in 
Art and Theory brings together essays that recognize ugliness as that which 
extends beyond the mere “imprinting of aesthetic ideals on passive objective.”94 
The essays in their collection reject the subordination of ugliness to beauty, and 
take up ugliness as a form of self-identification or as a metaphor for political 
disharmony. Pop and Widrich’s careful curation reveals that, when deployed 
on bodies and behaviors, “beauty” and “ugly” function “as a form of social 
control” that in turn has tangible consequences for individuals.95 Similarly, 
Gretchen Henderson’s recent book Ugliness: A Cultural History takes an inter-
est in how perceptions of ugliness have “played out in practice.”96 Henderson 
considers works of art and art practice in equal measure with bodies, cultural 
practices, historical events, sights, smells, and sounds. Henderson’s work ulti-
mately demonstrates that ugliness exists and operates between people, things, 
spaces, bodies, and modes of being, and that it continually negotiates different 
meanings as well as challenges its own stasis. Henderson shows that it is ugli-
ness, as much as beauty, that makes us human. These recent works make a 
central contribution to thinking on ugliness in that they demonstrate that 
“ugliness” is as much a social and experiential phenomenon as it is a theoretical 
framework. The work of Pop and Widrich, as well as that of Henderson, define 
the contours of ugliness as they emerge in both the aesthetic but also the pre-
vailing socio-cultural and political context.97

Nonetheless, there is a need for not only further but for a different kind 
of theoretical engagement with ugliness that moves outward from an art 
historical and aesthetic theoretical perspective and beyond exclusively fol-
lowing around expressions of ugliness in Eurocentric art and literature. 
Critical and social theorists must move towards a consideration of the 
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political and socio-cultural implications of ugliness in and on lived experi-
ence and human subjectivity. This anthology responds to a theoretical and 
practical gap and calls for engagements with ugliness that are not centered 
on art and/or aesthetics. In this way, we follow Mark Cousins who argues 
that “if ugliness is to become an object of inquiry, this inquiry will have to 
be conducted outside the scope of aesthetics.”98 Cousins proposes that ugli-
ness occupies and must be considered as a “real and independent dimen-
sion.”99 A primary objective of this collection, which we explain in more 
detail below, is just this—to engage ugliness on its own terms and without 
immediate reverence for or capitulation to beauty.

First, in serving, as Athanassoglou-Kallmyer discusses, as “an all-purpose 
repository for everything that [does] not quite fit,” ugliness is fundamentally 
dependent on other identity categories including those of gender, race, class, 
age, ability, sexuality, and body size, as we explored above.100 In this sense, to 
mark another being as “ugly” is to make a commentary that is at its heart 
caught up in the mechanisms not only of the politics of appearance but also 
in racism, sexism, ableism, fatphobia, ageism, and capitalist attachments to 
perfectible and optimizable bodies. Thus, “ugliness” is all too often deemed a 
property of “the politically, economically, and socially disenfranchised.”101 
Further, ugliness in itself becomes a way for barring a person’s access to status, 
work, and love, functioning as an absence of capital.102 In this way “ugliness 
matters for us all” but it matters especially for those who are marginalized and 
for those understood as “ugly.”103 Studying ugliness and its operations is thus 
useful for gaining insight into how bodies come to pass as socially viable and 
valuable or, conversely, as socially detestable. A focus on ugliness can be useful 
in understanding how everyday interactions and systems of representations 
function in concord and in opposition to body norms and strictures of appear-
ance. Ugliness assists us in undertaking the work of better understanding the 
role that the politics of appearance play in the flows of injustice.

Second, we advance that ugliness is inherently relational. There is no such 
thing as an “ugly body” in the sense that ugliness is not a property of bodies; 
instead, an “ugly body” emerges in the evaluations that take place when 
embodied beings come into contact with each other. Operating relationally, 
we are marked as ugly or we experience ourselves as ugly through a metrics of 
hierarchical comparison and evaluation of bodies. Ugliness is most often used 
pejoratively and against disenfranchised groups and individuals, and it is used 
to communicate not simply a quality among others but a moral failing, an 
absence of value in the predominant social order. As Carroll argues, to be 
hailed as ugly is a suggestion that one is “somehow an inadequate instantiation 
of the concept of human being” and thus as “beneath or outside ethics.”104 
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Thus, we put forward “visual injustice” as the system through which ugliness 
operates to discriminate as well as render and deny privilege and access to 
resources.

As we have demonstrated, ugliness does not operate in isolation, but func-
tions in relation to other categories. At the same time, ugliness also operates 
to support injustice by providing justification for its existence within the 
visual order. In studying ugliness, this collection is thus fundamentally com-
mitted to disrupting visual injustice and the taken-for-grantedness of designa-
tions of ugliness. Drawing on these two insights, it is our hope that this 
collection will begin and continue the feminist conversation as to how and 
why bodies are labeled ugly, or conversely, beautiful. We hope that upon 
interacting with this collection, readers can become more thoughtful as to 
what lies behind calling someone or something ugly, and how it is not only 
not a neutral description, but one that carries with it deep political implica-
tions. In short, we assert that ugliness is a feminist issue.

Notably, we see considerations of ugliness as significant also to critical dis-
ability studies and the politics of seeing and being seen. Because Western 
cultures are at heart ocularcentric, the relational work of appearing impacts 
our sense of ability and disability. Like disability, ugliness is “not [a] personal 
misfortune or individual defect but [a] product of a disabling social and built 
environment […] the product of social injustice.”105 Adopting this perspec-
tive on ugliness makes it clear that ugliness is relationally formed when bodies 
come into contact with other bodies, discourses, and ideologies. To study 
ugliness is thus to “stud[y] the social meanings, symbols, and stigmas attached 
to [it] and […] how they relate to enforced systems of exclusion and oppres-
sion.”106 Another part of this project is thus reversing the idea of ugliness as 
inherently negative and as inherently a property of some bodies, features, ges-
tures, or habits.

The essays and contributions in this collection engage with ugliness from 
interdisciplinary and intersectional perspectives. The collection opens with a 
reprinting of art historian Athanassoglou-Kallmyer’s encyclopedia entry, 
“Ugliness,” in which she considers the conceptualizations and effects of ugli-
ness in its art historical, literary, and theoretical manifestations.107 Following 
this, the first section, “Desire, Relationality, Erotics,” consists of a group of 
essays that put ugliness in dialogue with the ethics and intricacies of interrelat-
ing. This first section provides instances of exploring both how ugliness is 
relationally maintained and what ethical relations it makes possible by look-
ing at the visual politics of ugliness in relation to grief, sound, heterosexuality, 
femme counterculture, trans and queer identities and communities, and spe-
cies abjection. Literary theorist Yetta Howard undertakes an analysis of Bruno 
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Dumont’s  film Twentynine Palms (2003), exploring the failure of hetero- 
erotics through the framework of ugliness, looking specifically at the film’s 
auditory and visual elements. Howard locates ugliness not only as a pejorative 
marker of difference but also as a site of pleasure that serves to help us navigate 
the (un)ethical relatings and miscommunications that take place at the sites of 
masculinity and heterosexuality. From there, Andi Schwartz explores the ugly 
politics of grief in queer femme online communities. Analyzing ugliness as a 
central component of femme identities as well as a tool around which femme 
culture is built, Schwartz traces expressions of grief on Tumblr following the 
deaths of Mark Aguhar and Taueret Davis, respected Tumblr femmes. Building 
on the themes of grief, and trans and queer community, multimedia artist 
Vivek Shraya (with photography by Zachary Ayotte) undertakes a part poetic, 
part visual essay exploring the “condemnation of [the] body” as ugly in rela-
tion to racism, transphobia, and misogyny. In “I Want to Kill Myself,” Shraya 
explores desires for suicide and their entanglement with choreographies of 
ugliness. Finally, philosophers Esther Hutfless and Elisabeth Schäfer close this 
section by thinking through how Clarice Lispector’s work mobilizes ugliness 
in the politics of vision that occur between a human self and cockroach other. 
In their explication of Lispector’s work, ugliness is both an aspect of life and a 
radical challenge of living ethically in relation to difference.

The essays in “The Spatio-Temporalities of Ugliness,” explore ugliness in 
relation to the temporal and spatial orders of institutionalization. These chap-
ters explore the ways in which ugliness functions to both “expand” and “con-
tract” the limits of livability in contemporary contexts. Stephanie Wheeler’s 
work opens this section with a consideration of the settler colonial politics of 
ugly laws in the homeless laws and politics of Orlando, Florida. These twenty- 
first- century ugly laws, as the most severe homelessness laws on record, dem-
onstrate the extent to which understandings of ugliness and their settler- 
colonial, classist, and ableist undercurrents, continue to shape civic and pub-
lic life. Yasmina Katsulis follows with an analysis of the TLC show, Skin Tight. 
Exploring the temporalities of ugliness, Katsulis considers how the reality TV 
show frames patient disappointment with their pre- and post- operative bod-
ies, both of which are conceived of, by both the show and the patients, as ugly 
and in excess. Rather than the typical before and after story that weight-loss 
culture celebrates, Katsulis argues for a distinct, ugly temporality that makes 
space for patient disappointment as well as the disappointments attached to 
being embodied in the first place. Next, postcolonial theorist Sayandeb 
Chowdhury examines the space of the city of Calcutta, exploring the visual 
politics of the city in conversation with ugliness and racialization. Through an 
exploration of photographic representations of postcolonial Calcutta, 
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Chowdhury argues that Calcutta underwent a representational crisis and 
became increasingly visualized as an “ugly” city which had impacts for its 
inhabitants who were visually ostracized in the photographic register. In the 
final piece in this section, Natasha Lushetich explores ugliness in dialogue 
with institutionalization at the site of London’s Bethlem Royal Hospital. As an 
attempt in “ethical” aesthetics, Lushetich argues that the hospital’s covert stig-
matization becomes a space through which ugliness is produced in its inhabit-
ants. Lushetich demonstrates that, despite a surface institutional commitment 
to clean manicured spaces, illness, medication, and a general sense of precarity 
means that ugliness circulates in and around the vulnerable bodies therein.

The third part of this collection, “Materialities and Representations,” grap-
ples with the diverse ways that bodies are first represented and then under-
stood as ugly. Challenging normative ideologies of ugliness, the works in this 
section explore in particular the ways that representations of bodies as ugly 
can be resisted toward the production of alternative bodily possibilities and 
modalities of existence. Alternative modes of ugly embodiment are imagined 
in relation to breast cancer, femininity, settler colonialism, the methodology 
of ugliness, and black body politics. Bernadette Wegenstein’s essay examines 
ugliness as resignification through an engagement with the absent female 
breast. Wegenstein engages with the story of Saint Agatha the martyr along-
side contemporary women’s refusals to undergo breast reconstruction after 
breast cancer in order to demonstrate that “missing the breast” is both an 
embodied and rhetorical position that opens up the possibility to recast and 
reposition the socio-cultural significance of female breasts and femininity. 
Similarly, feminist psychologist Breanne Fahs, discusses the production and 
reification of ugliness through women’s reactions to and imaginations of a 
body they dread. Fahs’s study of how women imagine the body they dread 
reveals that ableism, ageism, racism, and internalized sexism all inform their 
descriptions of bodies they would not wish to have. Katherine Morton’s work 
engages a critical evaluation of media representations of missing and mur-
dered Indigenous  women in Canada. Morton demonstrates that as main-
stream Canadian media offers more attention to Indigenous issues, it does so 
by drawing on stereotypes about Indigenous women that justify neocolonial-
ism. Morton suggests that not only does the Canadian media individualize 
Indigenous social issues, it does so by producing a discourse of ugliness that 
functions to reinforce neo-settler-colonial practices. Following this, Melody 
Ellis articulates a new relationship to speaking about ugly representation 
through advocating a strategy she calls “to ugly.” Drawing on French femi-
nisms, Ellis suggests that it is possible to think ugliness as a verb and method-
ology, encouraging the inhabitation of this uncomfortable category in relation 
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to one’s relationship with others and to writing, instead of working toward a 
distancing from ugliness. Finally, feminist theorist and critical race scholar 
Jalondra Alicia Davis puts forward an analysis of ugliness in relation to black 
feminist speculative fiction, focusing on the grotesque in the many-tentacled 
figures in Octavia Butler’s Dawn (1987). Davis argues that Butler’s alien can 
be read as a plural figure and a metaphor for black community organizing that 
eschews notions of respectability, communality, and orderliness.

The final section, “Ugliness as Generative Power,” explores the possibilities 
for mobilizing ugliness as a feminist point of resistance against visual injustice 
and pervasive modes of seeing. As much as ugliness does irreducible harm to 
bodies at the intersections of gender, race, class, ability, age, body size, health, 
and sexuality, it also creates instances of self-articulation and self-affirmation 
in the face of narrowing and ever-precise standards of normative appearance. 
The pieces in this section consider the generative possibilities of ugliness with 
attentiveness to fat politics, feminist art practice, anti-oppressive pedagogy, 
and feminist Lacanian visuality. First, Stefanie Snider utilizes fat studies schol-
arship to examine the ways that fat bodies have been visually marginalized in 
dominant cultural ideologies. She assesses that while the typical response to 
this visual marginalization has been to assert that fat is beautiful, such an 
expansion relies on the same fear of ugliness that motivates fatphobia. 
Examining the work of artists Laura Aguilar and Iiu Susiraja, Snider identifies 
and in turn agitates for a more direct engagement with and deployment of 
ugliness in fat activism. Next, Karina Eileraas Karakuş considers how feminist 
performance art “plays” with ugliness as a way to refuse patriarchal expecta-
tions for female corporeality. Examining the performative persona of singer/
songwriter Sia and the activist art of Emma Sulkowicz, Eileraas argues that 
ugliness can disturb and damage dominant protocols of femininity, and is 
thus a powerful tool for feminist artists. From there, Michael Johnson Jr. pro-
vides an articulation of “racial pulchritude” as a unique way of reframing ugli-
ness. Drawing on an autoethnographic method alongside his experiences of 
pedagogic practice, Johnson Jr. explores how his role as professor intersects 
with his racialization and sexualization. Racial pulchritude emerges as a way 
to think the incommensurability of racialized beauty norms, such that, as he 
writes, “one’s beauty is not directly comparable to another’s because of a racial 
difference between both individuals.” Shannon Bell’s work concludes this sec-
tion with a psychoanalytic reading of ugliness that rests on thinking with 
Lacan’s “Of the Gaze as Objet Petit a.” Developing a notion of “the ugly gaze,” 
Bell provides us with a rebellious form of visual politics that is autobiographi-
cally oriented, particularly by her lifelong engagement with ugliness as a mode 
of misbehaving.
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On the Politics of Ugliness asserts that it is only in facing ugliness as a politi-
cal category that we can agitate against routinely harmful ways of seeing, 
understanding, and relating. Certainly, as the works in this collection demon-
strate, ugliness is a category of value to the fields of feminist theory, gender 
studies, critical race studies, critical disability studies, sexuality studies and 
queer theory, as well as literary and cultural studies, as it offers up another way 
for examining how some bodies are held to be valuable while others are ren-
dered untenable through the workings of visual injustice. Moreover, this col-
lection, by expanding the terms under which ugliness is considered, offers up 
ugliness as that which can instigate new ways of being and new ways of dis-
rupting our thinking about and adherence to normalizing regimes. On the 
Politics of Ugliness is at its heart an undertaking that seeks to explore how ugli-
ness, when understood as a political category, can inform the intersectional 
processes of racialization, colonization and settler colonialism, gender- making, 
ableism, and heteronormativity. On an even broader level, the goal of this 
collection is to detonate the harmful effects that labels and feelings of ugliness 
have on us through seeking to demonstrate that ugliness is always an invested 
and over-determined category that can and must be challenged.
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2
Ugliness

Nina Athanassoglou-Kallmyer

 Definitions

Simply put, ugliness is an aesthetic category that stands at the opposite of 
beauty. The two constitute dialectic polarities that form the backbone of 
Western aesthetic and moral thought. Beauty was construed as the “center” 
and the “canon.” It stood for the ideal, reason, truth, goodness, perfection, 
clarity, order, harmony, civilization: for humanity’s higher aspirations. These 
were believed to have been attained in classical Greece and encapsulated in the 
ancients’ ideal of “kalós k’agathós,” beautiful and good. On the flip side of 
beauty, ugliness served as the all-purpose repository for everything that did 
not quite fit this centered and elevated norm: mundane reality, the irrational, 
evil, disorder, dissonance, irregularity, excess, deformity, the marginal: in 
short, the Other. Ewa Kuryluk described grotesque ugliness as the antithesis 
to the canon “which it contradicts: the order it destroys, the values it upsets, 
the authority and morality it derides, the religion it ridicules, the harmony it 
breaks up, the heaven it brings down to earth, the position of classes, races, 
and sexes it reverses, the beauty and goodness it questions.”1

A category of marginality, ugliness was nevertheless theorized as an ele-
ment crucial to the artistic process. In his Aesthetik des Hässlichen (The 
Aesthetics of the Ugly), published in 1853, Karl Rosenkranz, who taught phi-
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losophy and aesthetics at Königsberg, declared ugliness an essential compo-
nent of art. In the wake of Rosenkranz (whom he cites), Theodor Adorno 
argued that, in the dialectics of the beautiful, ugliness was appropriated 
through negation, its sheer opposition to the urge toward beauty generating 
an inherent tension within the work of art that was an essential, if implicit, 
component in the production of its structural harmony: “the ugly is that ele-
ment that opposes the work’s ruling law of form; it is integrated by that for-
mal law and thereby confirms it.”2 Beauty was one. Ugliness had many faces. 
Adorno equated beauty with unity, rationalism, and coherence. In contrast, 
ugliness represented the “primacy of the particular” and of the individual.3 
Geoffrey Galt Harpham compared beauty to the stable and ever identical 
form of a circle. Ugliness, instead, was paralleled to a shapeless mass of het-
erogeneous and conflicting attributes caught in “a civil war of attraction/
repulsion.”4 This protean physiognomy of ugliness was reflected in its poly-
semy. Terms like “grotesque,” “horrific,” “abject,” “burlesque,” “comic,” “cari-
catural,” and “formless” have all been used, at times, as attributes or synonyms 
of “ugly.” In Samuel Johnson’s dictionary, “ugliness” is a semantic match to 
“deformity…ill-favouredness; ridiculousness; quality of something to be 
laughed at; irregularity.”5 For Schmidlin’s German-French Dictionnaire uni-
versel de la langue française, ugly or “grotesque means odd, unnatural, 
bizarre, strange, funny, ridiculous, caricatural.”6 Diderot talked of caricatural 
ugliness as applying “principally to grotesque and extremely disproportioned 
figures…that a painter or sculptor or engraver makes expressly to amuse 
himself and to cause laughter.…But there is burlesque in painting as in 
poetry.”7 Pierre Larousse’s nineteenth-century French dictionary juxtaposed 
as synonymous “ugly, horrid, deformed, hideous, horrific.”8 “Beauty has only 
one type; ugliness has a thousand,” wrote Victor Hugo in 1827.9

Since the Renaissance, the most common cognate and eventual alternate 
for ugliness was “grotesque.” The word derived from the Italian grottesche 
(itself from “grotto,” cave), a term that designated the fantastic decorative 
designs discovered in 1480 on the walls of underground, grottolike vaults of 
ancient Roman temples, baths, and palaces. In the eyes of classicists, these 
otherwise pleasingly innocuous decorative hybrids of implausibly and ambig-
uously intertwined vegetal, animal, and human elements embodied the trans-
gressive character of ugliness: they exemplified an “ars combinatoria” or 
“species of confusion” that flouted natural law, befuddled reason, and offended 
decorum.10 Hybrid conflations resulting in monstrous, unnatural, indeed 
degenerate creations became one of the prime sites of ugliness. Thus Ruskin 
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in the 1860s condemned grotesque ornaments, be it Gothic gargoyles or 
Raphael’s grottesche, as “imitations of ugly, i.e. unnatural things.”11 Harpham 
described the inner structure of the ugly in art as marked by a confusion of 
hierarchies, by an incongruous simultaneity of “high” and “low,” or, in his 
words, a “co-presence of the normative, fully formed, ‘high’ or ideal, and the 
abnormal, unformed, degenerate, ‘low’ or material.” The proximity of the 
“low” degraded the “high,” dragged it down to the monstrous underworld of 
the grotesque, a process Harpham dubs “combinatory de-grading.” He cited 
Leonardo’s drawings of grotesque heads as a case in point: “Barely but recog-
nizably human, they grade toward some species lower down on the evolution-
ary or ontological scale, toward a principle of formlessness, primitivism, or 
bestiality. The result is a compromise, a taboo, a non-thing.”12

Historically the dialectic beauty/ugliness was shaped by issues of hierarchy, 
value, and power (witness Wilde’s witty passage, the epigraph to this chapter). 
Both beauty and ugliness articulated cultural and political meanings. Beauty 
was equated with dominant “high” culture and hegemonic social, moral, 
racial, and aesthetic ideologies. Ugliness, much like evil, was linked to mar-
ginality, the politically, economically, and socially disenfranchised, the racially 
Other (blacks and Jews among others). For Adorno, in fact, beauty was an 
exclusionary, elitist, and oppressive category forged by the dominant orders 
and forced on the people. Adorno spins a fascinating creationist tale in this 
regard. In the beginning there was ugliness—a primordial, precivilized amor-
phous element, similar to chaos or nature in the raw, or “whatever is not 
formed…. the incompletely formed, the raw.” Beauty came as a secondary 
stage, as a result of an apotropaic, sublimatory process intended to stave vis-
ceral fears of the primitive formless: “Beauty is not the platonically pure 
beginning but rather something that originated in the renunciation of what 
was once feared, which only as the result of this renunciation…became the 
ugly.”13 Beauty was form added to formlessness. “If one originated in the 
other, it is beauty that originated in the ugly, and not the reverse.” Adorno sees 
this process as violent, as a kind of authoritarian procrustean shaping, “a cru-
elty of forming” analogous to totalitarian ideologies in politics.14 By contrast 
the free-wheeling ugly meant liberalism and the lumpenproletariat. Ugliness 
championed the socially disinherited, carried the voice of “the repressed who 
sides with the revolution…uncouth and distorted by resentment,…he bears 
all the stigmas of degradation under the burden of unfree—moreover, manual—
labor.”15 The ugliness of the proletariat was shunned as degenerate by expo-
nents of the ruling classes and of classicism. A Marxist who fled Nazism in the 
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1930s, Adorno used classicism as a metaphor for inhumane fascist repression: 
“Hitler’s empire put this theorem into test, as it put the whole of bourgeois 
ideology to the test: The more torture went on in the basement [of 
Kommandatur headquarters?] the more insistently they made sure that the 
roof rested on columns.”16 In art as in life, therefore, Adorno endowed ugli-
ness with moral beauty and a humanitarian mission: to foster sympathy for 
the degraded, to reverse social inequity.

A category in opposition, ugliness was also to evolve into a strategy of con-
tradiction. In Rabelais and His World (1935), Mikhail Bakhtin, whose views 
were influenced by his disavowal of Stalinism and its authoritarian cultural 
policies, uses the grotesque as a symbol of the undaunted, freedom-loving folk 
in rebellion against the dominant political and cultural forces aligned with 
classicism. Bakhtin situates his analysis of the grotesque/ugly within what he 
views as two separate, antithetical, and antagonistic cultural spheres: a “high” 
official sphere associated with repressive state ideology, and a “low” popular, 
folkloric one. Using the model of the medieval carnival and the case study of 
the French satirical writer François Rabelais, he locates strategies of resistance 
to the norm in the people’s use of humor, parody, the vernacular, and folkloric 
practices forbidden by official culture. Bakhtin insists on the popular propen-
sity toward repulsive physicality (his terms are “the lower bodily stratum”), 
such as in the use of graphic or scatological language and actions, a propensity 
he sees as a deliberate breach of the rigid decorum imposed from above.

Peter Stallybrass and Allon White amplified the binary extremism of 
Bakhtin’s worldview beyond the limited (and highly idealized) locus of folk-
lore and carnival in order to reveal the operational mechanics, so to speak, 
of ugliness. They defined the grotesque as that which “is formed through a 
process of hybridization or inmixing of binary opposites, particularly of 
high and low, such that there is a heterodox merging of elements usually 
perceived as incompatible, and this latter version of the grotesque unsettles 
any fixed binaryism.”17 Thus articulated, the grotesque underlay the struc-
ture of a varied array of “domains,” cultural sites whose complex ideological, 
social, and economic profiles marked them as profoundly ambiguous. One 
such site was the fair or marketplace, the very same site of Bakhtin’s uni-
formly rebellious carnivalesque. But Stallybrass and White view the fair as 
far from exclusively “low” or oppositional, but rather as a cultural, social, 
and economic crossroads, indeed a hybrid place, that brought together 
opposing elements, conservative and progressive, domestic and cosmopoli-
tan, familiar and exotic, bourgeois and plebeian. They argued that blended 
grotesque sites, such as this, mediated “between a classical/classificatory body 
and its negations, its Others, what it excludes to create its identity as such.”18 
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This mixed identity in no way numbed the transgressive power of the site; 
on the contrary, it affirmed it. As they write, “To define the grotesque, then, 
as a process of hybridization is not to neutralize its role as a kind of contesta-
tion. Rather, it is to acknowledge that the grotesque tends to operate as a 
critique of dominant ideology which has already set the terms, designating 
what is high and low.”19

How these ideas can be put to art-historical use may be demonstrated by 
taking (yet another) look at Edouard Manet’s Olympia, whose perceived 
radicalism scandalized viewers at the Salon of 1865. Rereading the reviews 
of the painting, compiled by T. J. Clark in his study of Manet and moder-
nity, it is striking to note how critics unwittingly rehearse the familiar litany 
of terms and concepts attached to ugliness. In their eyes, Manet’s Olympia 
(and modernity) subsumed all the facets of the ugly, indeed embodied ugli-
ness in the flesh. Thus, beside recurring mentions of “laideur” and “gro-
tesque,” we have, among others, accusations of formlessness (“informe”) 
and confusion (“inqualifiable,” “indéchiffrable,” “ne s’explique pas”); com-
parisons with crude popular Epinal prints and billboards (“enseignes”); 
degrading analogies with monstrous animals or disgusting insects (“gorille 
femelle,” “veau à deux têtes,” “immense araignée au plafond”); and repulsive 
comparisons, such as to putrefying corpses in the morgue.20 Western stereo-
types of ethnic and racial Otherness are also summoned. More than one 
critic likened the Olympia to an Oriental odalisque, a symbol of rabid sexu-
ality. And at least two critics invoked a parallel with the “Vénus Hottentote,” 
the black Hottentot woman imported from Africa and exhibited in Paris 
and London as a curious specimen of racial monstrosity (after the “Venus’s” 
death in 1816, a life cast of her “grotesque” body was put on display at the 
Jardin des Plantes). At once Western Venus and its grotesque African carica-
ture, goddess and prostitute, timeless and actual, “high” Titianesque look-
alike and “low” crudely crafted Epinal print, in its imagery and style the 
Olympia combined cultural, social, and aesthetic extremes. The painting 
thus exemplified the disconcerting mix of irreconcilable opposites described 
by Stallybrass and White as typical of the grotesque, while also realizing 
Harpham’s idea of hybridous ugliness as a degrading process, a dragging of 
the lofty to the low. It is in this conceptual, structural, and stylistic hybridity 
that its subversive power lay. An arena of intense ideological struggle, to use 
Bakhtin’s terms, the picture’s transgressive character found a fitting, if 
unconscious, transcription in the vocabulary of ugliness—formal, social, 
moral, and racial—activated for the occasion by outraged Salon critics.
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 The Exile

Adorno defined ugliness as a “category of prohibitions.”21 Indeed, a history of 
suppression haunts ugliness from the remotest times. It was already in place 
metaphorically in Western myths of origins. In Hesiod’s Theogony (c. 800 
B.C.), radiantly beautiful Olympian divinities defeat irrational chthonic 
forces personified by monstrously hybridous beings, among them Typhon, 
the most repulsive of them all, from whose “shoulders came a hundred fear-
some snake-heads with black tongues flickering, and the eyes in his strange 
heads flashed fire under the brows; and there were voices in all his fearsome 
heads, giving out every kind of indescribable sound.”22 Adapted to a Judeo-
Christian context, similar concepts of forceful imposition of formal harmony 
on the unformed primeval govern the biblical myth of the Creation. The Old 
Testament opens on visions of a chaotic universe from which the authoritar-
ian intervention of a creating God constructs a cogent, logical, and aestheti-
cally harmonious, jewel-like cosmos. God as a skilled goldsmith, as the 
ultimate craftsman-artist.

In the Republic, Plato issued an order to artists forbidding them to portray 
“ugliness in painting, sculpture, architecture, or any work of art, and if they 
are unable to comply they must be forbidden to practice art.”23 Aristotle’s 
theory of art as imitation of noble and lofty human action—the foundation 
of later classical aesthetic doctrine—naturally made no allowances for the 
“low,” in content or form, although the Poetics’ once-lost second book, now 
identified as the Tractatus Coislinianus, does tolerate ugliness, deformity, and 
burlesque as part of the inferior realm of comedy and popular taste. A propo-
nent of classical aesthetic purity, Vitruvius, on the other hand, was adamantly 
opposed to what he branded as the unnatural incongruities of grotesque cre-
ations on the grounds that “such things neither are, nor can be, nor have 
been.”24 Horace too attacked implausible, hybrid combinations that did not 
stand up to nature’s truth or logical scrutiny. His Ars poetica (1st c. B.C.) 
opens on a famous passage formulated as a cautionary interdiction to artists:

Suppose some painter, for the whim to trace
A horse’s neck with human head and face
And limbs from various animals expressed
In plumage of as various hues invest,
So that the same fantastic piece may show
A fair maid upwards, a foul fish below…
Where no two members to one whole referred
All is grotesque, incongruous, and absurd.
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He severely sanctioned the results as “wild as the phantoms of a feverish 
brain.”25

From the Renaissance onward and culminating in the seventeenth cen-
tury, prevalent classical aesthetic theory banished ugliness as an affront to 
Nature and Reason. Touched off by the discovery of Roman grottesche, the 
discourse on ugliness unraveled concurrently with the development of its 
opposite, that is the formation of a “canon” based on the example of classi-
cal antiquity. Raphael’s painted grotesque designs in the Vatican Loggie 
(1519) and, more broadly, the mannerist movement, must therefore be seen 
in tandem with their opposite, the exacting, rational classicism integral to a 
humanistic theory of art, such as ex-emplified by Leon Battista Alberti’s 
treatise on painting, Della Pittura (1436), among others. Seventeenth-
century French academic theory and practice represented the codification of 
this classical canon. Closely emulating Horace, Boileau’s “Art poétique”26 
instructed artists to observe “bon sens,” “raison,” and measure, and drew an 
analogy between the grotesque and Hesiod’s monstrous Typhon. Boileau 
associated beauty with the “high” taste of the court and the elites. And he 
saw the ugly (which he called “burlesque”) as the domain of the despised 
uneducated populace, those who speak “the language of the marketplace.”27 
He admonished artists: “May that style never soil your work.”28 Through art’s 
ennobling power even the lowliest and ugliest subject could be transformed 
into an object of beauty: “There is no monster bred beneath the sky, /But, 
well-disposed by art, may please the eye.”29

Like Boileau, Kant, who only devotes a few paragraphs in his Critique of 
Judgment to marginal ugliness as opposed to his long discussion of the beauti-
ful, awards art the ultimate power to transform real-life ugliness into aesthetic 
beauty: “Where fine art evidences its superiority is in the beautiful descrip-
tions it gives of things that in nature would be ugly or displeasing. The Furies, 
diseases, devastations of war, and the like, can (as evils) be very beautifully 
described, nay even represented in pictures.”30 But as opposed to the 
Frenchman, Kant draws the line as to what kind of ugliness may so be aes-
theticized and by what kind of artistic means. For example, realistic represen-
tations of abject or repulsive ugliness are excluded as bound to generate a 
reaction of disgust in the viewer and in so doing contradict Kant’s imperative 
of the aesthetic experience as a source of delight. Moreover, such a realistically 
deceptive representation of abject ugliness would blur the distinction between 
nature and its artistic simulacrum, thereby depriving the work of art of its 
autonomy as a pure product of the artistic imagination, yet another important 
Kantian imperative.
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Much like Boileau’s and Kant’s, Hegel’s entire approach to the issue of 
beauty and ugliness is colored by his unwavering loyalty to the joint forces of 
idealism and classicism. He consequently relegates ugliness to the margins of 
his aesthetic theory, as of his historical view of culture more generally. For 
example, in Hegel’s tripartite vision of art’s progress from an archaic “sym-
bolic” phase to a “classical” one (which Hegel privileges), and from this to a 
“romantic” or modern one, ugliness occurs in the earliest and latest stages. 
Ugliness defines the art of primitive ages marked by the inability to give ade-
quate form to complex ideas. Submerged during the classical age character-
ized by a harmonious balance of form and content, it reemerges in periods of 
decline. During these, form is “left at the mercy of freaks of imagination, 
whose caprice is no more likely to mirror what is given as it is given, than to 
throw the shapes of the outer world into chance medley, or distort them into 
grotesqueness.”31 Hegel thus sees ugliness as an aesthetic ill, a symptom of 
cultural deficiency, be it primitive or decadent.

 The Return of the Repressed

In the history of the grotesque, retraced by Wolfgang Kayser and Bakhtin, 
among others, the second half of the eighteenth century marks a turning 
point. For even as it asserted its faith in a universal and absolute ideal of 
beauty, the Enlightenment spawned a counterdiscourse of relativism and 
multiplicity that assaulted that very same ideal it upheld. Both beauty and 
ugliness were now regarded as contingent, relative, and mutable concepts, 
determined by diverse parameters, such as geography, time, climate, culture, 
race, and national and ethnic particularities. What was ugly to some could be 
beautiful to others. Under the Encyclopédie entry “Laideur” (ugliness), 
Diderot stated: “Ideas of ugliness vary as much as those of beauty, according 
to times, places, climates, and the character of nations and of individuals…. 
Therefore there can be no knowledge of the Beautiful or the Ugly without 
the knowledge of the canon, without knowledge of the model…there is 
nothing absolute in these ideas.”32

The romantic movement spurred new interest in the discredited values 
associated with the grotesque, such as imagination, subjectivity, singularity, 
irregularity, and naïveté. “Ugliness” legitimized “signaled the dissolution of 
the old metaphysical equation of the good, the true, and the beautiful,” 
writes Joseph Leo Koerner.33 The ugly also became the symbol of the 
 avantgarde’s cult of modernity in contrast to the reactionary establishment’s 
worship of classical antiquity and Ideal Beauty. As Hugo wrote, “in the 
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thought of the Moderns,…the grotesque plays an enormous role. It is every-
where; on the one hand it creates deformity and the horrific: on the other, 
the comic and the burlesque.”34 Larousse’s dictionary stated that “modern 
art, in poetry as in painting, has embraced the aesthetics of the ugly and has 
admitted it in its works…. It was a conscious return to primitive and naïve 
ideas.”35 In a cartoon by Bertall published in le journal pour rire of 1849, 
Delacroix, the perceived leader of the romantic school, proclaiming “Beauty 
is Ugliness” (“Le Beau est le Laid”), engages in a joust against the back-
ground of the Institut with his proverbial opponent, Ingres, the quintessen-
tial academic classicist. Throughout the century, from Théodore Géricault’s 
gruesome paintings of bloody, guillotined heads and severed limbs in the 
1820s to Aubrey Beardsley’s decadent and explicitly sexual illustrations in the 
1890s, to name only two examples, the “ugly” fulfilled its appointed role as 
an aggressive aesthetic of renewal.”

When Diderot relativized beauty and ugliness, he still assumed the exis-
tence of a “canon,” or at least diverse canons, operating in diverse contexts. A 
century later, in his essay “The Painter of Modern Life” (1863), Baudelaire 
denied fixed norms entirely. For him, beauty and ugliness (or, in their poetic 
transposition, “ideal” and “spleen”) were fluid, mobile, interchangeable con-
cepts, aesthetic alternates whose definition depended upon time, place, and 
the changing vagaries of taste and fashion. Baudelaire distinguished between 
two kinds of beauty, “general” or ideal beauty and “particular” beauty. The 
former was the age-old classical ideal cultivated by the academic elites. Under 
the second term, Baudelaire referred to works of popular make and trivial 
purpose, ephemeral and mass-produced objects, relegated to the domain of 
the “ugly” by “high art” purists intent on lofty purpose and permanence. 
Among such works he included fashion prints, transient ephemera, “which 
can be translated into ‘beautiful’ or into ‘ugly’; as ugly they become carica-
tures; as beautiful, they become ancient statues.”36 About such contingent 
“beauty,” Baudelaire observed that every profession inscribes on the body of 
its representatives marks that are unique to it. Although in absolute terms 
these marks may be ugly, if viewed through the lens of the particular profes-
sion, they may appear beautiful: “there exists in every being a professional 
specificity, a characteristic that can be physically translated into ugliness, but 
also into a kind of professional beauty.”37 As an example, and with Manet’s 
Olympia possibly in mind, Baudelaire cited the (variable) beauty/ugliness of 
the prostitute. Nothing is ugly, therefore, be it high or low, according to 
Baudelaire, provided it is considered without prejudice and in its own terms 
and times.
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An embattled mode, romantic ugliness was politically charged. The nine-
teenth century’s most famous defense of ugliness, Victor Hugo’s pamphletlike 
preface to his play Cromwell, celebrated the grotesque (which Hugo uses 
interchangeably with “le laid”) as the joint herald of modernism in art and 
liberalism in politics. Under “grotesque,” Hugo listed the folkloric and the 
popular, the irregular and the hybrid (bizarre animal-human composites he 
called “bêtes humaines” or “êtres intermédiaires”),38 the comic and the hor-
rific, the fantastic and the immoral, “all the ridicules, all the infirmities, all the 
uglinesses…, the passions, the vices, the crimes.”39 Ugliness was symbolic of 
liberalism and of the popular masses (the folk). It stood at the opposite of 
academic classicism and of the social elites that sponsored it. In his preface to 
Hernani, written only months prior to the Revolution of 1830, Hugo openly 
proclaimed the alliance of romantic modernism and liberalism in politics: 
“Romanticism is…in the last analysis, and this is its real definition, if one 
considers it under its militant guise, only liberalism in literature…. Liberty in 
the arts, liberty in society, this is the double goal toward which must aspire…
all the consistent and logical spirits…. Literary liberty is the daughter of polit-
ical liberty.”40 In practice as in theory, moreover, Hugo was fascinated by all 
aspects of the grotesque, from cartoons to comic strips, and from tattoos to 
graffiti, and naïve children’s doodles. He drew caricatures and created fantastic 
drawings of nightmarish beings and bizarre landscapes and buildings. Several 
of his novels center around horrific and deformed characters, such as 
Quasimodo, the monstrous bell ringer of Notre-Dame de Paris (1831), whose 
name became synonymous with appalling ugliness.

Likewise politicized was Théophile Gautier’s definition of the grotesque in 
his (likewise polemical) preface to his novel Mademoiselle de Maupin (1834). 
In it, Gautier’s targets are complacent bourgeois morality, bourgeois utilitari-
anism, and bourgeois industrial capitalism. Against these ills, he launched a 
hymnlike eulogy of repulsive ugliness—morbid, horrific, perverse, and mor-
ally transgressive (Gautier was also the author of an 1843 collection of essays 
titled Les grotesques). His novel was a flamboyant demonstration of his theo-
ries. Calculated to provoke moral shock among conservative middle-class 
audiences, it features at its center a hybrid character, a dashing female singer 
named Madeleine de Maupin who dresses as a man and has stormy love affairs 
with members of both sexes. Gautier’s militant ugly was indeed first to situate 
transgressive hybridity in the highly censored domain of sexuality and gender 
as locus of intersection in which the absolute values of conventional morality 
collapsed, merged, or ambiguously and fluidly traded places.
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 Ugly, Formless, Abject

“In modern art the weight of this element [the ugly] increased to such a degree 
that a new quality emerged,” wrote Adorno about nineteenth- and twentieth- 
century art. He saw modernism as defined by the breakdown of the harmonic, 
symbiotic tension of beauty and ugliness and marked by the triumph of ugli-
ness whose suppressed dynamism eventually overcame the “law of form:” 
“Powerlessly the law of form capitulates to ugliness.” He illustrated this state-
ment by evoking “the physically revolting and repellent in Beckett, the scato-
logical traits of many contemporary dramas.”41

In this last section, therefore, I turn to ugliness as a characteristic of 
twentieth- century artistic currents. I consider it under the related concepts of 
“formless” and “abject,” two terms associated with the idea of ugliness since 
the early modern period, but reappropriated and transformed in contempo-
rary aesthetic discourse. While still retaining the transgressive connotations of 
ugliness, in their modernist and postmodernist reincarnation, “formless” and 
“abject” have acquired new complexity through the incorporation of psycho-
analytic, Marxist, and gender theories.

“Formless” or “informe” is a term launched by the French surrealist Georges 
Bataille in his “critical dictionary” published in his periodical Documents. 
Under the entry “informe” Bataille evoked not only lack of significant form or 
meaning, but also a process of aesthetic, moral, and physical degradation, a 
bringing of “things down in the world” by stripping them of all lofty refer-
ences.42 This “semantic deflation,” as Yve-Alain Bois has argued, was not a 
thing in itself but rather an operation, a performative, analogous to the vio-
lence implicit in obscene words.43 In keeping with the polemical tradition of 
ugliness, Bataille viewed this operation as an aggression against established, 
academic, and bourgeois aesthetic demands and norms. His use of vile analo-
gies for formlessness (such as spittle, excrement, or crawling insects) was 
intended to undermine logic, purpose, propriety, hierarchy, and idealism, 
while emphasizing, by contrast, base materiality (“base matter”), lack of mean-
ing and formal definition as part of a strategy of counter-Freudian desublima-
tion: “What it [the formless] designates has no right in any sense and gets 
squashed everywhere, like a spider or an earthworm.” Uncannily echoing the 
nineteenth-century critics’ derogatory comparison of Manet’s “informe” Olympia 
to a “huge spider on the  ceiling,” Bataille concluded that “affirming that the 
universe resembles nothing and is only formless amounts to saying that the 
universe is something like a spider or spit.”44 He applied these ideas to his own 
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study on Manet, in which he attempted to show how, in a painting like the 
Olympia, for instance, the painter deliberately disappointed conventional 
expectations of form and content in order to reach “that which goes beyond 
and is more significant than meaning.”45 In 1997, a first exhibition of 
“informe” art was organized by Bois and Rosalind Krauss at the Georges 
Pompidou Center, in Paris. It brought together, among others, graffitilike 
paintings by Cy Twombly, installations by Richard Serra, and sculptures and 
assemblages by Mike Kelley, Claes Oldenburg, Pol Bury, and Robert Morris. 
Bois and Krauss summed up artistic “informe” as comprised of the following 
four key features: “base materialism” (the work’s material nature—mostly 
“low” materials, “refuse, or waste—as its prime identity); “horizontality” (as 
the opposition to principles of hierarchy); “pulse” (an imperceptibly slow 
shake-up of the surface of the work producing an uncanny, even disturbing 
effect of change); and “entropy” (the degradation of energy leading to disorder 
and to the disintegration of matter).

Bataille’s association of the “informe” with base, repulsive materiality, as 
well as his use of obscenity and scatology, called forth the related category 
of the “abject,” which he also pioneered (André Breton spoke of Bataille as 
an “excremental philosopher”46); Hal Foster dubbed Bataille’s tactics opting 
for “the smelly shoe over the beautiful picture.”47 “Abject” referred to experi-
ences of the outer world that provoked disgust or trauma in the subject. 
Like its cognate, the “informe,” abject art was therefore a performative that 
sought an affective response that at once demystified the object by going to 
its core truth and undermined art-historical delusion of objects purified of 
affectivity and hence able to be “objectively” and scientifically studied by the 
discipline.48

Past art theory, most famously Kant’s, had associated such a reaction of 
disgust to art with the concept of ugliness, as we saw. But for twentieth- 
century modernists abjection is the cause of more complex responses, a mix of 
revulsion and desire, a fascination with or “envy of abjection,” according to 
Foster. Some fifty years after Bataille, and drawing upon psychoanalysis, lin-
guistics, and philosophy, Julia Kristeva’s Powers of Horror (1982) identified 
abjection with base, degrading physicality and its manifestations: bodily flu-
ids, open wounds, sexual detritus, vomit, slime, spittle, menstrual blood, 
sperm, putrefaction, and decay. She viewed abjection as an ill-defined liminal 
or hybrid state, situated just on the outer edges of life or death, neither subject 
nor object, or rather before the subject exists as such (as with embryos or 
maternal womb fluids) or after it has ceased to exist and turned into an object 
(as with corpses and body parts).49 As with the “informe,” meaning collapses in 
the abject category. It is located beyond selfhood, rational thought, and cul-
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ture, both marginal and familiar, absent and yet as continuously present as the 
unconscious or the uncanny.

Hal Foster declared abject tendencies to be prevalent in postmodernist 
artistic currents. Expanding on Bataille to include Lacan’s description of the 
subject’s confrontation with the real as “trauma,” Foster described the tradi-
tional role of artistic representation as an “image/screen” meant to negotiate 
or mediate between the beholder and his/her traumatic experience of the out-
side world (his word is “apotropaic”). But in much postmodern art this paci-
fying mission is replaced by a desire to shock by “puncturing” the protective 
representational “image/screen.” The “abject” becomes a legitimate, self- 
contained, and self-reflexive “strategy of perversion” in which primal Freudian 
states—the anal/erotic, the olfactory—are deliberately selected and fore-
grounded as such. Abject postmodern art challenges the normative through a 
symbolic reversal of the civilized and its sublimating tactics: “the shit move-
ment in contemporary art may intend a symbolic reversal of the first step of 
civilization, of the repression of the anal and the olfactory.”50 Foster cited 
works by Andres Serrano, Kiki Smith, and Cindy Sherman in the 1990s, with 
their deliberate exposure of jarring, traumatic realities as a willful “turn to the 
grotesque.”51

For the feminist film critic Laura Mulvey, abjection is also the climax of a 
gradually intensifying “narrative of disintegration, horror, and finally disgust.”52 
Mulvey applied these ideas to her study of Cindy Sherman’s staged photo-
graphic self-portraits of the late 1980s, repulsive images of the female body in 
decay. Compared to Sherman’s earlier photographs as a glamorous 1950s 
female, Mulvey concluded that the contrast metaphorically dramatized male 
mythologies of femininity as an alluring, constructed outside that concealed a 
revolting, decaying inside.

An important function of modern and postmodern abject art is its role as 
symbolic cultural, social, and artistic critique. As Adorno put it, in modern 
art’s “penchant…for the nauseating and physically revolting…the critical 
material motif shows through: In its autonomous forms art decries domina-
tion.”53 Bataille declared the purpose of abject art to be a testing of the bound-
aries of sublimation set by bourgeois society and aestheticism. He also linked 
artistic abjection to the abject condition of the dispossessed proletarian classes 
within a hierarchical society of “high” oppressors and “low” oppressed, the latter 
metaphorically evacuated as refuse or excrement.54 In Kristeva’s formulation, 
the hybridity of the abject, its nature as “the in-between, the ambiguous, the 
composite,” that which “does not respect borders, positions, rules,” is intended 
to disturb “identity, system, order” in the individual as in society.55 For Mulvey, 
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Sherman’s use of grotesque and abject imagery to articulate a polemical femi-
nine masquerade is similarly militant. And Thomas Crow examined traumatic 
visions in pop art (suicides, murders, road accidents, execution chambers) as 
more than just numb, ironic celebrations of mediatized consumerism, but 
rather as empathetic forms of political engagement “dramatizing the break 
down of commodity exchange” and exposing the inadequacy of “mass- 
produced images as the bearer of desire.”56 And the trauma they reproduce 
acts, in turn, on the beholder by producing an (effective) traumatic effect.57

Finally, when articulated from the vantage point of postcolonialism, the 
desublimating tactics of artistic abjection turn into a critique of Western 
imperialism through the inverted mimicry of Western cultural values. The 
work of the black British artist Chris Ofili is a case in point. Ofili’s mixed- 
media painting The Holy Virgin Mary (1996) recasts a hallowed Western 
symbol, the Madonna, as an African woman, her thick facial features 
prominently underscored, her ample body wrapped in a glitter-specked 
cloak against a golden background of enamel-like polyester resin. The 
painting incorporates the iconic abstraction, precious materiality, and 
painstaking craftsmanship characteristic of Byzantine cultic images, while 
proclaiming its non-Western affiliations. Born in Manchester (England) 
and a (rebellious) product of the British art system, Ofili stated his aware-
ness of his specific African roots through the symbolic use of genuine pieces 
of elephant dung, imported from Zimbabwe, with which he boldly stud-
ded the surface of his Madonna image. His painting thus turned into a 
deliberate exercise in parodic cultural hybridization: its imagery, style, and 
materials replay the double process of colonialism with its contradictory 
amalgam of desire and revulsion, of “civilizing mission” and prejudice (note 
the Virgin’s large steatopygic hips that were also the Hottentot Venus’s 
major point of attraction for nineteenth-century Europeans). A multiva-
lent sign, the elephant dung grounded into an non- Western context 
Western postmodernist art fads—such as the “shit movement” to which 
Ofili repeatedly referred; commented on the so-called civilized world’s 
return to a “primitive,” infantile anal stage it traditionally associated with 
“precivilized” Africans; and offered a (possibly blasphemous) homage to 
Western-imported Christianity. An ambiguous work in which incompati-
ble notions intersect—white/black, Western/African, civilized/primitive, 
worship/insult—Ofili’s The Holy Virgin Mary reiterates the familiar Western 
structures of the “ugly” as a subversive strategy that ironically confounds 
the very culture that invented it.
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Listening to the Ugliness of Hetero-Erotic 

Miscommunication in Bruno Dumont’s 
Twentynine Palms

Yetta Howard

Listening to sex requires listening to the body communicate via internally cor-
poreal as well as exterior surface sounds: moans, wet skin against skin, friction 
within orifices and without. Sometimes these sounds are accompanied by 
barely audible whispers, sometimes by loud screams, and sometimes by fleshy 
utterances: non-spoken bodily reactions to objects, which could take the form 
of a blunt thud or punctuated slap of materials on skin, rhythmic breathing, or 
inconsistent gasps. The auditory dimensions of sexual activity are a large part 
of delineating the erotic dimensions of its aesthetics; however, when it emerges 
as the effect of miscommunicative sexual and verbal interactions, erotic inter-
change aligns itself with ugliness as passionately directed corporeal noise. Here, 
the modifier “passionately” signifies a simultaneity of paroxysmal rage, devo-
tion, distress, and affection. Focusing on Bruno Dumont’s Twentynine Palms 
(2003), this essay locates such aural forms of ugliness as phobic markers of 
sexual and gender difference but does so counterintuitively, through situating 
hetero-erotic communication as profoundly disagreeable. I show that the film’s 
forms of ugliness become ways to negotiate points of encounter among femi-
nist agency, the emasculated male body, and masculinist violence. Channeling 
minoritarian experience through de-privileged contexts of heterosexual and 
male supremacy, Twentynine Palms establishes the meeting points of its ugly 
experiences as sensations and interactions that exceed pleasures and desires 
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associated with conventions of relationality. By investigating such excesses, this 
essay traces what I call “erratic erotics:” the wayward consequences of commu-
nicative encounters that, I argue, reassess minority difference most noticeably 
as anti-aesthetic bodily sound in the film. Rape, murder, and suicide do not 
result in a purely nihilistic casting of the film’s outcomes but become ugly sonic 
embodiments of agency and difference.

I navigate these risky territories by concentrating on auditory frameworks 
of miscommunication in Twentynine Palms, Dumont’s first US film. Described 
as “experimental horror,”1 “tragic avant-garde,”2 and within the cinematic cat-
egory of New French Extremism,3 French art-house director Dumont’s genre- 
defying film centers on two characters, the English-speaking David and the 
Russian-speaking Katia, who communicate mainly in broken or pared-down 
French, non-erotic sex, and moan-cries, and whose restrained tensions find 
their forms in the sexual-physical geographies of the film’s mostly vacant 
California desert setting. By turning to mismatched verbal and sexual encoun-
ters in the film, I interrogate the erratic terrains of hetero-erotic desire and its 
potentially unwelcome effects. Sexual grunts, orgasmic screams, and other 
bodily inarticulations become the noisy, sonic-cinematic landscape through 
which the film’s ugliness takes shape while its empty, “silent,” and slow visual 
presence is imbued with sexual dissonance. As it offers a way to evaluate the 
assumptions behind—and limits of—oppositional cinematic and feminist 
practice, this ugliness of hetero-erotic miscommunication ultimately reflects a 
politics of ugliness as difference.4 That is, noise as ugliness, here as a series of 
primarily sonic events, becomes the site of negotiating the status of subordi-
nation. Moving beyond visual designations, ugliness’s auditory scope is what 
allows it to move through its sources of articulation and take on qualities 
associated with volatility, specifically the collapse of fixed boundaries linked 
with the privilege of heterosexual male embodiment. Mostly heard rather 
than seen, ugliness, then, is what the confrontation of the dominant with its 
instability as dominant sounds like.

Twentynine Palms is a film about two people who do not go well together 
but this mismatch is revealed as gradual, eventual, and terminal. The film is 
centered on David, a photographer who travels to the California desert with 
his girlfriend, Katia, who seems to have no vocation or interests in anything 
other than David. David appears to be scouting out potential locations for a 
film or photography shoot but this is a relatively unimportant detail in the 
experimental context of the storyline. From scene to scene for approximately 
the first 100 minutes, we see a series of similar verbal and bodily interactions: 
David and Katia’s attempts to have conversations and their sexual activities. 
The last 15 minutes of the film mark an inevitable and dramatic turn of events 
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in what has been up to that point, largely through long takes, a minimal nar-
rative sequence. David and Katia are confronted by renegade assailants who 
chase the couple with their truck and violently slam into their vehicle. When 
it is brought to a stop, David and Katia are dragged out. David is anally raped 
by one of the men while another forces Katia to watch. After this (though not 
immediately), David stabs Katia to death then kills himself. But the film is 
much more than this. Twentynine Palms emerges as a complex study in ugly 
miscommunication and reflects a counterintuitive trajectory that agency and 
difference follow.

The film’s sex and sexual violence scenes along with David and Katia’s con-
versations are the driving forces behind how the film reflects its ugliness as both 
a gendered and sexual minoritarian status that Katia embodies and the subse-
quent re-routing of it through David’s body. In other words, the heterosexual 
relationality that these two characters exhibit establishes David as the central 
agent of sonically expressive ugliness as sexual desire, but it is Katia who emerges 
as counterintuitively bestowed with control. In being temporary and arguably 
negated, hers is an ugly brand of control since it lies on the periphery of being 
understood as agency. Whether in the forms of adult- oriented pleasures such as 
orgasms or child-like pleasures such as eating ice cream, the communicative 
meeting points complicate “having fun” as distinctively sonic excesses of bodily 
desire. Accordingly, as chiefly analyzed via sonic examples in this chapter, the 
ugliness of bodily sound is more akin to noise, what Salomé Voegelin describes 
as that which “urges us back into communication not as translation but as a 
transfer between sensibles. It pushes on the door of language, from the sensibil-
ity of isolation without reaching the infrastructure of meaning.”5

Ugliness, as it comes through via sex/sexual violence and the circularity of 
conversations exhibited in the film’s auditory realms, further translates as a 
negation of meanings behind dominant subjectivity, a receptacle for actions 
that are inconceivable and a way to describe the anti-aesthetic embodiment of 
minoritarian experiences that move across the characters. Unthinkable actions 
that follow from the mundane and meaninglessness characterizing the mini-
malist cinematic strategies operate vis-à-vis the hyper-sexual encounters in the 
film. “Sex without optimism,” for Lauren Berlant and Lee Edelman, mani-
fests as encounters with modes of self-undoing that are “bound to the nonfu-
tural insistence in sex of something nonproductive, nonteleological, and 
divorced from meaning making.”6 As Berlant and Edelman suggest, such 
encounters, when “intensified”7 usher us outside the legibility of controlled 
limits. The sex in Twentynine Palms is, then, “without optimism,” but I also 
wish to emphasize the ways that the non-fixity of bodily sound in the film 
becomes the mode of undoing that is, in a sense, a self-negation through 
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bodily obliteration. As I will illustrate, David’s hetero-masculinity is defined 
by the ugliness of his orgasmic sounds but his insecurities, eventually cast as 
anxieties about his masculinity itself, surface as the sexual bawling of the man 
who rapes him. In turn, the ugliness of Katia’s agency comes through as an 
inhabitation of the rapist’s screams/tears while David’s re-inhabitation of the 
sound is reflected in murdering her and his suicide: an auditory direction that 
circles back to David through Katia in more ways than one.

 Speak, but Say Nothing

Dumont called his film “a negation of American cinema.”8 Invested in trans-
gressing the conventions of mainstream cinematic practice by “questioning 
the significance of the screenplay, the actors, the subject itself,”9 he had the 
two leads, played by David Wissak and Katia Golubeva, use their real names 
for the characters and took away the script so that they would depend on their 
own interactions rather than rely on a restricted narrative structure and con-
strained dialogue sequences. Negation, as discussed above, finds consistent 
form in most of David and Katia’s conversations, which rhetorically repro-
duce frameworks of negated meaning and become ugly ways of working 
through connotation. I begin with what this looks and sounds like by turning 
briefly to two examples of mismatched and miscommunicated verbal encoun-
ters between these central characters. A memorable instance of this takes place 
early in the film, when they go out for ice cream. Commenting on the haircut 
of the marine at a table nearby, David asks Katia if she would prefer that he 
cut off his hair and if she likes marines. To this, she responds that she finds the 
marine handsome but also, in a shallow jest, declares that if he cuts his hair, 
she will break up with him. Finding her own response here to be almost 
unreasonably hilarious, she breaks out in uncontrollable laughter as she 
repeats her own response. What is handsome on the marine, in other words, 
would appear to be an ugly haircut on him. At the end of the film, this is 
taken to its extreme: David “shaves” his head with a large butcher knife, and 
as a morbid kind of break-up, uses it to kill Katia. Not only does the stability 
behind what “handsome” entails become negated but the ugliness of his 
shaven head transfers to the ugliness of his actions manifested as his bodily 
sound, which, as I will discuss below, is a conspicuous instance of where the 
stability of his status as dominant reaches a wretched peak.

Yet the importance of this scene is less about its forecasting the ending and 
more about how negation comes to characterize the erratic directions of 
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desire. One form that this takes is observable in the following conversation 
about whether Katia likes the ice cream they have just ordered:

David: [“It’s good?”]10

Katia: [“It’s not good – but it’s good.”]
David: [“I don’t understand – you say things that I don’t understand.”]
Katia: [“But there’s nothing to understand.”] […]
Katia: [“You’re sulking?”]
David: [“No, I’m not sulking.”]
Katia: [“Yes, you’re sulking.”]
David: “You know, I’d just like to have conversations that have some sort of 

a logic to them. Because sometimes you say one thing and then you 
say something else and I have no idea what you’re saying. It’s a com-
pletely dysfunctional conversation.”

Katia: [“I love you.”]
David: [“I want you.”]

Katia’s response that the ice cream is both good and not good is met with 
David’s response to whether he is sulking as that he is not sulking. One of the 
only direct forms of communication here is David’s verbalized frustration. 
But because he says this in English, Katia cannot understand him. Katia 
“resolves” the conversation by responding that she loves him but David returns 
the remark with a declaration that he wants (rather than loves) her.

This set of responses to each other crystallizes the relational qualities of 
negation that mark the erratic erotics of their conversations. Note the follow-
ing exchange that takes place while they are driving to the motel:

Katia: [“What are you thinking?”]
David: [“I’m thinking nothing.”]
Katia: [“You’re thinking something.”]
David: [“Nothing.”]
Katia: [“That’s not true.”]
David: [“It’s true.”]
Katia: [“Why wouldn’t you tell me?”]
David: “I’m driving—what.”

A few moments after this exchange, Katia starts to cry in audible sobs to 
which David, irritated and bewildered, responds in English, “What, what, 
what, what, what, what?” and the scene ends with his uttering “fuck” under 
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his breath. “Fuck” signals his frustration but it also indicates the ways that the 
miscommunication extends to the auditory elements of their sexual activity. 
In both contexts, no complementarity exists and the whole verbal encounter 
here becomes a breakdown in communication. Put differently, his unan-
swered interrogations surface as a responsive unresponsiveness. In turn, Katia 
responds with silence and tears. The lack of comprehension, then, portends 
the incomprehensible actions that the characters will be doomed to 
experience.

 Crowded Emptiness, Deafening Silence

The concept of “emptiness” is fundamental to the sexual-physical geographies 
of the film and foregrounds the role that space plays in reflecting the film’s 
miscommunicative encounters. Twentynine Palms, California, approximately 
180 miles northeast of San Diego and about 150 miles east of Los Angeles, is 
significant as the film’s setting. In relatively close proximity to Southern 
California’s largest cities (an approximately three-hour drive from either San 
Diego or Los Angeles), the location is at the same time far enough removed so 
that the desert location feels worlds away from major urban centers and is 
positioned in sharp contrast to the nearby, tourist- and gay-friendly Palm 
Springs. Situated in the general location of Joshua Tree National Park and the 
Mojave Desert, the film’s narrative miscommunicates what its landscape rep-
resents. Jane Rodgers, a vegetation specialist for the National Park Service 
writes, “Joshua tree forests tell a story of survival, resilience, and beauty borne 
through perseverance.”11 Annihilation, limitation, and ugliness instead mark 
Twentynine Palms’ anti-aesthetic visual, auditory, and narrative spaces. 
Moreover, Joshua trees lack growth rings, making it difficult to approximate 
their age, which is estimated by the trees’ height.12 Such material elements of 
the trees metaphorically stand for the temporal and spatial suspension where 
David and Katia are conceptually located. Always together, David’s and Katia’s 
bodies are in close proximity—quite literally when their bodies engage in 
sexual activity. In turn, their verbal miscommunications always already set 
them apart. This relational estrangement finds a particularly visual form in a 
subtle detail from a scene that takes place after they quarrel and temporarily 
separate from each other. Katia storms off by herself and, in apparent fear of 
the unpeopled environment, hides behind a large commercial truck each time 
a suspicious-looking car drives by. The printed letters on the truck against 
which she leans includes the numbers and words “29 Palms” but, in both 
instances that it appears, the paint of the 9 and the s is extraordinarily faded 
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and, in effect, erases these numerical and alphabetical characters. What is 
therefore legible on the truck is “2 Palm,” which signifies both David’s and 
Katia’s permanently isolated status: yielding a grammatically incorrect result, 
the putatively ugly imperfections of the weathered signage spell out the film’s 
larger interrogations of alienated communication, with the singularity of 
“Palm” marking their respective forms of fatal estrangement at the film’s end.

Just as the “emptiness” of Twentynine Palms is coextensive with the propin-
quity of its protagonists, so too is its “silence.” Mostly absent13 of non-diegetic 
music, the film uses diegetic background music sparingly. The most promi-
nent example of such music is the benign-sounding folk songs that play con-
stantly on a loop in David’s Hummer. The music, Japanese sanshin-player 
Takashi Hirayasu’s versions of songs by American world music guitarist Bob 
Brozman, was chosen in order to mirror the film as “a mixture of the familiar 
and unknown.”14 Operating along these lines of defamiliarization are the 
largely unpopulated spaces that make up the film as a whole. These are spaces 
filled with the ambient sounds of the natural world or with mostly fleeting 
territorialized sounds. In Acoustic Territories, Brandon LaBelle writes that 
“noise by definition is that sound which occurs where it should not. It finds its 
way in, to disrupt a particular setting. The commands of silence and silencing 
then are place-based concepts, applied to situational events and architectural 
spaces.”15 The noise that LaBelle theorizes here can be detected each time the 
landscape that is meant to be largely devoid of urban distractions is punctured 
by sonic intrusions, calling attention to the “silent emptiness” that defines 
each space in question. For instance, even in less remarkable settings such as 
the outdoor motel pool, which inherits the spatial largesse of its surroundings, 
the cars that constantly drive by actually lend to, rather than take away from, 
its vacant qualities. Significantly, the desert landscape is more than just scenery 
against which they are placed: it is often the very occasion for their sexual 
encounters. Early in the film, David and Katia have sex against a desert rock 
formation, which they climb afterward. Katia mentions that she is dry, like the 
desert landscape,16 initially making it difficult to facilitate the sexual activity.

This uncomfortable ugliness of sexual relationality is not reducible to arid 
corporeal and topographic contexts, however. Possibly the most awkward sex 
scene in the film is the one that takes place in the motel pool. After non- 
erotic, sexual fumbling reflected in abrupt splashing movements and David’s 
uttering question-commands such as “Do you like my penis?” and “Put it 
inside,” the two clutch the pool’s exterior border as they attempt to stay under-
water while trying to keep afloat during the sex. Straddling both sides of the 
dry/wet binary as signifying sexual disinterest versus sexual readiness, the ugly 
erotics of this set of actions exceeds the foul grunting that emanates from 
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David’s body. Even prior to the sexual activity itself, sonic dissonance perme-
ates the space when an ambulance’s unnerving wail becomes an ominous yet, 
at this point in the film, ignorable omen of the sexual violence that will occur. 
Accordingly, and despite the film’s almost exclusively diegetic sound, when 
ambient noise punctuates particular scenes, its effects are occasionally non- 
diegetic. One instance of this occurs during the ice cream scene discussed 
above. The collective sound of vehicles driving by forms a blanket of diegetic 
background sound; however, right when the conversation shifts to a negation 
of meaning, the melancholic tune produced by a truck’s squeaky back-up or 
slow stop accompanies this moment in the scene. Similarly, after the dramatic 
penultimate scene where David stabs Katia to death, the scene momentarily 
fades to black and then returns to the same frame, sans David, with a 20- second 
meditation on Katia’s motionless, bloodied body on the bed. A diegetic vehic-
ular dirge-like melody almost identical to the one of the truck in the ice cream 
scene constructs the dispirited affect and resounds in the cinematic space. In 
these instances, the ugliness extends to the landscape of the film, the apex of 
masculinity’s crisis reverberating as an atmospheric reaction.

 Sexual Violence and Auditory Agency

What populates the film’s public and private spaces is the sound of David and 
Katia having extremely audible sex—particularly David’s orgasmic grunting 
and climactic cries, the volumes and pitches of which usher in an aggressively 
disproportionate and discordant heterosexual sonority. The framework of 
uneven intimacy is reflected in the ugly auditory features of these encounters: 
Katia’s minority status as gendered and non-English-speaking is articulated 
mostly in terms of what we do not hear from her relative to David. Pertinent 
to such absences is a scene that depicts Katia fellating David while he stands 
against a wall. The camera begins with a close-up shot of the back of Katia’s 
head, which David is grasping and moving in a back-and-forth motion. The 
scene is exclusively centered on David’s orgasm, the build-up of which is 
introduced to the viewer by the sound of his penis pumping Katia’s mouth, 
with his head keeping pace by nodding with the motion of the oral sex. 
Despite the audible and excessive qualities of the sex scenes before this point 
in the film, the sound of David’s orgasm here is still arresting. Emphasized by 
the isolation of David’s head in a tightly framed, side view shot, his orgasm 
takes the form of unintelligible speech, a yelled-out, garbled string of g-, r-, 
sh-, a-sounds, perhaps an extreme distortion of Katia’s name, which builds to 
a crescendo of “comiiiiiing!,” with the vocalization of the i-sound alternately 
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descending and ascending in pitch, then a penultimate choking sound before 
ending with an attempt to catch his breath. The shot ends with a quick rest on 
Katia’s face buried in David’s thighs. Here, the ugly sound of heterosexual 
masculine activity takes over both the auditory and visual composition of the 
scene. Drawing on work by Linda Williams and Cindy Patton, Annamarie 
Jagose discusses explicit representations of sex as “invest[ing] the face with the 
erotic capacity to register what is going on beyond the frame of the visible 
action”17 and its role, particularly in pornographic film, in standing in for the 
“problem” of visualizing female orgasm. Building on Jagose’s discussion of the 
face as a visual correspondent for genital activity, I wish to suggest further that 
the face has an alternate function in depicting orgasm on screen: it allows for 
the orgasmic moment to be reflected as a conspicuously auditory event. The 
sonic manifestation of ugliness in Twentynine Palms, then, reveals itself on the 
characters’ faces whose metamorphoses into physiognomic ugliness become 
irreducibly auditory, identifiable effects of the miscommunicative sexual 
encounters in question (Fig. 3.1).

Accordingly, in one of the film’s only sex scenes largely centered on Katia’s 
pleasure, the camera rests on her upper body and face during her orgasm, 
which ends in an anguished howl-cry while David’s orgasmic sound comes 
after a series of even-toned rhythmic grunts and the rapid and urgently 
repeated, “I’m coming.” His orgasm continues well past Katia’s and its exten-
sion takes the form of an absurdly drawn-out yodeling sound with a register 
marked by different degrees of quickly shifting, high-pitched vocal ejacula-
tions. The close-up shot of his face during this instance is askance and his 
mouth transforms into a distorted shape in producing a throaty and horridly 
sexualized yowl. So while their sounds during the sex in the scene begin as 
relatively mutual and harmonious, David’s, the indicator of masculine het-
erosexual desire, exceeds the evenness depicted up until that point in the 

Fig. 3.1 David during orgasm, Twentynine Palms (2003)
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shot, overtaking it by embodying the sound of sexual imbalance and auditory 
abjection. The ugliness of their miscommunication enacted via the sexual 
encounters therefore operates in the same scope as that of their verbal encoun-
ters: it works against the logic of erotic complementarity. While a comple-
mentary dynamic may not necessarily be a sexual goal,18 this is nonetheless 
central for understanding the trajectory that the auditory follows in repre-
senting how agency is negotiated across David’s and Katia’s bodies.

Through the auditory, the ugly erotics of David’s orgasmic sound travels in 
erratic directions and is re-routed when they are driving and three men in an 
enormous white Ford F250 sport-utility truck purposely and violently slam 
into them, pushing them from behind with increasing speed until all they can 
do is stop. While being forcefully pushed at increasing speed, David’s helpless-
ness in the moment comes through as a continuous, futile yell: a close-up shot 
of his “ahhhhhh!” depicts his wide-open mouth taking up the entire frame 
alongside the mechanized, guttural sound of the heavy-duty trucks’ accelerat-
ing engines. For Darren Hughes, “the film is really about a red truck.”19 In 
other words, as Hughes suggests, the red Hummer that David drives stands 
for the crisis of David’s masculine authority and the illusion that rugged 
American masculinity is a stable entity. Indeed, as both Hughes and Lisa 
Coulthard remark, the Ford F250’s repeated crashing into the back of the 
Hummer is a way of reflecting the anal rape that is about to occur soon after 
this moment. Even when both parties come to a stop, the Ford stops by slam-
ming into the Hummer one last time. But what is essential here is the ugliness 
of the auditory framework. The emphasis on David’s open-mouthed yell dur-
ing the truck-chase signifies that he will embody a receptive orifice pertaining 
to the sexual violence. His body eventually becomes the yell, that is, the non- 
consensual anal penetration relocates his own orgasmic sound as that of the 
rapist who positions him—literally and conceptually—as a violated opening 
in the rape scene. While the first 100 minutes of the film are punctuated by, 
or even constellate around, the disagreeable sounds of David’s orgasms, the 
last 15 minutes reorient such sounds in the service of a strikingly oppositional 
view of female agency via masculinist violence and the emasculated male 
body. This portion of the film is where the ugliness as the sound of the domi-
nant’s instability exhibits itself in some of its most prominent modes.

Once stopped, the three men violently drag Katia and David out of their 
Hummer and, as they struggle to get free, David repeats “get the fuck off of 
me!” and, coming through in a tone of imperative panic, repeatedly calls out 
Katia’s name. David’s calling out Katia’s name, which he does in almost every 
sex scene, is repurposed from the earlier contexts of their sexual activity. As 
discussed above, Katia’s orgasmic sounds are contained and almost diminutive 
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relative to David’s; however, in the rape scene, it is David’s sounds that take 
this form. Moreover, the rapist’s orgasm not only dominates the scene but 
resignifies the excesses of David’s orgasmic sounds as the sonic expression of 
violence against him. Similar to Katia’s sounds during the sex scenes, David is 
not silent during the scene of sexual violence, but the sounds he makes are 
much more subtle and have less of an auditory impact. His muffled mum-
bling accompanies the rapist’s thrusts and the camera cuts to a close-up of his 
bloodied head with eyes wide open in semi-consciousness, presumably look-
ing at Katia or, in a more dramatic interpretation, peering into the void into 
which he will surrender. Sounding uncannily similar to the ugliness of David’s 
sexual exclamations, the rapist’s orgasmic cry and grunts, which resemble stac-
cato regurgitations, effortlessly transition into seemingly shameful tears. 
Coulthard writes that “cinematic male-on-male rape seems to occupy a realm 
beyond female rape and beyond male violence as a kind of ultimate and 
almost unimaginable violation.”20 This scene, as Coulthard suggests, marks an 
important turning point in how the film works with questions of agency in 
light of the emasculated male subject who is rarely depicted on screen as a 
victim of rape. It also allows for an incisive look at how communication 
exceeds its standard verbal model in such a context and reflects the ugliness of 
Katia’s agency as one that operates as a definitively auditory episode.

What begins as an assemblage of sound that includes the pulpy thud of a 
baseball bat used by one of the men to hit David’s head seven times (but not 
to the point of unconsciousness) continues with Katia screaming in protest.21 
That Katia is forced by one of the men to watch David being anally raped by 
one of the other men is of crucial significance. Even though David is the vic-
tim of the rape, it is Katia who is the agent of its expression—namely in pierc-
ingly low-shrill, abdominal screeches that follow the act of sexual violence as 
the revved-up engine of the Ford noisily growls away from the scene. Executed 
via a close-up shot, Katia’s screams after David’s rape surface as one long 
30-second event, approximately the length of the rape itself. Here, Katia is 
bestowed with an unexpected brand of control; her screams call up a radical-
ized notion of what Carla Kaplan in The Erotics of Talk explains as “the recu-
perative imperative,” that is, “[f ]eminist recuperations of women’s subversive 
‘voice’ have not always acknowledged the myriad ways […] that communica-
tion may fail and that failure may be symbolized.”22 The question becomes, is 
David’s “voice” eligible for a feminist recuperation through Katia? The horror 
that he is confronted with is not just that he inhabits a gendered status as a 
victim of rape, but that it is male-on-male sexual violence—articulated here as 
the rapist’s embodiment of David’s own orgasmic, ugly sound directed back 
at David. In other words, just as David reinforces the dominance of his 
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 heterosexual desire through vocalized orgasmic sound, the auditory forms 
that this dominance takes is re-routed through the rapist and then through 
Katia. David’s rape undeniably gives form to phobic heterosexual anxieties 
about the association of anal sexuality with gay sexuality as sexual degradation 
(Fig. 3.2).23

Severely dismantled in this scene is David’s embodiment of hetero- 
aggressive desire but it is the post-rape communication, the network of sounds 
emanating from David and Katia, that is vital to locating how the ugliness of 
the auditory communicates itself in terms of the collapsed distinctions 
between dominance and subordination. The aftermath of the assault is prob-
ably the most effective example of communication in the entire film. Lasting 
two minutes, Katia’s extremely slow crawl to David, in contrast to the fast 
truck chase and short time it takes for the entire scene of violation to occur, 
has a lingering traumatic effect. Maintaining the delicate balance between the 
“slow” narrative movement and the vigorous, athletic sex that characterizes 
the film as a whole, the camera switches to a long shot, with David frozen in 
a post-rape stance, his naked buttocks pointed upward toward the sky, and 
Katia on her stomach, attempting to make her way over to David. Their com-
munication takes the form of whimpering moan-cries and the evenness of 
their weeping forms the responses to each other so that the sounds they make 
quite noticeably match up. In his work on masculinity and media, Hamilton 
Carroll argues that “the true privilege of white masculinity is not to be 
unmarked, universal, or invisible, but to be mobile and mutable.”24 Indeed, as 
Carroll contends, the privilege that comes with white male masculinity 
depends upon being understood in terms of non-difference. But in the con-
text of Twentynine Palms, we might revise this through the lens of acoustic 
ephemerality. The displacement of David’s orgasmic screams emerges as Katia’s 
screams, establishing her as a temporary occupant of control and the first 
scene in the motel after the rape reinforces this notion. Once David and Katia 

Fig. 3.2 Katia after the assault, Twentynine Palms (2003)
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are back in the motel room the central sound is David’s heavy, hyperventilated 
breathing, which all at once communicates disbelief, psychological trauma, 
and sheer pain from the head blows and anal rape but also bears a striking 
resemblance to earlier sounds of his sexual pleasure. As Katia tries to help him 
onto the bed, the shift in the gender dynamic takes its most explicit form: 
Katia is the one in control and David is reduced to his breathing here, which 
exposes him as a hystericized victim of sexual violence, his body emasculated, 
defiled, and broken down.

If we are to read Katia as gaining some degree of agency in this context, it 
is an agency that, like the ugliness that her screams represent, depends upon 
David’s relinquished status as a dominant figure. Toward the beginning of the 
film David declares, “One day I want to see you pee.” He never does. Instead, 
the privilege of privacy is concentrated in small moments of being locked in 
the bathroom, against the logic of freedom that characterizes the “open road” 
of the rugged desert landscape. Midway through the film, Katia locks herself 
in the bathroom and refuses to open the door, which instigates the quarrel 
mentioned earlier. Locking oneself in the bathroom is an important gesture 
in the film: it is one of the few ways that Katia resists David’s control and, 
after the rape, David locks himself in the bathroom as a way of closing him-
self off from the world. When he eventually runs out of the bathroom, the 
viewer gets a quick glance at David’s self-transformation into a knife-wielding 
maniac. His already-injured head is “shaven”—huge, uneven patches of hair 
remain amongst the bloody bruises—with the large knife that he uses to stab 
Katia over a dozen times. He does this with increasing speed while his shrieked 
roars parallel each stab. The similar qualities of ugly sonic expression that 
characterize his sexual communication, the rapist’s orgasm, and Katia’s 
screams end up synthesized as his murderous sound. David’s sonic brutality 
here is otherworldly, ghastly, and represented less as visual and more as some-
thing that emerges from deep within the corporeal entity that he has become. 
Rather than replacing Katia’s gendered minority status, the effect of the cir-
cumstance is the very negation of the minority subject that follows a literal 
and conceptual trajectory through Katia. After killing her, he presumably kills 
himself: the film ends with an extreme semi-overhead long shot of David, 
naked except for his boots, face down in the middle of the desert, his body 
deteriorating in the desert sun. The door of his red Hummer hangs open, 
almost suspended in time, while a police officer tries desperately to call for 
back-up and has great difficulty communicating with the person on the other 
end of the line. The viewer-listener has to strain to hear the conversation, 
which is obscured by loud wind blasts as the officer walks farther and farther 
away from the body.
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As the expression of negotiated dominance, the ugliness of the film’s hetero- 
erotic sound, then, dissolves into and permeates the atmosphere as a diffuse 
miscommunicative event for the officer and, in turn, for the film’s viewer- 
listener. Here, the erratic directions that the erotic takes offer ways to map the 
volatility that characterizes agency and difference in the film. But as distinctly 
auditory, these forms of ugliness allow us to probe the body’s sites for subjec-
tion in the radical modes of its instability—doing so by ultimately asking us 
to listen to rather than just look at ugliness.

Notes

1. Quoted in Demetrios Matheou, “Vanishing Road,” Sight and Sound 15, no. 
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however, when they enter a general store, the diegetic sounds of the store’s 
buzzing fluorescent lights and running motors of refrigerator fans replace the 
music, which further obscures the status of the Bach’s inclusion.

14. Bruno Dumont, “Fear at Ennui’s End,” interview by Demetrios Matheou, 
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21. For an analysis of screams as markers of feminist resistance and the inhabita-
tion of sonic ugliness in the context of female-fronted bands, see Karina 
Eileraas, “Witches, Bitches, & Fluids: Girl Bands Performing Ugliness as 
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22. Carla Kaplan, The Erotics of Talk: Women’s Writing and Feminist Paradigms 
(New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 13.

23. For readings of male-on-male rape that complicate this notion through the 
lens of racial difference, see Kathryn Bond Stockton, Beautiful Bottom, 
Beautiful Shame: Where “Black” Meets “Queer” (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 2006) and Darieck Scott, Extravagant Abjection: Blackness, 
Power, and Sexuality in the African American Literary Imagination (New York 
and London: New York University Press, 2010).
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4
“Put on All Your Make-Up and Cry It Off 

in Public:” The Function of Ugliness 
in Femme Grieving Practices

Andi Schwartz

 Introduction

In March 2012, femme Tumblr blogger Jessica Luxery wrote a text post that 
read: “put on all your make up and cry it off in public. don’t say sorry and 
don’t hide your tears. mourn and grieve and celebrate goddess actuality” and 
tagged it #calloutqueenrestinpower.1 This post was written in response to the 
suicide of fellow femme blogger Mark Aguhar, known on Tumblr as “callout-
queen.” On the same day, Luxery reblogged pieces of Aguhar’s art and several 
other posts written by other users about the blogger’s death, including: a “call 
to arms” by blogger “crashntumble” asking all grieving Aguhar to do so in 
public, “amongst the straight cis rich white male scum that told Mark she 
wasn’t fit for the world”;2 a plea made by blogger “greenbrowngirl” for some-
one to keep “blogging for brown gurls” as Aguhar did;3 and a post written by 
“mmmajestic” which read: “today i am blasting mariah, throwing glitter into 
the wind, screaming at the rough seas, casting some spells and dressing to 
honor a goddess. be kind to yourself right now if you can. do your best to 
honor your grief & and create space to experience your feelings with inten-
tion.”4 Mark Aguhar was an artist whose work, especially her text-based draw-
ings, became widespread on Tumblr through her blog “BLOGGING FOR 
BROWN GURLS.”5 Aguhar’s art is described as “a continuous exploration of 
queer expression and what it means to have grown up gay on the internet.”6 
Her art interrogated the intersections of her trans, femme, fat, and racialized 
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identities, and became the basis for many other artists’ work, including visual 
art, performance art, and tattoos that quote well-known posts like “These are 
the axes.” The axes read like nine queer femme commandments: “1. Bodies 
are inherently valid. 2. Remember death. 3. Be ugly. 4. Know beauty. 5. It is 
complicated. 6. Empathy. 7. Choice. 8. Reconstruct, reify. 9. Respect negoti-
ate.”7 In her life and work, Aguhar embraced and politicized ugliness.

In this chapter, I consider the queer and femme drive toward ugliness. How is 
ugliness embedded in and politically useful to these marginalized communities? I 
examine the haunting record of death that circulated on Tumblr after the suicides 
of femmes Mark Aguhar and Taueret Davis, and argue that this discourse of grief 
doubles as a politic that challenges the erasure of queer, fat, femme lives. As I 
repeat the words that comprise this record of death, I argue that, through creating 
this discourse of grief on Tumblr, queers and femmes create an online counter-
public wherein queer, fat, femmes are valued and sacred—or, in their words, a 
world that “celebrates goddess actuality.” In order to imagine this world into 
being, queers and femmes must challenge the social systems that create hierarchies 
which privilege whiteness, heterosexuality, and a host of other norms that oppress 
subjects like Aguhar and Davis; these challenges abound in the deployment of 
ugly aesthetics and ugly feelings which, it becomes evident, is a vital component 
of femme mourning practices. I argue that mourning the loss of Aguhar and 
Davis is a political act that mobilizes ugliness. Through this act, femmes expand 
the notion of “human” to include marginalized or “ugly” subjects.

 Femmes, Ugliness, and Failure

Aguhar’s interest in intentional ugliness is shared by Mia Mingus, a queer dis-
abled activist and blogger of color. In a keynote-turned-blog, Mingus calls for 
the femme community to “move toward the ugly” as a way of opening up the 
femme movement and community to include disabled bodies.8 In her blog, 
Mingus critiques the ableism in queer femme movements, and yearns for a 
femininity that would rather be useful than pretty. For Mingus, ugliness is the 
mark of resiliency and magnificence. She speaks from the lived experience of 
being racialized, queer, and disabled and, as a result, feeling far from desirable, 
far from femme, far from woman, and even far from human; she speaks from 
the lived experience of feeling “ugly.” Embodying a position that feels ugly has 
meant alienation and further marginalization in both mainstream and queer 
communities, and Mingus appeals to the femme community to move toward 
the ugly to create a more inclusive and truly political movement.

Despite Mingus’ and Aguhar’s relatively recent calls to embrace ugliness, femme 
subjectivity has always been haunted by ugliness and failure. Femme is a queer 
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identity that originated in working-class lesbian communities of the 1950s, but 
has evolved to include all queer genders and sexualities that dabble in femininity.9 
Femme is queer in its approach to gender and sexuality, serving as a political 
indictment against misogyny in all its forms. Though often portrayed as fabulous, 
femme has been considered a failure on many counts; in fact, failure is an inherent 
part of femme identity. Femme’s queer sexuality has been considered a failure to 
achieve idealized femininity. In defining femme, Chloë Brushwood Rose and 
Anna Camilleri wrote: “Femme might be described as ‘femininity gone wrong’ 
[…] Femme is the trappings of femininity gone awry, gone to town, gone to the 
dogs.”10 From within the queer community, this “failure” has been celebrated as 
embodying anti-normativity and subverting gender stereotypes. However, within 
the queer community, femme’s feminine gender identity has also often been 
treated as a failure to achieve feminist, queer, or lesbian expectations. Since the 
1990s, much of queer theory and many queer communities have emphasized 
anti-normativity as the standard of queer expression; this has enabled the privileg-
ing of butch, genderqueer, or transmasculine voices and expressions, and the 
simultaneous erasure and marginalization of femme voices and expressions in 
queer and lesbian culture.11 To counter this marginalized position, many femmes 
have emphasized the performativity of femme identity, rendering it similarly anti- 
normative and queer.12 This, in turn, created a high femme standard that several 
scholars remain critical of.13 For example, Robbin VanNewkirk has wondered:

Proponents of the performativity of gender often highlight the subversive impli-
cations of queer identity, but where does that leave those of us who don’t glide 
through space, but are just walking to get somewhere whether there is an audi-
ence or not? Can I still be subversive if my actions are not always a manipulative 
and tactical strategy for resistance? What if the subversive potential of femme 
identity becomes an expectation that I cannot always fulfill?14

Despite the anxiety expressed around femme failure by VanNewkirk and oth-
ers, femmes have embraced their status as a failure and, increasingly, as ugly. 
Alongside Aguhar and Mingus, Australian artist and writer Natalie Perkins 
has been another femme voice actively reclaiming the descriptor “ugly” and 
advocating for “ugly femme pride” (Fig. 4.1). On her blog, she wrote:

I realised that maybe embracing ugliness was an answer. I will never have smooth 
skin. I doubt I’ll ever shave regularly again. I have visible tattoos, piercings, 
stretch marks, and scars. I am fat. I am not particularly graceful. I laugh loudly. 
I don’t cross my legs. Yet I still identify as femme, because it’s important to me 
to embrace a femmeness that challenges my culture’s screwed up notions of 
femininity and beauty.15
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Though Mingus’ critique points out that “femme” has not been a welcoming 
home to all, it has long been a haven for many whose queer desires, non- 
normative genders, and penchant for the feminine has been deemed ugly, 
wrong, or a failure.

In Luxery’s post mourning Aguhar, she instructs “celebrate goddess actual-
ity,” or the gift that was Aguhar’s existence, indicating that some femme com-
munities have heard Mingus’ appeal and reconceptualized marginalized or 
“ugly” characteristics, like chronic or mental illness, fatness, femmeness, or 
brownness, as valuable, powerful, and sacred: queer fat femmes of color are 
actually goddesses. But unfortunately, as Kyle Albert, editor of the blog affili-
ated with Brown University’s bluestockings magazine pointed out, Aguhar’s 

Fig. 4.1 Natalie Perkins, “Ugly Femme Pride” (2011)
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death cannot be separated from her marginalized—or ugly—identities either. 
A year after Aguhar’s death, Albert wrote:

I do not intend to paint Mark as a victim, nor tell her story for her. In her blog, 
Mark was explicit in her defense of suicide and adamant on the strength of her 
sisters who had passed before her. However, it seems impossible to divorce her 
death from the disproportionate violence that feminine-of-center, gender non- 
conforming people of color face within broader society, but also within so-called 
“queer” communities as well.16

 Ugly Femmes and Ugly Feelings

Ugliness is an inherent part of femme identity, and has also been used by 
femmes as a tool to form communities and take political action. In mourning 
the death of Aguhar, femmes and queers followed her oft-quoted words: be 
ugly. In the blog posts written about her death, deliberate, politicized ugliness 
is explicitly used as a strategy and aesthetic for mourning—a theme I elaborate 
on below. In producing multiple blog posts regarding the circumstances of 
Aguhar’s death and their own grief, femmes demonstrate an interest in not only 
ugly aesthetics, but ugly feelings as well. “Ugly feelings” is the term Sianne Ngai 
gives to a series of “minor” and “ambiguous” negative affects, including animat-
edness, envy, irritation, anxiety, stuplimity, and paranoia.17 She focuses on these 
“unprestigious” feelings rather than “grander passions” like anger and fear, or 
moral or cathartic feelings like sympathy, melancholia, or shame.18 The ugliness 
of the feelings Ngai examines resides in their function rather than their mean-
ing or value: they produce a state of suspended or obstructed agency.19 However, 
the ambivalence these affects produce also enables a form of resistance.

I understand grief as an ugly feeling, though my understanding sometimes 
breaks with Ngai’s categorization. Though I would not describe grief as 
“minor” or “ambivalent,” I, too, examine what forms of resistance are enabled 
by this ugly feeling experienced by queers and femmes in the aftermath of 
Aguhar’s death. I understand grief as an “ugly” feeling in the sense that it is a 
negative affect (its meaning is ugly) which provokes ugly aesthetics (like cry-
ing), and in the sense that queer grief is often the result of political structures 
which suspend or obstruct agency. Queer deaths are often motivated by fac-
tors beyond the individual’s control, as I will expand on below. I am particu-
larly interested in how queers and femmes move through and around this 
state of obstructed agency to enact their own form of resistance. In this case, 
grief increases queers’ and femmes’ power to act, rather than diminishes it; it 
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is cathartic, unlike Ngai’s ugly feelings. Through online mourning practices, I 
argue that queers and femmes establish a counterpublic on Tumblr.20 Through 
this action, Tumblr becomes a place where ugliness and failure are repur-
posed, redefined, and celebrated as “goddess actuality.” It becomes a place 
where losses can be mourned—especially when they are caused by a hostile 
public, as many queer femme suicides arguably are.

In March 2015, the queer femme community lost another member, Taueret 
Davis. Davis was a cultural producer and activist for the organization 
NOLOSE, which runs conferences and programs for queers of size. Like the 
loss of Aguhar, the loss of Davis was felt across many femme communities, 
including those on Tumblr. These online expressions of grief can be found 
through posts connected by hashtags like #ripqueentaueret. Like Albert, 
Tumblr blogger “thestoutorialist” connected Davis’ suicide to a hostile 
public:

I don’t want an activist to return and/or inspire others. I want my friend back.
I want to hear her laugh. I want to snuggle up to her in a puppy pile. I want 

to trade ferosh accessories. I want to get day drunk at brunch.
I want it to be less painful to be a black woman in this world. I wish the world 

wasn’t stacked against her fat black femme bipolar chronically-ill queer self.
I really want my friends to be able to live.21

The analysis provided by “thestoutoralist” and Albert in their blog posts sug-
gest that the world is not structured in a way that makes survival possible (or 
perhaps even appealing) for fat, queer, or trans femmes of color with chronic 
or mental illnesses. The assertions made by these bloggers share similar analy-
ses with academic works by Jasbir Puar and Judith Butler that acknowledge 
that some lives—and therefore some deaths—“count” more than others, and 
that some deaths are, therefore, more “grievable” than others.22,23

Mingus writes that ugliness excludes subjects from the category “human” 
in life, and Puar and Butler explore the multitude of ways subjects can be 
excluded from the category “human” in death. Puar writes in the context of 
Dan Savage’s It Gets Better campaign, which launched a series of inspirational 
viral videos after a spate of “queer youth suicides.” From Puar’s perspective, 
the campaign seemed only to mourn the loss of white, cis, middle-class, gay 
young men. She questions what happens to Other subjects in death.24 Butler 
writes in the aftermath of 9/11, reflecting on the vast, public mourning for 
American victims of the attack, and the simultaneous silence surrounding the 
victims of US state-sanctioned violence worldwide. Her work meditates on 
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the in-mournability of the deaths of racialized subjects that have become ene-
mies of the state by virtue of their perceived or assumed ethnicity or religion. 
Both of these theorists offer useful ways to think through the circumstances of 
Aguhar’s and Davis’ deaths, and the narratives of mourning that followed.

Puar takes up Lauren Berlant’s notion of “slow death”25—the physical wear-
ing out of a population and the ongoing structural inequalities that cause 
suffering26—in her analysis of the It Gets Better campaign, arguing that the 
campaign is really “a mandate to fold oneself into urban, neoliberal gay 
enclaves” by relying on class and race privileges.27 Aguhar and Davis could be 
considered subjects marked for slow death by discourses of fatphobia, trans-
phobia, racism, femmephobia, homophobia, and ableism, Through these dis-
courses, Aguhar and Davis were discursively denied citizenship in life; they 
were positioned outside of the ideal—even for queer subjects. This reality was 
acknowledged by several bloggers in their grieving posts: as I mentioned, 
“thestoutorialist” wrote of Davis, “I want it to be less painful to be a black 
woman in this world. I wish the world wasn’t stacked against her fat black 
femme bipolar chronically-ill queer self ”;28 “crashntumble” asked all grieving 
Aguhar to do so in public, “amongst the straight cis rich white male scum that 
told Mark she wasn’t fit for the world”;29 and Albert wrote, “it seems impos-
sible to divorce her death from the disproportionate violence that feminine- 
of- center, gender non-conforming people of color face within broader society, 
but also within so-called ‘queer’ communities as well.”30 The reality of slow 
death was not unknown to the communities mourning Aguhar and Davis. 
Here, we can see how ugly feelings can be produced by obstructed or sus-
pended agency.

As Ngai says, this ambivalent state produces its own kind of resistance; 
Aguhar and Davis did find a way to act, to resist—though perhaps not one to 
“feel good” about. Puar suggests that suicide might be an escape from slow 
death, which does seem to reflect the “choices” faced by Aguhar and Davis.31 
Berlant argues that in the face of slow death, notions of sovereignty and agency 
must be recast; she suggests “interruptive” or “lateral” agency, or ways of 
“making a less-bad experience. It’s a relief, a reprieve, not a repair.”32 In sui-
cide, both bloggers chose neither to carry on nor to fold themselves in; they 
chose neither bodily capacity nor bodily debility; they chose to be neither 
good citizens nor bad. They chose an ambivalent solution to the ugly feelings 
and ugly status pushed on them by the existing social and political systems. As 
Albert noted earlier, Aguhar often insisted on the power in suicide. Not only 
do I read power in the deaths of both femme bloggers, but also in the grief 
that followed, and what femmes made of it.
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 Ugly Feelings and Queer Politics

Butler uses the genre of the obituary to analyze the distribution of human 
vulnerability and the social hierarchy made evident through grief.33 In being 
excluded from the public obituary, some are excluded from the very category 
of the “human.”34 Mourning, especially in public ways—through the public 
obituary—has implications for the nation and the constitution of citizens.35 
In certain circumstances, like the aftermath of 9/11, Butler argues that griev-
ing certain subjects publicly is offensive to the state.36 This notion can be 
applied to Aguhar and Davis, especially when combined with Ann Cvetkovich’s 
work on everyday affects.37 Cvetkovich’s work on trauma and mourning sug-
gests that smaller-scale grief, like the losses of Aguhar and Davis, still reveal 
much about citizenship and the nation. Cvetkovich writes: “I have been wary 
of the mechanisms by which certain forms of suffering are deemed worthy of 
national public attention, while others are left to individuals or minority 
groups to tend to on their own.”38 Her work, from post 9/11 mourning to 
queer trauma to the “Public Feelings” group, suggests that seemingly private 
or personal losses can inform a political response to oppressive social struc-
tures.39 Using the queer perspective of depathologizing the non-normative, 
she encourages us to see emotional responses and negative affects as a critical 
political resource.40 Queer theory and the “Public Feelings” group alike are 
interested in everyday life, and the connections between ordinary affects and 
political structures.41 The focus on “the everyday and the insidious rather than 
the catastrophic” suggests that examining the deaths of these two femmes is 
significant. Though not configured as direct an “enemy” or “threat” to the state 
as Muslim people (or brown people in general) after 9/11, Aguhar and Davis 
do occupy subject positions that are suspect and marginalized. Further, their 
deaths were arguably motivated by discourse that regulates life, which indi-
cates how the state operates and how citizenship is determined. Aguhar and 
Davis fell outside the construction of the ideal neoliberal subject and should 
thus be unmournable to the public. Indeed, to many publics they are unmourn-
able and unmourned: neither death garnered the widespread, public mourn-
ing that is offered to ideal subjects; certainly not the outpourings afforded to 
9/11 victims or American soldiers. But looking online may be the most obvi-
ous testament to the fact that they are mourned; they are losses grieved.

The expressions of grief documented on Tumblr work to bring these losses 
into public space (recall Luxery’s direction to “put on all your make up and 
cry it off in public”42), and to transform the ephemeral space of Tumblr into 
a femme counterpublic. Butler argues that the obituary is an act of public 
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grieving and an act of nation-building; she also argues that prohibiting some 
public grieving further constitutes the public sphere. When “crashntumble,” 
“thestoutorialist,” Jessica Luxery, Kyle Albert, and many others articulate their 
grief for Aguhar and Davis online and circulate these sentiments, they create a 
notice or record of death—a kind of obituary or eulogy, a kind of public 
grieving. By creating a public discourse of grief for subjects who have been 
positioned outside the ideal, queers and femmes revalue the marginalized and 
the ugly and thus expand the notion of human. Queers and femmes on 
Tumblr mobilized the ugly feeling of grief to challenge the social hierarchy 
established by discourses of mournability. Narratives of grief like Luxery’s cir-
culated in queer activist communities offline and online, revealing that while 
Aguhar and Davis were not necessarily mourned by the public, they were 
mourned by particular publics.

Michael Warner articulates seven criteria for publics: that a public is self- 
organized; that it is a relation among strangers; that the address is both per-
sonal and impersonal; that a public is constituted through attention; that a 
public is the social space created by reflexive circulation of discourse; that 
publics act according to the temporality of their circulation; and that a public 
is a poetic world-making.43 The femme public engaged in mourning Aguhar 
and Davis on Tumblr meets Warner’s criteria for publics. First, this public can 
be understood as self-organized since membership on Tumblr is optional and 
online, which supersedes the notion of belonging that is dictated by physical 
space or boundaries. Further, users choose which blogs or tags to follow, 
though they can also be “suggested” by the site’s algorithms. Second, bloggers 
often do not know each other personally (they are commonly known only by 
usernames) but congregate (by following another blog, liking a post, or occu-
pying the same hashtag) based on similar interests, signifying a relation of 
strangers that is both personal and impersonal. Third, the processes of liking, 
reblogging, and replying to posts are akin to “paying attention” and “circulat-
ing discourse” in a self-reflexive manner that is required of a public, according 
to Warner. When “crashntumble,” “thestoutorialist,” and others post notices 
of death or expressions of grief on an open website like Tumblr, where the 
posts are visible to anyone, including strangers, the sentiments become a pub-
lic address. Using hashtags like #ripqueentaueret and #calloutqueenrestin-
power links them to other posts with similar sentiments, making them easier 
to find, to access, to share, to circulate.

As I discussed above, femme identity is constituted through the ugliness—
yet magnificence—of gender failure, and femme communities are likewise 
constituted through the ugliness of grief and pain caused by failing to meet 
these normative gender standards. Though there is pain and grief in these pub-
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lics, there is also the potential for transformation as they move toward the ugly. 
Liking, reblogging, and replying to the posts grieving Aguhar and Davis are 
acts of circulating discourses of ugliness to a wider audience, to the attention 
of indefinite strangers.44 Engaging with a wider audience or indefinite strang-
ers is the act that holds the potential for social and political transformation, 
according to Warner and Nancy Fraser; therefore, through creating a public 
discourse of grief, femmes are engaged in the politicization of ugliness.45 The 
ways femmes illustrate the final criteria Warner outlines for publics—that it is 
a poetic world-making—are worth exploring more in depth, which I do below.

There are many narratives circulating in online femme publics, but here I 
focus on the mourning practices articulated and circulated on Tumblr. These 
practices divert significantly from conventional or normative mourning prac-
tices and are thus illustrative of queer femme worlds in the making. The 
Tumblr posts I examine that articulate these practices move toward the ugly; 
they center ugliness in their willingness to dive into the depths of ugly feelings 
and ugly—yet magnificent—aesthetics. The same discourses that positioned 
Aguhar and Davis outside the ideal, that position queer, fat, and racialized 
subjects as ugly or failed, necessitate the creation of alternative mourning 
practices. According to mourning scholars, funerals, memorials, and other 
forms of grieving are highly social, highly constructed, and reveal much about 
the social specificities of a time and place. John Belshaw and Diane Purvey 
write: “social relations and obligations are reasserted in the drama of a public 
mourning display, so the organization of the cortege can be seen as spelling 
out the pecking order in provincial society.”46 As the work by Puar and Butler 
corroborates, the more socially important a person is considered to be, the 
bigger the display of mourning of their death is. Subjects considered socially 
unimportant have smaller displays, if any. Queers, for example, have histori-
cally been excluded from neoliberal subjecthood; if queer lives do not matter 
or count, then neither do their deaths. Queers have historically been denied 
the socially significant landmarks that typically appear in an obituary—a 
spouse, children, positive relationships with blood family, history of military 
service, or church/religious associations, for example. And so, poet Amber 
Dawn has asked: exactly how do we bury our dead?47 If queers are excluded 
from grieving conventions, how do we grieve? “I mourned my first queer 
death in a tattoo shop,” writes Dawn.48 “After the tattoo shop, I grieved in gay 
bar bathrooms, a New Orleans-bound van full of travelling burlesque dancers, 
and a massage-parlour staff room. This may sound bad ass—but really, where 
else can we hold queer services?”49 To mourn Aguhar and Davis, femmes have 
added Tumblr to this list of unconventional mourning spaces.
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The mourning displayed on Tumblr evokes sadness, love, friendship, and 
positive qualities of the deceased, much like mourning in another public obit-
uary or funeral would. But unlike conventional forms of mourning, the online 
femme mourning encompasses a social critique, and employs (and encour-
ages) selfies and other behavior typically considered incongruent with the 
affects of death. Femme mourning follows the militant approach to mourning 
taken by queer AIDS activists50 which “scrambled” the boundaries between 
private grief and public activism.51 The combination of mourning and mili-
tancy means that we mourn a little differently, a little queerly. In the following 
section, I examine three mourning texts by femme Tumblr blogger Jessica 
Luxery that reveal the poetic world-making of the online femme public. These 
texts reveal the centrality of ugliness to femme mourning and, by extension, 
to femme publics.

 Femme Grieving Practices

Ugliness is central to the femme mourning texts I examine. Both ugly aesthet-
ics and ugly feelings are key aspects of the femme counterpublic that is both 
created through these mourning texts, and the arena in which these discourses 
of grief circulate. My examination of femme mourning discourses on Tumblr 
reinforces the centrality of ugliness to femme identities and to queer politics. 
Here, ugliness is used to imagine better worlds that could hold queer femmes, 
and to actively create these worlds in the ephemeral space of Tumblr.

Responding to Aguhar’s death, Luxery wrote, “put on all your make up 
and cry it off in public. don’t say sorry and don’t hide your tears. mourn and 
grieve and celebrate goddess actuality.”52 This post moves toward the ugly in 
several ways. First, Luxery encourages an ugly aesthetic through the direction 
“put on all your make up and cry it off in public.” This call is distinctly 
femme: it disrupts the expectations of femininity to be normative, attractive, 
contained, and palatable, and is a direct political action to be taken in and 
against the hostile public to protest transphobia, femmephobia, ableism, fat-
phobia, and homophobia that arguably shaped Aguhar’s death. The act of 
crying mascara tears in public would not only be displeasing to witness; it 
would create an uncomfortable, disruptive, and taboo spectacle. Crying sig-
nals negative affects, or ugly feelings that are considered inappropriate for 
public performance. Luxery’s address disrupts the ideas of private grief and of 
white middle- class decorum that is expected in public, even in times of 
mourning. This address reveals a critical awareness of social hierarchies and a 
desire to disrupt them; it reveals that those mourning Aguhar exist outside of 
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the universal public and must infiltrate it for their grief to be recognized. In 
encouraging public, ugly crying, Luxery is also encouraging the public 
embrace of ugly feelings. This public act of mourning would follow the mili-
tant mourning modeled by AIDS activists. The idea that the “public” needs 
to be held accountable for the loss of Aguhar follows Cvetkovich’s connection 
between affect and politics: our depression may be political—or at least 
shaped by the current political structures.53 It is by harnessing the resulting 
emotional responses and negative affects that the critique of the cis-hetero-
patriarchal- capitalist-white supremacist public sphere offered by these blog-
gers is possible.

A second post originally written by “mmmajestic” but circulated by Luxery 
also does much to articulate a queer femme grieving practice that centers ugli-
ness and negative affects, and functions as political protest. The post reads: 
“today i am blasting mariah, throwing glitter into the wind, screaming at the 
rough seas, casting some spells and dressing to honor a goddess. be kind to 
yourself right now if you can. do your best to honor your grief & and create 
space to experience your feelings with intention.”54 This address queers femi-
ninity by encouraging the combination of glitter and screaming: glitter is 
coded as feminine and pleasant while screaming is not—this queer coupling 
disrupts normative expectations of femininity. Further, this post disrupts (or 
queers) normative grieving practices by encouraging those in mourning to use 
glitter, screams, pop music, outfits “fit for a goddess,” and witchcraft, rather 
than Christian prayers, religious music like hymns, and conservative black 
outfits which are typically expected.

Christian conservatism and white middle-class decorum are not typical of 
all grieving practices, but certainly those in North American society. For 
example, the 2013 South African memorial service for Nelson Mandela “fea-
tured music, dancing and cheering and took place in a stadium.”55 It was in 
this setting that three world leaders, US President Barack Obama, Danish 
Prime Minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt, and UK Prime Minster David 
Cameron, were criticized by the media for taking a selfie together, an incident 
that became known as “Selfiegate.”56 The policing of selfies is widespread, but 
in this context, the selfie was denounced for breaking social taboos: “Obama, 
Cameron, and Thorning-Schmidt let their game faces slip by smiling and 
laughing when they were supposed to be somber and dignified.”57 Selfiegate 
became a scandal, in part, because selfies and grief are presumed to exist in 
separate moments, to be unconnected—if not paradoxical; but selfies are a 
notable part of femme mourning online. Femme bloggers like Luxery have 
posted selfies with the accompanying hashtags #femmesinmourning and 
#grieflifestyle.
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Following the memorial for Davis, Luxery posted a selfie in which it was 
apparent she had been crying. The photo was accompanied by this caption:

id have sent a crying off your makeup selfie to mark. id have had an in depth 
processing about my look and how it would convey my mood and desires with 
Taueret and sexted her the result. im lost in re-remembering that you’re gone. 
im sinking in my grief and in a lot of ways this felt like picking the scab 
another time. maybe it will feel that way for a long time, maybe forever. to 
finally pour out with so many loved ones was an important part of my healing. 
thank you to everyone who donated or gave me love and support. i miss you so 
fucking much Babygirl. I’ll be waiting on gchat for cocktails and your recap on 
the #gaydrama.58

The photo and caption are part of the growing practice of posting and sharing 
crying selfies in online femme communities, a practice that overtly embraces 
both ugly aesthetics and ugly feelings. As made evident by Luxery’s caption, 
selfies are a critical way in which femmes process the loss of loved ones online. 
This may speak to the psychoanalytic perspective that mourning is bound to 
identity, that mourning is a process integral to the development of the self, 
but here I focus on the importance of selfies to marginalized communities as 
modes of expression.59 In a study of Brazilian slum residents and selfies, David 
Nemer and Guo Freeman found that residents used selfies “as a digital prod-
uct to empower their unsatisfactory off-line lives.60 They used selfies to escape 
from the powerful drug lords’ control of their everyday lives, to explicitly 
express their objections to inequity and violence, to enhance their reflection 
of their true selves, and to gain self-comfort and self-encouragement.”61 The 
selfies posted by femmes in mourning are similarly useful in rewriting the 
scripts of their marginalized lives. Femmes use selfies to create a public record 
of death for marginalized subjects, which, following Butler, is an act of politi-
cized mourning. Further, femme mourning selfies queer grieving practices 
that call for a raced and classed performance of decorum, and offer some 
answers to Dawn’s question: exactly how do we bury our dead? Just as Selfiegate 
was said to be a result of democratization of image-making and the shift in 
social values that allows for white women and men of color to become world 
leaders, mourning selfies can be understood as the result of shifting values that 
allow for reformulating of the family, challenging economic authority, and the 
renegotiation of public and private space that lead to other changes in public 
mourning, like the rise of roadside shrines.62 In other words, mourning selfies 
point to the democratization of grief.
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The grieving practices articulated here by Jessica Luxery—practices that 
include a social critique, political action, selfies, and queer femininity—repre-
sent the poetic world-making which constitutes an online femme public. In 
this public, ugly aesthetics and ugly feelings are centered, and function as a 
means of connection for marginalized subjects and a mode of politicization. 
The act of expressing grief online at once makes Tumblr a public and makes 
the grief public. If, as Butler argues, mourning expands the conception of the 
human, then femmes mourning Aguhar and Davis online are engaged in 
some very political work. Through mourning, Aguhar and Davis are consti-
tuted as human, as subjects, as citizens; but this process, as articulated by 
queers and femmes online, is quite different from the expectation of queer 
subjects to “fold themselves in” to urban, neoliberal gay enclaves. This version 
of humanizing is ugly and loud, challenging and disruptive. It is not seeking 
inclusion, not adhering to the norms established by neoliberal, patriarchal, 
white supremacist discourse, but it is about expanding the conception of 
human to include trans, disabled, fat, femmes of color. This political mission, 
which echoes the politicization of the personal or private from queer and 
feminist theories, makes the online femme public a counterpublic.

Fraser defines counterpublics as “parallel discursive arenas where members 
of subordinated social groups invent and circulate counterdiscourses, which 
in turn permit them to formulate oppositional interpretations of their identi-
ties, interests, and needs.”63 Counterpublics provide a space of withdrawal and 
regroupment, and a training ground for agitational activities directed at the 
wider public.64 The femme public I have identified certainly acts as a space of 
withdrawal and regroupment; it is one public in which “goddess actuality,” or 
the existence of trans, disabled, fat, femmes of color, can be admired rather 
than scorned. This admiration is evident in the text posts and selfies that 
document grief over the loss of Aguhar and Davis, sentiments that imply sup-
port networks, friendship, and love—sentiments that are often opposed in 
other publics. The online femme public also acts as a space of political strat-
egizing, as the femme grieving practices articulated here politicize ugliness to 
protest an oppressive public sphere.

On Tumblr, we can only infer how far a text circulates by the number of 
notes a post accumulates over time: the call to arms by “crashntumble” accu-
mulated 433 notes; “greenbrowngirl”’s hope for someone to keep blogging 
for the brown gurls accumulated 261 notes; Luxery’s encouragement to cry 
all your make-up off in public accumulated 259 notes; “mmmajestic”’s artic-
ulation of femme grieving practices received 130 notes; Luxery’s grieving 
selfie received 31 notes (and 67 likes on Instagram); and “thestoutorialist”’s 
analysis received seven notes. Discourse on Tumblr or any online forum is 
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limited since the universal accessibility that would allow for the truest “indef-
inite address” is impossible. Further, Warner says counterdiscourse is espe-
cially limited as it will surely meet resistance at some point.65 However, the 
grieving posts I have examined here advocate for political resistance that 
moves in and out of publics, demonstrating a commitment to the circulation 
of discourse in the service of social transformation that Warner says defines a 
counterpublic.

Through mourning, femmes have created an online counterpublic that 
supplants normative mourning rituals with queer femme grieving practices, 
practices that include an intent to transform the hostile public that causes 
queer deaths. The transformation they seek is radical, opposes homo- 
normativity, and utilizes ugly aesthetics and ugly feelings to talk back against 
oppressive norms. The emphasis on ugliness challenges dominant mourning 
rituals that center whiteness, heterosexuality, and middle-class decorum, while 
simultaneously working to erase queer grief and queer subjects like Aguhar 
and Davis. Embracing ugly aesthetics is a strategy that has been used in politi-
cal protest for decades: femmes have long worked to embrace and politicize 
the qualities about themselves that position them as “ugly” or “failed” women 
or lesbians or queers, and Black Lives Matter activists have resisted white, 
middle-class decorum broadly through the refusal to engage in “respectability 
politics” to garner respect for black lives.66 Embracing the ugly feeling of grief 
and grieving publicly for marginalized or “ugly” subjects is a strategy that has 
been used in several activist groups, notably AIDS activism, the Black Lives 
Matter movement, the annual Transgender Day of Remembrance, and the 
National Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence Against Women. 
These movements have embraced the ugly feeling of grief and made this feel-
ing public through political demonstrations and initiatives to “say” the names 
of the victims of homophobic, racist, transphobic, and misogynistic violence. 
Moving toward the ugly is a political strategy utilized by femmes and other 
marginalized groups to expand the category of “human” and, by extension, 
imagine—and demand—better worlds.

Cvetkovich says that, for queers, political depression comes from confront-
ing a mainstream, homo-normative gay and lesbian political agenda that is 
limited to gay marriage and civil rights that forces the question: is this what 
we fought for?67 The wariness of mainstream gay and lesbian movements is 
shared by Puar, Mingus, and others with similar concerns about what and 
who is excluded from the queer worlds this movement is building.68 In the 
wake of this political depression, Cvetkovich argues that backtracking is nec-
essary to reassert forms of queer affiliation and identity that offer alternatives 
to the neoliberal, homo-national ideal.69 One viable alternative seems to be 
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moving toward the ugly. There may be no better form of backtracking and 
reasserting queer affiliations than remembering lost lives, than grieving for the 
ugly. Butler encourages us to sit with our grief, to resist the impulse to return 
to the fantasy of an orderly world, because it is here, in the ugliness of mourn-
ing, that we may find a resource for a better (queer) politic.70
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I wanted to kill myself when I was eleven.

 

I learned I had a body through your condemnation of my body.
Please god don’t let me wake up.
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I wanted to kill myself when I was thirteen.

 

I often tried to suffocate myself with my pillow.
Please god don’t let me wake up.

I wasn’t strong enough to defeat air, to not inhale.
Disgusted by my breach, I would rehabilitate pillow from weapon back to head support

and fall asleep.

 V. Shraya
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I wanted to kill myself when I was fourteen.

 

My mother told me that I would end up like my uncles—“This is your destiny.”
Years later, I discovered both of my uncles had killed themselves before I was born.

Can the desire to die be inherited?
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I wanted to kill myself when I was fifteen.

 

I wrote suicide notes.
Red ink to leave behind tangible proof of my flair.

I wrote about why I was killing myself and who I was leaving various belongings 
to—clothing to my brother, CDs and cassettes to Jason.

By the time I folded the lined paper into three equal parts and licked the envelope,
my resolve was exhausted.

 V. Shraya
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I wanted to kill myself when I was sixteen.

 

But she beat me to it.
I watched my community grieve through ritual, wailing and pointing fingers.

I listened to adults conjecture about the precarious destination of a suicide soul.

Suicide killed community for me.
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I wanted to kill myself when I was seventeen.

 

I learned about carbon monoxide from Magnolia. Julianne Moore looked peaceful. 
Or resigned. Maybe they’re the same thing.

I put on cream kurta pants and a blue and cream striped baggy sweater.  
I went to my parents’ bedroom where my brother was watching TV.  

I told him that I was going to look for something in the garage. Don’t bother me.  
I grabbed the car keys from the corner of my parents’ chestnut dresser.

The phone rang.
It was Jason.

Hello?
Hi.

Why are you calling me?
I don’t know. Just because?

But you never call me.
Something told me I should call you.

 V. Shraya
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I wanted to kill myself when I was twenty-nine.

 

I became obsessed with researching the tallest bridges in Toronto.
Edmonton. Canada. Everywhere.

And subways. I had heard stories of passengers being pushed onto the tracks.
Sometimes I would stand with my toes hanging off the edge, waiting for a  

compassionate shove.

Don’t tell anyone you are struggling with aging unless you want to elicit a laugh or 
an eyeroll.

“It’s just a number.”
It’s just a body. It’s just a life.

And I had had a good one. I had a big love. I had traveled. I had made art.
To want any more, to live any longer seemed greedy.

This is the gift of trauma—
never having the ability to see ahead, build a future.

Instead, the opposite—the instinct to destroy, to mirror my internal devastation.
I destroyed my home, my marriage.

I destroyed friendships.
Especially the ones that told me “When you are ready, you will fix it!”

I came close to destroying my job.

Then my childhood guru died.
The one I used to pray to kill me at eleven, thirteen.

The one to whom I used to pray that we would die at the same time.
Was his death a sign, a beacon to follow?
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I wanted to kill myself when I was thirty.

 

Have you ever heard a knife speak to you?
I was in my bedroom when I heard it call me from the kitchen drawer, by name: 

Vivek.
Then the prescription for the sleeping pills I never filled out joined in,

calling in unison.

 V. Shraya
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I wanted to kill myself when I was thirty-four.

 

I have always resented the subtext of selfishness that accompanies suicides:
They were only thinking about themselves.

Shemeena’s balcony was on the fifteenth floor. Is fifteen high enough?

(Planning a suicide often comes down to metrics—
how high, how deep, how fast, how long, how many.)

Would she find me on her way home?
Would she have to move out?
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I wanted to kill myself when I was thirty-five.

 

I was tormented about how my writing would fail you.
(I am not supposed to disclose this because I have a duty as an artist,

as a girl, as a brown person to perform gratefulness).
It’s fitting then that I wanted to walk into the lake,
walk in the footsteps of a great authorly tradition.

But this is not about drama or romance, a love affair with the idea of death.
This is not about retribution, to “show them.”

Or maybe it is, at times.

But at the core, wanting to kill myself has been about wanting the pain to stop. 
Logical. Sometimes no amount of swimming, yoga, eating clean, sleeping, social-

izing, talking, therapy, leaving town, art making, friendship or love can relieve.

I asked Shemeena and Adam to kill me. Begged them.
I said the words over and over again: I want to kill myself. Help me.

I have long known the freedom and necessity of naming
but until this year I had never said I want to kill myself aloud.

I’m fine.
I’ll be ok.

I am not having a good day.
I feel sad.

I can’t talk about it.
I don’t know how to talk about it.

Leave me alone.

Saying I want to kill myself felt like the first time I wasn’t lying to myself or to you.
Or pretending. For myself or for you.

Saying I want to kill myself made my pain explicit.
Saying I want to kill myself to the people who love me meant I was shown an 

immediate and specific kind of care that I desperately needed.

Saying I want to kill myself kept me alive.
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 Vivek Shraya in Conversation with Ela Przybylo 
and Sara Rodrigues

“I Want to Kill Myself,” is about both suicide and nourishing a love for one’s body. 
You open with this line: “I learned I had a body through your condemnation of my 
body.” Could you speak to what “condemnation of the body” might include and to 
how you experienced your body as condemned by others?

The subtext of the opening line is questioning what it means to learn who 
you are through violence and hatred, and then being forced to co-exist with 
this violence and hatred.

One of the biggest challenges of this film was figuring out how to connect 
the experiences of racism, homophobia and misogyny to thinking about sui-
cide without pathologizing brownness, queerness or transness. This opening 
line was one strategy. By alluding to the impact of the experiences of oppres-
sion on my body, the oppressor—or in this instance, the condemner—is 
interrogated as opposed to the various parts of myself.

What would it mean to not condemn each other’s bodies and how would this 
require that we see each other differently? What does it mean to “love” one’s body? 
How does your body of work as well as “I Want to Kill Myself,” in particular, 
model self-love and what does self-love mean for you?

The first step to not condemning other bodies is challenging our own internal 
assumptions in relation to “difference.” Often our internal judgments are unques-
tioned and even permitted because of a sense of privacy and a lack of witnesses to 
what we are thinking, despite knowing that thoughts often lead to actions.

Given my experience, self-love is definitely an ongoing theme in my work. 
In “I Want To Kill Myself,” self-love is exemplified through verbalizing these 
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words to myself and the people who love me. In short, self-love is committing 
to being honest with myself, even when this honesty is ugly.

Have you ever experienced visual injustice—have you ever been made to feel ugly 
and how does that shape your work as an artist, writer and musician?

Being repeatedly called faggot as a teenager was intended to make me feel 
ugly, to berate me for being an abnormal “boy.” Consequently, a lot of my art 
is connected to celebrating gender creativity and femininity.

Could you speak to how your piece challenges commonly rehearsed narratives 
around suicide (i.e., such as “weakness,” selfishness, pathology). You mentioned 
that suicide is considered “ugly”—could you say more about this and about how 
you challenge these ideas of suicide?

As someone who has thought a lot about suicide, I am sensitive to conver-
sations about people who kill themselves. Often the subtext in these conversa-
tions is that these people were selfish, weak, crazy or unloved. This highlights 
how ugliness is not just attributed to the act of suicide, or talking about sui-
cide, but also to people who kill themselves.

My film pushes against these ideas in various ways, including naming these 
implications—I openly question the association of selfishness with suicide and 
discuss how sometimes doing “all the right things” in relation to self-care doesn’t 
make the pain stop. I also discuss how thinking about suicide is sometimes a 
logical response to wanting to make this pain stop, as opposed to being out of 
my mind. I deliberately included friends and family in the film to show the ways 
that thinking of suicide isn’t inherently tied to an absence of love.

You write that “suicide killed community for me” and your piece ends with a pho-
tograph of community. Could you speak to how the communities you engage with 
are part of/inform your experiences with your body and with suicide?

In my teens and early twenties, I had romantic ideas of community—reli-
gious community and queer communities filled with an abundance of love, 
support and acceptance. However, communities, especially ones that are 
formed around oppressions, are often filled with pain and without concrete 
measures of working through this pain. Instead, it is common and even 
accepted practice to inflict pain on other community members.

For me, the initial healing experience of encountering community has 
always unraveled and caused me more pain than what I initially carried. These 
experiences have forced me to redefine community as smaller, but no less 
significant, groups of close friends. These “small” communities are ones where 
I am loved, supported and accepted, and therefore can be reached out to when 
my thoughts about suicide are heightened.
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The Lesson of the Cockroach: Towards 

an Ethics of Ugliness

Esther Hutfless and Elisabeth Schäfer

 Introduction

Ugliness marks a border; it is a tool of separation and degradation. It marks a 
deviation from a norm or standard—not simply from the norm of beauty but 
also from racial, cultural, sexual, political, social or health norms. Repressive, 
right-wing and blimpish discourses make connections between physical ugli-
ness and social ugliness, for example, by their representations of Jews, gays, 
queers, Muslims, Sinti and Romani people, working-class people, people with 
disabilities, feminists, refugees, racialized people and many more.1 Ugliness in 
this sense is used as a political weapon. Abigail Bray reminds us that the Nazis 
used the picture of the “ugly” Jew as a representation of social and physical 
filth and threat, which had to be eliminated. Accordingly, it is important to 
radically question the differentiation between the beautiful and the ugly, 
between a norm and its deviation. Ugliness, when brought together with 
political and ethical discourses, provides another understanding of our rela-
tionship to the other.

In doing so, this chapter will suggest an ethics of ugliness based on the read-
ing of avant-garde writer Clarice Lispector’s The Passion according to G. H., 
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which is tied to otherness, marginality and alternative ways of seeing and exist-
ing. First published in 1964, then translated from Portuguese into English in 
1988, The Passion was read by many feminist thinkers such as Hélène Cixous 
and Rosi Braidotti and was subsequently interpreted in various ways: as a spiri-
tual work and a feminist novel, in comparison to Kafka’s The Metamorphosis, 
and in connection with the works of the French Existentialists. According to 
French philosopher and author Hélène Cixous, The Passion is a political novel 
too: it deals with the “living space,” the “betweenus” we are responsible for2 
and it teaches us the great lesson of living, the lesson of ugliness.3 Similarily, 
Rosi Braidotti’s reading of The Passion enlightens it as a tale of becoming, a tale 
of monstrosity and the powers of the excessive.

This chapter starts with a close reading of Clarice Lispector’s The Passion 
according to G. H. The crucial question guiding our analysis of Lispector’s text 
is: How does Lispector transform ugliness into a unique ethical stance? Next, 
we will focus on how this novel is discussed in the philosophical and political 
works of Hélène Cixous and Rosi Braidotti. And finally, we will argue for an 
ethics of ugliness that deconstructs the division between the beautiful and the 
ugly, and the classifications of living beings based on these categories. Such 
classifications, we hold, are violent and support regimes and discourses of 
oppression.

 Encountering the Cockroach: Reading Lispector’s 
The Passion According to G. H.

Clarice Lispector was a Jewish–Brazilian–Ukrainian writer and poet whose 
writing deals mainly with the abominable, the ugly, and the abject. Her style 
of writing is transgressive in that she breaks with conventional forms of narra-
tive, intensively traces moments that are kept in abeyance, radically questions 
identities and deconstructs the human subject; Lispector’s writing is excessive, 
libidinal, material, and  subversive. When the novel opens, the narrator 
G.  H.—a well-situated woman living in a penthouse in Rio de Janeiro—
reminisces on her experiences of the previous day: “I keep looking, looking. 
Trying to understand. […] I don’t know what to do with it, I’m terrified of 
that profound disorganization.”4 The experience Lispector describes in this 
novel starts when she decides to clean up the room of her housemaid, who has 
just quit her job. Within G. H.’s apartment there is something like another 
strange world which G. H. expects to be dark and dirty and which she usually 
never enters: the maid’s room, the service rooms and corridors, the apart-
ment’s back door and service entrance.
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Entering the maid’s room, G. H. expects chaos but finds a totally deserted 
and clean room: “The room was so different from the rest of the apartment that 
going into it was like leaving my own home and entering another. The room 
was the opposite of what I had created in my home, the opposite of the gentle 
beauty that came from my talent for arrangement, from my talent for living 
[…].”5 G. H. feels rejected by the room—she has the impression of not belong-
ing there.6 G.  H. crosses barriers: leaving her elegant parlor, she enters the 
meager room of her maid, a woman of another social class and—though this is 
less clear—ethnicity. G. H. tries to remember the maid’s face but cannot. After 
thinking for some time she remembers her name: Janair. But Janair remains 
nothing but a silhouette. G. H. realizes that her maid might have hated her, 
because of the charcoal paintings of a woman, a man and a dog—all naked—
she discovered on a wall. In the light of this, G. H. feels discomfort.

In the room, she finally opens the door to the narrow wardrobe and discov-
ers a heavy cockroach coming up to her out of the dark: “Then, before I could 
even understand it, my heart turned white like hair turns white.”7 This inci-
dent with the cockroach becomes the starting point for a transformation that 
leads G. H. to completely revise her way of thinking, her relation to the world 
in general and to living beings in particular. Eye to eye with the cockroach the 
woman is confronted with horror, fear and phobia, since “[a] cockroach is an 
ugly, shiny being.”8 In her first “ordinary” reaction, G. H. injures the cock-
roach by crushing it: While the cockroach was coming out of the wardrobe 
from the inside, G. H. “slammed the door on the cockroach’s halfprotruding 
body.”9 G. H., who is fascinated by the dying insect, stays close. The cock-
roach’s pulp starts to slowly come out of its body, looking like toothpaste 
coming out of the tube. G. H. feels the impulse to scream, but knows this will 
not change anything. This incident with the cockroach becomes an existential 
experience for G.  H. that radically starts shifting her attitude towards the 
world. She describes it as leaving her world while at the same time going into 
the world.10 Her identity begins to soften, to break: “I am the cockroach, I am 
my leg, I am my hair, I am the section of brightest light on the wall plaster 
[…].”11 G. H. describes a metamorphosis in the course of which she loses 
everything she has had and has been. Under this condition, under this new 
perspective on the world, the cockroach becomes a fascinating other being. 
“Looked at up close, the cockroach is an object of great opulence. A bride 
with black jewellery.”12 At the same time G.  H. is thinking about all the 
 discourses of the impure: The impure which is forbidden, which should not 
be touched or eaten. The cockroach as an ugly, impure being.

The story describes G. H. as riveted by the cockroach. The cockroach looks 
at her: “But if its eyes didn’t see me, its existence existed me: in the primary 
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world that I had entered, beings exist other beings as a way of seeing one 
another.”13 Again, white matter spurts out the cockroach: “I want to find 
redemption in today […] I want God in the stuff that is coming out of the 
cockroach’s belly – even if, in my aged, human terms, that means the worst 
and, in human terms, hell.”14 After a long reflection on the world, on living, 
nature, G. H. comes back to the cockroach. On the last pages of the book we 
participate in a further approximation between human and non-human, an 
approximation that disturbs the traditional order of things. The classification 
of higher and lower, pretty and ugly, useful and harmful loses its meaning:

But I haven’t told everything. I haven’t said how, sitting there motionless, I still 
hadn’t stopped looking with deep disgust, yes, still with disgust, at the yellowed 
white mass on top of the cockroach’s grayness. And I know that as long as I had 
that disgust the world would evade me and I would evade myself. I knew that the 
basic error in living was finding cockroaches disgusting. Finding disgust in the 
thought of kissing a leper was my missing the primary life inside me … for dis-
gust contradicts me, contradicts my matter in me. […] For I suddenly knew not 
only that the moment had arrived to understand I could no longer transcend but 
also that the instant arrived when I really could no longer transcend. […] For 
redemption must be in the thing itself. And redemption in the thing itself would 
be my putting into my own mouth the white paste from the cockroach.15

G. H. discovers that the only ethical way of dealing with the cockroach is, in 
all consciousness, to eat its white inner paste, with her full affirmation and 
without any disgust. She tries to come closer to the cockroach’s dying body; her 
intention to eat the white matter is suddenly interrupted by vomiting attacks.

After vomiting, G. H. feels serene; in a lighthearted mood she takes a bite 
of the cockroach’s white inner matter. In the belief of tasting the divine, G. H. 
tastes the real. For her, the divine emerges as the real. Finally G. H. develops 
an ethical position to the world: “But kissing a leper isn’t even goodness. It is 
reality in itself, it is life in itself […] I then understood that, no matter the 
situation, living is a great good in relation to others. All one has to do is live, 
and that in itself brings about that great good. He who lives totally is living 
for others […].”16 This insight into living, living and experiencing the 
 cockroach’s mass, also breaks the division between species; it criticizes a kind 
of humanism that ignores and misjudges the living, the being alive. G. H. 
finds life inhuman (which should not be confused with nonhuman which still 
holds onto a division, classification and separation): “We shall be inhuman – 
as humankind’s greatest conquest. To be is to be beyond the human. To be a 
human being doesn’t do it, to be human has been a constraint. The unknown 
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awaits us, but I sense that that unknown is a totalization and will be the true 
humanization we long for.”17 Following Lispector, experiencing the inhuman, 
and being touched by depersonalization are the preconditions for experienc-
ing the other as other. The “human” will never be where it celebrates itself as 
being human but it can be found where it risks itself, where it opens itself to 
the radically unknown other, where it is in contact with, where it lets itself be 
touched by the other.

At this point, Clarice Lispector’s text becomes relevant for a philosophical 
encounter of otherness. Through deconstructing the human protagonist as 
stand-in for humanity, Lispector—at the same time—also radically questions 
Christian humanist morals. Christian morality teaches us that we should not 
kill our neighbor, the one who is close to us, who is like us, the one who has 
a face similar to our face.18 Hence Christian morality alludes to the other as 
other with a similar face and not the other with an unresembling face.19 And 
this likewise underscores the close affinities between ethics (the field dealing 
with questions such as: How do we live? How should we act?) and aesthetics 
(the field of perception). This is also shown in the works of Kant—especially 
in his Critique of Judgement—and subsequently Hannah Arendt—especially 
in her book on Kant, Lectures on Kant’s Political Philosophy. Kant—contrary to 
Lispector—excludes realistic representations of repulsive ugliness as they are 
bound to generate a reaction of disgust in the viewer and thus contradict his 
imperative of the aesthetic experience as a source of delight, as Nina 
Athanassoglou-Kallmyer points out.20

Totalitarian regimes, as well as current debates on refugees, immigrants, 
“delinquents,” and so on, confront us with the limits of humanism as well as 
humanitarianism. Contemporary rescue politics, the military approach that 
treats refugees, for instance, like prisoners of war, or even terrorists, is fused 
with the humanitarian views that approaches refugees as charity cases to be 
rescued and saved.21 Military and humanitarian organizations operate hand in 
hand, often in coordinated efforts, thereby following a contradictory logic to 
both “save” and contain refugees. This clearly shows that on the one hand, 
Christian ethics address those similar to us, next to us, those facing us with a 
similar face. And on the other hand, there is a crucial and dangerous tendency 
to de-face others so as to not treat them as neighbors. Such “others” from 
within and from outside a given society are perceived as those without a 
human face, as those for whom the hegemonic morality of a society need not 
be applied. Clarice Lispector’s ethics, instead, deconstruct this gap, this ques-
tionable barrier between human and animal,22 human and other, killing and 
eating, and so forth. She does not limit the notion of the other to a human self 
with a human face. The encounter with the animal, with the cockroach, is an 
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attempt to shift the trappings of our traditional understanding of life in terms 
of specific instances of a particular species—the life of a human, the life of an 
animal, the life of a plant. For sure, life has this tendency to realize itself as a 
precise and singular event in a more or less singular body and—as the case may 
be—singular face. But this concrete individualized and singular manifestation 
of life is not its only dimension or its only process of realization. Lispector 
points out the shortcomings of this approach to life and offers instead life as 
an immanent force.23 G. H. says in Lispector’s text that she wants to desist as 
opposed to exist. To exist means “to stand outside of.” To desist indicates a 
more passive aspect; it could mean “to stand from,” “to be grounded in some-
thing.” And she continues that the animal insists, which can be read as the 
animal stands from within. This is what the immanent dimension is all about: 
standing from and standing from within, to desist and to insist.

What is it exactly that G. H. invites us to experience in experiencing the 
other? Nothing less than the way everything, including the seemingly inani-
mate world, experiences everything else. Lispector invites us to read, to see, to 
hear, to sense and to experience, how the world reads, sees, hears, senses and 
experiences itself. And this reveals an important aspect of Lispector’s poetics 
of immanence—a field of differences and tensions rather than a melting 
merging unity. But a field with the potentiality to refer to itself, immanence 
as a field of contact, which means the world is capable of touching itself, 
because it has a certain distance to itself within itself. This is precisely why 
Deleuze, following Spinoza, “[…] succeeds in locating every postulate of tran-
scendence ‘on the level of immanence,’ that is, on the level of our concrete 
involvement in the world.”24 Lispector’s text unravels the desisting as well as 
the insisting and thus depersonalized act of looking/seeing/sensing (in the 
broadest sense) by extending it to the look not only of the animal (the cock-
roach) but also of the things themselves: “The world looks at itself in me. 
Everything looks at everything, everything experiences the other; in this des-
ert things know things […].”25

The “I” of a subject thus grows into a medium for the world’s relation to 
itself, a passageway for its self-regarding. G. H.’s passion is this passivity of 
mediating between the world and itself, between things and other things. It is 
an intensity that has become extensive and extended, embodied as the chan-
nel for the world relating to itself. The challenge is to see or imagine the world 
seeing itself, from its “own” impersonal standpoint, from an infinity of stand-
points, or in the absence of any singular standpoint, not as a self-subsistent 
and independent objectivity, but as something situated on the hither side of 
the subject/object, at once knowing and known (by itself as other).
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The final lines of the text paint the scene of G. H. passing into the world as 
the world passes into her, when she swallows “cockroach matter” and thereaf-
ter finds herself bereft not only of understanding but also of speech. She 
incorporates life itself into herself and, contains this impersonal existence 
with the words “I adore …” and a silence following them immediately.26 And 
she does so in synchrony with the world’s own breathing, the “continual 
breathing […] we hear and call silence.”27 So, the true end of the text are the 
words “I adore” and the unsayable is caught in those three dots of the ellipsis, 
as well as in the silence that demands to be heard after we flip the last page. 
Words transform into life, and life into words, producing desire for life, desire 
to live and silence as the unspeakable fullness bordering on sheer immanence. 
What can be desired is life as a plane of immanence, with its multitude of 
singularities, which are—on the plane of immanence—no longer hierarchi-
cally structured. This also affects ugliness in digging it out of the hierarchical 
structured regime of perception it has been imprisoned in so far. All this is to 
be experienced through the encounter with the other, the de-faced other, the 
other as other, and not the other seen as similar to ourselves.

Ugliness therefore is—according to Lispector—one of the great lessons of 
life, inseparably connected to living and experiencing the other. Following the 
passion of and for the living, this chapter28 tries to find and open a space where 
judgment is suspended and ugliness and otherness can appear, a space com-
posed of us and the other where the other, the ugly, is no longer excluded, 
abjected, outside, neutral, irrelevant, but something that concerns us. This, in 
turn, offers a new vision of how to live. In the following sections, we offer two 
ways of learning from Lispector’s lesson on ugliness.

 Lessons of Ugliness: Hélène Cixous’ Reading 
of Clarice Lispector

Cixous understands Lispector’s novel to be a masterpiece of feminine writing. 
According to Cixous, Lispector’s writing is transgressive, productive, perfor-
mative and subversive. Reading her work confronts us with the other. One 
enters a foreign and strange room much as G. H. enters the room of her maid. 
Via the ugly, the profane and the trivial, Lispector opens a space of existential 
experiences.

In her essay “Clarice Lispector: The Approach” Hélène Cixous writes: “At 
the school of Clarice Lispector, we learn the approach. We take lessons of 
things. The lessons of calling, letting ourselves be called. The lessons of letting 
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come, receiving. The two great lessons of living: slowness and ugliness.”29 
According to Cixous’ understanding, slowness and ugliness—linked 
together—are the fundamental aspects of a specific ethical attitude towards 
the world of the living and they are also a lesson about the practice of writing. 
For Cixous, slowness is the mode of approximation which lets every instant 
expand; it is a mode which does not hang on to the past or wait for an exciting 
future, it is the mode of being: “[E]ach instant is. Now. Each now is: a world, 
a life.”30 Slowness lets everything approach and opens a space of experiencing 
life, death, the other and the thing. It resists hurrying because hurrying might 
hurt—ourselves as well as others; hurrying slurs over the things, it annuls, 
ignores and misjudges. Cixous criticizes our present time as one of “newspaper- 
thinking” where there is no time to think or experience things or the other in 
its living mode.31 There is no space for the other as the other. In her discussion 
of the other in Lispector’s writing, Cixous’ emphasis shifts from the human to 
the non-human; one might say that the perception of the other expands and 
that Cixous is dealing with questions of post-human ethics. Abigail Bray 
understands this ethical approach as an “ethics of the inbetween or the lim-
inal.”32 Following Lispector, Cixous is going beyond human morality, beyond 
the concepts of good and bad, beautiful and ugly, because these concepts have 
led to the exclusion of bodies that are coded as being profane or non-human.33 
That is why it is not an accident that pondering the body is a central focus of 
feminist theory and feminism. According to Bray, violence and phallic power 
depend on the subjection of bodies and matter: “More broadly, the violent 
repression and disavowal of matter is symptomatic of the exploitation of 
nature, the non-human and the bodies of Others.”34 Hence the step from 
thinking sexual difference to taking the non-human into account is a logical 
implication within feminist theory.

Human morality, as Bray understands it alongside Cixous and Lispector,

is reactionary because it is formed against what is figured as non-human. 
Lispector argues that a fear of the non-human thing, of the profane, the impure, 
the liminal, closes off a reverential contact with the materiality of our own bod-
ies and the bodies of others, because she understands materiality in general as 
something which exceeds the concept of the human.35

In deconstructing the abyss between human and the non-human, Lispector 
herself makes a radical turn towards the “inhuman:”

I want the inhuman within the person […] wanting to be human sounds too 
pretty to me. I want the materiality of things. Humanity is steeped in humaniza-
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tion, as though it were necessary; and the false humanization impedes man and 
impedes his humanity. There exists a thing that is broader, deafer, and deeper, 
less good, less bad, less pretty. Even though that thing too runs the risk of 
becoming transformed into “purity” in our gross hands, our hands that are gross 
and full of words.36

Thinking the inhuman leads us to an approximation of the ugly. As Bray 
understands it: “We might even argue that ugliness is the materiality of differ-
ence. Ugliness is that which doesn’t fit, which exceeds the clean and proper, it 
is defilement, taboo, pollution, excess, an improper identity.”37

In The Passion G. H. experiences the deconstruction of ugliness. Ugliness 
can no longer be attributed to an individual, an animal or an alien. Concerning 
the lesson of ugliness, we learn from Lispector that there is no ugliness. In her 
essay “The Last Painting or the Portrait of God,” where Cixous also deals with 
the work of Lispector and the question of feminine writing, she thinks about 
the ugly in the arts:

Painting does not know the ugly. It isn’t the beautiful that is true. It’s the true 
that is … I don’t want to say beautiful. The ugly looked at with respect and 
without hatred and without disgust is equal to the “beautiful.” The nonbeautiful 
is also beautiful. Or rather, there is no beautiful more beautiful than the ugly. In 
painting as in writing, there is no other “beauty” than fidelity to what is.38

It is all about being. Concerning the living, one should add that there is no 
beauty and there is no ugliness. There is existence that is always a deviation 
from a norm, as Georges Bataille has put it: “Beauty would be at the mercy of 
a definition as classical as that of the common measure. But each individual 
form escapes this common measure and is, to a certain degree, a monster.”39

As Cixous shows, G. H. is repulsed by the cockroach not as being ugly, a 
dying insect or carrion but from the cockroach as being the radical other. 
G. H. allows herself be called by the cockroach; she cannot be neutral any 
longer: “by letting the thing recall something to us, we no longer forget, we 
un-forget, we recall the boundless other, called life. Clarice teaches us to give 
ourselves, again, the time not to forget, not to kill,” as Cixous puts it.40 
According to Cixous, Lispector teaches us how to allow a thing to exist in its 
strangeness: “For now, the first timid pleasure that I feel is being able to say 
that I have lost my fear of the ugly. And that loss is a very great good. It is a 
delight.”41 Recognizing the other as the other regardless of the consequences, 
alongside the fear and uncertainty we confront means that we do not need to 
depreciate someone or something as being ugly. What is exists, and it exists to 
us in all of its strangeness.
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 Lessons of Becoming: Rosi Braidotti’s Reading 
of Clarice Lispector

Within the theoretical framework of Braidotti’s philosophical approach, 
Clarice Lispector’s The Passion According to G. H. is alluded to through and 
connected with Spinozian as well as Deleuzian views. This means in particular 
that the traditional partition of transcendence and immanence within the his-
tory of philosophy is suspended. Immanence, meaning “existing or remaining 
within,” offers within the realm of the tradition of Western philosophy an 
opposition to transcendence, that which is beyond or outside. It is namely 
Gilles Deleuze—in reference to Spinoza—who rejects the idea that life and 
creation (on the side of immanence) are opposed to death and non-creation 
(on the side of transcendence). He instead conceives of an immanence that 
already includes life and death. Immanence is, firstly, the upholding of singu-
larity over and above the universal and secondly, the upholding of infinite 
speed in means of, for instance, transformation over and above stationary 
transcendence. Immanence is what Deleuze and Guattari in A Thousand 
Plateaus investigate as a form of infinite and always impersonal life, and that 
Deleuze called “A Life” and to which he added three dots in his last text, 
“Immanence. A Life …” in order to draw on its infinite horizon.42

Following Deleuze, Braidotti too comes to claim that transcendence is not 
opposed to immanence. Consequently, if there is transcendence, it is a sensible 
effect of immanence. Alongside Deleuze and Spinoza, Braidotti follows 
Irigaray’s stance here, saying that the transcendental is sensible, that it is an 
“immanent ecstasy,” as Margaret Whitford puts it: “[…] it is both transcendent 
… and immanent … The one does not exclude or incorporate the other; tran-
scendence is represented by the ‘flesh of the other’ […].”43 Hence, overcoming 
the partition of transcendence and immanence has certain serious philosophi-
cal implications: it forces us to rethink questions of ontology. Traditionally, 
transcendence has been considered the defining sphere and the sphere of imma-
nence the defined. Matter, bodies, nature, animality, the  feminine, and the 
not-white have been associated with the sphere of immanence. Being abjected 
so, transcendence has been used as a tool to define the assumed slipperiness, 
ambiguity, dangerousness and ugliness of the immanent: of bodies, of matter, 
of nature. This hierarchy is suspended if transcendence appears as exceeding 
within immanence. The defining and the defined are entangled and cannot be 
clearly separated. Hence this entanglement leads to the very perspective 
towards ugliness as being non-separable from beauty, nature as being non- 
separable from culture, matter as being non-separable from the mind and so 
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forth. This is why a great deal of feminist philosophies—at least after Simone 
de Beauvoir—gained a positive perspective on thinking immanence as it pro-
vides new ways and styles for approaching the ugly, the body, matter, monstros-
ity and the abject in deconstructing the binary sphere of the defining and 
defined, of transcendence and immanence. In essence, this is where Braidotti’s 
thinking is derived. In the following, we will present her reading of Clarice 
Lispector’s The Passion According to G. H. as another lesson of ugliness—or 
more precisely, in Braidotti’s own words, as a lesson of “monstrosity.”44

Braidotti, through her analysis of Lispector’s dense piece of literature, shows 
the transformation of subjectivity as the matter of matter: “Braidotti questions 
feminist materiality offering a corporeal materiality […] which enables her to 
go beyond the subject ‘woman’ as a monolithic essence and appreciate the liv-
ing concept ‘woman’ as a site of complex, multiple, contested experiences.”45 
Braidotti’s turn to thinking materialism emerges as a method in the very phil-
osophical sense of the word, a way one has to pass, as well as a political stand 
one has to sustain, which refuses the linguistic paradigm. It is her effort to 
stress instead the concrete yet complex materiality of bodies immersed in 
social relations of power.46 Thus, for Braidotti, there are two theoretical con-
sequences: first, that feminist philosophy goes even further than mainstream 
continental philosophy in rejecting dualistic partitions of minds from bodies, 
or nature from culture or immanence from transcendence; and, second, the 
emergence of a specific style of thinking materialism in a double edged vision 
that does not stop at critical deconstruction but moves on to the active and 
affirmative production of alternatives.47

In addition, Braidotti’s approach is to read Lispector’s literary vision of a 
woman encountering a cockroach in terms of becoming animal as well as 
becoming minor in a Deleuzian sense. As Braidotti explains, Deleuze’s and 
Guattari’s theory of “becoming animal” is “a question of multiplicity […] the 
chain of becomings goes on: becoming-woman/child/animal/insect/vegeta-
ble/matter/molecular/imperceptible, etc., etc.”48 Consequently, in Braidotti’s 
perspective, The Passion appears as a tale of becoming. For Braidotti, referring 
to the main post-metaphysical figurations of the subject that the French phi-
losopher Gilles Deleuze created—such as bodies without organs and the rhi-
zome—the figuration of becoming-minor is most relevant. The nomadic and 
molecular way of becoming-minor and becoming-woman, which brings out 
the very heart of Braidotti’s philosophical investigations, signifies taking up a 
space of dynamic as well as a creative and generative marginality. Inasmuch as 
becoming-minor decentralizes white male subjectivity and sovereignty, it 
affirms peripheral positions. Like Irigaray, Deleuze argues that there is no 
becoming-minor for men since he has become the privileged referent of sub-
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jectivity, standing for the majority: “There is no becoming-man because man 
is the molar entity par excellence, whereas becomings are molecular.”49 Thus, 
following Deleuze and Irigaray, one has to advocate that the process of 
becoming- minor and becoming-woman is the indispensable step in the process 
of becoming for all sexes, species, beings, even things.

Braidotti perceives becoming-minor at the “becoming-thresholds of bor-
derlines”50 as uterine and de-territorializing insofar as becoming-minor engen-
ders the virtual feminine as a positive difference. This process generates 
multiplicity and plurality and, at the same time, establishes inter- and trans- 
relations between non-unitary subjects. It is the co-existence of opposites and 
hence, moreover, multiple positions, which Braidotti sets up against totality 
and the logic of “sameness,” both components of the phallic signifier being 
prominently analyzed by Luce Irigaray.51 Suspending the logic of “sameness” 
brings about that fluidity and flow necessary for thinking generative margin-
alities. And the illusion that there is one path of truth or only one center of 
resistance is thus replaced by a long process of beginning to experiment on 
sometimes very small—minor—transformations through endless repetitions. 
The becoming-minor, -molecular, -woman does not constitute an end in itself 
but rather a highly differentiated, dynamic space of multiple becomings, 
transformations and metamorphoses.

Both reading The Passion as a tale of becoming as well as analyzing it under 
the sway of an alternative concept of matter as a threshold of transformations—
as is Braidotti’s approach—addresses in our perspective an aesthetics and poli-
tics of ugliness, because matter as well as becoming-minor—both conceived as 
the threshold of transformations—inaugurate a space where political and aes-
thetic judgment is suspended. G. H., eating the white matter coming out of 
the dying cockroach without disgust, does so under the sway of becoming, 
becoming molecular. She no longer judges in terms of taste. She tastes on an 
elemental level. Her “own” materiality encounters the materiality of the cock-
roach. In the mode of becoming, both bodies—G. H.’s and the cockroach’s—
no longer stay bodies centered by a subjectivity (in the case of G.  H.) or 
categorical classification (in the case of the cockroach).52 They are under the 
sway of becoming elemental: “No longer an individual, a person, she [G. H.] 
turns into a particle of living matter, intelligent flesh that can think and remem-
ber, a living example of radical immanence, de-human, post-human and all too 
human at the same time.”53 Merging her single life (bios) into life itself (zoe)54 
does not mean that G. H. completely unites with the world—consequently, 
becoming is never the becoming of the one. Braidotti applies the terms bios and 
zoe to allude to both aspects of being at work in what we call a life and living. 
It is bios which names the dimension of finitude immanent to the life of all 
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living beings. Traditionally we hold bios—the finite life- dimension in our 
lives—responsible for the very singularity of “a life.” And it is zoe on the other 
hand which is the very dimension of life which will go on in all living beings; 
nonetheless, zoe is connected to death, too. If we affirm zoe, we do not affirm 
death as finitude but as a transformation of our life. Zoe as a “generative 
power”55 trans-acts the radical transformation of “our” lives. Zoe names the 
very dimension or plane—to use a Deleuzian term—drawn through all singu-
lar lives. On that plane, which is immanent to all singular lives, the transforma-
tion of life into multiple other lives takes place. To sharpen this thought, zoe is 
in this perspective the vitalist name for Deleuze’s plane of immanence. And this 
is what G. H. experiences in the perspective of Rosi Braidotti.

G. H. literally gets “a taste” of what living the life of a cockroach might 
feel like, and even more so of living it-self. It is the dimension of living a 
singular life—as a cockroach, as G. H.—which suddenly opens up to the 
possibility of shifting. Living the life of some-one, some-what other brings 
us in touch with the immanence of life itself; however, this does not mean 
that we are enabled to realize life as such from a distant perspective, but 
rather that we can do so on the plane of immanence we happen to find our-
selves on (as passages for life which passes us and continues through us), as 
we are particles of the ladder of living. Braidotti uses “monstrosity” nearly 
synonymously to describe this metamorphic process: “Zoe has a mon-
strously strong capacity for becoming and upsetting established categorical 
distinctions of thought.”56 This points to perceiving ugliness neither in 
terms of aesthetic nor as ethical or political judgement nor in terms of the 
abject. Braidotti is quite clear on this: “‘Life’ is a slippery concept, especially 
animal or insect life in the vitalist mode of zoe; it is far too often assimilated 
to the abject in the sense of the monstrous object of horror (Kristeva 1980; 
Creed 1993).”57 Shifting the conception of ugliness towards a sensibiliza-
tion for the monstrous capacity of zoe is the very heart of Braidotti’s decon-
struction of ugliness. Monstrosity—to be clear and precise—for Braidotti is 
not a negative, destructive and degrading attribute. It is connected to zoe 
and therefore a “positive excess”58 and a generative power.

On that very level, “tasting the cockroach” means “touching the other life” 
and not judging any other life. It means touching the other life as an act of 
affirming life as a passing mode or action, transforming one’s “own” singular 
life into multiple other lives. Encountering The Passion goes beyond the cate-
gories of beauty and ugliness. Suspending the categories of beauty and ugli-
ness as well as working on their deconstruction does not mean establishing a 
regime of neutrality. Neutrality, as G. H. emphasizes, is violent:
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But now my world is the world of the thing that before I would have called ugly 
or monotonous [sic] – and is neither ugly nor monstrous any more.59 I have 
gone through gnawing the earth, through eating the ground, and I have gone 
through having that kind of an orgy, and through feeling with moral horror that 
the earth I gnawed also felt pleasure. […] Nevertheless, this present world of 
mine, I would have called it violent before. For water’s tastelessness is violent, 
the colorlessness of a piece of glass is violent. A violence is all the more violent 
because it is neutral.60

Following G. H.’s experience of the plane of immanence, of zoe as a generative 
power, in fact inaugurates a space for becoming-intensive.

 Conclusion: A Lesson on Dwelling at the Heart 
of Matter

This discussion of ugliness has led us to its deconstruction, which is a precon-
dition for perceiving the living, the bodies and existences of others. At the 
same time the living, the other, the in- and post-human call for another 
approximation. Approximating them slowly, one may experience bodies and 
others as being neither ugly nor beautiful. Bodies, others, living beings, exist 
in all their radicalness, in their fidelity,61 as the monstrous energy of becom-
ing.62 As elaborated so far, encountering the other as living being deconstructs 
the objectified position of the other as the foreign, strange or frightening 
other, and can be connected to an understanding of an ethics dealing with 
ugliness. The other as Derrida has put it is always a monstrous other:

All experience open to the future is prepared or prepares itself to welcome the 
monstrous arrivant, to welcome it, that is, to accord hospitality to that which is 
absolutely foreign or strange, but also, one must add, to try to domesticate it, 
that is, to make it part of the household and have it assume the habits, to make 
us assume new habits. This is the movement of culture.63

In The Passion, G. H. undergoes a transformation that does not simply lead 
her to the acceptance of ugliness, otherness or monstrosity due to an insight 
of reason, the acceptance of a code of morality or a view based on political 
correctness. Rather, G. H. changed her way of living, her realization of exis-
tence through the other on an elementary, substantial level. An ethics of ugli-
ness based on Clarice Lispector’s Passion According to G. H. means welcoming 
both radical otherness and the insight that what we are used to calling “our” 
lives are already occupied by or will turn into radical other lives and alien liv-
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ing forms. An ethics of ugliness affirms this radical difference immanent to life 
as zoe. Braidotti concludes that the monster as the embodiment of difference

moves, flows, changes; because it propels discourses without ever settling into 
them; because it evades us in the very process of puzzling us, it will never be 
known what the next monster is going to look like; nor will it be possible to 
guess where it will come from. And because we cannot know, the monster is 
always going to get us.64

And this is a good enough reason to welcome the monster affirming the gen-
erative power of zoe:

And through her writing-window we enter the awesome beauty of learning to 
read: going, by way of the body, to the other side of the self. Loving the true of 
the living, what seems ungrateful to narcissus eyes, the nonprestigious, the non-
immediate, loving the origin, interesting oneself personally with the impersonal, 
with the animal, with the thing.65

Although it seems that this kind of ethics addresses a personal and individual 
behavior that is opposed to politics (ethics as described by Elizabeth Grosz), it 
must not be seen as such: “Ethics is a response to the recognition of the pri-
macy of alterity over identity. […] Ethics means being called by and respond-
ing to the other’s otherness.”66 And this marks an ethical as well as radical 
political behavior.

As mentioned at the very beginning of this chapter, ugliness—in the tradi-
tional understanding—marks a border; it is a tool of separation and degrada-
tion; it marks a deviation from a norm or standard; its very sense institutes a 
regime of control and domestication. By way of classification it domesticates 
the foreign, the other, the alien. And dwelling at the heart of matter are the 
aesthetical and ethical lessons of Clarice Lispector’s school of affirming differ-
ence. The pure, immanent and radical queer gift of G. H. is, precisely, not in 
being identical to itself. It leaves enough time and space for “the thing itself ” 
to escape, rather than to be captured by a more accurate name: “Maybe I’ll 
find another name, so much crueler right from the outset, so much more the 
thing itself. Or maybe I won’t find one. Is love when you don’t give a name to 
the things’ identity?”67 Here an-other passion flourishes on the edge of signifi-
cation, of space, and of time—a queer love, interpreted as the refusal to name 
the thing and, thus, to seal and confirm its identity. Through this refusal to 
name things and to turn them into “a concept,” Lispector’s text lets beings be. 
And this lesson—following G. H.—can only be learned by traversing, experi-
encing and deconstructing ugliness.
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(Un)Mapping the City Beautiful: Orlando 
Florida’s “Ugly” Settler Colonial Legacy

Stephanie K. Wheeler

A 2009 study (“Homes Not Handcuffs”) by the National Law Center on 
Homelessness & Poverty and the National Coalition for the Homeless cites 
Orlando as the third “meanest city” in the nation based on its stringent regu-
lation of homeless bodies. The politics and dynamics of homelessness in 
Orlando have, in many ways, come to shape urban life in central Florida; 
indeed, urban planning policies and programs such as Project Downtown 
Orlando have become an important site of identity-building for the city. This 
chapter reflects on the production of Orlando, Florida and how the prevailing 
vision of its downtown development reiterates the enduring legacy of settler 
colonialism through its anti-homeless policies. These policies manifest as ugly 
laws, laws designed to define the unsightly and unwanted bodies of the citi-
zenry in order to keep them from view. These laws are presented simultane-
ously as concerning aesthetics, safety issues, and even charity, while also 
serving the enduring settler colonial power structures that first shaped and 
sanctioned the state of Florida.

My focus for analysis is the existing policies that regulate the downtown 
district of Orlando, including ordinances Section 43.86–43.88, which include 
regulations on panhandling, exempt zones (also known as the “blue box” pol-
icy), and behavior on city sidewalks. Susan Schweik locates municipal policies 
regarding homeless populations as twenty-first-century “ugly laws,” laws that 
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have made it illegal for persons considered “unsightly” or “unseemly” to appear 
in public. For Schweik, the function of homeless laws to regulate behaviors in 
and appearances of city streets automatically categorizes them as ugly laws, 
and thus emphasizes a need for their further study in this context. The City of 
Orlando’s policies exhibit many of the characteristics that Schweik identifies 
in the ugly laws, particularly with regard to the social, textual, and performa-
tive contexts in which the laws are deployed.

Schweik urges readers to understand that the ugly laws must be understood 
as part of a “thick network of overdeterminations”1 that looks to the law as a 
means of effective social ordering. In following her call, I locate Orlando’s 
regulations as part of a larger settler colonial project in central Florida, and 
focus on three factors that characterize both the ugly laws and the anti- 
homeless regulations in Orlando: aesthetics—what Schweik calls the impulse 
of “mapping the city beautiful”; the mechanisms of “authenticating” the 
deserving poor; and the function of biopower in enforcing these regulations. 
I will first define what I mean by settler colonialism and its role in the concep-
tion of the ugly laws. In making this connection, I will create a framework by 
which to understand the settler legacy of Orlando’s “ugly” legislation that 
governs bodies in public spaces. Finally, I will introduce Orlando’s three main 
policies regarding homelessness and analyze them through this framework.

 Settler Colonialism: Then

“Whatever settlers may say,” writes Patrick Wolfe, “the primary motive for 
elimination is not race (or religion, ethnicity, grade of civilization, etc.) but 
access to territory.”2 Settler colonies emerge in the wake of an invasion from a 
foreign population seeking the acquisition of land. These settlers have the 
intention to permanently settle on acquired lands, and very quickly come to 
make up the majority of the population. Lorenzo Veracini describes settler 
colonialism as

characterised [sic] by a persistent drive to ultimately supersede the conditions of 
its operation. The successful settler colonies “tame” a variety of wildernesses, end 
up establishing independent nations, effectively repress, co-opt, and extinguish 
indigenous alterities, and productively manage ethnic diversity. By the end of 
this trajectory, they claim to be no longer settler colonial.3

In this way, the success of a settler colony lies in its deniability: by taming and 
re-characterizing the lands, cultures, and peoples they find, settlers’ political 
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independence from the colonial metropole erases the distinction between 
homeland and colony. The colony thus becomes the mythical homeland of 
settlers, a narrative sustained by racial hierarchies and ongoing violence against 
indigenous bodies. If native peoples are consistently characterized as generally 
dead or assimilated, settlers become the original inhabitants, and thus “guard-
ians” and controllers of the land and the bodies on that land.

Maintaining this narrative and the system of power that emerges from it 
requires the ongoing production of indigenous bodies as both an obstruction 
to and an expendable part of the acquired territory. Wolfe argues that the 
sustainability of settler colonialism is its tendency toward the logic of elimina-
tion of the threats to settler society via military conquest and assimilation. The 
primary threats, unsurprisingly, are the bodies of indigenous peoples, whose 
existence and survival is enough to disrupt settler power structures. Andrea 
Smith remarks that indigenous women “are bearers of a counter imperial 
order and pose a supreme threat to the dominant culture”4 and are conse-
quently subject to reproductive and sexual violence. This violence is one in a 
range of strategies and tactics that have been developed by settlers to confront 
the threat of indigenous existence in settler society. These responses include 
state apparatuses,5 mapping practices,6 and urban settlement.7 All of these 
varying strategies demonstrate the ongoing, dynamic nature of settler society, 
prompting Wolfe to remind us that settler colonialism and invasion are struc-
tures, not events.8 Wolfe continues:

When invasion is recognized as a structure rather than an event, its history does 
not stop—or, more to the point, become relatively trivial—when it moves on 
from the era of frontier homicide. Rather, narrating that history involves chart-
ing the continuities, discontinuities, adjustments, and departures whereby a 
logic that initially informed frontier killing transmutes into different modalities, 
discourses and institutional formations as it undergirds the historical develop-
ment and complexification of settler society.9

If settler colonial practices endure today, it is because of their ability to main-
tain the social and racial inequities that sustain them. More significant, how-
ever, is the ability of settler society to adjust to the changing conditions of 
social, political, and economic contexts in which it works; as settler colonial-
ism changes, so too does settler decolonization and resistance. In this way, we 
must be careful to heed Wolfe’s call and attend to the unique arrangement of 
conditions that allow for settler hierarchies to construct spaces, and avoid tak-
ing for granted what might be considered tactics or strategies of settler colo-
nial rule. Mary Renda alerts us to the danger of attributing strategies of control 
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to the “uniform, ever-present, but unremarkable fact of colonial life or a 
 phenomenon produced wholly by the colonial system itself.”10 Emphasizing 
and centralizing colonial power and effectiveness of rule “may obscure the 
particular histories of resistance that have shaped those strategies.”11 In this 
way, settler colonial societies and the systems that maintain them are unique 
productions and should be responded to as such.

 Settler Colonialism and the Ugly Laws

Schweik’s analysis of the ugly laws underscores the importance of context to 
understand the ugly laws’ creation, function, and enforcement. She justifies 
her starting point for analysis in the histories of the first three cities with ugly 
law ordinances (San Francisco, Chicago, and New Orleans) by arguing that

the three city histories illuminate the persistent nexus of disability and poverty 
at the heart of the ugly law, as well as illustrating the complex interweaving of 
economic interest, social policy, and cultural (including aesthetic) imagination 
at work in the production not just of the unsightly beggar but of the nineteenth- 
century American cityscape.12

This process adds another layer of understanding to the ugly laws via an analy-
sis of the settler colonial structures of control and power that generate new 
understandings of settler colonialism and its relationship to and use of creat-
ing, punishing, and excluding “ugly.” This work follows Owen Toews13 and 
Cole Harris14 who call for the material and lived realities of settler colonialism 
to be situated both historically and geographically. “Settler colonialism is not 
something fixed, to be pinned down according to immutable logics,” writes 
Toews, “but a process that shapes and is shaped by dynamic, shifting historical 
geographies in different times and places.”15 By bringing the intersection of 
settler colonialism and the ugly laws into view, I establish the need to under-
stand how an account of legislative rule over bodies—including and beyond 
the ugly laws—is incomplete without an understanding of settler colonial 
methods of indigenous displacement and removal.

Henri Lefebvre’s16 concept of the production of space provides a useful 
framework for understanding how city ordinances—such as the ugly laws and 
the homeless policies I will analyze below—re-inscribe social hierarchies and 
modes of exclusion. Lefebvre understands all space as social, produced by 
dynamic interrelationships between three types of space: spatial practices, rep-
resentational space, and representations of space. Spatial practices are the ways 
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in which space is activated. Also referred to as “perceived space,” spatial  practices 
emerge out of the choices and practices within a space. It creates a social cohe-
sion by characterizing the space as neutral, and represents a negotiation between 
lived reality and material (urban) reality. Representations of space are the scien-
tific conceptions of space provided by planners, urbanists, and bureaucrats. 
Representations of space are outlined in maps, plans, and models, and repre-
sent the ideology within a space. Lastly, representational space is referred to by 
Lefebvre as “lived space,” and concerns the symbolic potential of how a space 
might be used. Representational space is the realm of meaning. Toews argues 
that “Wolfe’s injunction to study the historical unfolding of settler colonialism 
is well suited to Lefebvre’s formulation” because “recalling Lefebvre’s argument 
that each society, mode of production, or process of liberation must produce 
its own space, one way of answering Wolfe’s call is to trace the material produc-
tion of settler-colonial space.”17 If social practices and processes produce space, 
then space must be understood as simultaneously conditioning the social prac-
tices that happen within it. As a social process, then, settler colonialism can be 
understood as the manufacturer of spaces that consequently shape the continu-
ation of settler colonial social relations.

To begin historically and geographically situating settler colonialism in order 
to understand the emergence of the ugly laws and the similar laws described in 
this chapter, it is important to attend to the “historical unfoldings” that Wolfe 
and Schweik ask us to recognize. It is not my intention here to outline a history 
of land use in central Florida, but rather to situate the historical factors regard-
ing land that have led to such stringent homeless laws today. To do this, I 
employ Schweik’s approach to historically and socially locate the conditions of 
the ugly laws as a framework. Of interest are the three primary networks of 
power Schweik sketches—three representational spaces, in Lefebvre’s terms—
that promote the identification, criminalization, and exclusion of unwanted 
bodies. In what follows, I will lay out Schweik’s networks of power and dem-
onstrate their relationship to and production of settler colonial policies and 
place them alongside the city of Orlando’s land regulation.

 Mapping the City Beautiful

Schweik argues that a central component to the existence of the ugly laws is 
the ways in which legislation played into the progressive era’s focus on the 
aesthetics of street conduct.18 During this time, Schweik argues, bodies were 
seen and managed as much as architecture, street layout, or even drainage. 
This emphasis on the aesthetics of city spaces is an example of Foucault’s belief 
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that space is central in any application of power.19 In hospitals, asylums, 
schools, and prisons, this historical period saw marginal populations under 
constant threat of segregation, created and enforced by social practices and 
norms. In these contexts, identity becomes premised on the level of control 
one has over ways of living and moving through the world. A citizen thus 
becomes one who has achieved mastery of self-regulation and self-control over 
his or her own body, and implements other modes of control—like legisla-
tion—in order to maintain a distance from those bodies that appear out of 
control and unregulated. In this way, bodies become treated as both “object 
and target of power”20 for the purpose of moral regulation. Bodies that main-
tain a veneer of control and self-regulation are afforded the power to control 
and regulate other bodies, consequently remaking individuals through a 
“mechanism that coerces by means of observation;”21 in this case, through the 
built environment of a city, the movement and conduct of bodies becomes 
observable, resulting in the construction of the desirable and undesirable 
body. As Sherene Razack clarifies, this kind of surveillance produces two cat-
egories of bodies: “the normal and abnormal body, the former belonging to a 
homogenous social body, the latter exiled and spatially separated.”22

This separation is central to Orlando’s city ordinances regarding panhan-
dling. The ordinance on panhandling begins with a definition of the term in 
Section 43.86:

“Panhandling” is any solicitation made in person, requesting an immediate 
donation of money or other thing of value. Purchase of an item for an amount 
far exceeding its value, under circumstances where a reasonable person would 
understand that the purchase is, in substance, a donation, is a donation for the 
purpose of this section. Except as specifically provided in this section, panhan-
dling does not include passively standing or sitting with a sign or other indica-
tion that one is seeking donations, without addressing any solicitation to any 
specific person other than in response to an inquiry by that person.23

Panhandling is a term that is specifically connected to accosting, which sug-
gests an aggressive or bold confrontation.24 To panhandle is also to beg—to 
accost and beg from—implying a one-directional relationship between the 
solicitor and the solicited. Furthermore, it implicates passers-by on the street, 
which not only physically locates the panhandler (a solicitation made in per-
son), but also defines the body of the panhandler as always in a powerless state. 
Appealing to the term value in defining what is requested of the passers-by 
also enforces this power dynamic: value is relative, especially if money is not a 
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factor (the ordinance language specifies money or something of value). Thus 
the person being solicited determines the importance of the thing being solic-
ited, not the one asking. The word purchase also implies a payment of money 
or an exchange of some sort, as if begging holds its own cultural capital. In 
that case, the person being solicited is equally getting something back. 
Additionally, the use of the word purchase is interesting, understanding the 
term as “to get a leverage on,”25 that is, to have power, advantage, and ability 
to act on people, events, or decisions: another example of this legislation pro-
viding power and protection for the solicited. Using the term donation plays 
into this idea, because a donation is something that is presented as a gift or a 
contribution “to a common supply, as for charitable purposes.”26

Appealing to a “reasonable person” implies power of a different kind, some-
one “endowed with reason” and who is “capable of rational behavior and deci-
sion.”27 Using the word rational here is interesting, given its implication of 
mental and cognitive ability: ‘being in or characterized by full possession of 
one’s reason; sane; lucid.”28 As many homeless people are disabled and strug-
gle with mental illness, this can be understood as a biopolitical move to main-
tain the various hierarchies that sustain settler culture. That panhandling 
doesn’t include “passively” standing or sitting with a sign is curious, given that 
to be passive is to not involve “visible reaction or active participation”; you can 
hold a sign, but you can’t beg. Razack clarifies this notion:

Through its presence as a material body that occupies space, but as one that is 
consistently denied space through a series of violent evictions, the homeless 
body confirms what and who must be contained in order to secure society.29

Orlando legislation cites that while a panhandler is present, s/he cannot be 
seen, or insist on any attention to his or her presence. The power to be visible 
lies in the passers-by and the language of the ordinance. Samira Kawash argues 
that this approach is characteristic of anti-homeless legislation fighting the 
so-called “homeless wars,” wherein the solution to panhandling and begging 
is to “reduce [the body of the panhandler] to nothing, to squeeze it until it is 
so small that it disappears, such that the circle of the social will again appear 
closed.”30 Closing society to unwanted members in this way requires the body 
of the unwanted citizen to be denied space until it becomes invisible—either 
through the literal removal of the body, or contained to the point that “the 
public need not feel the pressure of its presence.”31

One way in which this separation is achieved is through the construction 
of what Kawash calls the geographies of containment, wherein physical spaces 
are allotted to unwanted bodies and are made as small as possible.32 Mapping 
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spaces in this way provides an opportunity to measure, standardize, and con-
trol how bodies move in a given space. The practice of mapping emerges as 
one in a line of settler colonial exclusionary measures, designed to create and 
sustain rigid boundaries and practices of knowledge production.33 Indeed, 
this kind of mapping is a central practice of settler colonialism, providing 
material evidence and anchoring of colonial mastery and establishing “settler 
presence and governance as given, as a necessary context through which com-
monplace sense-making occurs.”34 This sense-making is grounded in policy 
and jurisdiction, and appeals to the assumption that city space is a reflection 
of moral and physical health; controlling space becomes a reflection of civic 
pride, dominance, and ownership. In the context of settler colonialism, the 
ugly laws and homeless ordinances emphasize an entitlement to space, relying 
on the law to regulate the contact between those allowed in the space and 
those who are forbidden to enter into it.

Indeed, if space produces bodies, then white settler spaces like the city pro-
duce bodies that define who is a citizen and who is not. Razack observes that 
“the production of space is also the production of excluded and included bod-
ies.”35 The section of the Orlando ordinance (Section 43.87.f ) that has gar-
nered the most attention constructs these spaces and, in the process, constructs 
the excluded and unwanted bodies of panhandlers by putting them on dis-
play. In 2000, the city of Orlando passed the current panhandling policy that 
restricts beggars to panhandling in one of thirty-five 3 feet by 15 feet blue 

Fig. 7.1 One of 35 “panhandling rectangles”
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rectangles painted on the sidewalks (Fig. 7.1). The 1996 law that it amended 
required people to obtain a permit from the Orlando police department in 
order to ask people for money on public sidewalks. A 2006 law gained national 
attention when lawmakers made it illegal to share food with 25 or more peo-
ple in public parks more than twice a year. Another ordinance in 2007 (Section 
43.86.5) limited panhandling between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. And in 2010, 
the number of blue boxes was reduced from 36 to 27. The ordinance itself 
describes these boxes as exempt zones, “those portions of public property 
within, or on the boundary of, the Downtown Core District specifically 
excluded from the prohibitions” of panhandling as described Section 43.87. 
Orlando City Council or an Exempt Zone Location Order determines the 
size, number, and location of these boxes.

In 2002, Section 43 of the ordinance was amended to include prohibited 
behaviors regarding sidewalk space, including areas designated with the blue 
boxes. The ordinance states that it is unlawful “to sit or lie down upon a public 
sidewalk or upon a blanket, chair, stool, or any other object placed upon a 
public sidewalk”36 within the downtown core district. Possible exceptions to 
the rule include a medical emergency, a parade, a queue, or a protest. In an 
interesting clarification, the ordinance states that an exception can be made if 
it is shown that “as a result of age, infirmity or disability a person utilizes a 
wheelchair, walker, stroller, or similar device to move about a public side-
walk.”37 Given this exception, alongside the definition of sidewalk that the 
ordinance supplies (“an improved walkway intended primarily for pedestri-
ans, usually running parallel to one or both sides of the pavement of a street”38) 
the notion of movement constructs the bodies of people in public as able- 
bodied and always in motion. In fact, even the exception relies upon the idea 
of a disabled body as one that is static, even with the use of devices designed 
to facilitate movement of these bodies. It is curious, then, that an ordinance 
outlawing any kind of sitting or lying on a sidewalk would clarify that the use 
of devices such as wheelchairs, walkers, or strollers, are an exception to the 
rule, despite the fact that these devices prevent any kind of sitting or lying on 
the sidewalk. Moreover, Fig. 7.2 shows a box drawn around sidewalk obsta-
cles, like a tree and lamppost, further restricting the movements and allotted 
space of panhandlers. Even more concerning are the ways in which space is 
used to manipulate bodies, including one box going into the street (Fig. 7.3), 
and several whose blue lines could be mistaken for a blue box, effectively mak-
ing anyone standing in it vulnerable to punishment for begging outside of an 
exempt zone. Thus where legislation possibly fails to contain the movement of 
undesirable citizens, the geography of the boxes does that work.
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 Dissimulations

In light of these deliberate ambiguities, the legislation’s emphasis on clarity 
and the “authenticity” of city-sanctioned exempt zones is somewhat ironic. 
Equal attention is given to “False or Misleading Solicitation,” a mark of what 
Schweik attributes to the admission of disability into the federal legal 
lexicon:

As the modern association of disability with right to welfare benefits consoli-
dated, almsgiving to beggars began to seem more and more unnecessary, and 
scenes of proving worthiness for aid promised to shift from the street to the 
offices of certifying doctors.39

Once bodily difference became codified into law, surveillance took on 
another role of doctor, diagnosing bodies as just and worthy of charity or 
donations. The underlying belief held that those who were able-bodied and 

Fig. 7.2 Box drawn around sidewalk obstacles that restrict panhandler movement and 
space
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did not want to work because of laziness should not be afforded the same 
charity as someone who could not work due to illness or disability. Part of 
what perpetuated this attitude was the emergence of regulatory systems 
designed to manage forms of bodily difference under the umbrella term of 
“injury.” Rosemarie Garland-Thomson notes that an increase in accidents 
and injuries arose with the transformation of an industrial workforce, leav-
ing injured workers with “little recourse but charity or poor relief,” mean-
ing that “they not only lost their jobs but also dropped out of sight.”40 As I 
have demonstrated above, unsightly or discomfiting bodies that enter into 
public spaces are rendered invisible, a part of the scenery that is subject to 
architectural and aesthetic rules. In this way, invisibility serves as a reminder 
of bodily worth or value. Dara Culhane notes that in British settler societ-
ies, lands inhabited by indigenous peoples “were simply legally deemed to 
be uninhabited if the people were not Christian, not agricultural, not com-
mercial, not ‘sufficiently evolved’ or simply in the way.”41 Similarly, the 
settler culture around distinguishing the deserving versus the undeserving 

Fig. 7.3 Lines that overlap into the street, which could be mistaken for a blue box
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poor maintains this approach, carrying the assumption that if one is not 
performing the role of a citizen—that is, demonstrating an attention to the 
ways that the body reflects the nation, particularly through labor and the 
maintenance of one’s individual health—those bodies become invisible 
and thus undeserving because of the association with laziness or 
incapability.

This distinction that arises between those who deserve help and those who 
do not becomes complicated in the legislation that produces those distinc-
tions. Schweik argues that “the subject of the law is not only the person who 
is ‘diseased, maimed, or deformed’ but also the person who seems so, the per-
son who ‘gets ugly’ by disguise.”42 The person who appears to be the subject 
of the law, but is in fact not, is just as at risk as the person who is the subject 
of the law. Schweik muses on this fact, suggesting, “the target of the law may 
be less a person than an act. What if we entertain the possibility that what the 
law forbade was something in which anyone could engage: unsightly perfor-
mativity?”43 It is this question that the Orlando ordinance anticipates in 
Section 43.86.4, which makes it unlawful for “any person to knowingly make 
any false or misleading representation in the course of soliciting a donation.”44 
Such representations might include:

 (i) Stating that the donation is needed to meet a specific need, when the 
solicitor already has sufficient funds to meet that need and does not 
disclose that fact;

 (ii) Stating that the donation is needed to meet a need which does not exist;
 (iii) Stating that the solicitor is from out of town and stranded, when such is 

not true;
 (iv) Wearing a military uniform or other indication of military service, when 

the solicitor is neither a present nor former member of the service 
indicated;

 (v) Wearing or displaying an indication of physical disability, when the 
solicitor does not suffer the disability indicated;

 (vi) Use of any makeup or device to simulate any deformity; or
 (vii) Stating that the solicitor is homeless, when he or she is not.45

The emphasis on intentionality characterizes this section. Unlike previous 
sections, there is an implication of rationality on the part of the panhandler: 
in this framing, the solicitor is intelligent, conscious, and sharp, whereas the 
solicited individual is credulous, vulnerable, and charitable. Yet for the pan-
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handler, displaying any kind of rhetorical prowess or skill comes at a high 
risk, because it goes against the narrative of being poor and/or homeless that 
determines the difference between the “deserving” and “undeserving.” Again, 
the settler colonial approach to marking undeserving bodies is grounded in 
the justification of undeserving bodies as “in the way” of contributing to a 
healthy, productive nation. Wielding rhetorical power suggests that these 
bodies are capable of contributing to society, but choose not to. The panhan-
dler is always at risk in these scenarios for pretending to have too little as 
opposed to having too much. Indeed, there is no scenario laid out in these 
representations that criminalizes those pretending to have enough without 
the donation of a passer-by.

Furthermore, the examples listed—while not intended to be compre-
hensive—serve as a reminder of the function of these encounters. For 
example, numbers (i), and (ii) rely on the assumption that the solicited 
person has the power—and the right—to know where the donated money 
goes, and if that information is false or cannot be provided to them, the 
solicited person need not feel compelled to donate money. What this sig-
nals is the ways in which these encounters are framed as transactions, or 
an exchange of goods and/or services in the interests of both parties. 
Sharon Snyder and David Mitchell describe these encounters as “economic 
rituals” where disability, homelessness, and low socioeconomic status 
combine in a “performative interdependency,” wherein these undesirable 
bodies are “made to appear unduly dependent and donors further solidify 
their own social value as able benefactors.”46 In this legislation, the donor 
is paying for their own social value, and thus has the right to know that 
their value is gained through proper representation of the use of their 
money. At its extreme, however, it places the value of the solicited over the 
solicitor: a solicitor could be arrested, for instance, for claiming to be hun-
gry when s/he isn’t.

Similarly, this section of legislation punishes those who perform what 
Schweik calls a “reverse striptease,”47 an encounter that the desirable citi-
zens—or, in this case, the solicited individuals—pay not to see. Numbers (v) 
and (vi) demonstrate this, prohibiting the display of (false) disability, whether 
through props or through makeup. The use of the words wearing and  displaying 
signal the narrative of disability and the kind of cultural capital that disability 
does (or does not) have in public. To wear is to have something on the body 
to cover, hold, or ornament it;48 to display is to make visible, or exhibit.49 Both 
terms point to the idea of making the body visible or invisible, depending on 
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the context. Indeed, the panhandler’s body is expected to be invisible, but the 
spaces that produce unsightliness and unwanted bodies rely on their visibility 
in order to maintain the difference between the “acceptable” citizen and the 
one who is neither acceptable nor a citizen. This legislation confirms this 
dichotomy that panhandlers are expected to negotiate, requiring panhandlers 
to remain silent until spoken to (43.86.1) and in some situations, removing 
any sign or indication of solicitation (43.86.2). Ultimately, the unlawfulness 
of presenting disability is not necessarily to prevent faking disability, but rather 
to prevent misunderstandings of disability: here, disability is something to be 
suffered—to experience ongoing pain or distress from the body (not caused 
by an outside environment), and to perpetually be at a disadvantage due to a 
loss of health. Faking a disability requires a performance that always results in 
effecting a purpose, i.e., sympathy; misrepresenting that purpose is yet another 
slight to the expectation of the solicited person’s transaction. This understand-
ing of disability as something that can be performed erases the bodies of those 
with mental illness or other forms of “invisible” disabilities, while at the same 
time calling into question those who require “accessories” like wheelchairs, 
canes, or hearing aids.

This legislation arises from the position of disability as absent, and puts the 
onus of “authenticating” disability onto the solicitor. This functions as an 
appeal to authenticity, wherein the deserving poor are distinguished from the 
undeserving in order to make it clear what kind of social value is to be gained 
by donating to a solicitor. Schweik has talked at length about how homeless 
veterans are always in the position of the deserving poor, as any donation to 
this community carries a social value of patriotism and gratitude. Schweik 
observes that a veteran’s disabled body is one that

was entirely safe to display, the kind that … capitalism requires: one that is 
productive, one shaped through products and paid services, and therefore the 
opposite of the unruly and uncanny “diseased, maimed, deformed” body of the 
unsightly beggar.50

For the ugly laws, disability and need must be represented as authentic, and 
one way to achieve that authenticity is through the appeal to production, that 
is, a body that wants to be productive but can no longer be productive. As I 
have mentioned above, workplace injuries gave rise to diagnoses of deserving 
versus undeserving, but with a uniform and a story of service, “city discourse 
on veterans constructed them as needy, deserving, and betrayed.”51 This 
understanding goes back to the unlawfulness of misrepresenting value, includ-
ing the value of the body and the value of the donation. More importantly, 
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there is the value of the representation itself: in settler societies, notions of 
racial purity rooted in scientific racism locate indigenous peoples as “mixed” 
and therefore inauthentic; similarly, adaptation to or assimilation in settler 
society is used as further evidence for effacement, and becomes a normalized 
part of settler culture and society. Authenticity becomes the grounds upon 
which existence is legitimized and recognized.

 Biopower

Authenticity shapes the role of the “deserving” beggar in the enforcement of 
Orlando’s policies. As these policies were written, the service delivery models 
for those experiencing homelessness centered on the Treatment First model of 
housing policy. This model requires people to complete mental health and 
substance programs before they can be considered for housing. These pro-
grams function as “proof” of self-sufficiency for living on one’s own; housing 
is predicated on sobriety and ongoing, demonstrated treatment of mental ill-
ness. This, of course, assumes that all homeless communities are in some way 
in need of medical intervention, and have no life skills to sustain tenancy. This 
biopolitical approach to serving homeless populations is what Schweik calls 
“the ugly law of biopower,” which “identifies an abnormal group in order to 
‘care for’ them.”52 Schweik continues:

The mechanisms of biopower are so much with us now that they are hard to see. 
Quick citations of the ugly law today may not help in this regard. Harking back 
to exercises of police repression that strike us as already archaic even at the 
moment of their inception, ugly laws draw their shock value precisely by appear-
ing as strange vestiges of a long-past, crueler, cruder, far more obvious juridical 
model. It is, perhaps, easier – too easy? – to attend to them than to attend to the 
diffuse and pervasive forms of bio(medical) power in the realm of disability in 
the emerging new global order today.53

These mechanisms are the very tools deployed to remove unwanted indigenous 
bodies that ‘polluted’ the land in early settlement. Because settler colonialism is 
driven by the logic of elimination,54 the histories and peoples that settler colo-
nial society seeks to eliminate often results in the erasure of  indigenous peoples’ 
stories and histories, rendering them as prehistoric or even mythical. Jean 
O’Brien observes that settler societies use local histories to establish their claim 
to land while at the same time erasing and then memorializing indigenous peo-
ples. Settler colonialism’s success lies in its presentation of itself as already archaic 
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and appearing as peculiar remnants of a long past, and as O’Brien’s observation 
demonstrates, requires an ongoing rewriting of history.55 In doing so, settler 
colonial policies of genocide and elimination are situated in the past and nor-
malized, thus allowing settlers to avoid any complicity with settler colonial vio-
lence and erasure. Scott Lauria Morgensen contends that the ubiquity of settler 
colonialism is because of its relationship to biopower, namely that settler colo-
nialism creates the historical grounds upon which biopower functions and 
(re)produces.56 Part of what makes settler colonialism and biopower so ubiqui-
tous is its framing: the rhetorics of care and charity are pervasive in both the ugly 
laws and settler colonial practices. Colonial violence was often couched in 
attempts to ‘save’ indigenous peoples through relocation, religion, and assimila-
tion. This kind of framing situates indigenous peoples as deficit, in need of care 
and cure, giving rise to the philosophy of “kill the Indian and save the man.” 
Institutionalization and segregation of indigenous bodies were, and continue to 
be, in the service of the settler colonial optics of claims to land.

For the ugly laws, one of the mainstays of the legislation is the presence 
of almshouse clauses, directing violators of the ugly laws to be sent to insti-
tutions where they can be cared for. Schweik notes that the 1880s versions 
of the ugly laws in Chicago, Lincoln, and Denver, all end with the follow-
ing passage:

Upon conviction of any person for violation of this section, if it shall seem 
proper and just, the fine provided for may be suspended, and such person 
detained at the police station where he shall be well cared for until he can be sent 
to the country poor farm.57

Schweik notes the use of the word sent, “a word without the criminal or medi-
cal connotations of commitment discourse.” Thus the ugly laws at once dem-
onstrated enough care to diagnose the “unfit,” but at the same time, maintained 
enough distance between notions of charity and independence that prevailed 
during this time. Snyder and Mitchell write that

charity organizations assured that “excessive” need could be met with stern dis-
approval, moral disapprobation, and patronizing religious instruction. At the 
same time charity also provided a public benefit in recognizing individual 
 contribution as a sign of benefice, generosity, and commitment to capitalist 
values of self-reliance.58

While the ugly laws were not specifically designed to promote charity, their 
function was certainly framed as an opportunity for individuals and institu-
tions to promote the moral values of the community. Orlando has no ugly 
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ordinances on record, but there was an institution designed to provide char-
ity to the social problem of deviancy, vagrancy, and feeble-mindedness, called 
the Florida Farm Colony for Epileptic and Feebleminded Persons. Schweik 
argues that the absence of an almshouse clause or even an ugly law on a city’s 
record can be attributed to other mechanisms of power that serve the same 
purpose under the guise of caring for those with disabilities or illnesses. In 
fact, she argues, over time most cities turned to hospitals or medicalized 
“homes” to segregate and “cure” offenders of vagrancy or ugly laws because 
they alone could provide the appearance of attending to issues of social wel-
fare.59 At the 1915 National Conference of Charities and Corrections, Joseph 
Byers (the secretary of the National Committee on Provision for the Feeble-
Minded) insisted that the first step in the solution of all of America’s social 
problems “must be the identification and elimination of this feeble-minded 
element” by placing them in “permanent segregation in suitable institutions 
under state control.”60 In 1915, the Florida legislature appointed a commis-
sion to investigate the feasibility of and need for an institution to perform 
this kind of segregation: again, where other states created ugly laws, Florida 
created institutions. In 1919, the commission provided its final findings, 
concluding that an institution needed to be established “not only as a matter 
of humanity toward this helpless and innocent class, but also as a matter of 
protection to the community.”61 By 1929, however, the Colony was over-
flowing with new patients and an ever-growing waiting list, and was forced 
to discharge all residents that were committed on charges of delinquency or 
truancy.62 Additionally, in 1931, high-level residents of the Colony were 
transferred to the Florida State Hospital for the Insane. While admission 
policies to the Colony were restricted to children and young adults between 
6 and 21 years of age with a verifiable mental illness—that is, anyone with an 
IQ under 75—the Colony had quickly filled up with patients simply per-
ceived to be a threat to the social order, including criminals, sexually active 
females, and prostitutes.63

The Colony has since been renamed, restructured, and refocused, but its 
institutional function remains the same, albeit in the form of more diverse 
institutions found throughout the state. For the purposes of understanding the 
ugly laws and their relationship to current homeless laws, I locate the jail sys-
tem of Orange County Florida as one of these institutions, wherein “disrup-
tive” bodies are segregated under the guise of help and welfare. A 2017 series 
on mental illness in central Florida by the Orlando Sentinel newspaper cites the 
Florida Supreme Court in calling jails “the asylums of the new millennium.” 
Writer Jeff Kunerth even goes so far as to call the Orange County jail the largest 
mental health institution in five counties of central Florida, largely as a result 
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of cuts to funding. Kunerth cites that an average of 125,000 people with men-
tal illnesses move through Florida jails for misdemeanor and low-level felonies 
every year. These offenses are usually against quality of life laws—loitering, 
disturbing the peace, or public intoxication (all offenses found in the ordi-
nances analyzed above)—and account for 90 percent of the arrests of mentally 
ill inmates.64 As with the Colony, the decision to release inmates lies not with 
physicians or mental health experts, but rather the judicial system, or, in the 
case of the Colony, those tasked with overseeing a balance of population and 
resources. The Colony handled this task by releasing “low-risk” patients to 
open space for more “high-risk” ones; likewise, the logic of Orlando’s Treatment 
First approach means that “high-risk” populations continue to be diagnosed in 
order to incarcerate them, but not to treat them. In this way, biopolitics serves 
to maintain the distance between “low-risk” and “high-risk” patients, leaving 
that work to the street ordinances where they are left to panhandle.

 Conclusion

My intention has been to ground an analysis of Orlando code as it relates to 
urban development within a larger historical and social framework of settler 
colonialism and disability history in central Florida. Ultimately, this analysis 
fails without recognizing the absence of indigenous bodies at the center of this 
work. The 2010 census lists the indigenous population of Orlando, Florida as 
0.4 percent; the 2016 Annual Report on Homelessness in Florida lists Native 
American Indian/Alaskan peoples experiencing homelessness at 0.9 percent. 
Central Florida has a long history of displacing indigenous bodies without a 
real engagement of what that history means for central Florida today. Seminole 
County, for instance—just 20 miles from Orlando—describes the Seminole 
Tribe as having “moved,” “disappeared,” and “ran away,” quite possibly because 
“the Seminole Indians never signed a peace treaty.” The Seminoles, according 
to this account, “crept quietly deep into the Everglades,” and “their descen-
dants over the years have fought the good fight and have prospered by teach-
ing the old ways.”65 The power of settler colonialism is its ability to make 
indigenous presence seem anachronous, and while the Annual Report on 
Homelessness in Florida claims only 0.9 percent of Native peoples are with-
out a home, the exact function of settler colonialism is to appeal to these 
percentages in its claim that they have “moved,” “disappeared,” or “ran away.” 
Thus, what this omission suggests is how non-native or settler ways of under-
standing and controlling space have come to shape a city that continues to 
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demonstrate the reality of settler colonialism and its ongoing presence in the 
construction of bodies, citizenship, and spaces. Rifkin argues that

the intellectual and political technologies for justifying the assertion of jurisdic-
tion over Native peoples and expropriation of their lands do not simply disap-
pear when Indians are (declared to be) no longer there. Rather, they remain vital 
in the ongoing performance of quotidian modes of inhabitance and selfhood.66

What this analysis shows is a re-envisioning, re-narration, and re-valuing of 
central Florida’s past, present, and future by engaging with the material con-
sequences of settlement in the United States. I have attempted what Richard 
Phillips calls “unmapping,” the move to denaturalize space in order “to under-
mine world views that rest upon it,” namely the notion of white settler inno-
cence and the neutrality of space to reveal the practices of domination and 
control.67 This unmapping has allowed me to understand how Orlando’s 
strategies of city regulation are used to not only ensure the absence of ugliness, 
but also how these techniques are deployed in order to maintain the domi-
nance of both settler colonialism and the dynamics between settler society 
and ableism. Ultimately, this research calls for more work to understand how 
projects like settler colonialism produce material human geographies, how 
“ugliness” is made and experienced, and how thinking about policies designed 
to regulate bodies fit into a larger historical picture.
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New Body Project(s): “Excess” Skin 

in the Context of Massive Weight Loss

Yasmina Katsulis

 Introduction

In the United States, and increasingly elsewhere, fat is defined as ugly, ugliness 
is denigrated, and (because fat is seen as something within our sphere of con-
trol) fat bodies are seen to reflect fundamental flaws in our moral character. 
Given that the fat body is seen as neither permanent nor socially acceptable, 
we face tremendous personal and social pressure to do whatever it takes to 
force our bodies to lose unwanted fat, and to maintain that loss over time. 
Consequently, a multi-billion dollar beauty, diet, and medical industrial com-
plex has emerged in an effort to capitalize on our shared obsession with body 
projects centered on fat and weight loss. Historically, self-help books and fad 
diets have played an important role in directing the body of work necessary to 
feed our growing preoccupation with fat and weight loss. In recent decades, 
we have witnessed the popularization of a plethora of “reality” television shows 
and documentaries about weight loss. The linear, temporal nature of a body 
project1 over time is a critical component that defines the process, further 
informing our understanding of how this process is supposed to work, struc-
turing the larger narrative and meanings we associate with the “weight loss 
journey” as a process.
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From simple makeovers to massive weight loss, a well-storied before/after 
pictorial provides a scintillating spectacle that demonstrates the potential 
results achieved through various aspirational body projects. The more drastic 
the change, the more gravitas it can inspire. This linear, before and after 
framework is highly salient within American culture; it is the master narrative 
through which we have learned to understand a range of body projects. While 
providing a structure intended to celebrate achievement, and completion, of 
those projects, there can be significant unintended consequences. First, the 
before/after dichotomy creates the appearance of a coherent, but illusory, 
journey that suggests a definitive beginning and endpoint. This renders invis-
ible the often circuitous nature of most body projects, particularly when it 
involves weight loss. The before/after narrative does not provide the space 
needed to acknowledge the generative potential of unexpected complications, 
departures, or disruptions, including those which provide opportunities to 
redefine the nature, and purpose, of the journey itself. Second, by emphasiz-
ing the magnitude of change involved, the before/after narrative must rein-
force an ideology that denigrates the unwanted, undesirable, abject “before” 
body. If the “before” body is portrayed as the physical consequence of mis-
placed priorities and values, the “after” body is one of redemption, represent-
ing a shift in one’s values that demonstrates an alignment with dominant 
ideologies. Finally, the before/after narrative is typically disseminated in such 
a way that the aspirational body is portrayed as one that is readily attainable; 
and in doing so, indicates that anyone who does not invest their time, energy, 
and resources in the body work needed to attain that body is morally suspect 
(lazy, ignorant, irresponsible, etc.).

 The Body Project as a Key Feature of the  
Before/After Narrative

The before/after dichotomy can only accomplish its sociopolitical work when 
shown as a paired opposition that provides hard evidence for change: the 
more dramatic the change, the greater the degree of accomplishment. 
Although the most recognizable visual shorthand for this change is the paired 
representation of “before” and “after,” new media are particularly well suited 
to presenting a compelling visual drama of the journey as a process, one which 
unfolds before your eyes, providing an identifiable beginning, middle, and 
end. In the absence of a highly denigrated “before” photo, the “after” photo 
makes no sense. The “after” body is still glorified as the accomplished project 
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in the end, but time is given to that (sometimes messy and quite dramatic) 
“middle” phase. The middle phase occupies the liminal space “in-between,” 
leaving open the possibility for disruption. The central narrative that is 
 typically portrayed revolves around what life was like before the weight loss 
journey, the weight loss journey itself, and what life is like after that journey 
has taken place. Body projects take place on multiple dimensions, including a 
visible change in values and priorities, self and identity, the relationships we 
have with ourselves and others—physical evidence of a self in the making.

Given that self-making (or in this case, re-making) is portrayed as readily 
attainable given the necessary degree of personal motivation and fortitude, 
and that there are a plethora of resources available in the marketplace (for 
those who can afford it), self-making is now defined as not only a potential 
option among various alternatives—it is now a virtual requirement for group 
membership. Body work is one component of a more comprehensive project, 
wherein the abject self simply must be discarded. Anyone who refuses to 
invest in this body project risks being perceived as someone who has chosen 
(out of sheer laziness or ignorance) to continue to inhabit an abject body, and 
is now derelict in their responsibilities both to themselves and the group.

While thinking about how this before/after narrative could be complicated 
further, particularly in relation to its temporal nature and the potential for 
disruption, and in terms of identifying these potentially “ugly,” disruptive 
moments, I stumbled upon a reality television series entitled Skin Tight, pro-
duced by The Learning Channel (TLC) and Discovery Network. The series 
(televised in 2016–2017) currently consists of 18 episodes, covering 33 per-
sonal accounts of how the subjects experienced, and chose to respond to, the 
loose skin that typically remains after a period of massive weight loss. Given 
the simplistic versions of the weight loss journey narrative circulated in popu-
lar media, as well as my own experiences as a person who participated in 
multiple body projects focused on weight loss, the series immediately piqued 
my interest. Skin Tight focuses primarily on the personal stories of those who 
have achieved massive weight loss, only to find themselves engulfed by vol-
umes of unwanted skin (their words, not mine)—no amount of individual 
will or perseverance can erase the after-effects of a body that has literally been 
stretched to its limits. The show’s title indicates the primary goal of its con-
stituents—skin that is tight (not loose), a body that does not call unwanted 
attention to the “before,” or draw unforeseen connections to the disdain 
accorded to the wrinkled, saggy, body that appears to age right before their 
very eyes. Although life before massive weight loss is mentioned, it is men-
tioned only briefly, as if to set the stage for what is to come. This series takes a 
different approach in that it focuses on a point along that journey rarely, if 
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ever, mentioned, after massive weight loss has occurred, but prior to a sense of 
satisfaction that the journey is now complete. To my knowledge, beyond the 
(inaccurate) perspective that excess skin is a result of “having lost weight too 
quickly,” there has been little, if any, media coverage of this phenomenon.

 The Disruptive Potential of the Incomplete 
Body Project

My intended contribution to this volume is to explore body projects “gone 
awry”—in this case, the unexpected stopped, stalled, or altered before and 
after narrative that in some way defies our expectations. Although the simple 
visual before/after representation is a phenomenal rhetorical tool and market-
ing device, it doesn’t allow for a scholarly exploration of moments where 
everything goes wrong, where things are far messier and more complicated 
than expected. Reality television, even (and perhaps more so) when heavily 
edited and/or scripted, provides an evocative framework through which to 
explore these disruptive, “ugly” moments in what is otherwise expected to be 
a storyline, or plot, with a neat and tidy linear structure. This turn of events, 
while capable of creating significant suffering (which I don’t want to mini-
mize), and, at minimum, undue frustration, opens the door to an even more 
gripping climactic point in the narrative that makes for “really great ratings” 
providing further titillation for the audience by recording the most graphic 
surgical procedures I’ve ever seen.

This chapter provides several possible entryways for us to consider the gen-
erative power of ugliness. First, a body project typically involves a set of stra-
tegic actions meant to distance the self and body further away from that which 
is considered ugly or abject; this is precisely the case with the body projects 
narrated in this particular series—its participants are not engaged in projects 
to make themselves more beautiful; their end goal is more modest, in that 
they want to look “normal” (simply, as one participant noted, “just not ugly”). 
Second, the project, as a process through time, is vulnerable to potentially 
disruptive moments, which we might think of as “ugly moments,” in that they 
defy our collective sensibilities when it comes to the before/after narrative. 
And, finally, ironically, the disruptive moment where everything has gone 
awry involves the unexpected experience of suddenly finding oneself inhabit-
ing a body that is “even uglier than before,” potentially involving even more 
intensive bodywork to reach a point where the skin one is in can be tolerated 
(or even celebrated).
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 Methodology

The dearth of psychosocial and/or cultural research on the symbolic qualities 
of skin, particularly within the context of massive weight loss, required that 
I develop a flexible research strategy through which to approach this data. 
Initially, this consisted of an extensive review of potentially related scholarly 
publications on fat hatred, fat shaming, fat stigma, body image, body work, 
body projects, and embodied identities, which I then used to contextualize 
emergent themes captured across several episodes of TLC’s Skin Tight series 
(episodes 1, 2, and the season finale). In order to develop a more formalized, 
in-depth analytic plan for the next phase of the project, I experimented with 
several coding techniques, including open (or NVivo) concept coding, as 
well as dramaturgical, narrative, and affect coding.2 The most significant 
limitation of the project, thus far, is a dataset developed by (profit-minded) 
editors and producers who (necessarily) have the final say in what does (and 
does not) become a part of the public narrative. Undoubtedly, the contrac-
tual agreements between TLC, the surgical staff, and the cast, greatly influ-
ence, as well as constrain, the stories shared through this particular medium. 
Future research must utilize a comparative method to examine the presum-
ably rich tapestry of potential narrative trajectories and outcomes that occur 
outside of this context.

 Body Projects, Fat Stigma and the “War on Obesity”

A declaration of war represents a fervent response to moral panic around the 
rising incidence of obesity. Our shared American cultural heritage has shaped 
the ways in which the weight loss journey narrative is constructed. I derive the 
following list from my recollections of the many, more general, scholarly 
works I have been exposed to as both a student and professor over the past 
several decades. It reflects, in part, fears about America’s social and economic 
decline; our reputation and social standing on the world stage; our Puritan 
heritage and the disgust accorded to behaviors perceived as indicative of excess 
and gluttony; our willingness to blame individuals for their circumstances, as 
well as our unwillingness to interfere with the so-called “free market” enjoyed 
by the value we accord to personal freedom and the corresponding resistance 
to outside intervention (including our own government); the pleasure we take 
in stories of personal triumph; our macabre interest in fat as spectacle; and our 
susceptibility to fear-mongering tactics used to drive everything from policy 
to television ratings and scientific endeavors.
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At some point, weight gain, or fat, becomes physically impossible to con-
ceal. Those who see fat as ugly or unhealthy either learn to accept their body, 
or do what they can to change it through body work (including diet and 
exercise, sometimes in conjunction with weight loss surgery). In our contem-
porary cultural context, the dominant narrative is that weight loss is the cata-
lyst that has the potential to solve everything. It is not only perceived as one 
potential solution among others—it is perceived as the only solution. Among 
the options never offered as a potential alternative to weight loss is fat accep-
tance, which includes refusing (and encouraging others to refuse) to internal-
ize fat shaming on both political and medical grounds.3 Contrary to popular 
belief, the epidemiological evidence indicates that fat does not determine 
health outcomes—a healthy diet (not dieting to lose weight!), regular exercise, 
and even genetics, all play a role in making it possible to be both fat and 
healthy. Although largely ignored, decades of solid, scientific research indi-
cates that the correlation between fat and health is a direct result of felt, 
enacted, and embodied stigma—and more specifically, fat stigma. This runs 
counter to folk wisdom, which suggests that fat acceptance leads to lazy, com-
placent, irresponsible, and fat-inducing behaviors; and that fat shaming is the 
key to motivating others (or even ourselves) to lose weight and be healthy. 
Not only is this premise inaccurate, it does significant harm to health and 
quality of life. Fat stigma takes many forms and can impact virtually all areas 
of life, from medical problems, to social isolation and discrimination, or the 
way we feel about ourselves and our place in the world.

Fat hatred provides the primary motivation and organizing principles that 
are used to structure the before/after narrative. The narrative only works in a 
context where fat is seen as something that can (and therefore should) be dis-
posed of; doing so indicates shared core cultural values such as personal 
accountability, motivation, and determination. The political economy of 
weight loss in terms of industry and profits plays a key role in what stories are 
told (and not told)—and there is, thankfully, a burgeoning literature that 
examines this larger structural context.

Fat stigma invites discrimination (a form of enacted stigma), which in turn 
may result in both a reluctance to access medical care as well as the quality of 
medical care received. Fat shaming is but one tactic used to police the body (fat, 
thin, or otherwise). Shame, guilt, persecution, and even simply the fear of 
shame, guilt, and persecution, can be internalized (felt stigma), profoundly 
impacting our quality of life, the relationships we have with our bodies; our 
body image, identity, and self-esteem; our susceptibility to self-loathing; our 
social and intimate relationships; our sense that we are unacceptable and don’t 
“fit” with, or belong in, spaces that don’t accommodate a range of body types; 
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a refusal to engage in healthy activities we might otherwise enjoy; our sense that 
we have let ourselves and our loved ones down; and an obsession with weight 
and weight loss, costing us valuable time, energy, and money, and impacting 
our mental and physical health. That obsession leads to behaviors already 
known to wreak havoc on our mind and body (i.e., disordered eating, binging, 
purging, anorexia), as well as seemingly innocuous (and extremely common) 
behaviors, such as “yo-yo” dieting. In summation, these stressors can actually 
result in such high levels of cortisol (a stress hormone) that our body’s adaptive 
response to “yo-yo” dieting results in adding additional weight.4 The ability to 
store fat in times of scarcity, uncertainty, and instability is an evolutionary 
advantage—and this capacity is passed down to us by our ancestors, as well as 
learned, or cultivated, by our own bodies, in response to a continually threaten-
ing environment.5 That evolutionary advantage elides the experience of dis-
crimination (enacted stigma), including the potential lack or loss of connections 
with others (isolation), discrimination in terms of employment, the wage gap, 
and the ways in which fat bodies are treated by physicians, among others.

By denoting a specific beginning and endpoint, the before/after structure 
delineates the boundaries of the story in time, and draws our attention to the 
central plot—the weight loss journey. However, the dramaturgical aspects of 
the journey, as reflected in the narratives currently circulating in popular 
media, have received far less attention. Recall my argument, that the before/
after narrative represents a journey away from an abject/ugly self towards one 
that is both felt and perceived by others as acceptable and in keeping with 
dominant cultural values. Given that the “before” body represents the 
unwanted, flawed, ugly, unacceptable, and stigmatized abject self, the most 
sensible solution would be to distance oneself from the “before” by undertak-
ing a body project that provides the redemptive vehicle needed to achieve the 
desired result—an aspirational “after” body that is more consistent with pre-
dominant socio-cultural values.

Outright refusal to accept and internalize fat hatred would provide an 
entirely different premise for an entirely different story, and would likely 
alienate potential viewers, if only on the grounds that it would require a 
wholesale rejection of shared cultural definitions of what it means to be ugly, 
beautiful, or even simply acceptable. I imagine that advocates for fat accep-
tance have tried to obtain support to disseminate alternative stories, only to 
be refused on the grounds that those stories would not generate profits. Only 
some stories are seen as commercially viable, and this is particularly true with 
respect to the dataset examined in this chapter. In our current era, shows that 
rely on fat hatred and fat shaming to develop a compelling, salient narrative 
are likely the only stories that we will have an opportunity to hear.
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 Fat as Spectacle and Catalyst for Change: 
The “Before” Photo

The cultural salience of this narrative in American culture derives from a larger 
ideological worldview, wherein personal experiences (including both suffering 
and success) are viewed as a consequence of individual choices, values, and 
actions, moral character, and effort. Thus, the plots that “work” within 
American culture emphasize the plight, efforts, experiences, and perspectives 
of a singular character, working against all odds to achieve the heretofore 
unattainable, while rendering the larger structural context far less visible, a 
mere backdrop to the story as it unfolds. Everyone is familiar with the portrai-
ture of the before/after photo, whether it relates to weight loss, or a dramatic 
makeover. Alone, neither picture tells a story, but when paired, we are inspired 
to imagine a coherent story with a beginning, middle, and end.

Combined, they create a compelling story that its audience can relate to—
whether currently fat, or in fear of becoming fat, the common and shared 
struggles involved in the weight gain/weight loss cycle make us more atten-
tive and receptive to the drama as it unfolds. The linear before/after narrative 
provides a structural framework for the plot. An ardent disavowal, disgust, 
and disdain for the abject/ugly/fat body is the critical component that puts 
the story into motion. We are propelled forward precisely because the 
“before” body (and everything it represents) needs to be left behind. The 
“before” body provides a dramatic framework for “fat as spectacle.” Visual 
representations of the abject body rely upon a shared cultural aesthetic 
defined by fat hatred and shame, whereas the narrative elements of personal 
tragedy and suffering invite compassion.

By defining the “before” self as abhorrent and monstrous, the storyteller 
is more likely to inspire us to accept the premise that their story is one 
worth listening to. The story only makes sense if we are all “in the know” 
and in agreement about what a fat body represents on the social stage. If fat 
was not defined as ugly (not just physically, but also indicative of poor 
character and a lack of restraint and shared values), there would be no need 
for a before/after narrative. However, due to the pervasiveness of fat hatred 
and fat shaming, those who are viewed as overly fat must lose that fat to 
distance themselves from “before” in order to redeem (or simply obtain) a 
more equitable social standing.6 The central plot of Skin Tight, the reality 
show highlighted in this chapter, is that weight loss is only the beginning 
stage of a self in the making.
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 The Moral Economy of Redemption

Once a commitment to massive weight loss has been made, a strategy must be 
adopted in order to meet that goal. The choice of strategy is seen to reflect 
character, value, and worth. Thus, some methods carry more weight than oth-
ers; bariatric surgery, for example, is portrayed as the “easy way out,” thereby 
reinforcing a central feature of fat stigma—fat means lazy. Those who have 
not personally inhabited a post-bariatric body, or been intimately involved in 
the everyday life of someone who has, would not necessarily know that this 
route also requires discipline (maybe even more so, in that in addition to exer-
cise, there are entire food groups that you must avoid, a voluminous—and 
expensive—amount of supplements to consume, and very regular eating 
schedules involved).

Individuals who seek to lose weight have a wide variety of options, from 
diet trends, the latest exercise routines, pills, surgery, and so on. Someone 
who has lost a significant amount of weight will often be asked, by peers, and 
even complete strangers, “How did you do it?!” First, those who have genu-
inely tried and struggled to lose weight only to gain it back may want to 
know simply because it may offer a more effective strategy that they haven’t 
tried yet. Second, there are those who are not personally invested in learning 
and trying your technique. They might simply ask the question out of per-
sonal curiosity, but it is also probable that they have internalized (as the vast 
majority have), the moral economies involved in weight loss. The verifiable 
evidence that I offer in this case is the ways in which “natural” weight loss 
methods (disciplined diet and exercise) have been contrasted with “surgi-
cally-assisted” weight loss (which, although not portrayed in this way, also 
requires disciplined diet and exercise).

Storytelling around a particular weight loss method provides a familiar 
framework for the story to come—the strategy involved plays a significant 
role in terms of inspiring an emotional investment on the part of the audi-
ence, thereby maximizing audience attention. The ways in which this body 
work is characterized appeals to a range of values and perspectives around fat 
and weight loss in America. The choice of method can inspire support and 
compassion, or social derision. Those who don’t utilize surgery are seen, by 
themselves and others, as heroic. They are redeemed from having been fat in 
the past by now demonstrating that they are: (1) working hard (a core value 
in American culture); (2) willing to sacrifice pleasure (in a nearly monastic 
way, if you examine how they portray their daily routines); (3) knowledgeable 
(more specifically, following guidelines designed and promoted by valued 
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 biomedical institutions, clinical practitioners, or even layperson interpreta-
tions, such as those disseminated through popular body/health newsstand 
magazines); (4) tenacious, uncompromising, and unwilling to accept what 
they perceive as weakness (akin to the perceived values attached to profes-
sional sports); (5) taking complete responsibility for their undesirable condi-
tion (in this case, being fat), and not relying upon other people or things to 
achieve their goal (which also appeals to cultural values around indepen-
dence, personal responsibility, and achievement). The inner work and value 
shifts that lead to a transformed mind (and therefore body) are integral to the 
cultivation of social capital and support. In spite of the stigma they may have 
experienced as a result of having had a fat body, these are bodies which are 
now seen as heroic, having overcome all odds with grit and determination 
alone. Because of their congruence with deeply held cultural values, their 
past fat self is not only redeemable, but is perceived as an unfortunate cir-
cumstance that likely does not represent their true moral character. This 
assumption is portrayed regularly through popular media, and within every-
day discourse among both medical professionals and laypeople. Those who 
utilize surgery are not portrayed in this way, unless they have overcome 
death-defying adversity as a result of complications due to that surgery.

While study after study demonstrates it is more effective (but not without 
significant risks and costs), bariatric surgery does not carry the same symbolic 
weight (and therefore potential for redemption) as non-surgical methods. 
Bariatric surgery might result in weight loss, but can add to, and reinforce, the 
connotations attached to fat stigma due to common misperceptions about the 
procedure. For those who haven’t actually experienced the after-effects of the 
procedure, surgically assisted weight loss is not readily accepted as a demon-
stration of the discipline and effort required to lay claim to group member-
ship. In fact, post-bariatric patients are aware of this added stigma, are 
therefore ashamed and embarrassed that they have undergone surgery, and as 
a result, refuse to disclose this to others. This is not dissimilar to the reluctance 
to disclose procedures like cosmetic surgery or other enhancements that have 
nothing to do with weight. Hundreds of stories (and accusations) about who 
has had “work done” indicate that, in spite of their popularity, surgical proce-
dures employed for aesthetic reasons render body work morally suspect—an 
artificial representation of the self to the outside social world that somehow 
pales in comparison with what is defined as “natural beauty.”

In summation, misperceptions and stereotypes connected to fat bodies 
more generally have shaped the ways in which bariatric surgery, as a method 
for weight loss, is portrayed. Rapid and more sustainable results can be 
obtained through surgically assisted weight loss methods, and, because this is 
seen as a way to lessen the hard work involved in the body work process, the 
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utilization of bariatric surgery is often viewed as additional evidence of the 
poor moral character (and laziness) that led to weight gain in the first place—
the easy way out, a strategy that does not require the hard work needed to 
achieve weight loss through sheer determination.

 Dangerous Disruptions: In Between “Before” 
and “After”

The spectacle of fat and suffering, combined with the struggle for massive 
weight loss, sets the stage for a dramatic narrative. However, the central focus 
in Skin Tight is, as I have stated, the unexpected disruption to this narrative, 
as well as its (seemingly singular) resolution. Akin to neoliberal rhetoric 
more generally, the solution offered is presented in an unproblematic, com-
mercialized, privatized, one-size-fits-all approach, one that ignores social 
inequalities, geographic differences, history, or varying worldviews and sen-
timents of any kind. Not once is anyone shown who cannot, or did not (for 
any reason), “complete” their journey in a different way or choose to discard 
and replace this narrative. This lack in depth and breadth is one of several 
reasons why I felt that my essay would “fit” within this collection.

Rather than calling the narrative into question, challenging or outright resisting 
the narrative, or simply adapting to an unexpected, but unavoidable set of circum-
stances, the only solution offered by the producers of this series is to simply expand 
the narrative to include the surgical removal of unwanted skin, a costly procedure 
inaccessible to most. Obviously, excision is, at best, a very recent option, enabled 
only by modern surgical practices, and only accessible to those who can afford the 
procedure(s), obtain insurance (and authorization) to cover the cost of the 
procedure(s), and who live in or near metropolitan areas where such specialties are 
practiced. For those who cannot afford or access this procedure(s), or who are 
simply unwilling to bear the risks and/or costs of the procedure(s), there must 
have been, and continue to be, alternative ways to resolve the “problem” of “excess” 
skin. Although excess skin can increase discomfort, its medical consequences are 
fairly minor. Its primary consequences are psychosocial in nature.

 Skin is the New Fat: The “Before” Photo, Take Two

Instead of focusing on weight loss itself, Skin Tight aims to shed light upon 
the experiences of patients who decide that they need additional surgery (spe-
cifically, skin removal) in order to achieve a sense of completion to their jour-
ney. The primary focus is on skin as a disruptive element. The narratives are 
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remarkably consistent with one another, expressing dominant themes that 
define the before/after experience, not of weight loss itself, but of the per-
ceived need to surgically remove unwanted skin as the next necessary step to 
finally achieve the aspirational body so deeply longed for. In these cases, skin 
has replaced fat as the primary obstacle to inhabiting a body that finally 
reflects who they want to be, rather than just an unwanted reminder of the 
disdained “before” body that was supposed to be left behind.

As the body’s most visible organ, our skin is seen as irrefutable evidence 
of health and well-being (or the lack thereof ). It is both essential to our 
existence and able to accommodate a multitude of circumstances, but takes 
on new meaning within the before/after narrative of massive weight loss—it 
replaces fat as the central protagonist, and thwarts the sense of completion 
equated with a legitimate claim to finally inhabiting a “normal” body wor-
thy of full citizenship. Skin is represented as an unexpected disruption to 
the before/after weight loss narrative circulated in popular media. This new 
“before” body is unfamiliar, unrecognizable, and incongruent with the sense 
of self that emerges as a result of the body work required to move from 
before to after.

The social and symbolic nature of “the skin we are in” can call unwanted 
attention to the formerly fat body, representing a permanent marker of behav-
iors seen to have led to weight gain in the first place. The consistent thread 
that ties all episodes of the series together is that the “leftover,” “excess” skin 
resulting from massive weight loss presents such a demoralizing experience 
that merely inhabiting such an abject body requires even more intensified 
forms of body work aimed toward concealment and erasure. Depending upon 
the volume of skin “leftover,” there may be some physiological discomfort due 
to the additional weight (sometimes up to 50 or 60 additional  pounds), 
including itching and infection. The singular solution provided in these epi-
sodes is surgical excision (skin removal), which, in some cases, may consist of 
multiple additional surgeries.

The aspirational body should reflect the hard work and determination 
involved in the body project; ideally, the achievement of weight loss goals is 
projected to erase all evidence of the previously transgressive body. Contrary 
to their expectations, those who undertake massive weight loss are often faced 
with an unexpected body that is incongruent with those aspirations. Whether 
their decision to embark on the body project involved in the weight loss jour-
ney was made for health reasons, aesthetic reasons, or, as is often the case, a 
mixture of both, the individuals who share their stories through this series are 
ill-prepared for the lived experience of inhabiting a body rarely, if ever, seen by 
the outside world. Even while they may have been told to expect some amount 
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of excess skin, and that they might consider a body lift to remove that skin at 
some point later on, there is clearly a difference between knowing about this 
possibility and actually living within a body that they feel is “even uglier than 
before” the start of their weight loss journey; they now inhabit a body felt to 
be grotesque, disgusting, deformed, monstrous, and deeply embarrassing.

 Concealing the Skin You’re In

Given the desire and possibility that this skin can be concealed, we should 
not be surprised that there is no visible movement for skin acceptance to be 
found in popular culture. Although portrayals of fat (but happy, healthy, 
and accepting) bodies occasionally crop up in the media, and are also read-
ily viewed in historical portraiture, most contemporary fat bodies are por-
trayed in terms of their struggle to lose weight—not to gain the perspective 
needed to focus on health rather than size. Although feminist zines, litera-
ture, manifestos, blogs, and social media campaigns promote “fat accep-
tance,” there is a dearth of activity around skin acceptance—there is no 
evidence of grassroots advocacy nor a burgeoning literary subfield that pro-
motes skin acceptance as a nascent political movement. I could not find any 
discussion of what we might tentatively call “skin acceptance,” except in 
terms of feminist work on the aging body. The possibility remains that some 
individuals cope with this turn of events by either redefining what counts as 
beautiful, or simply “giving up” on the idea that you have to be beautiful (or 
at least, not ugly) to be happy, healthy, and of value. Popular media is inten-
tionally strategic in which stories it chooses to tell (and sell), and those that 
they don’t see as commercially viable.

The closer the subjects came to their desired goals in terms of weight loss, 
the more aware they became that their skin, having adapted to the needs of 
their formerly fat body and been stretched to its capacity, was no longer pli-
able, serving as a constant unwelcome and insufferable reminder of a journey 
disrupted and incomplete—a permanent marker of past transgressions that 
would require increasingly intensive forms of body work and, in the case of 
every single storyteller that makes it onto the show, surgical intervention. Like 
the formerly fat body, “excess” skin is portrayed in a manner where the felt 
embodiment of these volumes of skin is experienced as totalizing and all- 
encompassing—their entire self-image is reduced to the skin they now feel 
engulfed by. This new identity is also gendered, in that whereas their fat body 
held curves, their formerly fat body may not.
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Body work strategies entailed containment and concealment, sometimes 
applying layer after layer of tight fitting body contouring garments, refusing 
to wear clothing that revealed areas of the body that they were increasingly 
self-conscious of, and hiding their body from potentially intimate others, 
even from themselves. The experience of inhabiting a body with excess skin is 
described as one marked by intense fear and constant surveillance, pervasive 
anxiety that disclosure would interrupt new friendships or romantic partner-
ships, and a profound uncertainty about both the personal and social conse-
quences of stigma that could result from being found out. This translates into 
very intensive self-policing, even designed as a protection measure to alleviate 
a threat of potential trauma that would possibly forever scar their sense of self.

Rather than rework their aesthetic sensibilities, redefine their relationship with 
their own body, or develop an alternative strategy wherein they could learn to live 
with and adapt to this unexpected body, skin removal surgery was repeatedly 
defined (by both the individuals sharing their stories as well as the surgeons 
involved) as the only real solution or option to finally reach the end of a now 
seemingly endless journey. With no alternatives discussed, or any acknowledg-
ment that multiple (sometimes up to eight) surgeries are well out of reach (or 
even desirable) for a significant portion of this demographic, the surgeon becomes 
the savior and hero of this journey. As the stories disseminated in this series are 
literally the only stories of their kind represented in popular media, this is both 
disappointing and misleading. Cosmetic surgery is very expensive, risky, and also 
rarely covered by insurance, and a more accurate, comprehensive, and ethical 
range of alternatives should be offered—ideally, these alternatives would include 
ways in which individuals could learn to “live with” the skin they are in.

Unlike the formerly fat body, there was a growing recognition that there 
was no additional body work, except for surgery, that could be done to change 
or fix the problem. Their perceived lack of influence or control led to a sense 
of dissociation, and out of body experience where their inside self was not 
integrated with what they saw in the mirror; with skin that was “hanging off ” 
them, refusing to “bounce back,” an organ viewed as both lifeless and useless. 
This language was echoed by the medical terminology utilized by surgical 
staff, who defined loose skin as excess, or redundant.

 Defining the Journey

Each episode follows roughly the same narrative arc or trajectory, drawing from 
and incorporating key motifs and signs along the way. Sacrifice, determination, 
hope, grief, and loss are key elements of these stories—specifically, the sense of 
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undeserved devastation and lost dreams, and bitter disappointment that has 
brought them to this new (and unexpected), loathsome “before” self, where 
their former fat body has been left behind, only to be replaced with a body now 
swimming in unwanted “excess” skin that falls devastatingly short of their hopes 
and expectations. The audience joins this unfolding story just as this realization 
has set in, and the specter of the next body project looms on the horizon.

The introductory scene of each episode shows a headless, human torso, 
with two hands that are stretching, pulling, and kneading voluminous 
amounts of skin; a narrative personal story begins in the background. A brief 
written note then appears, containing a single name, age, and location of one 
of two individuals that will then share their story with the audience. The 
majority of the narrative is then shared, as if in direct conversation with the 
audience, by the individual (soon to be patient). They discuss their current 
quality of life, their experiences prior to the beginning of their weight loss 
journey, and their experiences of that journey as we are led up to their deci-
sion to seek a consultation about the surgical possibilities before them, includ-
ing the number of surgeries they are likely to require to achieve their desired 
results, their prognosis, and the specific risks to be considered based on where 
and how much skin will be removed.

Flashback photos of their pre-weight loss bodies provide a compelling begin-
ning to their transformation. Video footage and photographs memorialize the 
body work undertaken during that journey, and are accompanied by the per-
sonal experiences that motivated them to embark upon that journey. Typically, 
those stories include memories of a life defined by childhood obesity, shame, 
bullying, and their sense of isolation or alienation, but not always. In some 
cases, their fat bodies came to them later, as the result of a precipitating set of 
events, such as pregnancy. Their initial failed attempts are discussed, as are their 
successes, along with, ultimately, the inability to maintain their weight loss. 
The stories then take one of two paths, a story of a changed “lifestyle” that 
includes stringent disciplinary routines centered on several years of diet and 
exercise, or one that includes, in addition to dietary changes, the decision to 
undergo bariatric surgery. The story is made that much more dramatic by 
unforeseen complications from those surgeries. The moral  frameworks of these 
two divergent paths become apparent during this time—those who utilized 
surgery as a part of the process convey a sense of excitement and pleasure, as 
the pounds seem to simply “fall off,” with seemingly little effort; alternately, 
those who did not undergo weight loss surgery portray their experience as dif-
ficult, requiring vast reserves of effort and determination, a kind of unrelenting 
“Rocky Balboa”-like existence through which the storyteller accumulates a sig-
nificant amount of symbolic capital by sharing their tale with the audience.
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When applicable, the surgical route provides a different type of opportu-
nity to garner support from the audience, often by exposing the risks and 
complications that were faced as a result of sometimes death-defying surgery. 
The harrowing experiences of friends and loved ones may also be shared at this 
time. Current vignettes are used to draw the audience into the life of the nar-
rator, who continues to engage in the body work needed to maintain the 
weight lost during the first part of the journey. We are then provided with 
truly intimate footage of what their everyday life entails in terms of the sheer 
amount of skin that they attempt to conceal through various methods.

Other visuals are utilized throughout each episode, adding to the sensa-
tionalized and shocking nature of operations, illustrating the skin as it is cau-
terized, removed, and then placed, stretched fully out, on a large rolling cart 
behind the surgical team. Each flap and fold is laid flat, later to be weighed 
and presented in a large glass cube to the patient (and audience) while in the 
recovery area. The patient is then informed of the exact weight, in pounds, of 
the removed skin, and the number of hours required for the procedure. The 
total length of the incisions made, and the number of sutures needed to close 
those incisions is also reported to the patient.

 No Longer Fat, Just Normal: Achieving the “After” Photo

Correspondingly, the “after” photo provides an opportunity for all of us to 
celebrate the defeat of that which is ugly and unwanted. The body project is 
a redemptive one in that it provides visual evidence of one’s alignment with 
our cultural ideals and values as a nation, as well as evidence that hard work 
and determination (treasured cultural values) always win out in the end. The 
confessional tone of the repentant storyteller demonstrates that the subject: 
(1) has finally learned to accept personal responsibility for their past and cur-
rent circumstances; (2) shares a common interest and understanding as to 
what the ultimate goal should be (e.g., the aspirational self is in line with the 
broader value system and is focused upon achieving an idealized body and 
value  system); (3) is willing to hold themselves accountable for the self-making 
process; (4) has successfully internalized the dominant, hegemonic frame-
works around fat hatred, fat shaming, fat blaming, and so on; (5) shares a 
common definition around what constitutes “ugliness,” in both body and 
character, wherein fat is merely a symptom of poor moral character, flawed 
judgment, and values that are incongruent with the rest of society.

In summation, the road to redemption requires the complete repudiation of 
the past self, a shared definition of what constitutes the aspirational self, and 
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willingness to undertake the body work required to remake that self into one that 
can claim full social citizenship and is eligible for group membership. Those who 
reach the desired destination are portrayed as heroic, having overcome a range of 
obstacles and endured countless struggles. This before/after story appeals to our 
desire for the simple pleasure and comfort provided by a traditional Hollywood 
ending, a happy ever after moment that finally ends in closure.

The body after skin removal is portrayed as one that has changed every-
thing, finally enabling them (and others) to recognize how far they have come, 
all of the work they’ve put in—it is a body worthy of all the difficulties 
involved along the way. Reactions to the final reveal include shock, newfound 
confidence, the ability to grow and put themselves out there, feeling like they 
can finally lead a normal life, no longer being held back, being able to partici-
pate in everything, and to do so without fear of being judged, without the 
anxiety and effort to conceal, and the simple feeling of finally being happy.

As the embodiment of shared aspirations, the body in its “after” state reas-
sures us that self-making through body work is both possible and necessary. 
Although aesthetic visual reminders are readily available throughout popular 
media, the before/after portrait provides a culturally and historically specific 
guidepost that defines and separates that which is desirable and that which is 
not. While the body project (very likely) included struggles along the way, the 
marker of achievement and the presumed end of the journey is represented as 
a final destination that is achievable, sustainable, recognizable, and visible. 
Self-making is portrayed in such a way that presumes equal access to 
resources—the only real obstacle to the successful “body work” required in 
that process is our attitude, more specifically, an agreement that achievement 
simply requires shared goals, hard work, and perseverance.7

 Summary of Findings

The predominant, overarching themes in these narratives are that this “left-
over” skin is: (1) incongruent with a shared set of expectations about the 
weight loss journey as a whole; (2) a constant reminder of past transgressions; 
(3) something that can and must be concealed from both the self and from 
others; (4) the chief protagonist preventing the completion of the weight loss 
journey; (5) a prison from which there is only one means of escape. Unlike the 
body work involved in the weight loss process, “excess” skin is unresponsive to 
any amount of body work, grit, and determination; this unexpected body is 
one that is experienced as “even uglier than before,” creating some amount of 
physical discomfort, but also a significant degree of undue suffering. It is not 
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interpreted as evidence of a successful body project, and therefore prevents a 
sense of accomplishment and completion. While I expected to see a diverse 
range of stories, perspectives, experiences, and responses, I was surprised to 
find that the episodes conveyed a highly consistent (almost singular) account 
of the need to remove the “excess” skin in order for their journey to be com-
plete. The embodied experience of the skin is portrayed as so insufferable that 
there are no viable alternatives offered beyond surgery. The possibility of 
reworking the way in which the journey is defined is not considered.

 Discussion

The goal of this chapter was to problematize the before/after narrative upon 
which most body projects are founded, focusing specifically on the experience 
of massive weight loss as a strategy to replace the ugly, abject body (and the 
moral implications that it represents) with one that is thought to be more 
congruent with one’s personal values and aspirations. To begin the chapter, I 
discussed the context of the weight loss journey more generally, as a result of 
fat stigma, fat shaming, and fat hatred. Utilizing accounts derived from a new 
reality television series, Skin Tight, I also examined the shared experiences of 
individuals who, after engaging in the body work thought to be needed to 
reach their embodied aspirations through massive weight loss, found them-
selves feeling trapped within a body wherein the sense of accomplishment 
signifying the end of their journey would remain forever out of reach without 
intensive surgical intervention.

The typical weight loss journey is based on a very recognizable before/after 
narrative that provides a simple, coherent, linear structure that seeks to  further 
denigrate, and ultimately erase, the abject body in favor of an aspirational body 
that better conforms to culturally defined standards of beauty. That structure 
does not readily accommodate disruptions to the narrative, nor does it appear 
to allow room for how those disruptions might challenge and transform that 
dominant narrative. Future directions for research should develop our under-
standing of these more general questions that are widely applicable to an 
understanding of the temporal nature of body projects focused upon beautifi-
cation: What role can unexpected disruptions play in problematizing this oth-
erwise simplistic story? How do disruptions redefine and/or complicate the 
experience of the before/after journey? Do they provide an opportunity to 
challenge, rework, or redefine the nature of that journey? Does inhabiting a 
body that is perceived as “even uglier than before” generate  newfound 
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 possibilities in terms of our ability to come to terms with the political, and 
potentially disruptive, nature of the ugly and the abject?

Although this particular series of stories offers a singular solution (surgery), 
I suggest that “excess” skin (as unwanted as it might be), has the disruptive 
potential to destabilize, challenge, and transform this linear narrative, possibly 
encouraging an altogether different structure, values, and overarching goals. 
As nascent as they might be, there is already visible evidence that the before/
after narrative is being challenged from the ground up.

Undoubtedly, narrative analysis of online discussion forums would reveal a 
more diverse set of experiences and resolutions. Unlike reality television, 
which tends to sensationalize and simplify the narratives offered by a select 
few, and then edits those stories for the sake of creating a coherent, linear nar-
rative, online forums are developed by and for laypersons; presumably, these 
narratives are offered and shared with one’s peers in order to obtain or provide 
support, or simply to share, compare, and/or express. Other untapped sources 
might include personal memoirs, diary accounts, life story interviews, focus 
group data, and so on. Each source is likely to further develop a more com-
prehensive and inclusive portrait of those who underwent body projects aimed 
at massive weight loss.

Notes

1. Chris Shilling. The Body and Social Theory (London; Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications, 2012).

2. Johnny Saldaña. The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers (Thousand 
Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2016).

3. Linda Bacon. Health at Every Size: The Surprising Truth about Your Weight 
(Dallas: BenBella Books, 2010).

4. Paul Campos. The Obesity Myth: Why America’s Obsession with Weight is 
Hazardous to Your Health (New York: Gotham Books, 2004), 3, 24.

5. Harriet Brown. Body of Truth: How Science, History, and Culture Drive Our 
Obsession with Weight and What We Can Do About It (Philadelphia: Da Capo 
Press, 2015), 65.

6. This is evidenced by the wealth of advice disseminated on the internet about 
the “tricks of the trade” so to speak, strategies used to create the most abject 
“before” photo as possible and also the most dramatic “after” photo. The “after” 
photo carries virtually no symbolic weight when taken out of its linear context. 
Although not a topic of discussion in the series, a quick Google search of vari-
ous online social media reveals a not-so-minor backlash against the denigration 
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of the before photo (which serves as a stand in for the before body and self ). 
Grassroots organizing includes such hashtags as #IAmMoreThanABeforePhoto.

7. Samantha Kwan and Jennifer Graves. Framing Fat: Competing Constructions in 
Contemporary Culture (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2013).
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The Indiscreet Charms of Spatial Ugliness: 

An Enquiry into a (Post)colonial City

Sayandeb Chowdhury

 Introduction

The debate about urban space in the Global South has been dominated by a 
sense of ambivalence regarding metropolitan modernity and postcoloniality. 
When this disagreement is considered visually, there seems to be an unremit-
ting foregrounding of the ugly as a prevalent motif in understanding the self- 
fashioning of the postcolonial city as a pestilential site of urban reconfiguration. 
Calcutta, once the seat of the British Empire’s deepest engagement with colo-
nial modernity in South Asia, is a great example of this scopic employment. 
Calcutta was the archetype of a colonial urban imaginary, where modernity 
was directly sired by aggressive colonialism. The early records of Calcutta’s 
visual history show a determinable practice of viewing the city from carefully 
aesthetisized distances to establish an unmistakable visual authority. But we 
see a determinable shift in this regime as Calcutta hurtled towards a transfor-
mational tornado in the 1940s. This shift, as this chapter will claim, politi-
cizes the anti-aesthetic of the post-colony as much as it reveals a wanton 
disengagement with postcolonial publics. Is there anything specific about the 
spatial ugliness of the postcolonial city? Or is the photographic aesthetic of 
the post-colony a result of factors beyond its immediate representation?
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To ask that one has to look at ugliness as a category of aesthetics and its 
relationship with urban photography. Ugliness is a powerfully and eloquently 
contested idea, which even before the emergence of modernism as a cultural 
practice has had often inexplicable hold on the artistic imagination. With the 
arrival of mass modernity, especially when visualized through the performa-
tive agency of the cameratic lens, there however seems to be a foregrounding 
of ugliness as a scopic regime that seems to be integral to the unfolding of the 
modern metropolis itself. Drawing upon the debates around ugliness in pho-
tographic image-making and the representational crisis it thrusts on the mod-
ern city, the first part of this chapter traces a predominant genre of urban 
photography across the West. This is followed by a brief history of the domi-
nant practice of urban photography in India, specifically Calcutta. The final 
part probes how the complex interplay of photographic imagery problema-
tizes the duality of modernity and coloniality to produce the archetype of the 
postcolonial city.

 Spatial Ugliness and the Photographic Form

In her book Plain Ugly, Naomi Baker traces the etymology of ugliness to the 
Norse language. Baker writes:

The term “ugly” originates from the Old Norse ugglig, meaning “to be feared or 
dreaded.” Early modern English definitions of ugliness frequently focus on its 
power to disturb the viewer.1

Through the Renaissance, Mannerism, and the Baroque periods and well into 
the early eighteenth century, says Baker, ugly became a free-floating signifier 
in Western thought, a protean and portable term to refer to anything that did 
not fit within the moral architecture of the beautiful. Though instances in 
which the ugly was perceived as naturally native to its subject are not unknown, 
ugly was generally considered a freak or joke of nature rather than any reason-
able continuation of it. Similarly, the grotesque and the monstrous function 
as exceptions in Western art, say in Hieronymus Bosch, Giuseppe Arcimboldo, 
Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Michelangelo Caravaggio, Henry Fuseli, or Francisco 
Goya.2 In a certain way, the systematic theorization of beauty by Kant was 
part of a prolonged process of naturization of beauty in the West rather than 
any significant break from it. Hence discussions on Kant’s dissociative notion 
of ugliness as a category of experience in unlikely to reveal any conclusive 
answer, at least in terms of defining ugliness independently. It is rather in 
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Kant’s follower Karl Rosenkranz’s 1853 book Aesthetik des Hdsslichen (The 
Aesthetics of the Ugly), that one might find the seminal break with the Kantian 
tradition, for having considered ugliness as an a essential component of art. 
No wonder Theodore Adorno’s further theorization of ugliness3 within the 
scope of capitalist modernity can be traced to Rosenkranz and not Kant. As 
Nina Athanassoglou-Kallmyer mentions in her essay on ugliness:

In the wake of Rosenkranz …, Theodor Adorno argued that, in the dialectics of 
the beautiful, ugliness was appropriated through negation, its sheer opposition 
to the urge toward beauty generating an inherent tension within the work of art 
that was an essential, if implicit, component in the production of its structural 
harmony: the ugly is that element that opposes the work’s ruling law of form; it 
is integrated by that formal law and thereby confirms it.4

In other words, Adorno’s critique considers ugly as an invisible fulcrum in 
classical aesthetics, the apparent pull of which provided the impetus to push 
towards the conformity of beauty as the prevalent drive of art. As per 
Athanassoglou-Kallmyer, Adorno spins an imaginary, creationist tale of ugli-
ness, when he equates ugliness with the beginning—the chaos—and how 
beauty emerged later as a civilizational impulse to put an order to the disor-
derly world. As a Jewish intellectual hounded out of Nazi Europe, Adorno’s 
empathy lies with ugliness, because the overemphasis on beauty carries within 
it the same historical protrusion of a repressive order that Fascism wanted to 
stamp its dominions with. To that end, says, Athanassoglou-Kallmyer, “In art 
as in life, Adorno endowed ugliness with moral beauty and a humanitarian 
mission: to foster sympathy for the degraded, to reverse social inequity.”5

It is in the light of Adorno’s socialist critique of ugliness that one must turn 
towards photography and the modern city and the emergence of a new visual-
ity produced by both, since the middle of the nineteenth century. The mod-
ern industrial city, with its mobilities, masses and its proactive temporalities, 
provided the Adornian challenge to the classical aesthetic model. And as its 
visual ally, so did photography, whose emergence was an urgent and instant 
subversion to the elitism of art and its esoteric, plutarchist consumptive pat-
terns. This is further complicated by the fact that photography’s indexical 
relationship to the object photographed is often in contradiction to the ico-
nicity of art.6 This means that photography’s claim of representing what is 
there can be seen as a provocation to provide the aesthetics with a material, 
historically observable object rather than simply a language of representation; 
as in the case of art. To that end, a certain kind of image-practice can turn 
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complex cultural material into collective political aesthetics, something this 
chapter is interested to probe, especially in the context of the postcolonial city.

One of the earliest to equate photography with a kind of degenerate indus-
trial life was in fact Victorian aesthete and thinker John Ruskin. Though 
 initially enthusiastic about the new technology, he soon found photography 
merely a technological distraction and below the high ideals of the painterly 
ambition. In his fourth Oxford lecture on art, writes Michael Harvey, Ruskin 
complained that the whole system and hope of modern life “are founded on 
the notion that you may substitute mechanism for skill, photograph for pic-
ture, cast iron for sculpture.”7 Ruskin’s observation is in keeping with a promi-
nent discourse across the Atlantic between painting as art in comparison to 
photography, a discourse that had been in vogue since the 1840s, and had, 
among its early debaters, Edgar Allan Poe and his French translator Charles 
Baudelaire. Against Poe’s fascination with the Daguerreotype,8 Baudelaire, 
notwithstanding his otherwise ready embrace of modernity, found photogra-
phy9 a frivolous pursuit that at best could be a handmaiden to science and at 
worst, thanks to what Bazin later calls a “resemblance complex,”10 would 
destroy the artistic capacity for imagination and mystification. Poe’s and 
Baudelaire’s positions reflect a series of discussions on this pressing matter that 
went way past their own lifetime and spilled noisily into the twentieth cen-
tury, in spite of an increasingly complex jostle of ever-provocative artistic and 
literary movements problematizing the very idea of the real and the represent-
able. In an article published in 1930, titled “Beauty in Ugliness,” in the jour-
nal Photo-Era, Edward D. Wilson made an important, if not groundbreaking, 
observation. Stating that painting is a representative art form of the pre- 
modern, pastoral age and hence steeped in the natural beauty of the planet, 
Wilson writes:

The very age, however, which created the roaring locomotive, the grimy smoke-
stacks and the filthy waste-laden river has created a new form of art. This is 
photography. A photograph lacks color but easily rectifies this deficiency by the 
delicate tones which only [a] photograph can possess. Industry has little color, 
only gradation of tones. Photography, then, is excellently suited to reproducing 
its beauty.11 

What is important is that Wilson, because he was also writing in an era by 
which photography had gone through multiple mutations in form and prac-
tice, points us to the aesthetic dimension in photography’s urban-industrial 
genealogy. He concludes this essay by saying:
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… [In] the city beauty must be discerned from the uninteresting, like diamonds 
are separated from clay … What constitutes its beauty? It is not its color that is 
early always a repulsive tint if it exists at all. It is its mechanical perfection, its 
supreme ugliness. So, beauty is accomplished at the two extremes—by complete 
lack of ugliness and the complete presence of it. That which reaches either 
extreme is a thing of beauty.12

Wilson considers photography as foregrounding a different idea of beauty 
not through existing notions of extracting what is appealing but by institu-
tionalizing its exact opposite—the repulsive. Wilson’s observations hold 
weight because firstly, he determines beauty and ugliness not as situated 
within a pyramidal aesthetic architecture of high and low but as equals in a 
spectrum with two extremes, both in their way reaching their sublimation in 
beauty, even if understood in opposite values. Wilson’s argument rests on the 
following observation: that photography as a product of the industrial age is 
the most compelling apparatus to mirror its entrenched ugliness. This begs 
two queries: Is city/street/urban photography fundamentally beautiful in 
being ugly? Two, is this form of ugliness actually a photographic asset? To 
understand this further, one has to take note of the very complex relationship 
that photography developed with the modern city.

 Photography and the City in the West

Reading Wilson alongside Adorno, (as well as Berger13 and Sontag14) we can 
argue that photography, through its liberation of scopic space and the perpe-
tuity of its reproducibility, provided the aesthetic insurgency that Adorno 
talks about. Photography could fundamentally and irrevocably challenge the 
hegemony of beauty, both as object and as value. And in the whole of photog-
raphy, it is urban photography that could be considered autonomous and 
hence emancipatory. This is because the so-called triad of the modern metrop-
olis—with boulevards, cafes and street life, the new architectures of moder-
nity and photography—established a protean, vibrant relation with each 
other with constantly shifting registers and parameters of stillness, neutrality, 
exactitude and mobility. Given this protean, unpredictable relation between 
iconicity and indexicality in urban photography, its aesthetic is also, at the 
same time, political.

For example, photography’s stillness was never considered a liability until a 
few decades later when photography gave birth to cinema. The contention of 
Benjamin15 and Kracauer16 that cinema came with an unprecedented advan-
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tage of recoding time within the image, stealing from photography the ele-
ment of real time, is well taken. But this also gave photography, as Barthes17 
and Burgin18 claimed later, an access to the transcendental in the contingent. 
It is hence not a surprise that before cinema, photography’s desire for  invoking 
the temporal and the mobile in the modern city is indecisive. In fact a signifi-
cant genre of early urban photography is without the hurly-burly of the mod-
ernist city, foregrounding instead the emptiness, the vacuity of the modern 
metropolis in an apparent subversion of photography as testimony to the 
obvious chaos of the modern city. The emptied city in photography is rather 
common across most cities in the West. Maria Antonella Pelizzari and Paolo 
Scrivano, for example, point at the Second Empire photography of Parisian 
Édouard Baldus. They write:

Baldus’s photographic “style” carved buildings from the urban context with the 
specific intent of interpreting Baron Georges-Eugène Haussmann’s (1809–
1891) politics of dégagement, where monuments appeared as new beacons 
within open vistas. This attitude persisted for long, since early twentieth-cen-
tury architectural historiography built its narratives on the identification 
between objects and their photographic representations.19

This attitude was not without its reasons. More recently, Steven Jacobs has 
historicized this spatial imperative of early city photography. He writes:

The city was the perfect subject for early photography: the open air guaranteed 
sufficient light; the fixed, stable forms of urban space eminently suited to a 
medium still primitive and struggling with long exposure times. The tremen-
dous activity of the boulevards, however, could not be captured. At a time when 
artists and writers were starting to define the modern metropolis as a place of 
hurried activity and fleeting impressions, photography reduced the same scene 
to a panorama of motionless, lifeless objects.20

The effectiveness of such praxis is found in Paris in the early photography of 
Charles Marville and the comparatively later street photography, of say, 
Eugene Atget or the Manhattan photographs of both Alfred Stieglitz and Paul 
Strand. Jacobs traces this artistic proclivity, unsurprisingly, to Charles 
Baudelaire’s unveiling of the metropolis in his poetry as a locus of disorientat-
ing, if banal, modernity. He says:

The modern metropolis, with its aleatoric diversity, is subject to the aesthetic 
gaze of the flaneur who is able to read the city’s banality allegorically. Psychological 
isolation, an aspect of life in the modern city, is one of the poet’s themes in Ie 
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Spleen de Paris (1864) … This predilection for places of emptiness and silence, 
however, cannot be reduced to a form of escapism. On the contrary, Baudelaire 
stresses the duality of the modern metropolis: it is precisely in its banality and 
ugliness that poetry may be found. By giving form to vacancy, the artist sug-
gests the frantic tempo of the city.21

Ironically, it was in Baudelaire’s foregrounding of ugliness that the modern 
city found its first literary articulation. And it was in trying to psychologize 
the same ugliness that modern photography inaugurates its ontological rela-
tionship with the metropolis. Photography in this case is more reflective than 
representative. Early city photography in the colonies is often cited as an 
exclusive and determinable aesthetic of projecting the imperial aura on an 
emergent metropolis. But clearly this was not something unique to either 
colonial photography or the colonial city.

It is not before the early twentieth century, when cinema became the 
recording machine par excellence, that photography reorganized the scope of 
its visual register to measure the taxonomy of the teeming city, with an 
unnerving sense of the now and here, enveloping the convergent crowd, the 
swelling streets and the overflowing cafes. If the emptiness of the city is a dis-
tinguished genre of early urban photography, the hurly-burly of the bustling 
city is the predominant theme of the later genre. Wonderful examples of the 
emergence of the alienated, lonely individual in crowded cities would be the 
candid photography of Henri Cartier-Bresson or the images used in Annie 
Haven Thwing’s 1920 publication Boston’s Crooked and Narrow Streets,22 
among many others. It is in this wide representational axis—from vacuity to 
crowd, from the immanent to the imminent—through which photography 
emerges into the Adornian rather than Ruskinian discourse. It established 
itself more adept at recoding the modern forms of urban ugliness than being 
keen to preserve an exclusive domain of aesthetic value.

As will be clear in the course of the chapter, a similar scopic regime—from 
the empty to the heaving, teeming city—distinguishes colonial urban photog-
raphy too. But there the consequences—especially in terms of the value one is 
likely to put on the political representation of ugliness—were very different.

 Photography and a Colonial City

Like most modern democracies, photographic visuality has mirrored India’s 
arrival into modernity. But compared to the scope of its participation in the 
nation’s life, scholarly investment in Indian photographic history is scarce. 
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The existing scholarship foregrounds two broad observations on Indian pho-
tographic history: First, that photography in India was tied to the global cir-
cuit of technology and the wonder of photography in the mid-nineteenth 
century; and second, that the invention of photography sits comfortably and 
contemporaneously with other techniques of colonial governance and surveil-
lance. Concurrently, scholarship of this history has been mostly anthropologi-
cal in nature, and to that end has offered an excellent critical historiography 
of photography that is largely dominated by deeply problematic portrait and 
ethnographic samples.23

However, more recent scholarly work on colonial photography undermines 
the second claim above: the claim of an overarching colonial gaze in early 
imperial photography. For example, Sophie Gordon’s contention is that early 
scholarship of this genre pays enough attention to the images themselves, 
which reveal no such overarching imperative. Citing further work by histo-
rian Narayani Gupta, Gordon writes:

There is an underlying assumption throughout that all the photographs are con-
sequences of an unwavering colonial gaze. There is, however, scant discussion of 
the visual aspect of the photographs and it is the context and association of the 
images that is presented for analysis. The conclusion that one must reach, 
extending Gupta’s argument, is that the colonial gaze does not, in fact, exist.24

Even if we can refute this complete negation of the colonial gaze and agree 
that the colonial eye in fact surveys if not controls the photographic set-pieces 
of native portrait as well as royal carte-de-visite, there is still considerable 
absence from this critical discourse of the large body of work that exists out-
side the genres of portrait and travel, specifically, the city photography of 
colonial centres. In addition to the indeterminacy of detecting an overarching 
imperial gaze, the colonial city neutralizes any simple notion of a gaze itself. 
City photography does not lend itself to the assortment of colonial appara-
tuses; neither does it betray any simplistic orientalist enterprise. Metropolitan 
colonial photography is consciously a mapping of a certain modernity and 
urbanism which is in contradistinction to the visual regimes employed in 
portrait photographs. Moreover, a city like Calcutta (with its unique position 
in South Asia as a spectacular re-imagination of European cityscapes) needs 
an ontological understanding of modernity as prefiguring its desirability as a 
visual/scopic object.25 The panoramic colonial city with deliberate minimiza-
tion of its publics, as has been said before, is in no evident way different from 
the emptied cities photographed in the West. At the same time, it can never 
be safely claimed that representations of the city were entirely outside the 
manoeuvers of a scopic, visual authority.
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Like most instruments that announced the arrival of modernity in colonial 
South Asia, photography too first arrived in Calcutta, within a year of the 
announcement of the Daguerreotype in Paris in 1839. It is no wonder that a 
veritable and continuous photographic roster has since distinguished Calcutta’s 
urban aesthetics. The exact date of arrival of photography in India is shrouded 
in comparative secrecy but it is clear that photographic activity in the subcon-
tinent can be traced at least to 1840, a year after the public pronouncement 
of the Daguerreotype. Calcutta’s legendary stationer Thacker, Spink and Co., 
writes Siddhartha Ghosh, was advertising the magical invention called the 
camera in that very year.26 Soon, sporadic but increasing mentions of 
Daguerreotype and soon Talbot-invented Calotype are found in the colonial 
centres of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. In a decade or so a number of com-
mercial establishments had set up shop in the colonial urban centres, and 
studios and carte-de-visite photography was already a rage. The interesting 
early scholarly work that exists about this time in the subcontinent—that of 
Ray Desmond,27 Judith Mara Gutman28 and John Falconer29—never fail to 
hint at the extent of popularity that photography amassed in the colonial cit-
ies in the subcontinent in the very first decade of its arrival. It is not surprising 
that by the time Samuel Bourne, the most notable of India’s early photogra-
phers arrived in Calcutta in 1863, he was surprised by the enthusiasm around 
and popularity of photography.

There is hardly any scope here to go further into the fascinating history of 
this pioneering moment in the subcontinent’s visual historiography but suf-
fice to note that the cities’ (especially Calcutta’s) topography emerged as a 
primary object of photographic intent. Starting with Federick Feibig, we find 
that a number of photographers were taking note of the city’s coming into 
modernity, in the beginning through the panorama form and then through 
extensive wide-angle photography.

The panoramic images of Josiah Rowe, Oscar Malitte and Samuel Bourne, 
from the heights of the 1828-built Ochterlony Monument, help reproduce 
the central districts of Calcutta, as it was laid around a critical open space—
the Esplanade—around Fort William. The expansive greenery of that open 
space (or Maidan) is seen surrounded by the entire colonial paraphernalia—
government and military offices, judicial and legal buildings, departmental 
and supply stores, institutions, organizations, hotels and gourmands. These 
images are representative of a recurrent motif of using the Ochterlony as a 
vantage point to view the growing modern city from the summit of built 
space. The Ochterlony, which stood at 165 feet, could provide the right kind 
of height to take panoramas of the city’s horizontality while also giving a sen-
sation of lording over it. A concomitant, sub-genre of the panorama form is 
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also quite commonly seen, using as a vantage the heights of newly built com-
mercial and luxury properties along the Esplanade East, the Old Court House 
Street, the Strand Road and the then Supreme Court Building. Images often 
testify to Calcutta’s “exceedingly Westernized” imperial quarters though in the 
same breath it warns that those who are too impressed by these mighty monu-
ments might be sufficiently “compensated” when they enter the “native dis-
tricts.” Later, as the worldwide influence of Underwood & Underwood 
spread, their stereoscopic images are seen celebrating the “clean and airy” 
Chowringhee—the foundational space of the city’s cosmopolitan, convivial 
downtown.

Unfortunately, not many early photographers ever entered the native dis-
tricts and hence there is a limited parallel visual record of the so-called native 
quarters of the city that had concentrically spread around the colonially super-
vised “white” town. The limited visual evidence of non-white districts hinders 
any imagination of the city’s gradual evolution as a whole. But the so called 
white parts of the city stand routinely exposed to cameras, calling for consid-
eration of the certain pattern of producing imagery that became iconic for a 
time, perpetuating the format. This practice continued well into the twentieth 
century. James Ryan, among the early scholars of colonial photography,30 
mentions the role of the Colonial Office Visual Instruction Committee or 
COVIC. Based on plans prepared by Oxford Historian Halford Mackinder, 
in 1907 the COVIC selected Hugh Fisher as the photographer-artist to travel 
around and record the empire, India being the first location. Ryan writes that 
“Photographs of imperial cities and their architectural achievements were 
common in published surveys and celebration of the Empire. Images of mon-
uments and memorials built under British authority in India were particularly 
prolific.”31 In Calcutta, writes Ryan,

(Fisher) discovered that by obtaining a high vantage point he had a particularly 
efficient way of encapsulating these public sings. From the top of the Ochterlony 
Monument, for example, like other British photographers before him, he sur-
veyed with his camera Calcutta’s monuments to Empire, from Government 
House to the distant spire of the English cathedral. In his lectures Mackinder 
explicitly contrasted these lofty views with an image of Calcutta’s Tiretta Bazaar 
Street, epitomizing for him the “Native City with its narrow ways and crowded 
life.”32

Exceptions aside, the city (or its central districts) that is foregrounded in 
and through these images is embedded in a European—indeed Haussmanian—
idea of the nineteenth-century metropolis with clearly defined and regimented 
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spaces, an austere sense of order and a sensible civil apparatus that imagines 
and maintains the space as such. These images are often telling in the way 
downtown Chowringhee would be virtually emptied of people and most 
forms of mobilities, rendering the buildings distant, protrusive and larger 
than life. A wonderful specimen of this orientation is an image of the Old 
Court House Street looking south into the Esplanade, taken by A. De Hone 
in the late 1870s (Fig. 9.1). As late as 1932, a telling picture shows an incred-
ible aerial view of Calcutta as a robust, highly Westernized, geometrically 
ordered, unmistakably white and composite city in full view. The images are 
deliberately unpeopled, panoramic and attuned to a specific architectural dis-
tinction that helps recast a distant Eastern colonial town in familiarly metro-
politan means for the principally European viewers of these photographs. 
This, as is clear, was surely not the entire story of Calcutta, whose native 
quarters (at least since the mid-nineteenth century) and its mushrooming 
working-class slums were repeatedly mentioned in official documents and 
municipal records for their noticeable disorder. However, it is the story of 
Calcutta that travelled mainly within photographic circles, the global colonial 
establishments and the travelling circuits.

Fig. 9.1 An empty Old Court House Street looking south into Esplanade, the street 
having emptied itself on the Maidan with the Ochterlony Monument on the far left. 
Photo by A. De Hone (1870s)
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What we in fact have as a historical record of Calcutta (or other colonial 
cities) is not very different from early city photography in the West—Calcutta 
is similarly as emptied and as distant to the human eye. In fact it would be 
more gainful to examine urban colonial photography as displaying the same 
currents as in the West, that is, over the course of about half a century or more 
a transition from a predominantly vacuous city to a predominantly brimming 
one. To understand the notion of scopic and spatial ugliness, therefore, the 
relevant question is not whether colonial photography was “colonial” enough, 
but what cultural and scopic legacy photography left for the transformed 
post-colony. To understand this one has to look closely at the very moment of 
Calcutta’s transformation from the second city of the British Empire to just 
another post-colony.

 Towards a De-aesthetics of Space 
in the Post-colony

This transition concerns the origin of the postcolonial city, if not of the entire 
postcolonial experience, whose birth, in the case of Calcutta, was attested by 
an astonishing conflation and compression of time and space, leading from a 
violent freedom movement to war, then famine, communal conflagration, 
brutal Partition and visceral violence, permanently marking a postcolonial 
city’s coming into being with excruciating memories. Like most of the other 
structures of representation, the moment of the city’s crisis also proved to be 
the moment of formidable reproducibility of that space.

Calcutta was not unused to scenes of public gathering and mass protests, at 
least since the early years of the twentieth century. Large parts of the city’s 
population had been influenced by the rhetoric and emotion of nationalism 
from the first decade of the twentieth century. One obvious consequence of 
this was that the vanguard Indian intelligentsia, fed on the writings of Western 
enlightenment and European models of resistance, called for public violations 
of colonially administered city space. This was seen as a symbolic but no less 
triumphant subversion of the colonial body politic itself.

The unnerving disquiet of the 1940s intensified all forms of resistance. The 
intensifying discontent of the colony was best expressed in its most eloquent 
and universal voice. Only a few months before his death, in May 1941, 
Rabindranath Tagore, only too aware of his failing health and inevitable end, 
had given a seminal lecture at Santiniketan, the university town he had 
founded and nurtured about 200 kilometres from Calcutta. Now known as 
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the Crisis of Civilization, the essay shows Tagore’s deep, almost prophetic 
awareness about how the long arm of the British Empire was feeding on its 
own tendons. At the time, Europe, in the grip of Fascist insanity, was bent on 
destroying the heroic achievements of enlightenment. Tagore, an inveterate 
internationalist, mourned the death of that Europe:

In the meanwhile the demon of barbarity has given up all pretence and has 
emerged with unconcealed fangs, ready to tear up humanity in an orgy of dev-
astation. From one end of the world to the other the poisonous fumes of hatred 
darken the atmosphere.33

Europe’s possible demise forced Tagore to ponder the fate of independent 
India, leading to what is in fact one of the first major intellectual polemics on 
the emergent idea of the post-colony:

The spirit of violence which perhaps lay dormant in the psychology of the West, 
has at last roused itself and desecrates the spirit of Man. The wheels of Fate will 
someday compel the English to give up their Indian empire. But what kind of 
India will they leave behind, what stark misery? When the stream of their cen-
turies’ administration runs dry at last, what a waste of mud and filth they will 
leave behind them! I had at one time believed that the springs of civilization 
would issue out of the heart of Europe. But today when I am about to quit the 
world that faith has gone bankrupt altogether.34

Historically, the colonial state, under crisis during the Second World War, 
was intent on strengthening its exploitative grip on the colony, even if it was 
for one last time—on the one hand it was fighting a war, but on the other it 
responded to burgeoning nationalism across the subcontinent, expressed 
through the violent non-Gandhian modes of resistance that the 1942 Quit 
India movement exhibited. Calcutta’s ties to the colonial circuits of the empire 
were so undeniably potent that it faced the maximum brunt of its eventual 
and brutal demise in 1947 and continued to quiver till well into the middle 
of the next decade.

The Bengal Famine of 1943, which killed up to three million people by 
conservative estimates,35 was just one colossal incident in a line of tragedies 
that struck the city in the 1940s. Before the violent, visceral impact of the 
famine could fade, the once scarred city (bombed in 1942) feared more 
Japanese bombings and experienced a fleeting moment of disaster again in 
1943. Communal violence on a scale previously unseen and unheard of in the 
city struck Calcutta in 1946—the Great Calcutta Killings. Before the scars of 
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the conflagration could be mitigated, news of Partition spread and a deluge of 
refugees arrived in the city from East Pakistan (now Bangladesh), the scale of 
which was, again, extraordinarily daunting. Nothing had prepared the new 
Indian civic bodies for this massive offensive on the city’s limited resources 
and infrastructure. The fact that planning was minimal, execution dismal and 
corruption ubiquitous made any hope of purposeful rehabilitation a matter of 
indefinite prospect. Thus, Calcutta’s emergence into a post-colony on the 
other end of the transformational tornado of the 1940s came at a cost that 
was severely disproportionate to any coherent prospect that the post-colony 
had nurtured for itself. A visibly receding British Empire seemed to be unveil-
ing the deformed, unsightly city that was laying itself bare as a distasteful, 
festering, abject object—a constantly re-occupiable, embattled, violated 
urban space in which each of its many disenfranchised people were ordained 
to carry out their labored embodiments of filth and grime.

After the 1940s, a new image regime emerged in keeping with increasingly 
besieged spaces around Calcutta’s central districts. This regime could be 
broadly said to be seeing Calcutta from up-close—disempowered and de- 
aestheticized. This shifting image regime unmistakably came into force as a 
condition of the cultural reimagination of the postcolonial city. Any interro-
gation of Calcutta’s emergence into postcolonial metropolitanism through 
this difficult period must take note of how photographic practices during 
these two decades constructed an identifiable image regime of the city. What 
we find is an increasingly unflattering regime: unflattering, because the city’s 
civic architecture was now strained to its utmost limits; unflattering because 
the city was increasingly rendered ungainly by the sight of hapless people—
bombed, displaced, famished, violated; unflattering because the city’s 
deformed nether regions were now an exhibit of its wholesome failure to 
emerge into postcolonial readiness. Hence the politics of disfigurement of 
Calcutta as a visually compelling motif in photography is not in spite of the 
historical sweep but precisely because of it.

One telling image from that period, for example, is by Cecil Beaton, ace 
British photographer, who was dispatched to India to cover the Second World 
War. Beaton wrote a corresponding diary36 of his travels and he was clearly 
outraged and intrigued by Calcutta, a city which he thought had plowed the 
depths of depravity as much as it was gilded in gold. To that end, his images 
capture the extremes that Beaton wrote about. A very similar photograph by 
Glenn Hensley (Fig. 9.2) reinforces the camera’s record of an agonizing state 
of affairs of a city in dire need of civic and social aid. The photograph attests 
to civic incapacity, the “filthing” of public space, especially boulevards, and the 
mobility of animals in and across the same space inhabited by the poor. The 
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revelation of abject hunger, across species, in open public spaces to which no 
one pays any significant attention had in later years become a recurrent theme 
in postcolonial urban iconography and images such as these have contributed 
heavily towards that recurrence. The set of pictures of Calcutta’s quotidian 
life, by GI’s stationed in Calcutta, like Hensley and Clyde Weddell, should be 
read as outside any designation of event but as traces of the changing percep-
tions of daily life in the postcolonial city in the midst of an epistemic change. 
None of these images record the sequence of disasters that were inflicted on 
Calcutta during this period. By sidestepping the events, the images end up 
perpetuating the ugly, embattled space as natural and native to a city that is 
emerging from ordered coloniality to postcolonial unruliness, where the 
ordered colonial city is increasingly being substituted by a grim, wanton mis-
recognition of spatial value and hierarchy. These images foreground the logic 
of seeing modernity as an uncomfortable co-habitant of emergent postcoloni-
ality, each cancelling the other’s claim of a definite hermeneutic of city space. 
Visually, therefore, there seems to be an unapologetic foregrounding of the 
ugly as the central motif in understanding the self-fashioning of the postcolo-
nial city as a site of diffident urban reconfiguration.

Fig. 9.2 A glimpse of Old Court House Street. Photo by Glen Hensley (1940s)
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Another set of photographs carry the overwhelming sense of a city having 
been pulverized by history, by events. Here one must count the photographs 
by Sunil Janah who recorded the street violence in the precocious months of 
1942, when Gandhi, India’s supreme political leader, had declared a Quit 
India movement against the British, taking advantage of the English involve-
ment in the war. Then, there are rare pictures of Nonapukur tram depot in 
Calcutta following Japanese bombing in the fading months of 1943. The 
threat of Japanese bombing on Calcutta after the fall of Singapore and 
Rangoon had enormous psychological impact on citizens while simultane-
ously producing the usual wartime mischief about black markets, overpricing, 
provocative rumours, food shortages and civic myopia. Another group of 
images portray death and destitution during the Bengal Famine of 1943. 
Later pictures record the communal violence, Fig. 9.3 being one of the most 
pointedly dated of the images here. It was taken on 28 August 1946, two days 
after Direct Action Day, that produced communal violence on a scale 
unmatched before or after in the city. The photograph carries a description: 
“Havoc at a road junction in North Calcutta where much of the city’s wealth 
lies. British troops had to carry out what was described as an “extensive mili-
tary operation” to quieten this area. British Army vehicles can be seen in the 

Fig. 9.3 Havoc at a road junction in central Calcutta after communal riots. British 
troops had to carry out what was described as an “extensive military operation” to 
quieten this area. British Army vehicles can be seen in the background (1946)
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background.” The image carries additional text revealing the extent of the 
violence. It says: “It is possible that more riots will break out in the Indian 
trouble centre of Calcutta, Bombay etc., at the start of the Moslem festival of 
Id-ul-Fitr, which starts on Thursday. All the available troops and Police have 
been mobilised in these centres. It is estimated that approx. 3,000 were killed 
in the recent four day Hindu-Moslem riots which took place in Calcutta.” A 
final set of images refer to India’s Partition—the biggest one-time enforced 
migration of people in human history. One cannot even grasp, from the dis-
tance of history and unfamiliarity, the enormity of Partition, which seems to 
have had a far more lasting influence on defining the nation and its nature 
than most would have thought to be the case.

Even the bleakest of Tagore’s prognoses about the post-colony that would 
be born out of Europe’s self-annihilation, could not have gauged the wanton 
scale of arson, bloodshed, famine and mass migration that it would entail. 
Little could Tagore guess that the British Empire, at its final demise, would 
leave behind a state deeply mired in self-loathing, a nation truncated, a people 
devoured and a city virtually destroyed; and all of this, within less than a 
decade following his death.

 Conclusion

A closer inspection of the images, of which only a minimum could be fur-
nished as illustrations for this chapter, show a clear predilection for focusing on 
the ungainly body of the native Indian—loitering, rummaging, occupying, 
disemboweling on the streets of Calcutta. High colonial photography mini-
mized or completely obliterates the human figure in favor of the appreciable 
built space, but in the photography of the 1940s, the native body comes to 
become the portent carrier of the new state—the postcolonial state. Events 
provide the necessary impetus to foreground the native body as intrinsic to the 
change of perception of space—from segregation in earlier photography to col-
lision. Time, in that sense, not only unravels through space but through the 
body politic of the city’s nether aspects, embodied in the mauled or mutilated 
native. Together the images point to an actual breakdown of civic architecture 
pointing towards a potential uncontainability of the space as it is being reorga-
nized around the audacious desires of the postcolonial mass caught in the 
whirlwind of change. The obvious sovereignty of the British Empire, so pal-
pable in earlier images, was now in decisive retreat, having uncovered the city’s 
festering disorder that seems to feed into a determinable, programmatic pro-
pulsion of ugliness as the dominant motif of urban photography of that period.
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What is usually absent from the postcolonial narrative is that the condi-
tions that blighted Calcutta in those decades cannot be explained in terms of 
its own, provincial doing. Calcutta had been on the global map of the colonial 
circuits of mobility, technology, power, policy and capital. Throughout its his-
tory, Calcutta had been a steady receptor of the Empire’s boom and it was 
only recently before the Second World War that planning in Calcutta, some-
thing to the extent of a derivative Haussmannization, was in spectacular oper-
ation.37 Though partially disenfranchised by the loss of its status as the capital 
of colonial India after 1911, Calcutta nevertheless remained the apex city of 
colonial ministration as much as it was the epicentre of the expanding geog-
raphy of discontent against the British Empire across South Asia. Hence with 
the advent of the 1940s, Calcutta was to become the first inevitable and irre-
vocable catastrophe of the Empire’s doom, a doom Tagore had predicted with-
out imagining its decisive, divisive and devastating impact.

The camera, once the chief importer to the West of Calcutta’s audacious 
modernity, also became the prime modality of its abject ugliness. One can 
read the images as individual testimonies from various practitioners of pho-
tography in the last years of the colonial period. However, one is likely to be 
better rewarded if the images are read as a process of complicating the archive, 
something that Sumathi Ramaswamy argues for in a recent anthology.38

To that end, one can hope to trace five broad motifs that could be said to 
be emerging out of what Barthes would call the “community of images” that 
record the restive period. They can be broadly categorized as: the appearance 
of native body, the exigency of event, the etiology of civic uncontainability, 
the effacement of sovereignty and the seduction of anti-aesthetic. Even if a 
delectable coloniality is not visible in early photography of the city, in late 
photography, the camera, increasingly focusing on the native body as a site of 
contestation, anthopologises the gaze, rendering what is historically condi-
tioned by necessity and events as normative to the native and integral to its 
culture. To that end, photography of Calcutta, as in the West, moves from the 
heights and distances of framing the city in an empty imperium to increas-
ingly seeing it uncovered in its unguarded, unchecked, suffering moments, in 
its extraordinary incapacity to resist disenfranchisement. But unlike Western 
modernity, the city becomes the native body and continues to remain so. As 
India, microcosomed through Calcutta, poked the sealed book of hermetic 
construction of a postcolonial subjectivity in the years leading to the postco-
lonial moment, it had to also pay the price of that desire. Postcolonial India, 
and definitely Calcutta, therefore had to suffer the purging of its privation 
through the abject ugliness of its beleaguered publics.
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Stigma Stains: The Somaesthetics 

of Institutional Abjection

Natasha Lushetich

Diverse art practices have, since time immemorial, sought to establish a direct, 
visceral, somatic link with the viewer’s insides in order to problematize order 
and disorder, normativity and aberration, totem and taboo, life and death, as 
even a cursory lance at Domenico Ghirlandaio’s portraits of decay, Pieter 
Bruegel’s depictions of starvation and disease, the Viennese Actionists’ perfor-
mances with animal carcasses, feces, and urine, or Ron Athey’s ritualistic work 
with HIV-positive blood will show. In all these works, the ugliness, the defile-
ment, the disgust, and the horror are intentional, strategic—even ideological. 
By drawing attention to the abject, which, as Julia Kristeva has argued,1 is 
simultaneously the remnant of the embryonic and the premonition of the 
cadaverous, such works question the symbolic order and its systems of inclu-
sion and exclusion. Given the symbolic order’s regulation of social, gender, 
class, and ethnic life through pronouncements on somatic practices—what 
should not be eaten, who should not be slept with, where urination and excre-
tion should not take place—it is only appropriate that its hegemony be ques-
tioned in the somaesthetic sphere. Unlike aesthetics, which relies on 
exteroceptive senses, such as sight, hearing, and touch, somaesthetics includes 
interoceptive sensations, those inaccessible, or barely accessible to the con-
scious mind, such as the homeostasis-regulating viscera, the working of the 
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lymphatic system, perspiration, digestion, queasiness, and balance. Although 
Kristeva does not use the word somaesthetic, or even somatic, her reference to 
the Platonian chora—the formless receptacle of the mother’s body that brings 
form to life—is firmly rooted in the soma, both of the human and the envi-
ronmental kind. Kristeva interprets chora as the primal desire for unity with 
the mother against which the subject must struggle in order to acquire lan-
guage and enter into the symbolic space, that she designates, after Jacques 
Lacan, as the space of the father. Despite the fact that such binary delinea-
tions, and, more generally, the emphasis on the familial scene are not without 
problems, as numerous theorists, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari among 
them, have argued,2 Kristeva’s point is nevertheless valid. Chora cannot be 
fully conceptualized as a space, a territory with any degree of stability, but, 
rather, as a permanently shifting border that separates the “I” from the “it,”mine- 
ness from distance, existence from abyss. Kristeva writes: “I am at the border 
of my condition as a living being. My body extricates itself, as being alive, 
from that border. Such wastes drop so that I might live, until from loss to loss 
nothing remains in me and my entire body falls beyond the limit—cadere, 
cadaver. It is no longer ‘I’ who expel. ‘I is expelled.’”3

When explicitly staged, as in the above-mentioned works, the nauseating, 
the horrifying, the contaminating, and the liminal is localizable and delimit-
able. It objectifies the abject and renders it less dangerous and less horrifying. 
But what of the unintentional, even decidedly unwanted, yet ceaselessly pro-
duced abjection? And what of the equally unintended, unwanted, but per-
petually produced malice, which, like abjection, has neither subject, nor 
object, but is, as Mary Midgely has argued, “a negative.”4 In analog photogra-
phy, a positive shows what is. A negative shows a vague and indefinable area 
of that which cannot be shown and, in this sense, goes no further than show-
ing the gesture of showing but effectively showing nothing. For Midgely, to 
look for the shape and substance of malice, to look for something defined and 
tangible, is ultimately an error. Rather, malice designates “a general kind of 
failure to live as we are capable of living,”5 which, in turn, consists of a series 
of small, everyday failures, much like, for Kristeva, it is the daily excretions 
that finally expel the “I.”

In the following pages, I focus on ugliness as a composite of accidental 
abjection and non-intentional malice, an imperceptible operation of perma-
nent slippage that, as Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss have argued, has a 
performative effect.6 In language, performative utterances alter the existent 
reality. Illocutionary performatives, such a judge sentencing a defendant to 
20 years in prison, are authoritative; their effect is explicit and immediate. 
Perlocutionary performatives, on the other hand, such as gossip or hurtful 
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words, are not authoritative; their effect is diffuse, delayed, implicit, and non- 
localizable. Like ugliness, they defy definition. And yet, their unstoppable 
working, which corrodes the practice, the site, the social sphere, and the 
behavior it forms part of, is palpably felt. In this chapter, a medium secure 
psychiatric unit at the Bethlem Royal Hospital, London, is scrutinized through 
observational research, interviews with 31 clinical psychologists, nurses, occu-
pational therapists, technicians, cleaners, and patients7 carried out in the 
spring and summer of 2014.8 My aim in focusing on a space that already hurts 
is to elucidate a very particular form of ugliness, one that emerges from the 
confluence of neoliberal precarization, increasing responsibilization, and 
abjection. As Isabell Lorey suggests, in the current age, precarization is neither 
an accident nor is it an exception. It is “a rule”; an “instrument of government, 
social regulation, and control.”9 It subjugates through frequent job cuts and 
the threat of economic ruin, and, in so doing, feeds into the dogma of the risk 
society. Narrowly related to the digital compression of space and time, which 
decouples the “here” from the “now,” the risk society is, according to Ulrich 
Beck’s prescient theorization, a “systematic way of dealing with hazards and 
insecurities induced … by modernisation itself.”10 It is a society characterized 
essentially by the impossibility of an external attribution of hazards and their 
dependence on managerial decisions, which makes these decisions “politically 
reflexive.”11 Neoliberalism can, for its part, be seen as the intensification of 
moral regulation based on the withdrawal from government and the simulta-
neous responsibilization of individuals through economic measures and the 
political regime of ethical self-constitution as consumer citizens. Regulated 
choice making, present in all spheres of life—education, healthcare, child 
rearing, to mention but a few examples—transfers responsibility from the 
public institutions to the individual. This means that regulated choice-making 
reinstates vulnerability and insecurity of a financial, professional, moral, and 
legal kind. The relation between abjection and the increasingly precarious 
work conditions is, in this chapter, examined in a medium-secure unit of what 
are traditionally seen as “closed” institutions, through three modalities of 
being: being spatial, being aural, and being watched. Important to note, how-
ever, is that these modalities of being, and their pertaining practices, are not 
specific to closed institutions. They have far- reaching implications for all insti-
tutions, and, more generally, practices, in which increased surveillance, time 
famine, and precarization lead to self-stigmatization.

Stigma is, of course, primarily related to belief and to normativity, rather than 
to (accidental) somatic and environmental processes. It is a characteristic 
 “contrary to a norm of a social unit” where a “norm” is defined as a “shared belief 
that a person ought to behave in a certain way at a certain time.”12 Such and 
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similar definitions of stigma, which are certainly, if not exclusively, true, 
 engender thinking about stigma as policy-related. This is also the reason why it 
is usually thought that mechanisms leading to disadvantaged outcomes must be 
addressed, and that deeply held attitudes and beliefs of powerful groups leading 
to labeling, devaluing, and discrimination must be changed and regulated. 
Although stigma, an internalized mark of disgrace, is usually inflicted on the 
disadvantaged by those in a position of power, my purpose here is to draw atten-
tion to the steadily more prominent practices of self- stigmatization, which are 
residually produced, as a result of work overload, lack of time, and, ultimately, 
exhaustion, but which, when repeated, became instituted as habits, and form 
part of institutional practice.

 Being Spatial

With its beautiful gardens, highly aesthetized yet functional architecture, 
enviable facilities, and the exceptionally rich occupational and recreational 
content, the Bethlem Royal Hospital is the epitome of applied (ethical) aes-
thetics in spatial and relational terms. A thrown-togetherness of brick, glass 
and mortar, but also habit and memory—as all architecture invariably is—the 
medium-secure unit of the hospital called River House is visibly designed 
with socially remedial ends in mind. Its many spaces are also valanced as 
remedial through a sustained practice that resembles Nicolas Bourriaud’s rela-
tional aesthetics. Although criticized by many, most notably Claire Bishop,13 
largely for its utopian nature, relational aesthetics departs from “the whole of 
human relations and their social context, rather than an independent private 
space.”14 This means that the aesthetic nature of relational works derives not 
from their material qualities but from the interpersonal relationships they cue 
and incorporate. By setting up real, interactive situations in galleries and 
museums, works such as Rirkrit Tirivanija’s meal-making practices, or Carsten 
Höller’s 2006 Test Site, a gigantic slide, which cues effervescent sociality in the 
sliders through the loss of control and vertigo—do not “represent utopias”; 
they actualize utopias by creating “positive life possibilities” in “concrete 
spaces.”15 Similar intentions can be found in the built and practiced environ-
ment of the River House. On the wards, areas around the nursing stations are 
semi-circular. This makes it possible for staff and patients to sit on the inside—
or lean against the outside—of the semicircle and read newspapers while 
supervising the dining area and both corridors (the corridor leading to the 
patients’ rooms and the corridor leading to the nurses’ offices) while interact-
ing with the passers-by (Fig. 10.1).
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Chairs and benches placed along walls are similarly social-interaction-cuing 
and often extend a few words uttered in passing into a lengthy conversation. 
The dining/living room area is, likewise, designed to allow for a simultaneous 
watching of television, playing of board games or  snooker, and snacking 
around small tables. This is complemented by the occupational therapy 
team’s—as well as the patients’— frequent placement of quizzical objects on 
the floor, in plant pots, on windowsills, and on chairs. A cotton bag with 
mysterious, semi-visible content will thus unexpectedly appear on the edge of 
a corridor chair; a spatial intervention in the form of a mobile cardboard 
object will be placed in the corridor (Fig. 10.2).

Intended as syncopal elements that break the usual spatio-temporal layout 
of the place, these sculptural provocations, and the ensuing debates, improvi-
sations, and often, humorous remarks and excitement, valance the space as a 
space of inter-subjective co-creation, and thus, simultaneously, possibility and 
change. Like relational aesthetics, which seeks to construct utopias in a society 
oppressed by market fundamentalism, these interventions prompt the cre-
ation of a non-predetermined community based on inter-subjectivity. For 
Bourriaud, much like for Jean-Luc Nancy, community is always already dis-
solved, dislocated, and fragmented. Despite this, it nevertheless remains the 
only platform from which to fight increasing fragmentation,16 and, I would 

Fig. 10.1 River House Ward, Bethlem Royal Hospital (2014), photographer 
anonymous
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add, individual neoliberal responsibilization. Although many patients reject 
strictly communal forms of socialization, such as the community support 
group which they find both “infantilizing” and “offensive,”17 they appreciate 
routine-breaking, tempo-changing events and activities. Despite the fact that 
the majority of the resident patients fully acknowledge their condition (some 
can, indeed, speak about it in very eloquent terms), they insist on seeing the 
space of the hospital—and themselves in it—as a liminal space.

In ritual, the liminal stage is marked by a clear period of separation during 
which “the initiand lives in unfamiliar surroundings”;18 in a space where 
“social relations are discontinued, former rights and obligations are suspended 
[and] the social order is turned upside down.”19 Similarly, the patients’ sojourn 
at the hospital is a time-space in which transformation (is hoped to) take(s) 
place. As one patient lucidly put it, many patients cling to “the temporariness 

Fig. 10.2 Patient X’s spatial intervention: Mobile Object, River House (2014), photog-
rapher anonymous
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of their condition, even if they have spent most of their lives in such and 
 similar institutions.”20 Yet, despite careful spatial valancing and the manifold 
relational provocations—not to mention the carefully maintained cleanli-
ness—abjection, desolation, and desperate loneliness manifest in the smallest 
and most negligible of details. A case in point are greasy fingerprints on the 
glass separating the nursing station from the ward which act as a somatic 
reminder of the frequency and the duration of time spent waiting for help and 
attention (Fig. 10.3).

Due to chronic staff shortages—the hospital has suffered three nursing staff 
cuts in the last four years—a patient can sometimes wait for up to 45 minutes if 
the nurses are busy, although every effort will, of course, be made to see the 
patient as soon as possible. Fingerprints, which imply leaning on a surface for 
better visibility, or, indeed, clinging, make for a jarring combination with the 
“My Recovery” or “My Shared Pathway” manuals and posters that promote a 
proactive, even entrepreneurial approach to psychiatric health, thus mimicking 
the objectives and targets of what Eskil Ekstedt has called the “projectified soci-
ety,”21 a society in which life, and everything that happens within it, is seen as a 
series of well-considered choices. Given that some patients have a violent past, 
consisting, on occasion, of infanticide, matricide, and patricide, the greasy fin-
gerprints are not a minor aesthetic point but the cause of core and interpersonal 
disgust simultaneously. As Paul Rozin, Jonathan Haidt and Clark McCauley 
have argued, all disgust is related to oral distaste, but has, over time, become 
increasingly reflective of moral issues that play a significant role in negative social-
ization.22 A complex construct ranging from concerns about ingestion and pro-
tecting the body from disease and infection, to distancing oneself from reminders 
of one’s mortality—manifested in scabs and dry skin—disgust is also concerned 

Fig. 10.3 Nursing Station Glass, River House (2014), photographer anonymous
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with protecting the integrity of a single human being as well as with protecting the 
integrity of the social order. Although interpersonal disgust is often triggered by 
prejudice—much like stigmatization is—it is also produced in the somaesthetic 
encounter with the morally dubious other’s sweat, warmth, and wetness.

The medication many patients are taking has profound effects on the 
functioning of their lymph glands. It induces profuse sweating. This, in 
turn, has an effect on the perceived danger of contamination. While we 
generally find sitting in the still-warm place of a stranger on the bus or the 
metro unsettling, the wet and greasy fingerprints of a seven-foot-tall multi-
ple offender are doubly unsettling, particularly in a  space  that serves to 
incarcerate. Importantly, reactions to interpersonal disgust also connote the 
sense that one is better and less offensive than the offender. In inter-subjec-
tive settings, disgust serves as a stigmatizing tool and an out-group marker.23 
It increases belligerence and intensifies social hierarchies. Although the 
main reason why a patient does not want to socialize with another patient 
with a highly offending past is mostly fear, these seemingly negligible yet 
persistent somaesthetic experiences make the inescapable enmeshed-ness of 
the environment, the patient’s individual body, and the social body of the 
institution, difficult to ignore. As several patients have observed, the depen-
dence on the overworked—and, often, underpaid—staff, is here enmeshed 
with “concerns about physical illness and contagion.”24 Important to note is 
also that in this particular setting, normative ideas about what is clean, 
right, appropriate, and desirable, are very different. Repeated offenders 
command both staff and patient respect and are often referred to as “top 
dogs.”25 This is not because staff, or even patients, approve of, or wish to 
emulate criminal behavior, but because individual fearlessness and a zero-
tolerance attitude are seen as the only form of resistance against the oppres-
sive technocracy in which individual decisions—and particularly individual 
responsibility—are constantly required but not rewarded. Instead, ill-consid-
ered decisions are often used to culpabilize the individual, whereas well-con-
sidered decisions, with positive outcomes, are often lost in diffuse networks.26 
While bureaucracy, as Midgley has argued, is “the rule of nobody,”27 technoc-
racy is a form of automated bureaucracy; it is perpetuum- mobile- like in its 
incessant hegemonic working. Given that enraged patients sometimes, for 
lack of a better weapon, use their own feces as a performatively and extremely 
efficacious method of showing disagreement with the hospital rules or 
treatment, as well as their pain and despair, the abject and the contaminat-
ing do not necessarily reside in the act of throwing excrement—indeed, this 
act has something of the Kantian sublime in its unmitigated extremism—
but in the enmeshed-ness of space, place, action, and actants; the deeply 
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hurtful fact is that it is the lowest-paid staff who clean the remnants of such 
outbursts of rage.28 Yet, despite the awe-inspiring qualities of such an action, 
the somaesthetically felt echoes—the stench and the corresponding queasi-
ness that permeate the ward for days, even weeks—engender remorse, self-
reproach, and rumination, all of which cue self-stigmatization: feelings of 
perpetually self-attributed lesser worth.29

As a result of the general trend of individual responsibilization in the work-
place, as well as of the litigation culture, many nurses, occupational therapists 
and occupational technicians spend inordinate proportions of their time in 
the various health and safety workshops—from how to climb ladders to why 
they shouldn’t really do much more than phone for help if a fire breaks out.30 
Despite their minimally intellectually demanding nature, many of these 
workshops take up to three to four hours at a time, thus making the already 
scarce staff on the ground even more scarce. In addition, new rules of conduct 
appear almost every day. Some of these rules are informed by fatal incidents, 
such as the ban on leaving plastic bags in patient rooms, which appeared in 
the wake of a patient suicide by suffocation, however, others, as several staff 
have commented, remain unfathomable.31 This constant curtailing of per-
sonal (patient) and professional (staff) freedom, paired with the diminished 
time nurses are able to spend on care,32 translates into simplified procedures. 
A case in point is medical check-ups, which, due to their hurriedness, most 
patients find offensive. This is important in the context of the exposure and 
the examination of the patients’ bodies in an almost pre-adult way, but with-
out offering help with the most basic of ailments—a persistent cough or the 
flu.33 Referring to the fact that actions such as medication-taking and eating 
are carefully monitored at all times of day, and that the patients, as well as 
their rooms, are regularly searched, this does not reflect an erroneous assump-
tion that the nurses and the clinical psychiatrists should also be general medi-
cal practitioners. Rather, it reflects the not-so-strange idea that the right to pry 
into patient intimacy, which may reveal (what are often experienced as) 
shameful sights or feelings, should be accompanied by care and the ability to 
cure; that it should not be a routine checkup, carried out in a hurried fashion 
by a time-poor staff member.

One of the reactions to this infantilizing, as well as frequent, but ultimately 
offensive exposure of patient bodies can be seen and felt in moist and gooey 
chewing gums, found on walls, on skirting boards, in plant pots, under tables 
and chairs. Many highly-strung patients, those whose teeth are still unharmed 
by the medication they are taking, tend to chew a lot of gum. Sticking chew-
ing gum in places where chewing gum is not supposed to be is a gesture that 
brings into view the exposed status of the patients’ physical bodies in a  pitifully 
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infantile way. According to both patients and staff, a large proportion of 
attacks take place when a patient is declined leave, leave being any period of 
time a patient spends away from the ward, even if only fifteen minutes.34 This 
can, of course, happen as a result of uncooperative or obstructive behavior, 
however, the reason is often also staff shortage.35

Given the dangerous nature of the work, a missing staff member on the 
team is, more often than not, the reason for taking conservative decisions; for 
example, denying a patient recreational content or leave. As can be expected, 
reactions to such non-illness-related reasons for curtailing a patient’s freedom 
are often violent. They manifest not only in broken glass, cuts in the furniture, 
wall contusions, but also in the bruises and injuries on staff and patients’ bod-
ies. In case of a patient attack at least four staff members will try to curb the 
patient, a maneuver regularly experienced as stressful and dangerous by staff 
and as humiliating and unnecessarily aggressive by patients. No matter how 
many times it is repeated that such things happen only intermittently, the 
spatio-temporal reverberations of the attack—in trace and picture—and the 
somaesthetic unease they cause, testify to the contrary: that the peaceful situ-
ations are, in fact, only a quiet before the (next) storm. This not only increases 
levels of apprehension, malaise, and fear, it also hurts the social body and 
causes self-stigmatization as well as stigmatization. Both patients and staff 
report feeling traumatized and permanently marked, although the bruises do, 
of course, go away after a while. In the case of the nurses, stigmatizing atti-
tudes include the “serves you right” type of denigration that many people who 
do not work in psychiatric care adopt in relation to those who get physically 
assaulted at work.36 In the case of the patients, it is the contamination of the 
environment by unnecessarily ugly behavior, manifested in the silences, the 
downcast eyes, the visibly felt remorse and regret, all of which trigger further 
rumination, self-blame, and self-stigmatization.37

 Being Aural

Although River House is known for its sound facilities where patients make 
—compose, improvise, play and produce—their own music, which they 
sometimes also show to a wider audience, such as on Open Days that usually 
take place in the summer months, cuts in resources, mostly those related to 
maintenance, claim their due. Being empty, the hospital corridors, through 
which trolleys with food, medication, cleaning products, and equipment are 
wheeled five times a day, have a resounding echo. Regardless of where you are, 
in the interview room, on the ward, in the communal areas, in the multi-faith 
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room, in the gym, or in a patient’s room, the sound of clunky steel trolleys 
whose steadily deteriorating wheels, although mostly with a 360-degree 
swivel, regularly get stuck in corners, lifts, under stairs, is unavoidable. The 
sound is also painful not only because it prolongs the interminably long and 
far too frequent trolley diminuendo but because the interminably long, and 
thus irritating sound of the trolleys is, like all irritating sounds, anticipated. It 
is heard not only when it is actually taking place but every time a similar 
sound—and there are many—is heard. The nursing station is soundproofed, 
but since there are always many conversations going on simultaneously, 
accompanied by the not too intrusive but nevertheless incessant sound of the 
television, as well as, on occasion, screams and torrents of verbal abuse, the 
soundscape is dense, to say the least. From a patient’s room, this is comple-
mented by loud music coming either from the patients’ private television sets, 
or from their headphones. Headphones are worn most of the time—even 
when asleep—to avoid hearing other noises, made, or likely to be made, by 
people patients fear, but also to drown the voices in the heads, which form 
part of their illness. In the case of the latter, the music is violently loud and 
can often be heard through walls, not only when standing next to the person 
in question. There are also numerous other sounds. The hospital does not use 
swipe cards but, instead, heavy keys, which cause injuries to staff who are 
obliged to lock and unlock up to 50 doors a day (Fig. 10.4).38 Needless to say, 
the sound of locking and unlocking doors echoes in the empty corridors thus 
undermining what the open-plan design has tried to avoid, namely signifiers 
of incarceration. When escorted outside, patients are taken through long 

Fig. 10.4 A set of ward keys, River House (2014), photographer anonymous
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 corridors and sometimes up to 12 doors, which weds sound to processuality 
and inculcates the body actionally and sensorially.

Drawing on the mind-body philosophies of Yasuo Yuasa and on the work of 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Shigenori Nagatomo calls such repeated perceptions 
and actions, which ultimately create affective residue and calibrate the body, 
“attunement.” Attunement is “engagement that obtains actionally as well as 
epistemologically between a person and his/her living ambiance,”39 whereby 
“living ambiance” refers to the “totality of shaped things, either animate or 
inanimate.”40 Otherwise put, attunement is the process by which “affective 
residue” is sedimented through the “experiential momentum”41—repeated 
engagement in particular somatic (aural, kinaesthetic and proprioceptic) struc-
tures. It impregnates the body sensorially and configures future engagement 
with the living ambiance. The effect of aural intrusions is therefore not merely 
cumulative—which it, of course, is. It creates unwanted kinaesthetic matrixes 
as well; for example, wincing, grimacing, and tensed shoulders, which many 
patients, as well as staff, exhibit at the very sight of trolleys or keys. This inces-
sant forging of a variety of somatic-affective paths is related to what, in 
Nagatomo’s vocabulary, are the hazy and clear horizons of consciousness. The 
hidden, interoceptive, recessive part of the body, which we are often entirely 
unaware of, is continually in the process of passing from the hazy to the clear, 
conscious horizon of consciousness. This movement is simultaneously the pas-
sage from “orientational directionality”—unconscious humoral events—to 
“intentional directionality”—clearly discerned emotions.42 Once an affective 
path has, through affective residue and experiential momentum, created emo-
tions, these emotions inform future actional, exteroceptive, and interoceptive 
structures. The ambient sound of the hospital is therefore far from innocuous, 
even if it is not experienced as nerve-racking at first, precisely because it oper-
ates within the hazy horizon of consciousness, which, while inaccessible to the 
conscious mind, configures perception and shapes future experiences.

The monotonous trailing of the malfunctioning, and, on occasion, screech-
ing wheels, the interminably long locking and unlocking of door after door 
are oppressive in their regularity, to say the least. If one closes one’s eyes and 
merely listens to the sound one finds oneself in a (sonic) labyrinth since there 
is hardly a moment when no sound of locking and unlocking doors is heard. 
When moving through the hospital, as staff do all the time, and as patients do 
when they go on leave, or for their numerous checkups and consultations, 
one’s ears are assaulted by yet another series of traumatizing sounds, which 
forms part of the experiential momentum, and which, as both staff and 
patients report, have a highly irritating effect:43 the sounds emanating from 
the reception area. The reception sounds vary greatly but often consist of the 
escorted patients returning from leave, other patients and staff waiting 
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between doors (no two doors may be opened at the same time), visitors chat-
ting in the waiting area, several phones going off, and the receptionist attempt-
ing to speak over the general noise, which often translates into shouting. This 
is complemented by frequent alarms—triggered by perceived or actually dan-
gerous situations, which produce a deeply disturbing, hurtful sound that 
causes panic and tumult in the less accustomed, and irritation in the accus-
tomed. Despite numerous staff debates about the unnecessarily disturbing 
nature of these alarms, nerve-racking alarms, like hand-hurting keys, do not 
seem to be a priority on the hospital’s list of required changes.44

In the various hospital meetings such concerns are overridden by more 
urgent concerns with staff training, risk management, and the steadily grow-
ing health-and-safety agenda. These unnecessarily aurally harsh working and 
living conditions have a lasting effect on the sensorimotor system; they cause 
an increased use of headphones in patients (which isolates them from their 
environment), and an irritated and exhausted attitude in staff.45 But this is not 
all. Sound marks, partitions, and, in fact, creates time. The temporality pro-
duced by the ambient hospital cacophony is not only that of incarceration, 
but almost one of aural torture, given the regularity of the various sounds and 
their anticipation. The echo of the long corridors amplifies repetition and 
multiplies the partitioning of time. Like the Kristevan powers of horror, which 
thrive on unintelligibility and the in-between, on the neither-entity-nor- 
environment status of horrifying “objects,” such as when a dark corner is 
revealed to be swarming with an army of cockroaches, intrusive and aggressive 
sound disassembles the spatial perception of the hospital. The hospital is no 
longer perceived as spacious, sprawling, and essentially stable, but as an overly 
dense, confused, and “swarming” temporal agglomerate, in which everything 
happens all at once. Such a temporal structure disables temporal succession, 
and thus also resolution, which has a mentally extremely taxing effect. As one 
patient put it, “if you aren’t on heavy drugs the din wears you out, if you are, 
you’re half dead anyway.”46 However, this particular aural and kinaesthetic 
effect, which has visibly damaging results, is, for organizationally mysterious 
reasons, impossible to rectify.

 Being Watched

Added to the constant presence of irritating and hurtful sounds, there is 
constant surveillance. Apart from the ubiquitous CCTV cameras, there is 
also around-the-clock report writing and architectural provisions, such as 
the small windows on the patient rooms’ doors, which any staff member 
can look through at any given time. There are also purposefully built obser-
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vation rooms from which the various activity rooms, such as the gym, the 
interview room, and the family room, can be observed (Fig. 10.5). None of 
these surveillance provisions are visible; yet all interpellate prescribed or 
desirable forms of behavior, the purpose-built observation rooms in 
patients, the CCTV cameras and report writing in staff and patients alike. 
The feeling of being constantly observed, visually, and through behavior- 
and performance-monitoring reports, written at least once, and often up to 
three times per shift, as well as relayed to several staff members, and 
inspected by the higher managerial echelons, is further aggravated by 
remote digital surveillance, which can be termed “choral emailing.” This 
particular form of communication is a fusion of digital correspondence, 
informing, and seeking reassurance in numbers. It refers to the copying in 
of colleagues when responding to emails, such as when a member of staff 
responds to a colleague’s query about a particular procedure by copying in 
the entire managerial superstructure. This is apparently done for the pur-
poses of information sharing and saving time, although it does, of course, 
potentially expose the said colleague as lacking in expertise. As Alexander 

Fig. 10.5 Observation Room, River House (2014), photographer anonymous
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Bard and Jan Söderqvist have argued in Netocracy, there is no such thing as 
“mere information”—information with no politically shaped content.47 All 
information, and particularly the generous overload thereof, often sent for 
reasons of pluralistic ignorance—the doubt or belief that others know 
more and better—in order to show that we, too, are information-rich and 
ideologically aligned with the imperative of information sharing, is invari-
ably political. It performs solidarity while, in actual fact, creating a chronic 
information overload, which, like too much choice, has a stalling, even 
paralyzing, rather than an accelerating effect. Instead of making it easier to 
access new information and knowledge, such and similar practices under-
mine the existing knowledge.

Although the practice of “choral emailing” is by no means specific to 
Bethlem, it is particularly relevant within the hospital context where mis-
takes can have grave consequences. As two nurses have suggested, report 
writing is an exercise in tactics and an instrument of institutional micro-
politics.48 It makes the hospital employees perform to a specific audience 
and shapes the content of their performance. As Jon McKenzie suggests in 
Perform or Else, in the twenty-first century, performance is “an emergent 
stratum of power and knowledge formation.”49 The performative subject 
has long internalized discipline, not only because of the multiple surveil-
lance mechanisms, but also because of the ubiquitous performance impera-
tives. Given that the performative subject is “fragmented rather than 
unified, decentered rather than centered, virtual as well as actual,”50 and 
that its personal, professional, medical, financial, and legal records are “pro-
duced and maintained through a variety of sociotechnical systems, over-
coded by many discourses, and situated in numerous sites of practice,”51 the 
subject is in constant need of optimization. This requires a very particular, 
dispersed form of sensitivity to an ever-growing multitude of requirements, 
further aggravated by the quantitative demand—to do more in a given unit 
of time, such as peruse large documents with new regulations, or write 
more detailed reports, with hardly any time to do it in. One of the results 
of the conflict between what has to be done, what can be done, and what 
has to be shown as having been done, is compassion fatigue. Several nurses 
and an occupational therapist defined compassion fatigue as a combination 
of exposure to trauma and frequent violent episodes, but also of work over-
load, time famine, and the ever-increasing amount of unnerving surveil-
lance mechanisms.52 These mechanisms are unnerving not because there is 
an actual lack of competence but because the practice of constantly intro-
ducing new regulations and new methods for doing old things, creates a 
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perceived lack of competence, which not only looks bad in the obligatory 
performance reviews, but also undermines interpersonal trust, a very 
important feature in the hospital employee’s relationship to what is, with-
out a doubt, a very dangerous work environment.

In the case of patients, the effect of 24/7 surveillance is palpably felt in the 
sphere of identity performance. Many patients assert competence either with 
respect to their age—by performing a wise and temperate older man/
woman—or gender—by performing an energetic and attractive young male 
or female, or, indeed, profession—by performing a shrewd, well-informed 
accountant, if this happens to be their profession. The purpose of impersonat-
ing healthy, jovial yet calm, as well as, importantly, stereotyped individuals, is 
to “pass,” to borrow the queer performance theorist Jose Muñoz’s expression. 
Referring both to ethnically and sexually minoritarian subjects who imper-
sonate a different ethnic origin or sexual orientation in order to sidestep the 
problems associated with the minoritarian status,53 “passing” is, in the hospi-
tal context, an insurance against the actual and perceived perils of the mani-
fold surveillance systems. Unsurprisingly, many patients know that getting 
well and being transferred to a less acute ward—for example, a ward where 
daily unescorted leave is granted—are not necessarily the same thing.54 In 
order to “get well” and to be transferred to a ward with more personal free-
dom, one has to be seen to be getting well.

Although there is a marked difference between staff and patient surveil-
lance, many staff feel monitored by their patients. They feel that patients are 
trying to get a sense of who they are, how they could be manipulated or 
intimidated.55 This does not come as a surprise in such an environment; how-
ever, it means that staff, too, feel compelled to assert competence or to “pass.” 
Occasionally, a staff member will offer a bad performance, which will not go 
unnoticed by patients. As a patient has remarked, “they pretend to be looking 
at figures” or “pretend to know which medication you are taking, and you see 
them looking it up later.”56 However, by far the most problematic surveillance- 
related incidents occur when a member of staff insists that something be done 
in the easiest and most conservative, or “safest” way possible. “Safe” here does 
not refer to personal or patient security, which, naturally, is taken very 
 seriously, but to a real or imagined performance appraisal. It is related to how 
a person in a position of authority might interpret and evaluate the action in 
question. Such conservative, “safe” ways of doing things often contradict the 
individually tailored psychiatric—as well as occupational—care River House 
is both well known for and prides itself on. The reason for such conduct, 
however, is self-protection from reproach and blame, both of which are closely 
related to the speed with which rules, and rule makers, change in the neolib-
eral workplace in general, and at Bethlem in particular. It is also related to the 
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precarious employment situation. Many staff have had to repeatedly interview 
for their current position, which, needless to say, creates diffidence, fear, and 
worry.57 Such surveillance-related and existentially motivated erring on the 
side of caution often has disturbing effects, however. A case in point is the 
repeated demand, by several staff members, that a particular patient’s room be 
tidied up. The room in question, which belonged to a very young patient, 
who was at a stage of recovery when prolonged unescorted leave could be 
granted, and who attended college with the aim going to university later, was 
what one may call “creatively messy.” However, this level of disorder, which 
consists of clothing garments strewn on the bed, and of a few socks on the 
floor, was neither a threat to order, hygiene, nor, for that matter, to his mental 
or physical health. Yet, the nurses, themselves under vigilant surveillance, and 
perhaps unsure of the latest pronouncement on the individual leeway that 
may be granted in such cases, sought to assert competence by imposing order 
through punishment, by recommending, in their reports, that the patient’s 
leave be suspended. The patient was denied leave and could not attend college 
for ten days. This had a detrimental effect on his immediate education as well 
as on his future plans as it occurred at a very important time in the education 
cycle: he was excluded from applying to university for that academic year. 
Unsurprisingly, the patient’s reaction to these draconian measures was 
uncurbed anger and despair. What is surprising, however, is that his anger and 
despair were not seen as a logical reaction to such a drastic curtailment with 
long-lasting consequences, but, rather, as a deteriorization of his condition, 
which set his recovery back considerably.58 And yet, it would be wrong to 
assume that such a regimented approach to patients’ freedom—and wellbe-
ing—is the product of a single person’s frustration, bad faith, or incompe-
tence. Although such measures seem unnecessarily harsh, they are the product 
of ubiquitous surveillance, the neoliberal responsibilization of the employee, 
the resulting employment insecurity, and the culture of blame. The malice 
here is residual, processual and networked, much like the performative subject 
is. The fact that this inextricable enmeshed-ness of system, actor, and confu-
sion, caused by the multiplication and acceleration of choices and decisions, 
by the confidence-undermining monitoring, and general precarization, is dif-
ficult to disentangle—which is also to say that it is difficult to remedy—does 
not exonerate it in any way. It does, however, draw attention to the smallness 
and the insignificance of acts that tip the balance and cause further pain to 
those who already hurt too much.

At this particular point in time, marked by the entrepreneurial approach to 
just about everything, and by the increased, if often misplaced demand for 
self-reliance, as well as by an unprecedented increase in mental health prob-
lems,59 it is important to understand the cul-de-sac nature of accumulated 
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abjection and malice. The constant production of ugly and/or malicious 
deeds, words, gestures, traces, behaviors, and thoughts, is easily observed 
within the walls of the Bethlem Royal Hospital, not because it is particular to 
this site, but because of the site’s enclosed nature. However, the production of 
cumulative abjection and malice is as ubiquitous as is the recourse to self- 
stigmatization. As numerous psychologists have argued, the repeated self- 
marking as worthless, stupid, ugly, filthy, or irremediably ill, leads to 
significantly decreased sensitivity to others, to a diminished recognition of 
individual differences, and, often, to outright aggression.60 Given that the 
coping strategies are barely coping strategies at all—they consist of rumina-
tion (the tendency to passively and repetitively focus on one’s symptoms of 
distress and the circumstances surrounding these symptoms) and of hyper- 
vigilance (which prolongs and exacerbates psychological distress, inhibits 
emotionally expressive behaviors, and has numerous side effects, memory 
impairment among them)61—it is clear that self-stigmatization has lasting 
social effects. It cannot be contained by a single person, or, for that matter, by 
the institutional infrastructure. Rather, like its causes—the inadvertently pro-
duced abjectness and malice, which, in turn, produce the ugliness of moral 
and physical failure—self-stigmatization taints (shared) affective experiences. 
It also brings into view the mutual vulnerability of the environment, action, 
actants, and rules of engagement, all of which act micro-politically, through 
sheer performativity. To institute means to inaugurate by decree or founding 
gesture. However, it also means to adopt and incorporate, through daily praxis 
and repetition, even if this praxis operates in the individual’s—as well as the 
group’s— hazy consciousness. It therefore appears necessary not to look for 
specific solutions to specific problems—as the neoliberal managerial mantra 
would have it—not even to define the diffuse and the indefinable, but, instead, 
to learn to grapple with the ever-growing multiplicity of nebulae at a pre- 
cognitive level. It is also necessary to develop a sensitivity to infinitesimally 
small changes in the interoceptive region of hazy consciousness, as it is in this 
region that the most unstoppably corrosive processes take place.
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as Resistance and Queerness

Bernadette Wegenstein

This essay presents “ugliness” as an aesthetic category expressing a politics of 
female resistance that presents the Western female body as a historical site of 
attack and self-defense. I will begin this history of an understanding of the 
fragmented body as feminist resistance with an in-depth case study of Saint 
Agatha of Catania, in Sicily, and the breast she sacrificed in the third century 
bce, alongside the sacrifices of other saintly women. I will then touch upon 
some examples from twentieth- and twenty-first-century performance art 
pieces in which the “uglified” female body—for instance, in the work of 
Orlan—becomes a vessel for the reinscription of nonexistent power and 
agency into the speech act of uglification. These I relate to more contempo-
rary political debates around the question of the uglification of the female 
body in cultural practices like fat-shaming and public expressions of sadness, 
both of which are treated in other studies in this anthology. While such a 
cultural and historical leap might be daring, it will nonetheless reveal the con-
nections that trace a religious history of the “ugly female body” as an expres-
sion of “sacredness” and hence “untouchability.” I ultimately read this “uglified 
female body” as a queer female body as well, in that it resists the heteronorma-
tive advances, attacks and violations of male predators for reasons left unspo-
ken in the historical texts. The result is that this “uglified” fragmented body 
becomes a body that is “impenetrable” and therefore “unrapeable.” This 
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renunciation and resistance of (hetero)sexuality is the origin of the miraculous 
power of the body and its transformation into a “super-body,” as recounted in 
so many stories of female saints. In fact, the act of turning the carnal body 
into a “religious body” is itself another form of resistance.

 Agatha’s Breast Sacrifice as Feminist Resistance

Take off my breasts. I can nourish the world with my inner breast! These are the 
alleged words of Agatha, as recorded in the Acts of Saint Agatha’s Martyrdom, a 
martyrology transcribed in many Greek and Latin versions from the third to 
the sixth century. In the later Middle Ages, the most widely circulated text 
about Saint Agatha’s martyrdom, divided into three Interrogations, was the 
account by the Dominican Jacopo da Varazze, known in Latin as Jacobus de 
Voragine, whose ubiquitous compilation of saints’ lives, the Legenda aurea (The 
Golden Legend) from the late thirteenth century, enjoyed a vast readership 
through many European vernacular translations. “I feel great joy in these pains,” 
says Agatha, the beautiful fourteen-year-old virgin from Catania. She speaks 
from her deathbed in the cell where she was being held captive as a follower of 
Christ. Her bravery consisted not only in her inviting and enduring physical 
torment but also in her challenging her torturer, no less a figure than the Roman 
consul responsible for all of Sicily, Quintianus (or Quinziano, in Italian).

Mythological and hagiographic traditions have always expressed the nar-
rative of Agatha’s martyrdom through a combination of image and text. One 
of the earliest examples of hagiographic literature includes the Romanesque 
miniatures in a manuscript copy of the passion of Saint Agatha compiled 
alongside other late tenth-century passions and believed to be a fragment of 
the same hagiographic anthology. The Paris passion highlights several cru-
cial points of the martyrdom in which Agatha’s rebellious personality is rep-
resented pictorially and verbally to underline her strength, her endurance of 
physical pain and her dialogue with Quintianus. It can thus be assumed that 
text and image were produced in tandem and are intrinsically connected, 
representing a continuously repeated cycle of visual and verbal confronta-
tions.1 One of the more striking confrontations is the episode in which 
Agatha is being stretched on a rack, hands above her head—a highly sexu-
ally connoted posture that is also seen in the scenes of Agatha’s martyrdom 
in the cathedral of Catania carved by the late sixteenth-century Neapolitan 
sculptor Scipione di Guido (Fig. 11.1). Despite the demeaning position she 
is made to assume, she is nonetheless shown insulting her torturer: “Impious, 
cruel, brutal tyrant, are you not ashamed to wrest away from a woman that 
with which your mother suckled you?”2 After these provocative words, the 
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narrative recounts that Agatha’s breasts were cruelly sheared off—with either 
pliers or pincers, depending on the illustrations—by several of Quintianus’s 
imposing soldiers who, in the many representations of the martyrdom of 
Saint Agatha in various media throughout the centuries, tend to be depicted 
like a premodern Hollywood fantasy of the cruelty of sexy, manly Roman 
gladiators. Quintianus himself was too busy watching the scene, evidently 
not wanting to get his hands dirty.

For me, the important point to take from these depictions is that in the many 
iterations of the martyrology it was not just her disbelief in the Roman gods and 
her belief in Christ that so cruelly cost Agatha first her breasts and then her life: 
after her torture, Saint Peter is said to have visited the virgin in her cell and 
miraculously restored her breasts. Enraged by this “undeserved miracle,” 
Quintianus now decides to have Agatha burnt alive, a scene known in its many 
pictorial representations, such as in one eighteenth-century painting at the 
cathedral of San Biagio in Catania, as “Agata al rogo” (“Agatha at the stake”) and 
distinguished in the history of art as one of the cruelest representations of patri-
archal sanctions.3 Her adolescent disobedience and arrogance toward Quintianus 
and her good fortune of being healed by Saint Peter who actually came bearing 
a jar of aloe thus drove her torturer, after his repeated attempts to break her, 

Fig. 11.1 Scenes of the life of Agatha sculpted by Scipionedi Guido, Cattedrale di 
Sant’Agata, Catania (late Sixteenth Century). Photo courtesy of Waystone Productions
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“over the edge” as we might say today. She thus left him “no choice” but to have 
her killed in the most inhumane way imaginable, her naked body rolled over 
glowing coals to make her death slow and immensely painful. During the pro-
cess of this execution Catania was struck by an earthquake during which Agatha 
was returned to her cell, where she died after three hours of suffering. The hagi-
ography records her last prayer:

God, you have taken away from me the love of life and you have preserved my 
body from the contamination, you have helped me overcome the torments of 
the flesh, the iron, the fire and the chains, you have given me the virtue of 
patience; I beg you to receive my spirit now, for it is already time for me to leave 
this world and enter into your mercy.4

Many of us may well think the obvious: there is nothing new about a Catholic 
idolization of an image that is not only misogynist but is also coupled with 
such horrific male sexual violence. This violence endows the episode with an 
icon of violence-infused female eroticism—most male martyrs were clothed—
that approaches a form of religious pornography. For the present consider-
ations, Agatha’s amputated and burnt body, an uglified, nullified extinct 
female body, can be seen to resist patriarchy and heteronormativity and offer 
a primordial example of an “unrapeable body,” a body that refuses the hetero-
sexual gaze avant la lettre.

Strong sexual connotations in such representations, of course, were not 
unique during these times. For instance, in the unattributed texts known 
as the “Katherine Group,” the lives of five thirteenth-century saintly 
women were praised and their martyrdoms described in extraordinary, at 
times pornographic detail. Living in chastity, these women were described 
as devoted to the study of the Scriptures. Just like Agatha, the subjects 
were early Christian saints such as Catherine of Alexandria, who was tor-
tured on a wheel that miraculously shattered to pieces. These anonymous 
Katherine texts described the women’s horrific martyrdoms not disinter-
estedly but rather in minute detail, reminiscent of pornographic bestsell-
ers like Fifty Shades of Grey, a heteronormative fantasy of the loss of female 
power through male-imposed sexual subjugation. But I want to preach 
caution against the trap of giving these images too much importance and 
instead provide another reading of the depiction of Agatha’s breast ampu-
tation, a reading that surpasses the strictly hagiographic interpretation of 
sexual violence as one of the few ways a medieval monastic audience could 
actually behold a woman’s naked body and breasts, a reading that also 
surpasses the obvious substitution of Agatha’s and other women saints’ 
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iconographies as “stand-ins” for the “master iconography” of Christ, their 
torture a sexualized rewriting of the idea of the Crucifixion, the very idea 
upon which Christianity is built.5

 The Real Reasons Behind Agatha’s Torture

According to many iterations of the Agatha myth—for instance, the account 
of Bonino Mombrizio from around 1477—the noble girl was an early 
Christian in the Roman Empire under Decius during the sanctioned persecu-
tion of Christians. In 251, Agatha was singled out by the consul Quintianus 
for the “esteem” and “recognition” the young girl enjoyed in her native 
Catania: “Quintianus, governor of the Province of Sicily, came to know about 
the esteem Agatha enjoyed, for being a virgin promised to God.”6 In Voragine’s 
original story, this “esteem” is explained and rationalized by her “beauty” as 
well as her “nobility.” Similarly, other accounts of Agatha always praise her 
beauty. A telling example is the opening sentence from the bestselling Legenda 
aurea, which describes Agatha’s appearance: “Agatha, a young girl of noble 
descent, with the most beautiful body and a pure heart lived in Catania and 
was saintly devout to the Lord.”7

In Agnes Baillie Cunninghame Dunbar’s A Dictionary of Saintly Women, 
the point is made that Agatha’s beauty provoked Quintianus to act: “He 
wished to take Agatha for himself, on account of her great beauty.” Voragine’s 
account further explains that Quintianus, who was of lower social standing, 
might have been intimidated by the combination of the remarkable beauty 
and superior socioeconomic status that gave this woman such “undeserved” 
power. But how, in the thousand-year-old story, does Quintianus square his 
sense of lust with what we might today call class resentment? Through “appro-
priation”—and by starting a male power game: “greedy for earthly glory, 
desiring to increase his own fame, he commands to have the young slave of 
God, who was born from a noble family, arrested.”8 In the Atti del Martirio di 
Sant’Agata (Acts of the Martyrdom of Saint Agatha) from around 1477, Bonino 
Mombrizio feels obliged to justify Quintianus’s unjust deed by adding an 
explanation that offers psychosocial insight avant la lettre: “Of ignoble origin 
himself, he thereby wants to show off his capacity to subjugate even the most 
respected people to his power.”9

Only after Mombrizio’s narration points out this psychosocial clash between 
Quintianus and Agatha—that is, her “public esteem” and his “class issue”—
does it then treat the religious content of the story, mentioning that Quintianus 
persecuted Agatha for being a follower of Christ and not of the Roman Gods 
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he himself believed in. I thus dare to conclude that, according to the 
 martyrology, Agatha was tortured and killed for her beauty and her nobility in 
the first place and only in the second place for her Christianity. But there was 
also a third “reason” for torturing and killing her, perhaps the most signifi-
cant of all: punishment for her refusal of Quintianus’s sexual advances. This is 
the storyline that dominates the secular popular versions of the myth, not 
least because it is the most titillating.

In the secular tradition of Agatha’s martyrdom recorded by Giuseppe Pitrè, 
a nineteenth-century medical doctor and anthropologist from Palermo who 
avidly collected Sicilian folk tales, songs, proverbs and oral traditions in gen-
eral, the Christianized story differs at one significant point: Agatha did not 
just renounce Quintianus but, rather, she renounced marriage and, with it, the 
very notion of the heteronormative sexual advance. The difference is indeed of 
great importance and the particular patriarch who wanted to give her to a 
suitor in marriage is no less than her own father. To rid herself of her suitor, 
furthermore, Agatha must strike a deal with her father in order to “outsmart” 
him, in a display of her furbizia or cleverness that in martyrologies has become 
one of her chief characteristics. The story is rather short:

Agatha had made her vow of chastity but her father wanted to marry her off by 
any means. One day, in order to get rid of him, she said to him: “I will get mar-
ried once I have finished to weaving this veil.” The father believed her. And what 
did she do? During the day she wove the veil and at night she undid everything 
she had just woven.10

I want to indicate that Pitré’s recording of the myth as it was recounted orally 
to him by the people of Catania and Palermo focuses only on Agatha’s resis-
tance of the patriarchal mandate to get married (indeed, a double 
resistance!).

Returning to Voragine’s recorded version from six and a half centuries prior, 
we can see that resistance was already then fundamental to the dramatization 
of the narrative: “the beauty of the young girl excited his senses and her rich-
ness was a lure for his stinginess. When he realized that Agatha resisted his 
urges, he brought her to a prostitute by the name of Aphrodisia […].”11 In 
other words, the storyteller in Voragine’s narrative is seeking a “reason” for her 
rejection of the powerful man. Similarly, the psychologization offered in 
Mombrizio’s account is almost endearing: Quintianus’s sense of humiliation, 
evoked by Agatha’s rejection, needs to be “compensated” in other ways. 
Quintianus, furthermore, is shown in a humanized form. The listener or 
reader is supposed to understand his decision and hence understand Agatha’s 
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refusal through her potential “frigidity” or her lack of initiation into “real” 
heterosexual conduct—both reasons clearly had nothing to do with his irre-
sistibility as a suitor. Agatha thus had to be brought to a brothel to “loosen 
up” but the plan bore little fruit though since, as the brothel mother, 
Aphrodisia, recounts to Quintianus in the martyrology, “it would be easier to 
soften a stone or change iron into lead than to turn the will of this girl.”12 So 
while in Pitré’s recording Agatha “outsmarts” her father by ceaselessly weaving 
her veil and thereby escaping patriarchy by fooling and eluding him, the hagi-
ographies all stress that she went far and beyond a simple “noble” rejection, 
really “letting him have it.” A narrative of a revenge fantasy is also legible here: 
her appeal to Quintianus—“Are you not ashamed to wrest away from a 
woman that with which your mother suckled you?”—associates him with the 
worst characteristic of a Roman man, association with shame. In both the 
Legenda aurea and in Mombrizio’s version, Agatha is said to have ridiculed her 
suitor, as well as the Roman Gods he was idolizing by, for instance, comparing 
his wife to Venus, hardly the paradigm of a faithful partner: “I am surprised 
that you who are supposed to be so ‘wise’ can be so foolish to call your Gods 
beings to which neither you nor your wife want to be compared […].”13

Over the generations, the unique voice of Agatha’s ironic and steady refusal 
and her saintly resistance to Quintianus’s assaults on her virginity—her 
immortal “No”—has been multiplied in various narrative ways, weaving its 
way into the collective imaginary of the people of Catania, who have been 
proudly telling her story and celebrating her martyrdom in a unique devo-
tional cult that has lasted uninterrupted for over a millennium and a half and 
remains today one of the most populous Catholic celebrations in the world. 
For the people of Catania, Agatha’s deeds are ever more alive: to them, she is 
a person, a real-life heroine, not some statue that is carried around town on 
the fifth of February, during the annual festivities observing her dies nascendi, 
the alleged day of her death and, simultaneously, the day of her birth into 
sainthood. During the festivities celebrating Agatha and her relationship to 
her town, her body assumes flesh and becomes “real,” paraded through Catania 
over three full days. To the spectators and participants, her body-in-pieces—
which includes her skull, her breasts on a plate and the veil with which she is 
said to have stopped Mount Etna’s lava from destroying Catania, relics all 
contained in her medieval bust—are proof of her living reality and her lasting 
premodern presence.14 Beyond this, the “uglification” of Agatha makes her 
even more “bella.” In the words of the fishermen in the Catania harbor, it was 
precisely because she was severed into pieces that her body, the physical vehi-
cle of her godliness, could transcend the worldly construction of her flesh, the 
repository of carnal gazes and values: with caro transformed  into corpus, 
Agatha gains her independence.
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The power of female resistance to the patriarchal order by “outsmarting” 
male predators bearing marriage offers is a strong theme in Sicilian folkloric 
tradition not only reserved for the story of Saint Agatha. For instance, in the 
Sicilian folktale Catarina la sapienti (Catarina the Wise), the young woman is 
said to be more intelligent than normal, “displaying abilities and talents 
unmatched by anyone.”15 Only at sixteen, after her mother dies, does the 
mourning Catarina begin to refuse contact with the outside world, until her 
father convinces her to display her unique wisdom in a nearby school. One 
day, Catarina upbraids one of her students, a noble prince no less, for not 
knowing the answer to one of her questions. She smacks him and the dishon-
ored prince seeks his revenge by forcing her into marriage, initiating the long 
story of Catarina’s oppression. The story purports to communicate that all the 
prince wanted was an “apology” for her smack and, I would add, for having 
humiliated him in front of his other classmates. But Catarina refuses to apolo-
gize and restates her provocative position, “Why should I be sorry? I’ll give 
you another [slap] if you want.”16

Just like Agatha, who had resisted the advances of the Roman governor 
Quintianus and was forced to endure the torturous revenge of having her 
breasts violently removed, the woman is given a “choice,” a choice that in both 
narratives is articulated through several questions and answers. In both sto-
ries, the patriarch, be he the prince or the governor, continues asking his 
female prey to either apologize or change her mind but the stubborn women 
won’t bend. “I’ll give you another [slap] if you want,” retorts Catarina, while 
Agatha says, “Take off my breasts. I can nourish the world with my inner 
breast.” With these provocative and brave replies, the young women are said 
to have “overcome” their torturers. Their resistance and transgression clearly 
qualifies them as heroines in both the moral and religious order: “[…] all 
saints by their lives, stretch the boundaries of what we have conceived as 
human possibility. […] Women saints, it seems to me, were doubly transgres-
sors—first by their nature as saints and, second, by their nature as women.”17

The folktale of Catarina tells the story of a saintly woman’s survival in a pit 
where her husband, the prince, has dropped her through a trapdoor on a rope 
and left her, not knowing for years that she has in fact found a way out. At 
the very end, the story suddenly takes a turn back to “normality” and away 
from “sainthood” with the couple reuniting and falling in love, not least 
because Catarina, who has already borne several of the prince’s children, 
wants to find a way to assemble the “holy family” into one piece. Once again, 
a woman puts another body before her own and her “wisdom” lies in the fact 
that she decides to give in to her abusive husband to save the lives of her 
children, a sacrifice that resonates with many women still today. Catarina’s 
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first sacrifice is her own body to the hands of an abuser, while her second 
sacrifice here is separating her welfare from that of her children. But Agatha 
takes her transgression one step further: she lets herself be torn into pieces to 
carry her resistance into eternity.

In medieval relic culture, Agatha’s mutilated body-in-pieces was a hot com-
modity and a common reference for many centuries. For instance, Saint 
Adelaide who died in 1015, some seven centuries after Agatha, had wanted to 
be buried at the cloister of Willich, Germany, where she was a nun until her 
later years, which she spent under the bishop of Cologne, the eventual Saint 
Heribert. But after her death, Heribert sought to preserve her divine body 
even if, as he worried, they  were to exchange Saint Agatha’s body for 
Adelaide’s.18 Needless to say, Adelaide’s wish was honored and her body, 
miraculously, made its own way back to Willich. In this early pagan context, 
female saints like Agatha were not only “sacred” but also “inviolable.”19 Their 
heroic deeds, such as Agatha’s breast sacrifice, were not only virtuous from a 
religious point of view but also from a general moral point of view. More 
importantly, as Elizabeth Alvid Petroff observes, women saints of the Middle 
Ages were “transgressors, rule-breakers, flouters of boundaries.” Breaking the 
rules was a way to be heard, to be looked at, to stand out. Taking apart one’s 
body, putting one’s own breasts on a platter—this, of course, would not go 
unnoticed. In other words, the way to become a feminist in the Middle Ages 
was to become a saint.

 Rereading the Story of Agatha as Feminist 
Performance

There are innumerable representations of Agatha’s breasts on a plate spanning 
various artistic media from the early Middle Ages to the late nineteenth cen-
tury. In most of these representations, Agatha herself holds the platter of 
breasts (Fig. 11.2), though at other times she is just looking at them; in other 
examples a putto holds the plate. For the most part, this uncanny separation 
of the breast, the principle icon of femininity and reproduction, from the 
saint’s body creates a calming atmosphere in the wake, following the narra-
tives, of the male attack on her body: by holding the breast platter in her 
hands, Agatha’s gaze is now lowered, her face showing an impossibly faint, 
Gioconda-like smile. She seems satisfied. The pain is over. Most importantly, 
despite the pain she suffered, she has managed to excise her own enslaved 
femininity, which she is now holding in her hands.
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It is in this framework that I want to propose the daring reading of Agatha’s 
separation from “herself ” as a “feminist performance” avant la lettre, one that 
coheres with the tradition of the feminist avant-garde of the 1970s. The over-
views of feminist performances edited by Connie Butler and Gabriele Schor, 
curators of pivotal shows of twentieth-century feminist art, have emphasized 
not only the importance of feminist performances to the artistic communities 
of their times but also—and more importantly—the groundbreaking influ-
ence of these art pieces to the production of postmodern art as such: “Feminist 
art […] is the formative art of the last four decades. […] Much of what we call 

Fig. 11.2 Tommaso Minardi, “Saint Agatha with Her Breasts on a Charger” (mid 
Nineteenth Century). Photo courtesy of Wellcome Collection: Creative Commons 
Attribution CC BY 4.0
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postmodern art has feminist art as its source.”20 Without going into too much 
detail on the importance of feminist artists, I want to propose the Agatha 
myth as part of my broader interpretation of female self-mutilation as a form 
of resistance and ultimately as the transformation of a discourse of oppression 
into a discourse of control.

According to Simon Richter’s reading of Agatha’s breast sacrifice, she her-
self turns her breast into what the psychoanalyst Melanie Klein has called a 
“primal good object.”21 Most prominently, Sebastiano del Piombo has ren-
dered the breast sacrifice with a masculinized Agatha dressed with a “quasi- 
phallus- shaped knot in her drapery,” with Agatha compared to a “stand-in for 
Christ,” her torture a “visual allusion to the crucifixion itself.”22 Agatha, “the 
good,” has sacrificed her breast not as an organ that represents fertility, repro-
duction and motherhood but instead as the symbol of the sacred and the 
untouchable. Agatha’s breast sacrifice here thus becomes the primal sacrifice by 
which her “second sex” is turned into her “first sex,” her disfigurement turned 
into an experience of political resistance and, in Klein’s words, her “bad breast” 
turned into the “good and unattainable über-breast.”23

Let me offer some more detailed examples of feminist artists’ expressions of 
the breast as an über-symbol of female oppression that turn the breast into a 
phallic symbol of control and power. In her series Abwehrreaktionen (Defense 
Reactions) from 1981 to 1984, the Austrian artist Brigitte Lang created “body 
jewelry” to cover her own female body parts. The third body ornament in the 
series, Brüste (Breasts) from 1981 to 1982, is both an ornament and a “self- 
defense device” to defend the breasts from “foreign intrusion.”

Lang’s interactive performance consisted of inviting participants to “put on 
the breast device” as both “female body ornament” and as “defense mecha-
nism.” The ironic combination of these two functions, ornamentation and 
weaponry, correspond to this deliberately complex statement about the female 
body in resistance to the male order and male gaze:

Once a woman puts on one of the “defense reactions,” it accentuates intimate 
parts of her body that generally must not be bared in public, such as the bosom 
and pudenda, enhancing them with aggressive spikes that turn them into weap-
ons. Intimacy and physical contact, let alone tenderness, would inevitably result 
in injury to her partner.24

In 1977, the heyday of feminist performance art, the artist Orlan created the 
body sculpture, Le baiser de l’artiste (The Kiss of the Artist), which she describes 
in a recent interview (Fig. 11.3):
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Fig. 11.3 ORLAN, Le baiser de l’artiste (1977), reinstalled in 2017 at the Maison 
Européenne de la Photographie, Paris. Photo courtesy of the author
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I had created a sculpture that was sort of a black pedestal 2.5 meters long. On 
one side, a life-size photo of me as a Madonna, affixed to wood; on the other, 
“ORLAN-Corps” [ORLAN-Body], which was a photograph of my naked chest, 
also affixed to wood, cropped, which I would slip in behind. Between the two I 
had arranged some lilies, some wedding flowers, some candles and had written 
“By choice.” The spectators could either put some candles by “Sainte ORLAN” 
[Saint ORLAN] or share a kiss with “ORLAN-Corps” for one five-franc piece. 
A real kiss! Really real! Not some kiddy kiss, a kiss with tongue; and, as it hap-
pened, that “Baiser de l’artiste” took place at the Grand Palais.25

This polyvalent work is most relevant for this study—its presentation of the 
breast as already detached from the body, the result of Orlan’s preoccupation 
with bodily uglification, is also evident in works like the medically unneces-
sary operations of Opération réussie (Successful Operation, 1990). The viewer of 
Le baiser de l’artiste must interact with the artist, in either a devotional or 
erotic transaction, in order to reattach the breast and reintegrate a certain 
construction of her body. While Orlan here envisions sainthood as already 
breastless, like a statue of Saint Agatha, she also controls the participating 
spectator, who is now part of the artwork, forced to perpetuate the 
Madonna/puttana dichotomy by her prescription of choice.

Of course, these are hardly the only “performances of the breast” within the 
feminist avant-garde—I could spend the rest of this essay just paying homage 
to Gina Pane, Hannah Wilke, Carol Rama, Valie Export, Marina Abramović, 
and many more feminist performers who have inscribed autonomy into the 
breast. But what interests me in Lange’s breast ornament is the fact that she 
separates the body part from the rest of the body with the help of an ambigu-
ous device, not unlike the breastplate. The device contains and showcases the 
breast while also exposing it and, through such a separation, also exiles it into 
its contrary semantic field: alienated from that of fertility/nourishing/service 
and relegated to that of defense/weapon/control. Just as Sebastiano masculin-
izes or “queers” Agatha by putting a phallic-shaped knot in her drapery and 
representing her body with small breasts, so too does an operation of mascu-
linization and rematerialization in Lang’s work turn the soft breast tissue into 
a “metal, skin-tight” weaponry, to quote Brigitte Borchhard-Birnbaumer.

This masculinization of the breast as a form of resistance could not be bet-
ter expressed than in the iconic piece from the same period, Emanzipation 
(Emancipation, 1973) by the Austrian artist Birgit Jürgenssen, in which the 
male biceps have been replaced by the female breast (Fig. 11.4). But to realize 
this autonomous “breast-bicep,” this body needs to become a “character” of 
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its own, with a free will that represents not just male virtue but also—and 
more importantly—female heroic attributes. The Agatha myth gave the 
breastless saint such a privilege. The story goes that only a year after her death 
she became the true heroine and savior of the people of Catania:

About a year afterward [that is, after her death] the city was threatened with 
destruction by an eruption of Mount Etna. All the inhabitants fled for refuge to 
St. Agatha’s tomb. They took her veil, which was kept there, fixed it on a lance, 
and went in procession to meet the torrent of lava. The glowing mass was com-
ing close to the walls but when confronted with the scared relic it turned aside.26

In the myth, Agatha’s willing act of separating her own breasts from her body 
turns her into a “queer masculinized body” and brings out the “breast-bicep” 
needed not only in order to resist the patriarchal order uttered by Quintianus, 
her sexual tormenter and murderer—thereby stopping the violation she 
would have otherwise suffered—but also in order to give Agatha the “super- 
power” to transform herself and the narrative of her breasts into the ultimate 
savior of the people of Catania, who would have otherwise died during one of 
Etna’s many volcanic eruptions. What more could we expect from a breastless 
heroine, a figure so unsettlingly unfamiliar that it occasionally inspired repair 
efforts? (Fig. 11.5).

Fig. 11.4 Birgit Jürgenssen, Emanzipation (1973), private collection, Singapore. Photo 
courtesy of Estate Birgit Jürgenssen
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Imagining Ugliness: Failed Femininities, 

Shame, and Disgust Written Onto 
the “Other” Body

Breanne Fahs

 Introduction

While an abundant amount of research exists on the ways women work to 
discipline their bodies in order to meet cultural standards of beauty and thin-
ness,1 far less research has asked women to imagine feelings about a dreaded or 
ugly body. Similarly, while emotions have been studied as a contributor to 
eating disordered behavior2 and as a tool for shaping social identities like class 
and race,3 the relationship between emotions and social (in)justice is less clear. 
Feminist scholars have rightfully argued that healthy embodiment and body- 
affirming practices for women and girls have value,4 even though women 
struggle with contradictory and competing discourses about their bodies.5

Building on my previous work on women’s ideas about dreaded bodies, in 
which I argued that racism, fat phobia, and ageism fused in compelling inter-
sectional ways,6 this chapter examines how a different set of women imagined 
disgusting bodies and ugliness, particularly as their narratives reveal compli-
cated discourses around “failed femininities.” This concept of “failed femi-
ninities” addresses not only women’s desire to avoid ugliness but also the 
complicated ways that women criticize other kinds of femininities they find 
abject, devalued, or less powerful. This study drew from qualitative narratives 
of 20 American women with diverse backgrounds (race, age, current relation-
ship status, parental status, class backgrounds, and sexual identities) in order 
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to examine how women construct, in an imagined sense, the body they would 
least want to occupy. By examining these multiple sites of imagined ugliness, 
this study illuminates three themes that appear in women’s responses while 
also showcasing the powerful interplay between emotions, social identities, 
and internalized versus externalized oppression.

 Literature Review

 Ugliness and Disgust

Research on ugliness has most often focused on individual conceptualizations of 
body dysmorphia7 or cultural constructions of unrealistic beauty standards.8 These 
include critiques of whiteness, thinness, able-bodiedness, and cisgender identities 
as “dominant,” while being of color, fat, disabled, trans, or queer as “nondomi-
nant” have permeated the social identity literature on ugliness and social identity.9 
The corporeal qualities of ugliness—and the frameworks within which ugliness is 
theorized have been, until this volume, largely undertheorized.

The relationship between ugliness and what I’m calling “failed femininities” 
has been theorized in some compelling ways that tie in discourses around dis-
ability and queerness. Heather Laine Talley has theorized, using people with 
facial variance and facial disabilities, that women are more driven to avoid 
“being ugly” than to be beautiful; in her model, fear of ugliness serves as a 
central driving force of women’s relationship to the body and to social norms. 
Women want to be “normal” (and thus avoid the punishments of ugliness) 
rather than be beautiful per se. She writes, “Girls dream of being beautiful—
but perhaps equally important, girls fear being ugly. While the intense desire 
to be beautiful certainly generates insidious consequences, anxieties around 
ugliness can be taxing too … fearing ugliness is, at core, a fear about the 
future—as if a good life is exclusively determined by what we look like.”10 
Similarly, Ashley Hoskin, writing on femmephobia and patriarchal feminin-
ity, argues that the queer femme identity challenges notions of “proper” or 
patriarchal femininities in compelling ways: “Femme is the failure or refusal 
to approximate patriarchal norms and expressions of femininity. In straying 
from patriarchal models of femininity, femmes expose the empowered poten-
tialities of feminine intersections and challenge the assumed superiority of 
masculinity.”11 Connected to discourses of ugliness, research on disgust has 
shown that disgust as an emotion can increase the severity of moral judgments 
made about others much more effectively than other kinds of emotions like 
sadness or despair. Disgust works to distance the self from the “morally 
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 inferior” other, thereby allowing people to create moral judgments rather than 
rational cognitions.12 The cultural framing of the often racialized “enemy” 
during wartime, or the racialized and classed “morally degenerate” welfare 
mom are contemporary examples of how conservatives deploy disgust in the 
service of denigrating entire groups of people.13 Disgust is often tied to notions 
of cleanliness, goodness, and social ideals, suggesting that disgust can also 
produce social prejudices and “isms” quite effectively.14

As an emotion, disgust can work to stigmatize less powerful groups of peo-
ple and frame them as immoral or degenerate. For example, a study of atti-
tudes about public urination showed that women were judged especially 
harshly for this behavior and were constructed as more immoral and dirty 
than men.15 People who felt disgust for fat people judged them as morally 
deficient and fully responsible for being fat.16 Further, people rated crimes 
against the wealthy as more problematic and disgusting than crimes commit-
ted against poor people,17 and they assessed welfare recipients as more disgust-
ing than others.18 Homeless people are often judged as the most disgusting 
population of all.19 Doctors tend to feel more disgust toward patients who are 
fat, intersex, and trans.20 These findings collectively suggest that disgust regu-
lates bodies and reproduces social biases, ideas about ugliness, and hierarchies 
that disproportionately value those with higher status.

 Feelings About Fatness

Disgust and feelings about ugliness often devalue the less powerful, but the 
specific processes for how this works differ by social group. Fat bodies are typi-
cally seen as a symbol of self-indulgence and moral failure, with fat women 
experiencing more stigmatization than men.21 Women—both fat and thin—
often disclose motivation to lose weight and to avoid a fat(ter) identity; 
women who engage in frequent weight-loss dieting are primarily motivated 
by a desire to avoid an unfavorable fat identity rather than by a desire to 
acquire a favorable thin identity, suggesting that fear of fatness takes prece-
dence over desire for thinness.22 Sorority women—those with high invest-
ment in many types of traditional femininity—report especially strong fears 
of becoming fat compared to other university women.23

Fat women face an array of painful consequences for being fat, including 
more negative well-being,24 more likelihood of divesting themselves of sexual-
ity and feeling “uncultivated” and “uncared for,”25 and more withdrawal, 
invisibility, and vulnerability to microaggressions.26 Notably, while fat men 
feel more secure about their bodies than fat women do, they also express more 
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distaste for fat people than fat women do, suggesting that internalized fatpho-
bia may contribute to their evaluations of others as well.27

Both women and girls often see thinness as a requirement for feeling accept-
able to themselves and others,28 leading to “fat talk” where women degrade 
fatness out loud in an effort to distance themselves from a fat identity.29 Fear 
of gaining weight—either about oneself or one’s daughters—appears fre-
quently for women as well.30 Even those women who have historically 
embraced fatter bodies, such as African American women and Latinas, have 
reported increasing body distress and fear of fatness in recent decades,31 
though white women continue to have more body dissatisfaction and ideal-
ized thinness than women of color.32

 Imagining Aging and Disability

Prejudices about able-bodiedness and youth have also permeated cultural sto-
ries about ugliness and beauty. Popular culture often evokes pity, fear, and dread 
for bodies with disabilities,33 which at times impacts people with disabilities’ 
self-image and encourages feelings of helplessness.34 Women with disabilities 
who experience chronic pain report that they attempt to distance themselves 
from the stereotypes of themselves as “crazy,” “lazy,” “illness- fixated,” and 
“weak,” even if it means having less social contact with other women with dis-
abilities.35 Researchers continue to reveal biases toward people with disabilities 
as “frail” without attending to the complex lived experiences of disability, leav-
ing in place assumptions about the links between passivity and disability.36

Fear and dread of aging stigma are also directed towards older women, 
particularly as the push towards eternal youth shapes the conditions around 
aging. Older women’s bodies are seen as particularly disgusting and ugly as 
they age,37 providing interesting parallels to fatness as women strive to avoid 
the negative stigma of both fatness and aging. Middle-aged women report 
anxiety and depression about not meeting cultural expectations for feminin-
ity, particularly as bodily abilities, sexual desire, and sexual function shift.38 
Increased focus on generativity—that is, passing down one’s legacy to subse-
quent generations—is linked with fewer concerns about aging compared to 
those not focused on generativity.39

 “Failed Femininities”?

While “failed masculinities” and “spoiled masculinities”—defined as devalued 
or abject versions of masculinity that can lead to insulting other masculinities 
perceived as devalued, as in the case of black men espousing negative attitudes 
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toward gay men40 —have gained traction in the literature on social identity and 
social scripts, the concept of “failed femininities” has mostly only appeared in 
relation to practices of mothering41 and the relationship between patriarchal 
femininity and queer femmeness.42 I posit that “failed femininities,” in the con-
text of imagined ugliness, might provide a fruitful direction for understanding 
women’s anxieties about the body, ugliness, and disgust. After all, in addition to 
managing fatness, ability, and aging in contexts of class and racialization, women 
also overwhelmingly learn to regulate the features of their bodies in order to 
produce “proper” or “appropriate” femininities, particularly around body fit-
ness, body imperfections, and skin color.43 The specter of failure—of feminini-
ties that are devalued—seems to lead women not only to regulate and discipline 
their own bodies to avoid ugliness but also to devalue and make abject other 
women’s bodies that they perceive as lower status. This twin process of self-reg-
ulation and the making of other women’s bodies into spectacles of disgust con-
stitutes the core of “failed femininities.” The material, corporeal qualities of the 
body coexist with the symbolic and cultural constructions of the body,44 both in 
order to fit in and to avoid discrimination, sexism, and homophobia.45 The 
discipline and control of bodies is evident in body presentation, gender presen-
tation, and in how beauty and ugliness are imagined.46

 Research Questions

Because women draw from a variety of cultural messages about appropriate/
idealized bodies and abject/disgusting bodies across a variety of identity cate-
gories, this study drew from several research questions to guide its analysis: 
How do women conceptualize a body they would not want to occupy, and 
what do they articulate about its features and qualities? How are gender roles 
and regulations of femininity built into the bodies women loathe or find 
abject? How do women discuss or access their ideas about disgust, and what 
kinds of bodies are readily accessible to describe as disgusting? What do wom-
en’s narratives about imagined ugliness tell us about social justice, agency, 
power, and emotion, and how does imagined ugliness drive what women 
avoid, what they pursue, and how they frame beauty and “normality”?

 Method

This study utilized qualitative data from a sample of 20 adult women (mean 
age  =  35.35, SD  =  12.01) recruited in 2014  in a large metropolitan 
Southwestern US city. Participants were recruited through local entertain-
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ment and arts listings distributed free to the community as well as the volun-
teers section of the local online section of Craigslist. The advertisements asked 
for women aged 18–59 to participate in an interview study about their sexual 
behaviors, practices, and attitudes. Participants were selected only for their 
gender, racial/ethnic background, sexual identity, and age; no other pre- 
screening questions were asked. A purposive sample was selected to provide 
greater demographic diversity in the sample: sexual minority women and 
racial/ethnic minority women were intentionally oversampled and a diverse 
range of ages was represented (35% (7) aged 18–31; 40% (8) aged 32–45; and 
25% (5) aged 46–59). The sample included 60% (12) white women and 40% 
(8) women of color, including two African American women, four Mexican 
American women, and two Asian American women. For self-reported sexual 
identity, the sample included 60% (12) heterosexual women, 20% (4) bisex-
ual women, and 20% (4) lesbian women (though sexual behavior did not 
always overlap with sexual identity). All participants consented to have their 
interviews audiotaped and fully transcribed and all received USD $20.00 
compensation. Identifying data was removed and each participant received a 
pseudonym to ensure anonymity. Participants directly reported a range of 
socioeconomic and educational backgrounds, employment histories, and 
parental and relationship statuses.

Participants were interviewed using a semi-structured interview protocol 
that lasted for approximately 1.5 to 2 hours, during which they responded to 
32 questions about their sexual histories and practices, and feelings and atti-
tudes about their bodies. This study and the specific interview protocol were 
both approved by the Institutional Review Board. All participants were inter-
viewed by the author in a room that ensured privacy and confidentiality of 
responses. Questions included aspects of their best and worst sexual experi-
ences, feelings about their bodies and sexualities, and questions about body 
image. For the purposes of this study and as a follow-up to the 2011 study 
about women’s “dreaded bodies,”47 women were asked one direct question 
about the concept of the dreaded body: “What is the most dreaded body you 
can imagine? In other words, whose body would you least want to occupy?” 
This question was scripted, but served to open up other conversations and 
dialogue about related topics, as follow-up questions were free-flowing and 
conversational. As the question was broad, open-ended, and contained no 
references to social identities, participants could set the terms of how they 
would discuss the dreaded body and what information they wanted to share.

Responses were analyzed qualitatively using a phenomenologically ori-
ented form of thematic analysis that draws from feminist theory and gender 
theory.48 This type of analysis allowed for groupings of responses based on 
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women’s attitudes and feelings (e.g., fear of fatness; anxiety about disability). 
This method of analysis also supported an examination of the intersections 
between different identity categories that women mentioned in their 
responses to this question. To conduct the analysis, I familiarized myself with 
the data by reading all of the transcripts thoroughly, and I then identified 
patterns for common interpretations posed by participants. In doing so, I 
reviewed lines, sentences, and paragraphs of the transcripts, looking for pat-
terns in their ways of describing the dreaded body. I selected and generated 
themes through the process of identifying logical links and overlaps between 
participants. After creating these themes, I compared them to previous 
themes expressed by other participants in order to identify similarities, dif-
ferences, and general patterns.

 Results

While my 2011 study about dreaded bodies found that women identified 
several themes in their imagining of abject bodies—defective femininity, hav-
ing “freak” body parts, fear of excessiveness, loathing a particular person’s 
body, and language of smelliness and disgust—the 2014 study revealed that 
women funneled their feelings about ugliness and the dreaded body more 
directly toward areas I identify here as “failed femininities.” All of the women 
in this study were able to identify something they imagined as a dreaded or 
ugly body, with no one asking for further clarification. This study identified 
three themes associated with women’s dreaded bodies: (1) Fear of fatness and 
the undisciplined body; (2) Anxiety about disability and non-normative bod-
ies; (3) Aversion to hegemonic or “dominant” bodies. As evident in the 
descriptions below, some participants’ responses overlapped between themes 
in that one participant’s responses fitted into multiple themes.

 Theme 1: Fear of Fatness and the “Undisciplined” Body

By far the most common responses to the question about dreaded bodies 
centered on women’s fear of fatness. A full 14 out of 20 participants men-
tioned fatness and “obesity” directly in their answers. Emma (42/white/het-
erosexual) described fatness as debilitating and disgusting to her: “The only 
body I wouldn’t want to occupy is that I don’t see why anyone would want to 
be morbidly obese. I can’t imagine what that would do to a person’s mind. 
And how do you get out of that once you’ve gotten into it? Then you’re so 
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limited. You can’t go anywhere. You can’t walk. I’m sure it limits your social 
activities. It’s just the worst-case scenario body wise.” Similarly, Rachel (39/
white/bisexual) described the fear of extreme weight gain connected both to 
aesthetics and health: “Morbid obesity would be concerning on a health ele-
ment more than just an aesthetic. I think that if someone feels good in their 
own skin then who am I to tell them what’s right for them. But if I woke up 
one day and I was 270 pounds, I would feel disgusted at myself and wonder 
what happened ’cause that’s a conscious choice over time unless it’s a medical 
condition.” These answers were remarkably common, with many women 
immediately accessing a fat body as the body they would least want to occupy.

Three women described an intense fear of fatness that then morphed into 
fears about smelliness and other kinds of abject bodies. For example, Gretchen 
(52/white/heterosexual) described her dread of fatness, closely followed by a 
vivid description of poverty and homelessness: “I think it’s gross when people 
are 800 pounds and have grown into their chair. People who have given up on 
trying to be healthy. I also hate dirty bodies. It’s the smell and bugs. I’ve lived 
in San Francisco and worked in Oakland and for some of the people that 
would come up to you and ask for money and stuff, it’s just like, ‘I’m gonna 
get TB from you. I just know it.’ There was one woman—a homeless woman—
who had fallen on the sidewalk outside of a Walgreens and I helped her up 
and she gave me a big hug and I was like, ‘oh my god. I’m gonna get fleas.’” 
As another example of how fear of fatness cascaded into other forms of abjec-
tion, Naomi (18/white/bisexual) said, “Just being really, really obese. I 
wouldn’t want to be really obese. I already have problems being the way I am 
now—being a little obese—so I just would not want to be any fatter. That 
would be terrible. I don’t want to have a bunch of acne on my face, or a dirty 
body. I wouldn’t want sicknesses or STDs or cancer. I don’t want a body that 
has cancer in it.” In these responses, the fear of fatness morphs into broader 
fears about social class, disease, and other markers of abjection, showcasing 
fatness as a launching pad for other kinds of dreaded body statuses.

Four interviewees described women who “do not take care of themselves” 
as particularly abject, coding their fear of fatness as both about “obesity” and 
about the specter of poverty and aging (drenched, of course, in a heavy dis-
course of moral judgment). For example, Yvonne (41/Latina/heterosexual) 
described eating junk food and not taking care of oneself as problematic: 
“Somebody that’s not healthy and not taking care of themselves—I wouldn’t 
want to be that. Nutrition to me is very important. I’ll see some people with 
sodas and hamburgers who don’t see the importance of eating healthy. A body 
that is consuming junk food, not being taken care of, not exercising, con-
stantly eating greasy food late at night. My family has weight problems, pop-
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ping pills, having knee surgery. They’re disabled. They could take better care 
of themselves but they choose not to. They’re lazy.” As another example, Lila 
(36/white/heterosexual) described fatness and “sagginess” as interconnected: 
“I would just not want to be saggy, just like a huge stomach that had to be 
lifted to get to my vagina, to be really, really fat and loose and just have like 
no shape.” Martha (52/white/heterosexual) also described a fear of sagginess 
and aging connected to the fear of fatness: “Somebody who’s worn out, drug- 
addicted, saggy and with missing teeth. I would hate to be fat and saggy.” This 
Frankenstenian figure of a fat woman that also has missing teeth, a huge stom-
ach, shapelessness, and sagging body parts reveals again how the fear of fatness 
serves as the baseline for other kinds of bodies women loathe or find 
disgusting.

 Theme 2: Anxiety About Disability and “Non-normative” 
Bodies

As another indicator of women’s fear of “failed femininities,” eight women 
also mentioned that they would dread being in a disabled or “non-normative” 
body. Some women directly stated that they had a fear of not being able- 
bodied, such as Gail (46/white/bisexual), who described a fear of both dis-
ability and fatness fused together: “Because I deal with a lot of special needs 
in my life, with people around me and stuff, I would not want to live in a 
body where you can’t control your own body, either because of paralysis or 
because of your mind—Tourette’s syndrome for example where you can’t con-
trol what comes out. Also if I had a body that was very obese or hard to keep 
clean, that would be hard on me.” Bea (37/Filipina/heterosexual) also worried 
about being in a wheelchair and losing her independence: “I think it would be 
hard for me to be in a wheelchair and stuck like that. I don’t want to be stuck 
with people pushing me around and I’m too lazy to push myself around. I just 
want to be able to control my body and not rely on others to help me.”

Five other women couched their fear of disability as related to disfigure-
ment or skin conditions. Joyce (21/Filipina/bisexual) described a history of 
acne as morphing into a general fear of skin problems: “Because of my per-
sonal experiences with bad acne growing up I know how gross it is. Now I 
think that acne not just on the face but on other parts of the body is the most 
disgusting thing to me. I don’t want some kind of worse condition. Most skin 
conditions are disgusting to me.” Similarly, Iris (22/Latina/lesbian) also 
described skin problems and acne as particularly terrifying: “I wouldn’t want 
a body with a skin condition, something wrong with their skin. I had really 
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bad acne when I was younger and I hated that so much. I look back at pictures 
and see my greasy face and everything. I didn’t enjoy it at all. I think being in 
a body with a bad skin condition, whether eczema or something where your 
skin is unhealthy, would feel like a step in the wrong direction.”

Bodies outside of the white/cisgender/hairless/beautiful norm also appeared 
in women’s descriptions of dread and ugliness, as six mentioned some version 
of this in their narratives. Iris (22/Latina/lesbian) mentioned a lack of breasts 
as ugly: “Having no boobs would be gross. If it’s a child’s chest, I wouldn’t feel 
good because it’s a defining feature of a woman and to not have one it’s like 
being a child.” Antonia (25/Latina/lesbian) noted that she found black wom-
en’s bodies ugly, giving a vivid and frankly racist description of black women’s 
genitals in her answer: “It’s really fucked up, but black people gross me out. 
I’ve always joked about it but there’s probably some truth of my feelings for 
this. I’ve never been with a black girl and I just imagine their vaginas and like 
labia and stuff being like roast beef sandwiches. I don’t know. I don’t like roast 
beef and that association kind of grosses me out.” Trish (19/white/lesbian) 
feared hairiness and fatness: “I wouldn’t like to be bigger or obese. It would be 
this total loss of self. I guess being really hairy would be different for me too. 
I know a lot of women with hair on their arms. That’s gross.” As another 
example of “non-normative” body anxiety, Bea (37/Filipina/heterosexual) 
described trans and intersex bodies as abject: “I wouldn’t want those bodies 
that have both male and female parts, or bodies that move between them. It 
would be so hard on me emotionally. I don’t think I’d have the emotional 
stability to deal with that, you know? I’m already confused with everything 
going on in my head that I don’t know if I could handle that.” This sense of a 
body outside of an imagined “normal,” of bodies that produce troubling asso-
ciations or are imagined as difficult, gives compelling insight into how hege-
monic ideals around beauty and ugliness are reproduced and maintained.

 Theme 3: Aversion to Hegemonic or “Dominant” Bodies

Notably, and in stark contrast to my earlier study about dreaded bodies where 
this largely did not appear, four women mentioned that they had an aversion 
to hegemonic or “dominant” bodies as well. Two women mentioned that they 
would not want to occupy a man’s body. Antonia (25/Latina/lesbian) described 
men’s bodies as deeply unappealing to her: “Guys bodies are not appealing to 
me. I’m comfortable with the fact that I have a vagina, as opposed to a penis.” 
Daphne (33/white/heterosexual) also mentioned men’s bodies as unappealing 
in contrast to women’s bodies: “Sometimes I think I’d hate to be in a man’s 
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body. As attractive as they are, women are beautiful. I love the voluptuous, 
curvy, feminine essence of a woman but I have no attraction to them. 
Sometimes I think, especially when you go to nude places and you see guys 
and their penises swinging around, there is nothing attractive about men right 
now.” While these narratives could be read as women having an attachment to 
a certain bodily morphology in relation to gender—that is, they like the body 
that coincides with their gender—this latter comment by Daphne may also be 
invoking dissatisfaction with patriarchy (e.g., the penis as a symbol).

Finally, thinness and celebrity status also appeared in four women’s descrip-
tions. For example, Corinne (21/white/bisexual) described ultra-thin bodies 
as especially ugly to her: “Horribly skinny people that look like they’re gonna 
die are ugly. When I see girls who can literally tell that they don’t eat, I literally 
feel disgusted. There have been times I’ve wanted to throw up in my mouth, 
like when their bones stick out and you can see their collar-bones sticking out 
and their shoulder blades sticking out, I’m literally repulsed. I don’t want to 
look at them. I don’t want to be around them.” Zari (43/African American/
heterosexual) described Kim Kardashian as having a gross body: “Kim 
Kardashian is disgusting to me. I wouldn’t want to have her body at all, ’cause 
her booty is just like too big. It’s huge and disgusting. I wouldn’t want to look 
fake. She looks weird. I wouldn’t want fake lips, ’cause I already have big lips 
and I hate them. I can’t understand why anyone would pay for that.” Notably, 
however, these descriptions reference back to, on the one hand, a fear of fat-
ness (e.g., Kim Kardashian as having a “big butt”) and a fear of “failed” femi-
ninities (e.g., being too thin as not being attractive or feminine), suggesting 
that even critiques of “dominant” bodies are laced with similar themes of 
fearing non-normativity.

 Discussion

Similar to my earlier study of dreaded bodies (Fahs 2017), this study pre-
sented some disturbing findings about the ways that women internalize differ-
ent social messages about identities such as gender, race, class, disability, and 
fatness. Given that this study was designed to elicit direct observations and 
reflections about ugliness, it was interesting to see the forms of abjection that 
women readily accessed and articulated, particularly as they clustered around 
fatness and the various offshoots of “excessive” or “big” bodies. Most promi-
nently, these results show that the pervasive fear of fatness that women are 
taught to have from a young age—from “fat talk” with their mothers, family 
members, friends, and coworkers, to the embrace of thinness as a cultural 
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beauty ideal—have framed fatness as the single most dreaded or ugly body 
that women can imagine. This suggests that ideas about fatness are not simply 
related to women’s own bodies (that is, “my butt is fat” or “I need to lose 
weight”) but, more importantly, to a larger specter of fatness in the culture at 
large (e.g., “I do not want to eventually be fat,” “I must do everything I can to 
avoid becoming fat.”). This latter construct is understudied in the existing lit-
erature, as the fear of fatness is too often directed toward women’s immediate 
sense of embodiment (that is, “I am/am not fat”) rather than to imagined 
embodiment (that is, “What will I or could I become?”).

The study of body image, then, and the ways that women imagine ugliness 
(or the avoidance of ugliness) could be well served by an infusion of thinking 
more deeply about imagined fatness and how it guides women’s self-directed 
behavior and behavior towards each other. Women fear becoming fat more 
than any other kind of dreaded identity or body. This fear of “becoming” 
needs to be more fully analyzed and understood as a key factor in regulating 
women’s relationship with their bodies, with food, and in their social exchanges 
about body weight. Further, if we are to understand women’s body image 
issues, we must as researchers not only ask about how women feel about their 
actual bodies, but also how they feel about the imagined “Other” bodies lurk-
ing in their assessments of what they cannot, must not become. Women’s unre-
alistic descriptions of what it would mean to be fat (“I couldn’t walk”) also 
reveal the ways that these fears of fatness portray fat bodies as monstrous, 
nonfunctioning, and frankly disgusting and smelly—all of which are mostly 
untrue of actual fat female bodies.

These data also suggest a pervasive fear of disability rooted in a social con-
text of ableism, imagined both in the more traditional form (e.g., being in a 
wheelchair, having a disorder or syndrome) and more loosely (e.g., having 
skin conditions). Interestingly, though, most of these descriptions of disability 
were related to a loss of culturally constructed ideals around femininity. When 
Gail imagines Tourette’s syndrome and Joyce imagines severe acne, these are 
both about “failed femininities” rather than disability per se. The body as non- 
normative, “improperly” gendered, failing to “do gender” well—these are the 
fears that pervade women’s minds when they imagine dreaded and ugly bod-
ies. Like Talley’s work on how women want to avoid ugliness more than strive 
for beauty, women in this study had an emphatic sense of what to avoid 
becoming.49 Loss of beauty as connected to “disability” is an important and 
understudied link that is worthy of further consideration by body image 
researchers and disability studies scholars alike.

The surprising finding in this study was that several women also mentioned 
hegemonic or “dominant” bodies in their descriptions of their dreaded/ugly 
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body. Men’s bodies, thin bodies, and celebrity bodies appeared in women’s 
descriptions of disgusting bodies. On the surface this may suggest that women 
have a critical eye towards bodies they are supposed to worship/idealize/emu-
late; critiquing thinness is valuable if women are trying to move away from 
hating fatness. That said, when read in deeper ways, nearly all of these responses 
where women critiqued hegemonic bodies tied in with more predictable dread 
and disgust directed toward “failed femininities.” Zari, when critiquing Kim 
Kardashian, dislikes her because her butt and lips are too big. Corinne, when 
critiquing thin bodies, is still referencing a beauty norm that insists upon 
women being thin (but not too thin). In short, women’s capacities for internal-
izing and understanding the gendered expectations for beauty—and the gen-
dered nature of ugliness—were remarkable. “Proper” and “appropriate” 
femininities were vividly on display in most of these narratives.

As a concept, ugliness haunts women’s subjective narratives about bodies, 
particularly the imagined “Other” body. Asking about dreaded bodies easily 
elicited many different facets of what the interviewees perceived as “non- 
normativity,” whether through Antonia’s vividly racist description of black 
women’s vulvas, Bea’s description of trans and intersex bodies as troubling, or 
Yvonne’s description of how women should not become fat and eat junk food. 
Ugliness is a deeply political framework, allowing people to generate social 
biases and dislike for others while also reinforcing internalized forms of oppres-
sion. As researchers, we can see in these responses an urgent need to ask ques-
tions differently when assessing notions of “beauty” and “ugliness,” particularly 
if we want to understand the political nature of these constructs. Simply asking 
people to talk about their own beauty/ugliness misses a vast amount of infor-
mation; when asking people to imagine beauty/ugliness more broadly—in the 
embodied selves of others—we can retrieve much more about the bodies 
women want to avoid becoming, or the bodies they feel disgust toward.

Perhaps imagined ugliness can differently (or better?) evoke hegemonic 
ideas about “ideal” bodies or “ideal” shapes that are cast in the thick dis-
courses of racism, classism, sexism, homophobia, ageism, and ableism. Our 
imagination about bodies we least want to be—bodies to avoid—connects to 
women’s imaginations about what is possible or impossible to become. For 
example, the specter of fatness—something many women will become over 
their lifetimes—carries a certain terror that appears more vividly and painfully 
than the imagination around something that one can never become (e.g., 
changing racial identifiers). Similarly, aging—a fate we all share—stands 
alongside disability as twin forces acting on the body as it is propelled more 
towards the margins of “proper” or “idealized” femininities. In short, ideas 
around what women imagine their bodies to be capable of play a role in how 
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they become gendered, and thus the imagined (and possible) self is a haunting 
or a ghost exterior to how women seem to understand themselves now. The 
fate of becoming uglier—particularly by patriarchal standards—is a nearly 
universal fate for women, and thus women have to do a great deal of emo-
tional and psychological jockeying to understand themselves in the present 
tense, particularly as they careen towards bodies/shapes that will be seen (in 
hegemonic terms) as more abject, more “Othered,” and more ugly. The imag-
ined self is thus a dangerous one, with high concentrations of toxic ideas 
about patriarchy, hegemony, and power; consequently, these are troubling 
and difficult narratives to wade through.

One of the clearest findings of this study is that emotions play a major role 
in how women understand beauty and ugliness norms. The descriptions 
women have include a wide range of mostly negative emotions: disgust (most 
prominently), fear, dread, loathing, anger, embarrassment, shame, sarcasm/
humor, hesitation, and sadness. This suggests that negative emotions are a key 
factor in the construction and maintenance of body image and ideas about 
the relationship between bodies and social identities. (This may even be true 
for women who like their bodies, as such affirmation may result from not 
being fat or not being old or not being disabled.) Further, “failed femininities” 
elicit intense emotions; bodies that “fail” at being feminine enough generate 
affective responses in others. This is similar to “controlling images”50 that 
exploit existing symbolic images (of race, gender, etc.) and largely remain 
uncriticized in people’s minds; such images regulate women’s bodies as women 
again try to avoid becoming something labeled as abject (e.g., “welfare mom,” 
“sexually promiscuous woman,” etc.). These links are worthy of further 
 exploration in the body image literature and in the various subfields research-
ing fatness, disability, gender, race, age, and social class.

 Limitations and Future Directions

Certain research decisions may have affected this study’s results, as the choice 
of words for the interview questions captured only some, but not all, of the 
facets of women’s ideas about dreaded/ugly bodies. Men’s responses about 
disgusting bodies, for example, might yield some interesting gender compari-
sons, while a larger sample size of women might find new themes or work to 
identify patterns along gender, race, class, and sexual identity lines. Further, 
because the dreaded body question may be influenced heavily by the social 
identities of the researcher/interviewer (as social desirability may have led par-
ticipants to not disclose their disgust about identities that the interviewer 
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seemed to represent), future research could use interviewers from different 
social backgrounds (e.g., race, age, size, ability, and so on) to determine if 
social desirability changes how people talk about disgust and dread. Finally, 
professors in women and gender studies, ethnic studies, and other critical 
courses may want to use disgust in the classroom as a means to generate dis-
cussions about body politics, social identity, and oppression, as students can 
often easily access and generate ideas about idealized and abject bodies. 
Discussions of bodily markers often seen as abject—women’s body hair, for 
example—can be quite fruitful in generating ideas about “normative” femi-
ninities and “failed femininities.” Such conversations might be fruitful as a 
pedagogical intervention about social norms and stereotypes.

Ultimately, the study of ugliness (and its attendant emotions and social 
norms) benefits from assessing not only how women feel about themselves but 
also how they feel about an imagined other and potential imagined selves. The 
intense hatred and fear of fatness and disability found in this study, combined 
with the insistence on gender normativity (hairlessness, cisgender identities, 
whiteness as the beauty norm) shows that “failed femininities” haunt women’s 
body image and sense of self. Deviance from gender norms, however diversely 
perceived, provides a threatening basis upon which women seem to build their 
ideas about “good” and “bad” bodies, “ideal” and “dreaded” selves, and “beau-
tiful” and “ugly” beings. Women work hard to avoid becoming the body they 
dread; exploring such avoidance can serve as a litmus test for the progress we 
as feminists have made, and the critical, urgent work still yet to come.
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Ugliness as Colonial Violence: Mediations 

of Murdered and Missing Indigenous 
Women

Katherine Morton

 Introduction

Canada as a settler colonial state is grappling with an extreme problem of 
violence against Indigenous women. Incidences of missing and murdered 
Indigenous women (MMIW) date back to first contact and persist in alarm-
ing numbers to the present day. Indigenous women are disproportionately 
facing violence and disappearance. There is a large variance in the number of 
cases of MMIW in Canada, with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police stating 
a total of approximately 1200 and the Native Women’s Association of Canada 
estimating the number at approximately 4000. Even with increasing public 
interest and government attention, the issue of MMIW persists.1

Ugliness is not merely an aesthetic assessment. It is a powerful political 
category that interlocks with other binaries that support substantial social 
inequalities.2 The beautiful/ugly binary interlocks with colonial binaries of 
civilized/savage, colonizer/colonized, clean/dirty, and white/non-white, and 
the politics of ugliness are also deeply connected to politics of racialization 
and gendered constructions. Athanassoglou-Kallmyer refers to ugliness as “an 
all-purpose repository for everything that [does] not quite fit.”3 Ugliness is 
applied as a shorthand to describe the undesirability of marginalized peoples.4 
This description of ugliness is particularly relevant to how ugliness is invoked 
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in the public discourse of MMIW. MMIW, as social outsiders on the basis of 
Indigeneity, gender, race and class, are deemed socially, physically and spa-
tially ugly, when diametrically opposed to projects of settler colonialism.

This chapter examines three component pieces of the political category of 
ugliness: ugly bodies, ugly behavior and/or labor, and ugly spaces. The case of 
MMIW is a powerful factor in examining how ugliness is constructed, 
described and focused within the public discourse and how violence is under-
stood and neutralized through the politics of ugliness. In the case of MMIW, 
this chapter examines the construct of the Indigenous body rendered “ugly,” 
how sex work is understood as ugly labor, and how Vancouver’s Downtown 
Eastside (the space from which a huge proportion of MMIW disappear) has 
been framed as ugly space.

In the public discourse of MMIW, ugliness has acted as an essential descrip-
tor. Ugliness, as embodied in damaged bodies, disease, deviant behavior and 
wasted bodies from substance abuse permeates the framing of MMIW.5 
Ugliness allows for the violence of these cases to become inevitable and natu-
ralized. More sinister still, ugliness diminishes or at least neutralizes violence, 
both chronic and acute, faced by Indigenous women. What value is there in 
naming a missing Indigenous woman as a drug-addicted sex worker other 
than to construct her victimhood as not only ugly and shocking, but unavoid-
able? Indigenous women, within the popular discourse—particularly in circu-
lated missing posters and notices—are constructed according to a universalized 
“ugly victim” trope that frames MMIW as ultimately ugly bodies who are at 
the very least partially responsible for the violence they face. Bodies are marked 
as ugly both through physical characteristics and through perceived patterns 
of behavior. From pock marks to labels of “prostitution,” the language used to 
describe MMIW is patterned with the language of the politics of ugliness. 
Ugliness is so ubiquitous within the construction of MMIW that it is often 
rendered invisible, as a taken-for-granted component of the appearances, 
experiences and presumed “lifestyle choices” of the women who are murdered 
and missing, while the violent behaviours of their perpetrators and genocidal 
acts committed by settlers too often escape assignments of “ugliness.”

Ugliness is deeply interwoven with colonial projects of subjectivity, legiti-
macy and violence. Violence is made possible and understandable by normal-
izing the sense that a particular population segment (in this case Indigenous 
women) is “less-than” and therefore the violence against them is neutralized.6 
By rendering a population “ugly” and therefore less-than, it becomes possible 
to validate violence and oppression, that, if committed against more desirable 
populations (namely white/Western) would be met with condemnation.7 
Notions of beauty and ugliness are inextricable from constructions of gender, 
class, sexual orientation and race.
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Ugliness is necessarily relational. It only exists in relation to attractiveness 
and desirability and therefore an inherent power imbalance is housed within 
ugliness where ugly is always interchangeable with “lesser than” the more 
desirable/more attractive (and therefore more powerful) other. It demarcates 
colonizer and colonized, us and them, and separates victims into those worthy 
of sympathy and those worthy of blame. The aesthetic component of ugliness 
is only part of the focus of this chapter. The politics of ugliness far surpasses 
appearances and moves into social construction and control, where ugliness is 
a marker of social exclusion, subordination and power inequality.

Ugliness is deployed in order to bolster the Us vs. Them, Colonizer vs. 
Colonized, Civilized vs. Savage binaries that are inherent to the ongoing colo-
nial project. Naming MMIW as ugly bodies makes it possible for these “ugly 
victims” to act as the perfect foil to civilized, innocent and attractive white 
feminine colonial bodies. Ugliness allows for the maintenance of colonial 
power inequality by unequivocally naming Indigenous women as lesser than. 
What would it mean to move past a politics of ugliness in regard to the issue 
of MMIW? What would it mean to radically reconfigure the public discourse 
of MMIW away from naming them as unattractive, undesirable and therefore 
bodies that can be allowed to disappear? This chapter grapples with these 
questions and unpacks how the politics of ugliness are interwoven with settler 
colonial, racist/sexist/classist understandings of Indigenous women’s experi-
ences, particularly experiences of violence. I proceed to first outline the meth-
odology for my analysis, follow this with a literature review that discusses how 
settler colonialism renders MMIW through a prism of ugliness, and finally 
discuss my findings.

 Methodology

In order to identify how and why the politics of ugliness appear within the dis-
course of MMIW, this work relies on posters of missing people dispersed around 
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside and occasional updates, known as the “Missing 
Women Poster” (MWP).8 The most common and widely circulated edition of 
this poster was published by the Missing Women Task Force in 2007.9 The 
poster was also published in The Province, a newspaper with a wide circulation 
in Vancouver. The poster has been widely circulated, particularly in relation to 
the Pickton investigation and subsequent trial.10 It predominantly features the 
images of Indigenous women who have disappeared from the Downtown 
Eastside area.11 The task force and the missing women’s inquiry in British 
Columbia have both acknowledged that the majority of missing women in 
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unsolved cases in the province are Indigenous.12 The poster includes the images, 
names, and dates of disappearance of 65 women, all from the Downtown 
Eastside. In addition to this poster, individual missing posters (IMPs) for 22 
women are also analysed. The latter were generated by the Vancouver Police 
Department following missing person’s cases being initiated by friends, spouses 
and family members. The posters can be accessed on the Missing Persons web-
site for Vancouver, British Columbia.13 In addition to being digitized and 
uploaded to the website, the 22 IMPs have also been posted throughout the 
Downtown Eastside on telephone poles and bulletin boards, and at community 
centres and various service centres throughout the neighbourhood. All of the 22 
posters ask for any information relating to these disappearances to be sent to the 
missing person’s unit of the Vancouver Police Department and they give a con-
tact number, crime stoppers contact information, and a file number. The 22 
women represented in these IMPs are also pictured on the MWP produced by 
the Task Force (also analysed in this project).

This chapter uses Norman Fairclough’s three-dimensional approach to crit-
ical discourse analysis14 by analysing text at the micro, mezzo and macro lev-
els.15 Micro-level analysis consists of an in-depth analysis of the text including 
word choice, use of metaphors, sentence structure and other language choices. 
Mezzo-level analysis considers how the discourse is presented/published and 
how it is consumed.16 Finally, macro-level analysis examines how the particu-
lar text functions within socio-cultural practices.17 Following this three- 
dimensional approach, the chapter analyses the content of the missing posters 
(both the written words and the imagery used), considers the use and the 
implications of the medium of missing posters and finally situates these post-
ers within their socio-cultural context in contemporary British Columbia.

For this research, an analysis was completed of the images, text and 
arrangement of material on missing posters that were posted through the 
combined efforts of the provincial government of British Columbia, con-
cerned citizens and, most importantly, the police investigating the cases.18 
The missing posters were attached to telephone poles, community bulletin 
boards and distributed to residents of the Downtown Eastside.19 Additionally, 
these same posters were circulated to mainstream newspapers and news chan-
nels and have increasingly spread online as they are shared. For the purposes 
of this project, the missing posters examined were published between 1991 
and 2016. The reason for this date range is to give a sense of consistency or 
change over a 25-year period. Although cases of MMIW date back to first 
contact, the importance of online circulation for the visibility of these post-
ers is captured during this time period. This era also overlaps with Robert 
Pickton’s most prolific period of violence against women in the Downtown 
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Eastside which also generated a great deal of attention for these cases; 
Pickton’s first murder was committed in 1991.20 The reason the missing post-
ers were selected as material for analysis was because they were highly visible, 
public presentations of the police’s attitudes towards MMIW and were spe-
cifically designed as a response to the large number of instances of MMIW 
in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.

These missing posters have become very important within the public dis-
course of MMIW as they act as highly visual symbols of how Indigenous 
women are portrayed in cases of violence. The posters were also chosen because 
they were easily accessible and it was possible to get a sense of consistency or 
differences in the police’s messaging style across all of the published missing 
posters. A common misconception is that “mugshots” (police-style head and 
shoulder images) were used because they were the only available photographs 
of these women as they were largely disconnected from family and friends 
through homelessness. This is, however, a common misconception that is too 
often awarded to homeless women or women involved in the sex trade. 
Culhane and Garcia-Del Moral both indicate in their research on women in 
the Downtown Eastside that although these women frequently do have mug-
shots, they are far from the only images of them that exist.21 When family 
members and community activists engage in memorial or advocacy activity, 
they display more sympathetic images such as childhood photographs or fam-
ily portraits, depicting these women as mothers, sisters, daughters and 
friends.22 Therefore, this chapter considers the power/significance of the deci-
sion to use mugshots on the posters and the differences apparent between 
using them in a missing poster rather than a family photo. This chapter’s find-
ings are that the use of mugshots demonstrates the presence of the politics of 
ugliness within the missing posters as a component part of the public dis-
course on MMIW.

The discourse analysis is qualitative and includes an analysis of the word 
choice used in the headline of the poster, subsequent text and any names used 
on the signs. It also includes a rudimentary visual discourse analysis of the 
imagery used in the posters and a qualitative analysis of the overall tone of the 
messaging in the posters. Key themes that were measured include specific 
naming of women and their Indigeneity, how the women were othered 
through class, race, or behaviour and how the posters presented MMIW over-
all. The content was then synthesized and arranged into major themes and 
narratives. The politics of ugliness within these missing posters is examined in 
an effort to establish how ugliness is situated within the framing and presenta-
tion of MMIW. Key indicators of social and physical politics of ugliness are 
analysed including but not limited to: the use of mugshots, the mention of sex 
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work or the suggestion of sex work, physical scars or tattoos, the use/abuse of 
drugs and/or alcohol, messy/unkempt appearance and other potential indica-
tors that are used to demonstrate that MMIW are outside of the accepted 
norms of dominant society. These findings will be presented in subsequent 
sections of this paper.

 Settler Colonialism and the Prism of Ugliness

 Ugliness, Subjectivity and the Colonial Project

Bordo makes a valuable contribution to understanding ugliness as a political 
category by demonstrating that beauty ideals are collapsible into white ideals 
in the colonial context.23 The desirable appearance, behaviors and labor of 
white colonizers becomes the archetype for what is considered beautiful, so 
any appearances, behaviors or labor that fail to conform to white ideals are 
considered ugly. Fausto-Sterling builds on this understanding of the racializa-
tion component of the political category of ugliness by arguing that ugliness 
is conflated with non-whiteness which is in turn conflated with primitivism.24 
Primitivism is a central claim within the colonial project that validates subver-
sion of Indigenous populations and also works to legitimize genocidal 
violence.25

The politics of ugliness is apparent as an effective strategy for maintaining 
colonial order, both historically and in the contemporary negotiation of set-
tler and Indigenous identities. Connell explains how the colonial project was 
always gendered, beginning with how “[c]olonizing forces, overwhelmingly 
men from the metropole, seized women’s bodies as well as the land; and a 
fused gender/race hierarchy became a core feature of colonial society.”26 
Perceptions of femininity, masculinity, beauty and ugliness were instrumental 
in establishing social limits for new-found colonial identities. By naming 
Indigenous women as ugly bodies, it became possible to validate the goals of 
the colonial project—namely the violence, genocide and the theft of 
Indigenous territory. Furthermore, ugliness was deployed in order to clarify 
the gender binary of masculinity and femininity in the colonial context.27

How MMIW are gendered and sexualized links to the colonial project by 
creating a paternalistic (benevolent) state and the opposing constructions of 
the naïve native princess28 and the wicked Indian “squaw,” as I discuss later in 
this chapter. Ugliness acts as a hinge for this binary between appealing and 
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unappealing Indigenous femininity vis-à-vis the settler colonial project. The 
princess is seen as the object of white male desire; innocent, but sexually avail-
able and appealing to colonial white male lust,29 while the “squaw” is seen as 
the undoing of colonial male morality and a vessel for the transmission of 
disease and malcontent.30

Judith Butler importantly questions, “[w]ho can I become in such a world 
where the meanings and limits of the subject are set out in advance for me?”31 
Here, Butler engages with Foucault’s “desubjegation of the subject” where he 
examines how the normalization process determines the constraints on all 
forms of social identity and how even in the most emancipatory acts of self- 
identity, constraints always dictate the extent and intensity of these identi-
ties.32 Subjectivity is determined by social limits, including the compelling 
limit of ugliness.

Butler conceptualizes “qualified recognition” whereby subjectivity is based 
on understanding the particular limits of what it means to be human and by 
extension that, when certain individuals are labelled as less than human, that 
“qualified recognition” allows for a suspension of their subjectivity.33 Within 
qualified recognition, individuals who surpass the social limits and enter into 
ugliness are placed within this “less than human” subjectivity, and face massive 
social marginalization and prejudice as a result. Within the colonial project, 
the centrality of the human subject is essential. The human subject of the colo-
nial project (the colonizer) is desirable, rational, productive and independent. 
The human subject embodies the goals/priorities of the colonial project. The 
human subject within colonialism is deeply racialized, and colonized people 
are routinely deemed less than human and more animalistic that the colonizer. 
As Butler suggests, even the label of human has deeply racist elements to it, 
with different (non-white) races being placed in a descending chain from the 
pinnacle of humanity, embodied in white subjects.34 Butler determines that 
being labelled as less than human or as “other” amounts to rendering someone 
socially undesirable and for the purposes of this chapter “ugly,” in that they do 
not conform to either the aesthetic or behavioural expectations of the domi-
nant majority. The conflation between ugliness and being less than human 
allows for the power inequality between colonizer and colonized bodies to 
hold and to persevere into present times. As such, even in the contemporary 
setting, the politics of ugliness reasserts that colonized (ugly) bodies are not to 
be granted the full subjectivity of being “human,” and in this subordination 
there is infinite potential for racism and settler colonial violence.

The politics of ugliness—setting desirability and undesirability of bodies 
through labels of ugly or beautiful—is also at play in understandings of 
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 grievable and ungrievable deaths. Byrd, in her work on “Indianness” and 
empire, argues that Indigenous deaths are expected and ungrievable, and nor-
malized as part of the land conquest necessary to the settler colonial state.35 
Simpson also echoes this sense of how settler colonialism necessitates the 
attempted eradication of Indigenous peoples in order to seize land.36 
Importantly, referencing Sherene Razack, Andrea Smith and the multitude of 
Indigenous activists in Canada, Simpson acknowledges that contemporary 
cases of MMIW are all linked to this genocidal prerequisite of the seizure of 
Indigenous land.37 As Simpson argues, “This dispossession is raced and gen-
dered, and its violence is still born by the living, the dead, and the disappeared 
corporealities of Native women.”38

The politics of ugliness are inextricably anchored to settler colonial percep-
tions of Indigeneity, race, gender, sexuality and class. As Connell suggests, the 
construction of gender is inextricably linked to the construction of race.39 
Race, gender and settler colonialism, particularly in the case of MMIW, inter-
sect in a multiplicity of sites to demonstrate difference, undesirability and 
fear. Ugliness is a common thread that sews together the power-laden fram-
ings of femininity, Indigeneity and poverty in the cases of MMIW.

 Composition Choices and Ugliness Within the Visual 
Discourse

Dominant perceptions of ugliness seep into the messaging around MMIW. In 
Corrigal-Brown and Wilkes’ research on constructions of Indigenous peoples 
and issues in mainstream media, the consideration of camera angle, photo-
graph content and poses are taken into account.40 The ugly victim within the 
images of the visual discourse loses individual identity and is disempowered. 
Corrigal-Brown and Wilkes find camera angles and the colonial gaze render-
ing the Indigenous person being photographed (and their relative size) to be 
important visual cues that establish the power or powerlessness being com-
municated through the image.41 These very subtle decisions in composition 
are important cues that establish the trope of the ugly victim. These composi-
tion choices, although subtle, cultivate a sense of wretchedness that is critical 
in the perception of ugliness. Dependency and helplessness are immediately 
recognizable as ugly or undesirable behaviours. By utilizing the composition 
of the images to indicate the subordinate position of the ugly victim, images 
become silent affirmations of the existing power relation—Indigenous victims 
as the helpless and vulnerable wards of the state.
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 Gendering the Ugly Victim Trope

Gender plays a critical component in the discourse of MMIW. Jiwani com-
ments that, “Indigenous women are largely portrayed as abject victims of pov-
erty, their lives marked by alcohol and drug addictions, homelessness, high 
infant mortality and morbidity rates, greater incidence of HIV, Hepatitis 
infections and gynecological cancers. In effect, they are represented as one of 
the most hopeless segments of society.”42 There is a common treatment within 
the visual discourse of MMIW that establishes Indigenous women as the most 
helpless and vulnerable marginalized population. Anderson and Robertson 
comment that through the visual discourse, “the press tells stories of violence 
against Indigenous women by constructing them as weak, backward, sexual-
ized objects—anonymous replaceable bodies.”43

In their study of news coverage of the murdered and missing women of 
Vancouver’s East Hastings neighbourhood,44 Yasmin Jiwani and Mary Lynn 
Young establish how particular frames are deployed in order to demonstrate 
that MMIW are undesirable bodies.45 In their discourse analysis, they identify 
the conflations between criminality and deviance and blameworthy victims 
and although they implicitly demonstrate how ugliness frames the main-
stream media discourse of MMIW, they don’t explicitly argue that the politics 
of ugliness is framing how these women are constructed and ultimately 
responded to in the public discourse. Jiwani and Young highlight one compo-
nent of the discourse associated with this case that speaks to the criminality–
victimization link: the mugshots of the missing women.46

 Missing Posters as Evidence of the Politics of Ugliness

The poster developed by the police for wide circulation features mugshots of 
missing women which had been taken at the time of previous arrests.47 This 
poster serves as the starting point for this research in order to tease out the 
presence of the politics of ugliness within this discourse. Jennifer England 
notes that in the spring prior to the mugshot poster being distributed, the 
Vancouver Sun published 18 of the images with the caption, “The Missing: 
Tragic Portraits of Women from the Downtown Eastside.”48 England identi-
fies similarities between the imagery of missing and murdered women in the 
visual discourse and the imagery of a wanted poster.49 Jiwani and Young argue 
that because the photographs of the missing women were in fact mugshots, 
being circulated by the police, the missing and murdered women were inex-
tricably linked to criminality and deviance.50 They make an important 
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 observation about how the type of imagery utilized reflects how the victims of 
violence are being characterized and will ultimately shape public responses to 
the violence.51 In the case of the murdered and missing women—described as 
drug-addicted homeless sex workers and captured in the visual discourse by 
the use of mugshots—the narrative of this case developed into one about 
women at risk, who through their own criminality, were victimized.52 Ugliness 
is found in this framing of deviance. The Pickton case is revealing of the way 
in which the visual discourse both reflects and impacts public opinions and 
attitudes that intersect with settler colonialism, class, gender and race.53

Indigenous women are already constructed as existing outside of the con-
ventional boundaries of dominant femininity and dominant beauty stan-
dards.54 As colonial subjects, Indigenous women’s gender and racial identity 
combines in a form of marginalization that is shaped by their removal from 
dominant settler colonial social order—they are subjected to the damaging 
“squaw” stereotype.55 This stereotype hinges on the taken-for-granted assump-
tion that colonial women are sexually promiscuous, inherently prone to devi-
ance and incapable of controlling their impulses. This construction is utilized 
as a foil to the assumed respectability, modesty and restraint of white settler 
women. Sehdeve explains that the “squaw” construction is the colonial 
“bearer of literally dark, and tantalisingly dangerous sexuality that is inevita-
bly met with racialised and sexualised violence.”56 Stoler explores this contrast 
between the construction of Indigenous women’s femininity and sexuality to 
those of white counterparts and finds that the marginalization and prejudi-
cial attitudes that face Indigenous women dictate how and where they are 
excluded from social institutions, communities and the conventional domi-
nant social order.57

The majority of MMIW were engaged to some extent in the sex trade. In 
Canada, Indigenous girls and women account for almost 70 per cent of the 
visible sex trade, which indicates that it is necessary to understand the experi-
ences of Indigenous women in the sex trade within the social context of settler 
colonialism.58 Sex workers participate in labor that is understood as “ugly” in 
that they are stereotyped as “vectors of contagion.”59 Sex workers are perceived 
as a threat to dominant society medically (spread of disease), socially (threats 
to morality), and criminally (deviance).60 The language of contagion engages 
with the ugliness of communicable disease and the ugliness of genetic materi-
als/bodily fluids. It is not just the prescriptive physical (visible) ugliness of 
MMIW that is worthy of analysis, but also how society constructs a sense that 
Indigenous women are vectors for transmission and infection—a danger to 
white settler society that misconstrues genocidal histories of contagion or of 
settlers infecting Indigenous communities with diseases. Constructing 
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Indigenous sex workers as ugly vessels of disease makes Indigenous women as 
a whole all the more frightening/monstrous to dominant society while invit-
ing white settlers to partake in myths of racial and settler purity and “moves 
to innocence.”61 When violence against women is targeted against sex trade 
workers in particular, misogynist aggression is normalized and excused because 
the victims are seen as complacent in their victimization, and as “vectors of 
contagion” they are rendered unmissed and as invisible victims.62

Strega et al. conceptualize the construction of victimized Indigenous sex 
workers as being “vermin-victims.”63 They are discursively placed alongside 
rats as an invasive, dirty, insidious and difficult to manage population.64 The 
rat comparison is perhaps one of the more blatant invocations of the politics 
of ugliness. Rats, as vermin, carriers of disease and street-dwellers, are symbols 
of all forms of aesthetic and behavioural ugliness. The verminization of 
Indigenous sex workers is a component of colonial power imbalances, where 
a border is fixed between moral/white and immoral/Indigenous.65 Stoler like-
wise examines efforts to regulate Indigenous sexuality in order for colonizers 
to “clarify their boundaries and mark out their social space” as well as claims 
to territory and bodies.66 The construction of Indigenous sex trade workers as 
contagion fulfils this role of demarcating boundaries and also justifies the clas-
sification of mobility related to the sex trade as “bad” femininity and female 
sexuality that needs to be constrained or at least clearly delineated from the 
good sexuality of dominant society. The political category of ugliness simulta-
neously constructs Indigenous weakness and marginalization while also con-
structing settler colonial dominance and power. As Gilchrist argues, in order 
to clearly distinguish the socially positive, desirable, beautiful and superior 
characteristics of the colonizers, it was necessary to establish the negative con-
trast of Indigenous peoples’ characteristics and behaviours.67

 The Indian Princess/Squaw Binary and the Willing Victim

The importance of the politics of ugliness in the public discourse of MMIW 
can be seen clearly in the binary of the Indigenous “squaw” and the Indigenous 
princess.68 The construction of the Indigenous “squaw” is fundamentally set-
tler colonial and predicated on white fantasies of Indigeneity. As Garcia-Del 
Moral contends, “the civilized/uncivilized divide between white settlers and 
Indigenous peoples was hinged to the conceptualization of Indigenous women 
as ‘dirty slut drudges’ who threaten the morality and health of the colonial 
order.”69 Jiwani explains the stereotype of the “squaw” in relation to its foil, 
the “Indian Princess” by arguing that while the perceived “squaw” was seen as 
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savage and unsaveable, the “princess” was seen as desirable and therefore wor-
thy of “rescue” through colonization.70 This stereotype centres on the assump-
tion that Indigenous women are an immediate threat to Western morality, 
settler colonial expansion and genocidal validation. The colonial construction 
of the “squaw” is the quintessential image of ugliness—imagined and invoked 
as sexually deviant, a carrier of contagion, insatiable, animalistic, deviant and 
wild, the trope of the “squaw” is both physically and socially repulsive.71 There 
is an adherence within the discourse of MMIW to the construction of this 
genocidal trope.

Through the media discourse, news narratives “reposition Indigenous 
women as criminals, victims of sexual crimes, militant rebels and as inassimi-
lable others.”72 Within mainstream media, Indigenous people are often arbi-
trarily labelled as lacking any self-control.73 This construction is characterized 
by reference to substance abuse, abnormal sexual appetite, corrupting influ-
ence on white men and incompatibility with settler colonial society.74 
Anderson and Robertson argue that the construction of the Indigenous 
“squaw” acts as a symbolic roadblock and anathema to the project of decolo-
nization because the “squaw construct seemingly rests on a purported predis-
position of Indigenous women towards deviance, excess and immoral 
behaviour as per colonial social norms.”75

Indigenous women are presumed criminally inclined based on their 
Indigeneity alone.76 Anderson and Robertson comment that “the idea that 
Canadians of Indigenous ancestry epitomize moral depravity is as old as the 
press in Canada.”77 Deviance is understood within settler colonial society as 
ugly/undesirable social behaviour. The trope of Indigenous victimhood leads 
to a sense that victimization is understandable when Indigenous people have 
a proclivity to violence themselves.78 Constructing deviance as ugliness means 
that victimization of Indigenous women is often presumed to be a case of 
women getting what they deserve—a sense of blameworthiness.79 Jiwani and 
Young comment that there exists “a conflation between Indigenous woman 
and prostitute and an accompanying belief that when they encountered vio-
lence, Indigenous women simply got what they deserved.”80 As both prone to 
criminality and categorically regarded as inferior, Indigenous women are con-
structed as less than innocent victims and transcend into the settler colo-
nial construction of the “squaw.”

Alternatively, the construction of the “Indian Princess” is at the surface 
level a much more romanticized construction of Indigenous women, but ulti-
mately it is no less colonial and patriarchally settler colonial than the 
Indigenous “squaw” construction.81 The Indian Princess, perhaps most obvi-
ously rendered through the Disney movie and literary character construction 
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of Pocahontas is the epitome of white/Western male fetishization of Indigenous 
women.82 The Indian Princess is submissive, modest, beautiful, sexually inno-
cent and noble.83 This stereotype connects to the Indigenous victim trope as 
it frames Indigenous women as damsels in distress in need of saving by settler 
whiteness, women who represent the nobility of a “dying” race that are ranked 
and rewarded for their beauty. This partakes in a form of “settler memory” 
that again rewrites history from a settler colonial standpoint, while engaging 
in the cultural theft of Indigenous symbology.84 Delicate and innocent, the 
Indian Princess construction demonstrates that Indigenous women appear to 
occupy a conflicting moral and social position.85 The politics of ugliness rest 
on this hinge between desirability and repulsion that separates the Princess/
squaw binary.

Razack argues that the settler colonial state renders Indigenous peoples in 
Canada a surplus population, and therefore a population that cannot truly be 
murdered, only killed.86 Genocidal violence is thus remade as violence against 
unwanted bodies and therefore validated and largely decriminalized.87 A com-
ponent of rendering Indigenous peoples as surplus bodies is the dehumaniza-
tion or animalization of their lives and bodies.88 As Razack argues, “[b]oth 
humans who are less than human and animals find themselves penned in 
(prisons, zoos) under regimes where they are surplus.”89 The comparison of 
colonized peoples to animals is a long-standing colonial strategy. From racial 
essentialism which names shared characteristics across races and animals to the 
more subtle discourse of naming colonial others as dogs, jackals, wolves, beasts 
and monsters, the animalization of colonial others is central to defining the 
colonial order. By naming colonial others as animals, they are automatically 
regarded as less than human and therefore their lives become less valuable. By 
extension, to harm an animal (or an animal-like colonial other) is less grievous 
than harming an exalted human subject. This is part of the mechanism in 
place behind justifying the genocide of Indigenous people as well as avoiding 
the use of the term “genocide” in the first place. Wolfe also discusses the geno-
cidal level of settler colonial violence against Indigenous peoples and indicates 
that the genocidal violence is twofold: both physical genocide of Indigenous 
people and a concerted attempt to extinguish Indigenous culture and nation-
hood.90 For Wolfe, as for many other Indigenous Studies scholars, settler colo-
nial genocide legitimizes the seizure of Indigenous land and is perpetuated 
through the ongoing treatment of Indigenous bodies and personhood as devi-
ant, less-than and ultimately incompatible with settler colonial society.91 
Razack indicates the importance of perceived vulnerability in the acceptability 
of Indigenous deaths.92 She argues that, particularly in the case of the inquiry 
into the deaths or disappearances of Indigenous women,  colonialism is 
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 associated with the victim’s vulnerability, but not with the direct actions (and 
inactions) of the police and other members of the dominant majority.93 She 
argues that ultimately, the death of an Indigenous woman becomes an inevi-
tably and is rendered a blameless occurrence, not because of the social inequal-
ities, marginalization and genocidal tactics that Indigenous women face, but 
because Indigenous women in the eyes of the nation’s settler subjects remain 
locked in a pre-modern, vulnerable and backwards state.94 As Razack explains, 
“[i]n the construction of Indigenous people as (inexplicably) vulnerable, rather 
than colonized, the story’s principal players come into view: the Indigenous 
body as bestial and as human waste, and the white body as the maker of order, 
the modern subject of the settlers’ city.”95 The production of surplus popula-
tions and the ongoing negotiations of the politics of ugliness dovetail in the 
production of Indigenous colonized bodies as undesirable, deviant and dispos-
able. Both function to distance Indigenous women from dominant society 
through settler colonialism, racism, sexism and classism.

 Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Ugly 
Spaces

Butler describes how certain spaces are considered so ugly and undesirable 
that they are rendered “unliveable” or “uninhabitable” zones.96 Again, think-
ing back to Athanassaoglou-Kallymer’s conceptualization of ugliness as a 
repository for the pieces that fail to conform to or “fit” within society, the 
production of ugly space is a necessary colonial pursuit. In order to shore up 
the legitimacy of the colony/colonial space, any ugly space becomes the 
domain of colonized populations as a means to genocidally contain and 
eliminate. Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside as an area of poverty, homeless-
ness, drug abuse, crime and a sizeable Indigenous population, encompasses 
what Butler describes as an uninhabitable zone for members of the dominant 
majority.

MMIW are discursively located within geographies of social discord, loss 
and entropy. For example, the corner of Main and Hastings in Vancouver’s 
Downtown Lower Eastside that Calhune uses as an example of a location 
frequently used in photographs depicting the victimization of Indigenous 
women in this neighbourhood, is a typical and highly emotive setting where 
homelessness, substance abuse and poverty are evident.97 Calhune notes that 
this particularly frequently photographed location has been nicknamed the 
corner of Pain and Wasting (in place of Main and Hastings).98 Through the 
use of this nickname, it becomes clear that rather than a neighbourhood, 
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Vancouver’s East Hastings has become a space for constructing and framing 
victimization, including the victimization of Indigenous women. Frequently 
utilized backdrops include collapsing buildings, garbage, polluted natural 
resources, and sites of violence or other manmade and natural spaces of inse-
curity, such as the dilapidated low income housing and dirty alleys of East 
Hastings.99 These backdrops stand as powerful metaphorical devices in bol-
stering the trope of Indigenous ugly victimhood as it allows for an immediate 
visual association between the collapse and breakdown of the setting with the 
perceived collapse and breakdown within Indigenous social communities.

Razack refers to these places as being “spaces of degeneracy,”100 identifying 
them as locations where assumptions surrounding the other (in terms of race, 
class, sex, etc.) culminate to make people within these spaces appear worthless 
and hopeless.101 Identity, particularly the construction of the identity of the 
colonial other, is advanced by constructions of space, especially spaces that are 
unlike those experienced by the dominant majority. These sites have become 
“iconic” through their frequent deployment in the visual discourse of 
MMIW.102 Consumers of Canadian media will likely be able to conjure an 
image in their minds of a space that is immediately recognizable as being an 
ugly site of Indigenous social problems—the reserve, the residential school, 
East Hastings, and the like. These geographies are ugly in that they fall outside 
of the lived experiences and desires of white settler society and engage in proj-
ects of containing, cordoning, corralling, and eliminating non-settler identi-
ties and bodies.

 Findings

 Micro-Analysis Findings

The IMPs (Individual Missing Posters) and MWP (Missing Women Poster) 
are different in a couple of important ways and offer different insights into 
this research. The IMPs are focused on a single individual, while the MWP 
includes 65 different women. The IMPs include a small amount of text-based 
information that is more extensive than given on the MWP, where each 
woman has a photograph, her name, and the last date she was seen. As a 
result, my analysis of the IMPs is both textual and visual, while the MWP 
analysis is strictly visual. Combined, these posters shed light on how the 
 political category of ugliness is being deployed either subtly or blatantly in 
relation to settler colonialism.
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For the IMPs, the text below the photographs was analysed to seek out 
themes, symbols and phrases that gesture towards ugliness. The following 
identifies themes were analysed for each of the 22 IMPs: drug use, sex work, 
Indigeneity and/or racialized other, tattoos or scars, disability or mental ill-
ness, and “known to police.” These themes were selected in order to demon-
strate how socially undesirable behaviours, markers and appearances were 
used throughout these posters. If a behaviour goes against the norm or is 
considered abnormal, it is so often conflated with ugliness: for example, take 
the case of drug addiction. Although presumably being sober/abstinent does 
not automatically award “beauty” to an individual, she is complying with the 
dominant social norm. Contravening a social norm renders a behaviour ugly 
or undesirable. The ugliness of drug use is often taken for granted.103 As 
Manderson discusses, the imagery of the needle in particular is a source of 
disgust for many as it represents a transgression or violation.104 Manderson 
argues that, “We are revolted by the ease in which the normal can become 
abnormal.”105 Similarly, being involved in the sex trade in many ways invokes 
a similar response—engaging in sex acts for money is regarded as being abnor-
mal and therefore threatening.106 In her analysis of how sex work produces 
perceived abnormality and difference, Young contends that the construct of 
the “prostitute” is “easy to identify because of the physical symptoms of ugli-
ness and degeneracy they exhibit.”107 The decision to use these theses was also 
made on the basis of which prejudicial stereotypes so often fall under the set-
tler colonial and racist construct of the “squaw.” The visual component of the 
IMPs was analysed for the following: mugshot used, unfocused/no eye con-
tact, not smiling, and messy hair/unkempt appearance. The intent behind 
examining these thematic indicators was to demonstrate how these women 
are found ugly through their physical appearance, behavior or labor. Every 
single woman on both IMPs and MWP were shown as being residents of the 
Downtown Eastside.

For the IMPs, 21 of the 22 posters described the missing woman as a drug 
user/abuser. This was the most common theme of ugliness that was detected 
in each of the posters. The other most common indicator of the political cat-
egory was present in 21 of the 22 posters, and this was involvement in the sex 
trade. Being “known to police” was present in 19 of the missing posters and 
Indigenous identity or other racialized identity was present in 15 posters. Of 
the 15 women labelled as Indigenous or non-white, all were identified as also 
being drug addicts and sex trade workers. The other indicators of alcoholism 
and scars/tattoos were less common descriptors, with two and four IMPs 
respectively.
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In terms of the visual analysis, the photographs on each of the 22 IMPs 
were also fairly consistent. The most frequently detected visual symbol of ugli-
ness was that 19 of the 22 women were not smiling. Of the 22 photos, half of 
them (11) were mugshots, with some even containing the top portion of their 
police identification sign. Unkempt appearance or messy hair was detected in 
seven of the photographs and in five of them the woman photographed is not 
making eye contact with the camera and/or viewer of the photograph. 
Although the photos are not as consistent as the written descriptions, there is 
a common sense within these missing posters that there are characteristics 
(physical or social) that make these missing women “ugly” vis-à-vis the expec-
tations of dominant settler society.

The Missing Women’s poster contains the photographs of 65 women. 
Earlier editions of the poster were produced, but included fewer cases than 
the 2007 edition. As very little text was provided on this poster, visual analysis 
was the primary tool in this case. Of the 65 women photographed, 31 of the 
photographs were mugshots or likely mugshots. As with the IMPs, the MWP 
depicts some women holding identification signboards that are used in police 
mugshots. Thirty-seven of the 65 women are not smiling in the photographs, 
while 27 of the photographs show the women with messy or unkempt hair. 
Furthermore, scars, injuries or tattoos are visible in six of the photographs. 
Finally, in 20 of the photographs, the women are not making eye contact.

What these identifiers indicate to the audience is that these women have 
failed to uphold the aesthetic standards of the dominant/settler colonial 
society focused on whiteness, hygiene and appearance. The indicators found 
in the IMPs were also present in the MWP. Surprisingly, slightly more than 
half of the photographs are not of the mugshot type—presumably other 
images of these women were uncovered, perhaps due to the more thorough 
task force investigations that took place at the time. Regardless, nearly half 
of the women are illustrated through mugshot photographs which demon-
strates a high rate of contact with the police and further solidifies the social 
assumptions surrounding the conflation between Indigeneity, outsider sta-
tus and criminality.

 Mezzo-Analysis Findings

Missing posters are a very specific and targeted component of the broader 
public discourse of MMIW. They are different from news articles, television 
specials and radio announcements in that they are so visually focused and are 
posted in an effort to attract attention and gain information. Missing posters 
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used in this analysis were displayed within the Downtown Eastside and in this 
case, this ugly space of homelessness, crime and drug use is important in the 
eyes of the colonial gaze and maintenance of a settler colonial social order.

These missing posters are also particularly interesting because they were 
physically located within the ugly space of the Downtown Eastside, from 
where the women represented in the posters had disappeared. These posters 
would be seen by fellow women and men in this neighbourhood, presumably 
including sex workers, drug users, and homeless residents who would be char-
acterized in a very similar way as the missing women in that they faced similar 
violence. The website for missing people from British Columbia is public and 
easily accessed, and also allows visitors to comment in a guestbook. Many of 
the guestbooks contain information from friends and family members of the 
missing women, giving more robust and complicated depictions of the women 
than that captured in the posters. The website is an effective medium through 
which the general public can gain more insight and awareness of the issue of 
MMIW. As so many of these cases are located within the Downtown Eastside, 
an area in Vancouver that is so outside the day-to-day space and lifestyle of 
members of the dominant settler colonial majority, ignorance about the extent 
of the violence inflicted on these women and their disappearance is common, 
which effectively keeps settler colonial genocide cordoned off and invisible to 
white and settler viewing.

A broader audience is enabled by online access to these missing posters—
previously, individuals may have had to physically enter the Downtown 
Eastside to see them. The website is making an appeal to the general public in 
an effort to locate these women and to gain information on the circumstances 
surrounding their disappearances. The missing posters themselves are likely 
targeting a similar general audience of members of the dominant majority.

 Macro-Analysis Findings and General Findings

The use of mugshots, the presence of references (both visual and text-based) 
to contact law enforcement agencies and the description of the circumstances 
in which the women disappeared are consistent with the representations of 
MMIW described in the literature. These posters articulate a sense of these 
women as criminals, homeless, drug users, sex workers and importantly as 
“ugly.” The politics of ugliness are reflected in these posters by demonstrating 
that these women are socially and physically undesirable and on a latent level, 
indicating that these “ugly” lifestyle choices and behaviours are the reason that 
these women faced violence, thus justifying settler colonialism. The missing 
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posters, although genuinely an effort to locate these women, demonstrate a 
consistent racist/sexist colonial trope of Indigenous women as loathsome and 
blameworthy victims.

One central finding of this work is the importance of the use of mugshots 
in the missing posters utilized by the Missing Women’s Commission in 
Vancouver. Perhaps the most obvious symbol of how they are represented as 
ugly is in which MMIW are visually portrayed in mainstream media using 
mugshots. Mugshots demonstrate ugliness in that they set these women apart 
from the settler majority—they are the law breakers and therefore categorically 
outside of the social expectations of mainstream citizens. This outsider status 
is stacked on top of racial and gendered othering, resulting in MMIW being 
distanced from the acceptable victim of violence, deserving of sympathy. It 
also functions to justify and perpetuate settler colonial relating to Indigenous 
bodies as genocidal and murderous in nature without being publicly recog-
nized as such. Special focus is placed on their drug use, their alcoholism, their 
criminal records and their homelessness to make it readily apparent to con-
sumers of mainstream media that the women were not only ugly, but they 
were complicit in their own victimization. Missing posters for several women 
clearly stated that they were last seen on the street and there is an unwritten, 
but nonetheless understood connection between being homeless and being a 
victim of violence. Homelessness, as stated or implied on many of the missing 
posters, demonstrates another layer of social ugliness, where individuals do not 
meet the expectation of living in a permanent home. What is also striking in a 
number of these missing posters is the uncertainty surrounding where exactly 
the women were when they disappeared. This is in part due to the fact that 
they were largely homeless, but also speaks to the wider issue of social isolation 
of residents of the Downtown Eastside, where many are completely cut off 
from their families or loved ones—knowing exactly where or when a person 
went missing is therefore challenging. Ugliness produces blameworthy 
 victims—victims that seemingly, through their own poor choices, make them-
selves available targets for violence and colonial disappearance. Ugliness 
removes any culpability from society or the state as it defines the women (as 
ugly subjects) as blameworthy and therefore of no great loss.

Consistent with Wilkes and Corrigal-Brown’s work, gaze and eye-line is an 
interesting feature within the missing posters.108 The women are depicted as 
returning the gaze of the viewer, but in most photos, the gaze is obscured 
through either unfocused eyes looking slightly away, or partially or completely 
closed eyes. In some of the mugshot photos, certain women appear  intoxicated 
or otherwise impaired, causing their gaze to be unfocused. This micro- level 
finding relates back to the literature connected to how composition in photo-
graphs matters to how women are framed and perceived by the audience.109
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As already mentioned, the missing posters produced by the Missing Women 
Task Force predominately feature mugshot photographs.110 This of course is 
in part a convenience factor as the task force would have ready access to police 
records including mugshots. However, the individuals that filed missing per-
son reports could likely have supplied some form of photograph in the major-
ity of the cases. The decision to use mugshots, although perhaps in some ways 
understandable, produces a very particular account of what these women are/
were like and that account is framed through the political categories of social 
despicability and ugliness in the context of settler colonialism and ugliness.

Fairclough’s approach to critical discourse analysis is based on three fac-
tors: description, interpretation and explanation, providing a methodology 
for establishing a description of elements of the missing posters; explaining 
how these connect to the politics of ugliness within the context of settler 
colonialism; and analysing why missing posters as components of the public 
discourse matter. It is not only the violence that these women faced that is 
connected to the politics of ugliness. The efforts and attention, or lack thereof, 
that MMIW receive post-disappearance also relate to a settler colonial geno-
cidal deployment of ugliness in how they are perceived by the authorities and 
the settler majority.

 Conclusion

To even begin to combat the settler colonial perpetuation of MMIW, it is first 
necessary to confront and problematize the political category of ugliness. 
Disgusting, dirty, abject and monstrous are heavily power-laden descriptors 
which, through the MMIW public discourse, are treated as neutral and unat-
tached to settler colonial structures, histories and realities. As established 
through the analysis of the missing posters of MMIW, the political category 
of “ugliness” is deployed in a multitude of ways to establish that the bodies, 
lives and homes of Indigenous women are opposite to the bodies, lives and 
homes of settler women and men and in this way they are rendered available 
and blameworthy victims of violence. Ugliness, as a political category, aids 
and abets in the extreme violence faced by Indigenous women.

In the cases of murdered and missing Indigenous women, ugliness can no 
longer be treated as a mitigating circumstance. The perceived ugliness of these 
women’s bodies, “lifestyle choices,” or their behaviour, does not make the 
crimes committed against them any less heinous. Discourses of ugliness do 
not make women responsible for the violence they face. The current politics 
of ugliness allows for political inaction and makes it possible for the state to 
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wash its hands of any responsibility for the disproportionate rates of genocidal 
violence, disappearance and murder faced by Indigenous women. Moving 
past a politics of ugliness effectively robs the naming of Indigenous women as 
ugly bodies of its power. Furthermore, moving past a politics of ugliness can 
radically disrupt the existing settler colonial power imbalances that persist to 
this day. Unpacking ugliness as a validation of settler colonial injustice and 
rejecting ugliness as an excuse for violence would potentially allow for a rec-
ognition of the violent experiences of Indigenous women in a way that would 
challenge the visual injustice inherent in settler colonialism.

The power of the politics of ugliness to legitimate settler violence and subor-
dination cannot be overstated in regard to MMIW. Ugliness, particularly the 
naming of ugly bodies, produces and validates colonial violence that is sanitized 
and ignored. Society does not face the same imperative to be horrified by or 
respond to violence against an ugly body rather than an attractive one. Here 
begins the difficult work of challenging the power of naming others as ugly and 
examining how aesthetic discourses help to maintain and reproduce settler colo-
nialism. Part of the project inevitably involves combatting settler colonial tropes 
such as that of the “squaw” in an effort to collapse Western-centric, settler, and 
racialized conceptions of beauty and desirability. Another component, perhaps 
a much more difficult challenge to overcome, lies in not allowing ugliness to 
serve as a mitigating circumstance. Attractive or “ugly,” the reality is that large 
numbers of Indigenous women in Canada go missing which is part and parcel 
of a generally acknowledged project of genocide widely discussed in the litera-
ture and various media. Ugliness must never lessen the perceived severity of 
violence and ugliness must never reposition the blame for violence onto survi-
vors or victims. It is not enough to simply deny ugliness—to consider all people 
to be attractive and desirable and to dismiss the thinking that socially unaccept-
able behaviours are ugly. Instead it is necessary to disassociate ugliness from 
understandings of blame for and acceptability of violence. This is the project at 
the heart of challenging visual injustice, and one that is entwined in projects of 
decolonization. The politics of ugliness is not simply the defining of ugly vs. 
attractive and acceptable vs. abhorrent, but instead an important weapon 
deployed in racist and settler colonial power inequalities that continue to dis-
miss the severity of violence and social marginalization faced by Indigenous 
women and other racialized groups and individuals in Canada.

The stigmatization of all things ugly (bodies, behaviours, spaces, etc.) is fuel 
for the fire of gendered and settler colonial violence in Canada. It is no acci-
dent that ugliness is a characteristic that is so frequently utilized in the draw-
ing of boundaries between Us and Them. As I suggested at the beginning of 
this chapter, it is essential to consider what it would mean to move past a 
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politics of ugliness and what the implications of this could be for settler colo-
nial realities. Ugliness is and has been a weapon for enforcing colonial inequal-
ity, and in order to overcome its power it is essential to combat the use of 
ugliness as a mitigating factor in violence against Indigenous women. In the 
mainstream media discourse of MMIW, the political category of ugliness has 
for too long remained central, quietly excusing, or at the very least sanitizing, 
settler colonial and gendered violence in Canada.
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14
Writing Ugly

Melody Ellis

In Writing Blind, Hélène Cixous uses the night as a metaphor for a method of 
writing in which she descends into an elsewhere—a place not of this world, 
not of the day. She writes: “I become a thing with pricked-up ears. Night 
becomes a verb. I night.”1 When I first began thinking about writing and its 
intersection with ugliness, the phrase “I night” took on particular resonance. 
I realized that what I wanted to consider was how often when I write, I ugly. 
What I meant by that at the time I was not exactly sure, and in many ways 
writing this chapter has been an attempt to find out. To see what I can “see, 
see, see” as the tongue twister goes.2

While it might seem like a folly to put the terms “writing” and “ugly” 
together in this way, thinking about writing through the lens of ugliness 
allows for a consideration of the “unpleasant,” even excruciating or painful 
aspects of writing. Such unpleasantness might, for example, include a deep 
sense of avoidance, guilt, shame, insecurity, rage, anxiety, discomfort or rest-
lessness. I became interested in what I am calling ugly writing because so often 
my experience of writing is one of frustrating, stubborn resistance. When I 
begin a new piece of writing, particularly one that matters to me, I find that I 
often do everything but write. The writing I am not doing weighs heavily on 
me as everything else in my life takes on urgency and I find the time for the 
most extravagant procrastination. It is difficult to describe this experience in 
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strong enough terms; perhaps it is enough to say that it can, and has, led to a 
depressive state and at its worst is totally debilitating.

Ugliness, one quickly discovers, is surprisingly difficult to define. Aside 
from its subjective nature, one reason for this is that it is largely defined by 
what it is not (the absence of beauty and beauty’s synonyms) or what it is 
almost, since even when one does manage to prise ugliness away from beauty, 
the vocabulary of the ugly is often closely associated with other concepts 
such as abjection, morality and death. As Sianne Ngai writes in Ugly Feelings, 
“the language of repulsion is much more narrow and restricted [than that of 
attraction].”3 In Against Self Criticism, Adam Phillips writes that the self-
critical part of ourselves is “remarkably narrow minded; it has an unusually 
impoverished vocabulary; and it is, like all propagandists, relentlessly repeti-
tive.”4 The same, I think, could be said for the ways in which ugliness has 
been typecast. Fortunately, there is a growing literature complicating tradi-
tional definitions of ugliness and attempting to consider the term in its own 
specific language.5

Leaning against a stack of books on my desk is a postcard of Van Gogh’s 
Roses. On the back, I have written in pencil: “we have to learn to be unaccept-
able to ourselves” like a note to self.6 The quote is taken from Adam Phillips’ 
book Monogamy, and is reflective of much of his writing on “undesirable” 
internal states, such as dissatisfaction and boredom. My interest in what I am 
calling “ugly writing” is twofold. Firstly, it is due to the experience of finding 
writing so often excruciating, and secondly, it is an interest in exploring this 
notion of being unacceptable to oneself.

During the last few months I have had ugliness on my mind: the way it 
sounds ugg-lee-ness,7 why I have a desire to apply ugliness to writing, and how 
to wrench it away from its synonyms and describe ugliness on its own terms. 
This chapter asks: What is “ugly” writing? What does it mean “to ugly” in the 
context of writing? And in what ways might considering ugliness as part of 
one’s writing practice enable a renewed thinking about what it is to write? It 
argues that “ugly-ing” might be understood as both a strategy for one’s cre-
ative practice and an important counter narrative to the social drive to rid 
ourselves of the unpleasant, and as such has political significance.

What follows is a contemplation of what it is “to ugly.”
For the purposes of this chapter, I wish to define ugliness as that which we 

have a strong compulsion to get rid of, get away from, or expel—and in this 
sense, it is not unlike how Julia Kristeva characterized the abject in her semi-
nal Powers of Horror 8. This remarkable philosophical text describes an encoun-
ter with something that is neither subject nor object and which confronts the 
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individual powerfully with their own fragility and mortality. Kristeva reminds 
us, however, that “jouissance9 alone causes the abject to exist as such,” and just 
as the abject is bound to notions of pleasure, so too is ugliness bound to 
beauty.10 The desire to “get rid” of that which is unsettling or unwanted, 
applies both on a personal level and more broadly as a society. On a personal 
front, it might include our cultural obsession with able-bodiedness, norma-
tive slimness, and the taming of undesirable features of our bodies such as 
body hair;11 while on a social level it might literally include the waste that 
ends up in the trash,12 or to extend this logic further, the rhetorical framing of 
marginalized populations including the homeless, refugees and prisoners. It is 
particularly relevant to those who are locked up indefinitely, without trial, or 
as a “solution” to their perceived threat.13

Whilst ugliness is a term often applied to visual appearances—of bodies, 
but also environments and things—it is also used as a descriptor for language, 
behaviour, thoughts and feelings (Ngai lists anxiety, irritation, envy, and para-
noia among the ugly feelings).14 Its synonyms include: frightful, wretched, 
monstrous, depraved, repulsive, vulgar, odious, indecent, crude, foul, repug-
nant, wicked, unsightly, horrifying, nightmarish, repellent, hideous and gro-
tesque. Sianne Ngai writes that “disgust is urgent and specific” and certainly 
the horror which can be elicited by ugliness (and its synonyms) are such that 
it cannot be ignored or covered up.15 It is a visceral and bodily response that 
brings us into full contact with our deepest discomforts—entering the realm 
of the abject (Kristeva), uncanny (Freud), the weird and eerie (Fisher), the 
Real (Lacan), and the shameful (Probyn).16 Kristeva argues it is not enough to 
say that the abject reminds us of death; rather our encounter with refuse 
(e.g.,  blood, urine, pus, semen, faeces) is far more horrific and traumatic. 
Indeed, she writes that such encounters “show me what I permanently thrust 
aside in order to live.”17 The desire to get rid of the “ugly” has a similar urgency, 
and operates like a gentrification of self, society and other. I say this because 
gentrification describes a process whereby a physical space is radically altered 
in order to make way for a more “sanitized,” homogenized version of itself—
one that is more desirable to the marketplace. Certainly, the desire to rid 
oneself (or environment) of the “ugly” can be seen as an inability to cohabi-
tate with one’s so-called intolerable thoughts, needs, desires, feelings and 
observations.

Karl Rosenkranz’s The Aesthetics of Ugliness is the earliest philosophical 
text on ugliness and consistent with the historical period it casts ugliness 
in a moral light as the “hell of the beautiful.”18 In addition to the aestheti-
cally ugly, Rozenkranz identifies various categories of ugliness including: 
the negative in general, naturally ugly, intellectually ugly, imperfect, 
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 incorrect, mean, petty, feeble, low, ordinary, accidental, arbitrary, crude, 
repulsive, clumsy, dead and empty, hideous, and tasteless. Rosenkranz 
argues that “all beauty must  represent itself as unity,” and as such he defines 
ugliness as amorphism, asymmetry, and disunity, characteristics that inci-
dentally would be later taken up as key strategies of the avant-garde.19 As 
Umberto Eco writes in On Ugliness, “the historic avant-garde was not 
interested in creating any harmony, and pursued the break-up of all order 
and of all institutionalized perceptive schema … the aim being to expose 
the alienation of contemporary society.”20 An interest in an anti-aesthetic—
or rather a disinterest in the pursuits of beauty—continued into contem-
porary art practices, where it was seen to dominate the visual arts landscape 
(particularly during the 1980s and 1990s). In An Argument About Beauty,21 
Susan Sontag writes about the ways in which beauty has, in her view, come 
to be maligned.22 “The strongest, most successful move against beauty was 
in the arts,” she writes, arguing that the word beautiful has come to mean 
“‘merely’ beautiful”—adding that “there is no more vapid or philistine 
compliment.”23

For Rosenkranz, “the ugliest ugliness is not that which in nature repels … 
it is the selfishness that reveals itself in frivolous gestures, in furrows of pas-
sion, in crooked glances and—in crime.”24 Rozenkranz is by no means the 
first to equate ugliness with immorality. As Athanassoglou-Kallmyer writes: 
“Simply put, ugliness is an aesthetic category that stands at the opposite of 
beauty. The two constitute dialectic polarities that form the backbone of 
Western aesthetic and moral thought.”25 Regarding beauty as “goodness” and 
“purity,” and by extension, ugliness as “bad” and “immoral” has been rein-
forced by the portrayal of heroes and villains throughout literature and popu-
lar culture. “Ugly” characters appear in mythology, fairy tales and literature as 
monsters, evil step-parents, witches, kidnappers, serial killers (to name just a 
few guises), and are indexed as morally corrupt through visual markers includ-
ing old age, warts, poverty and physical deformity. Such characters are often 
greedy, deceitful, depraved, obsessive, excessive, meddling and manipulative.26 
In fairy tales, things are not always what they seem, and ugly characters often 
appear in disguise either to test the protagonist’s virtue (as is the case in 
Cinderella, where the fairy godmother appears first as an old beggar who asks 
for a glass of water), or to deceive someone into accepting a terrible bargain 
(as in The Handless Maiden where the devil tricks the father into selling him 
his daughter, or Snow White where the step-mother disguises herself as a peas-
ant and offers Snow White a poisoned apple).

The discipline that is perhaps the most comfortable with ugliness—to say 
nothing of the terrifying, uncanny and shameful—is psychoanalysis. There is 
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no thought too ugly that should not be expressed in the psychoanalytic scene. 
Leo Bersani writes that “psychoanalysis is an unprecedented attempt to give a 
theoretical account of precisely those forces which obstruct, undermine, play 
havoc with theoretical accounts themselves.”27 Which is why psychoanalytic 
theory is so useful when thinking about the indescribable, intolerable, inco-
herent, groundless, ambivalent, lost, mournful, excessive, uncontrollable and 
distressed states that this chapter explores in writing.

Writing is notoriously difficult to do and the more complicated the idea 
being expressed (be it creatively or theoretically), the harder it is. In the open-
ing chapter of Values of Difficulty Judith Butler writes:

I am wondering how to write this essay. Will I be intelligible or not? And if I am 
intelligible, does that mean I have succeeded? And if I am not quite intelligible, 
or if I am unintelligible, then will that be a failure of communication?28

Writers are working with “matter out of place,” to use anthropologist Mary 
Douglas’s term.29 One of the demands of writing is that the writer express 
their ideas in an order that will make sense to the reader (or, will challenge 
sense- making, if that is the purpose of the text—but even this challenge must 
make sense of a kind). Writing is a process of arrangement and communica-
tion to put it simply. While on the one hand I experience a deep desire to 
write, this is often coupled with a stubborn refusal to do the actual writing (I 
am reminded of a child spitting out their food, refusing to eat).30 A writing 
deadline can elicit in me a strong desire to do anything but the writing. I 
have even gone so far as to tie my leg to my desk in an effort not to get up 
one more time for—a cup of tea, a glass of water, to put on a load of washing, 
anything to take me away from the work.31 Or I have employed the use of 
apps such as Freedom, which locks me out of the Internet while I write. 
Worse than the resistance, though, is the accompanying and often brutal self-
doubt which has been known to render me inarticulate and inept. This famil-
iar pattern of resistance became unworkable during my PhD studies in 
creative writing as I simply could not sustain such anguish for the full dura-
tion of my candidature. I had to find a way to work with my “inventory of 
resistance” as Avital Ronell has put it—that long list of excuses, reasons not 
to write or why writing feels impossible.32 My PhD supervisor kept saying to 
me—not about this particular struggle, but about other doubts and anxieties 
I was experiencing at the time to do with the content of my writing—that I 
should “give it to the work.” In other words, that I should give the anxieties 
I was having to my characters (sound advice for any creative writer). Suffice 
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it to say I sought to follow her advice, even going a step further in an attempt 
to give my struggle with the writing itself to the work—giving to the work as 
method. I made a deliberate attempt during my writing hours not to flee 
from the often excruciating resistance my writing would elicit. I began to 
practise writing with, and through, and against my psychic resistances and 
despite any and all discomfort (almost akin to how one might treat breathing 
through difficult emotions within a meditation practice). I am calling this 
ugly writing, in part as a hunch, but also because the obstacles to writing that 
I faced then (and still), and the experiences and emotions they provoked, 
might just as easily be described using ugly’s synonyms. What I am describ-
ing here as “ugly-ing” is a deliberate turning towards, rather than away, from 
the discomfort, the anxiety, even the self- reproachment, rather than seeking 
to push it away or waiting for it to pass before continuing.

When “I ugly,” I am engaging with writing-as-thinking or writing-as- 
discovering, rather than elucidating a fully preconceived idea. I am “stum-
bling and fumbling” into darkness, as the novelist Helen Garner has described 
starting a new work, or approaching “the apprehensiveness of not knowing.”33 
It can be an excruciating exercise to encounter the unknown in such a way, to 
dredge up what one wants to say. I am reminded of Alison Maclean’s 1989 
short domestic horror film Kitchen Sink in which a woman pulls a giant hair 
out of the kitchen sink (and one’s reaction is to gag, as the hair keeps on com-
ing, and coming, and coming …). This is not to say that writing in and of 
itself does not have the potential to radically challenge the writing subject and 
throw them into a despairing or uncomfortable space, whether the writer 
approaches writing in such uncertain terms or not. “To ugly” is to set out to 
describe something that is difficult to describe. It is to be lost for words 
(indeed, it is akin to being constitutively lost), and to doubt oneself to the core. 
But what if this struggle, this “ugly” battle to sit at one’s desk and write, were 
one of writing’s virtues—not unlike the graffiti commonly scrawled on the 
backs of dirty car windshields: “I wish my girlfriend was this dirty.”34 What if, 
being so “dirty,” so to speak, was what made one’s writing interesting or at 
least worth doing?

In a posthumously published interview with Michel Foucault, the phi-
losopher discusses his “tremendous obligation to write.” In familiar Foucault 
style, he describes the pleasure of writing in relation to obeying this obliga-
tion (even comparing it to obeying the law).35 He writes: “To obey an obliga-
tion whose origin is unknown, and the source of whose authority over us is 
equally unknown … that, I think is the pleasure of writing.”36 Indeed, part 
of what can be so difficult about writing is the pressure to write. As a writer, 
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I often feel I “should” be writing and the less I am writing the more pressure 
I feel to write, which in turn leads to more procrastination and less writing. 
This feeling is articulated brilliantly by the Facebook page Shit Academics Say, 
whose posts are full of jokes about not writing.37 One such post reads: “When 
you take a 10 minute writing break and it accidentally lasts six months.” 
Perhaps because of how common it is to struggle with writing, successful 
writers are often asked to describe their practice: how many hours a day, 
where, and at what time of day they write. In response to such questions 
philosopher Slavoj Žižek, himself a prolific writer, has described his writing 
as a “complicated ritual.” He explains that he tricks himself into writing by 
telling himself that he is just putting down ideas. “Then, at a certain point,” 
he explains, “I tell myself, everything is already there, now I just have to edit 
it … I put down notes, I edit it. Writing disappears.”38

In Ezra Pound’s essay The Serious Artist he writes, “there is the art of diag-
noses and there is the art of cure. They call one the cult of ugliness and the 
other the cult of beauty.”39 Of the two attributes it is clear that Pound admires 
ugliness the most: “the cult of beauty is the hygiene, it is sun, air and the sea 
and the rain and the lake bathing. The cult of ugliness, Villon, Baudelaire, 
Corbière, Beardsely are diagnosis. Flaubert is diagnosis.”40 In distinguishing 
between cure and diagnoses—presumably of an illness of the human condi-
tion (though he does not say explicitly)—Pound names writers all of whom 
have been accused of obscenity.41 Perhaps unsurprisingly, all of Pound’s exam-
ples of diagnostic writers are white men, and while this could be dismissed as 
being indicative of the times it does beg the question: to what extent is one’s 
access to ugliness as a radical category—in this case diagnosis—gendered, 
localized and racialized?

Interestingly, Michel Foucault also uses the word diagnosis to describe 
writing. He says: “I only discover what I have to show in the actual movement 
of writing, as if writing specifically meant diagnosing what I had wanted to 
say at the very moment I begin to write.”42 As well as diagnostic, Foucault 
describes writing as an incision while Jacques Derrida compares his pen to a 
syringe, and Friedrich Nietzsche writes: “Write with blood, and thou wilt find 
that blood is spirit.”43 Meanwhile Cixous refers over and over again to the 
wounds of writing: “All literature is scarry [sic],” she writes.44 The notion of 
the inside showing itself on the outside (the inside out—via drawing blood, 
incisions and wounds) is a key principle of ugly writing.45 It articulates the 
ability of writing to cut through complex ideas, but it also highlights writing’s 
bodily and therefore mortal quality, to take us back to death and corpses.
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Perhaps what these writers and philosophers are trying to describe—be it 
via diagnoses, scars or blood—is that ineffable quality of writing. And perhaps 
it’s not quite right to say this of writing (perhaps it is better to say this of 
thinking), though of course it is not a quality that either all thinking or all 
writing has. It is the quality of a certain kind of writing and thinking in which 
one is engaged in trying to think into an area of interest in a sustained, per-
haps even a new way.

In a lecture by philosopher Avital Ronell concluding a symposium mark-
ing the twenty-fifth anniversary of her book The Telephone Book, Ronell 
recounts an anecdote about submitting the manuscript of another work, 
Stupidity. She describes how one of the readers’ reports came back with the 
comment “we would like a conclusion.” Ronell agreed, responding “with the 
understanding that for Flaubert the definition of stupidity is the wish and 
will to conclude.”46 Ronell goes on to describe a resistance both to conclu-
sions and to making too much sense (after Georges Bataille and Jean-Luc 
Nancy) pointing out that fascism “makes ‘sense,’” since it “throttles the pos-
sibility of what can be meant, or said, or spun out, or understood.”47 Art, and 
writing, can be seen not only to convey new knowledge about the world, but 
to undermine, shift and refocus what we already know. Or what we know, 
but wish we did not. I am reminded of the famous quote often misattributed 
to Hermann Göring or Heinrich Himmler: “whenever I hear the word cul-
ture, I reach for my gun.”48 We know the threat that art and artists (meaning-
makers) can pose, particularly to controlling leaders, and this is by no means 
limited to the capital dictator. Enter the censor who carefully pores over 
works of art to ensure that they are not offensive to the values of the state. In 
Aesthetic Theory, Theodor Adorno describes ugliness as “a canon of prohibi-
tions,” and in doing so draws attention to the value, taste and power implicit 
in the beauty/ugliness binary.49

I know of writers whose first or second draft comes out close to how they 
envisage the final piece; writers who write, then edit, in clear delineation. I am 
not such a writer. My writing process might be best described as a rewriting 
process. I have to eke it out. I am always a little envious when I hear a writer 
discuss their writing in uncomplicated terms. I always feel a little like they 
must have a calling for writing that I do not have, that if I were a “real” writer 
I would not experience the conflict I so often do when I write. I am also aware 
that the narrative of the tortured artist is one that persists, and I find myself 
having to ask myself to what extent my battle with writing buys into such a 
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narrative. Though, to be clear, what I am talking about when I discuss “ugly- 
ing” is not the same as a struggle to write. While the struggle itself does not 
inherently possess the qualities of “ugly-ing” it certainly can give access to this 
experience, encounter or action that is “to ugly.”

There is an inherent incommunicability to doing ugly (to say nothing of its 
subjective nature), perhaps because the ugly encounter in writing is at one 
time or another an experience of the real, the abject and/or the uncanny. 
Lacan has described the real as “the impossible.” He describes it as impossible 
to imagine or to integrate because it is pre-thinking, and yet we have no 
choice but to describe the real using words.50 As Kristeva writes about the 
abject, it “draws toward the place where meaning collapses.”51 My interest in 
ugly writing is not so much with whether the narrative itself should be con-
sidered ugly, but rather with a method, encounter, or principle of writing that 
engages directly with such a collapse of meaning. Indeed, this is precisely why 
I have cast ugliness as a verb to begin with; to talk about the action or experi-
ence of writing, the doing of it. “Ugly” writing is writing which refuses to be 
throttled (to return to Ronell). It might play with meaning and be radical in 
form or it might seek to be precise in the face of the imprecise language of the 
current political landscape. It is a resistance both aesthetic and political.

In my writing, I return over, and over again to the same material, painstak-
ingly rewriting sentence by sentence. It is a time-consuming process and often 
the material collapses, fails and slips away from me. It often involves a feeling 
of circling what I want to say and not quite getting there, until (sometimes 
inexplicably) the work takes shape. It has occurred to me during the moments 
of collapse and crisis in my own writing that allowing the work to fail runs 
counter to the capitalist narratives of growth and success that we are so accus-
tomed to—after all, collapse and crisis are also terms applied to the market. At 
times this repetitive work is disconcerting, and is not unlike what Freud 
described as uncanny. Freud wrote: “The subject of the ‘uncanny’ belongs to 
all that is terrible—to all that arouses dread and creeping terror.”52 In establish-
ing a definition of the uncanny—das unheimlich—Freud turns to the etymol-
ogy of its opposite, heimlich, meaning familiar, native and belonging to home. 
In his excellent contemporary reading of the uncanny, Nicholas Royle writes:

[The uncanny] may be construed as a foreign body within oneself, even the 
experience of oneself as a foreign body … it would appear to be indissociably 
bound up with a sense of repetition or “coming back” … the constant or eternal 
recurrence of the same thing, a compulsion to repeat.53
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The uncanny is not only terrifying, it is also strangely familiar. It is a rupture 
in perception that at times borders on ecstatic; it disorients and unsettles in 
ways that separate us from what is taken for granted as known. Anneleen 
Masschelein’s The Unconcept gives a genealogy of the uncanny in late 
twentieth- century theory, and makes the case that the contemporary usage of 
the term has gone beyond that employed by Freud. Masschelein claims that 
the uncanny can be understood as a strategy of thinking characterized by 
defamiliarization, haunting, deconstruction, slips and oscillations, in-
betweens and dead ends. She names Hélène Cixous (who is, of course, central 
to the thinking in this chapter), Jacques Derrida and Elizabeth Wright, as 
examples of writers who engage with this kind of uncanny thinking, describ-
ing them as “mapping chaos.”54 Sean Homer similarly argues that Lacan’s 
writing style is one of the ways he attempts to interrogate the discourse of the 
unconscious (and is as such necessarily disorienting). Homer writes: “[Lacan’s] 
writing is an attempt to force the reader to confront the limits of meaning 
and understanding and to acknowledge the profoundly disturbing prospect 
that behind all meaning lies non-meaning, and behind all sense lies non-
sense.”55 Incidentally, this is not unlike what Barthes refers to as the bliss of 
the text. Barthes writes, “with the writer of bliss (and his reader) begins the 
untenable text, the impossible text … you cannot speak ‘on’ such a text, you 
can only speak ‘in’ it.”56

In this chapter, I have sought to make a case for what I am calling ugly writ-
ing. By casting ugliness in its verb form I have sought to consider a quality, 
experience and aesthetic of writing that is difficult to describe, but which 
shares some of the characteristics traditionally associated with ugliness. The 
aim was not to neatly package up this notion of what it might mean “to ugly” 
and thereby put it in its place. Nor was it to pit ugliness and beauty one 
against the other—as Rainer Maria Rilke writes, “every angel is terrifying”—
since beauty too is so often narrowly defined.57 There is a clear need to con-
tinue to untangle ugliness from the beauty/ugly binary, and to resist defining 
either term in relation to the other, if such a thing is possible. Given our cul-
tural propensity to think in opposites there is an ethics to all of this. There are 
clear real-world implications to treating ugliness as beauty’s other.

If there are limitations to my thinking about “uglying,” perhaps it is that 
what I attribute to ugliness in writing (or as a writer) is not ugly enough, that 
I could have gone further. I find myself wondering if there are limits to accept-
ing the unacceptable within. When Phillips encourages us to allow ourselves 
to become unacceptable to ourselves, we take for granted that he is talking 
about the parts of ourselves that are insecure, self-reproaching, envious, or 
perhaps even violent—but not literally violent.58 This raises an important point 
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I think, that is, how easy it is to discuss ugliness broadly and without approach-
ing the most disturbing aspects within the realm of the ugly. I am thinking 
here, for example, of genocide, rape, domestic or sexual abuse, paedophilia, 
war, corruption, totalitarianism or environmental degradation. I make this 
point even as I realize that it is problematic to label different degrees of ugly, 
some of which are more tolerable than others, since it is precisely this catego-
rizing of acceptability that ugliness has traditionally been faced with, and that 
I claim to be resisting. It nevertheless strikes me as important to acknowledge 
the full breadth of the term ugly, and not to flatten its meaning even as we 
describe and resist its misuses and misattributions—key amongst them the 
association between ugliness and immorality.

The hope is that there is just the right amount of the abstract and poetic in 
“to ugly” as there is in Cixous’ “to night,” and that this allows an opportunity 
to consider the strong emotions and resistances writing can elicit.59 In thinking 
about writing through the lens of ugliness I have asked myself whether and 
how what I have described as ugly-ing might enable a renewed thinking about 
what writing is and does. Certainly, an inability to tolerate ugliness within 
one’s thoughts, and by extension one’s writing, leads to a kind of internal 
gentrification. There are already so few spaces available for the unwanted or 
the unsettling; we live in a world where sites of difference, both physical and 
psychic, are frequently appropriated, and as such it is terribly important that 
we do not move against ourselves, or others, in the same way. As writers, and 
thinkers, we have an obligation not to self-sanitize but rather to be curious 
about all the ways the culture around us seeks to repress and deny the myriad 
and rich world we inhabit.

This exploration of “ugly-ing” was necessarily a subjective one since doing 
ugly is somewhat indescribable and resists categorical definition. Perhaps, in 
the end, this notion of “ugly-ing” or “uglifying” I have sought to describe is my 
own version of Žižek’s writing trick.60 “To ugly” offers me a constraint—that 
is, to stay put; to sit with the resistances (both psychic and physical) and all the 
other uncomfortable affects that writing can elicit; to turn towards the impos-
sible and intolerable aspects of writing and to resist the desire to flee the scene; 
to find value in the struggle, and therefore not to be surprised or alarmed by it 
when it appears—in a sense to welcome it into my writing life. Perhaps, “to 
ugly” is in fact a kind of bliss in the Barthian sense. Perhaps the pleasures of 
writing include coming up against its untenable, impossible qualities.

During the last few months, I have had ugliness on my mind: the way it 
sounds ugg-lee-ness, why I have a desire to apply it to writing, and how in 
“doing” ugly—by resisting the imperative to move away from uncomfortable 
spaces as a writer—one is engaging in meaningful and political work.61
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Butler’s Monsters: The Grotesque 

and the Black Communal Body in Octavia 
Butler’s Dawn

Jalondra A. Davis

 Introduction

In several interviews, acclaimed science fiction writer Octavia Butler speaks 
candidly about being tormented for her appearance throughout her life. She 
speaks in private archives of isolation and romantic loneliness, in public inter-
views of being taunted for ugliness as a child, of being called Sir and chased 
out of women’s bathrooms as an adult.1 Though many who write about Butler 
locate her black femaleness as a source of her lifelong preoccupation with 
power, her narration of her experiences reveal several levels of what Cathy 
Cohen calls “secondary marginalization” even within the category of black 
woman.2 She was the child of a single mother, she was working class for much 
of her life, she was perceived as ugly, masculine, and lesbian, she lived with a 
learning disability and severe social anxiety, and was raised within a strict, suf-
focating religious tradition that especially narrowed expressive possibilities for 
young women. Though Butler assures one interviewer that she is not a les-
bian, the aforementioned  lifelong experiences of homophobic harassment 
and surveillance within gendered space would place her in the company of 
those who exceed, in appearance if not in practice, gender and sexual norms. 
Within the black community, Butler’s big, non-feminine body marked her as 
ugly, and this ugliness isolated her, and drove her deeper into the multitude 
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of written worlds where she would explore human cruelty and power. I sug-
gest that this experience of secondary marginalization within the alleged unity 
of  blackness informs treatment of racial politics in her fiction in ways that 
have gone unexplored.

In this chapter I am thinking of ugliness in relationship to black cultural 
politics in primarily two ways. The first is community ugliness, the belief that 
some black subjects “make us look bad” and that to look bad is to corrupt 
chances for collective black liberation. This is a highly classed discourse that 
manifests in attempts to control not only behavior but black visual aesthetics; 
for example, “Dress Well” clubs in the interwar period and “sagging pants 
legislation” in more recent years.3 In imagining a black collective, black politi-
cal discourses often collapse diverse black people into a singular body, the 
black communal body, which is more apt for narrating a singular confronta-
tion with white supremacy and a linear narrative of history and futurity. I 
argue that the difficulty liberal and nationalist black politics (which are often 
overlapping and synonymous) have in grappling with black difference is 
grounded in this kind of embodiment of black peoplehood. Even critical and 
popular black feminism, in its contestation of the masculine black communal 
body and of gross archetypes of black femininity, has sometimes relied too 
heavily on asserting a respectable, beautiful, feminine body as representative 
of black womanhood.4

The second kind of ugliness that I am thinking of is an imaginative, often 
speculative contestation to the black communal body, creative production 
of imagery that can make us aware of other possibilities that can make it 
more difficult to tell clean stories of oppression and resistance. This kind of 
ugliness is what I call the black feminist grotesque. I turn to the grotesque, 
not ugliness alone, because of the grotesque’s emphasis upon ambiguity. The 
grotesque does not mean merely ugly; it also suggests violations, fusions, 
hybridities, that threaten the neat, self-contained concept of Modern 
Enlightenment’s human.5 If a particularly black conception of humanity 
developed through the attempts of black people to admit themselves to the 
category of human, this conception has sought restoration of the integrity 
(bodily, familial, and otherwise) excavated by enslavement and racial geno-
cide. Therefore, a black feminist grotesque (and I am writing in a tradition 
of black feminism that also sees itself as queer and queering even as it cen-
ters the black female body) might resist the tropes of healing, reconciliation, 
or wholeness, reveling in the uneasy but radical space of abjection, porous-
ness, and non-closing.6 This places my theorization of the black feminist 
grotesque in company with a growing cadre of black feminist work, inter-
secting and overlapping with black queer and sexuality studies, that troubles 
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traditional black feminist readings of visual culture in particular, and turns 
to sites often deemed inappropriate for critical study or for deployment 
within a project of liberation.7 In this  context, I suggest that we read Octavia 
Butler’s Dawn, in which aliens, with the help of a black woman named 
Lilith, essentially conquer humankind, not just as an anti-liberatory story of 
defeat, but as an embrace of the possibilities that grotesque other humanity 
might present. In this chapter, I first outline a black feminist theory of the 
grotesque, using the artwork of Wangechi Mutu as a visual example. I then 
explain how Octavia Butler’s revision of common tropes of the science fic-
tion canon, such as human–alien encounter, trouble not just the colonialist 
and racist impulses of that canon but dominant discourses in black racial 
politics, which I discuss under the rubric of the black communal body. I 
then demonstrate, through a close reading of Dawn, how Butler uses the 
grotesque image of human–alien mating to undermine the black communal 
body and the secondary marginalization that it engenders.

 The Grotesque

In his reading of the major works of Renaissance novelist François Rabelais, 
Russian theorist Mikhail Bakhtin detailed a theory of the grotesque. According 
to Bakhtin, the grotesque is an ancient, vibrant, and politically meaningful 
aesthetic, abundant in both classical and medieval folk cultures and marked 
by its excess, openness, and hybridity. Expressed in monstrous (which con-
notes the blending of life forms, such as human and fish) creatures engraved 
on ancient terracotta—belching, bulge-eyed, and defecating characters—and 
the bawdy inversions of carnival, the grotesque reveled in the open, protuber-
ant, non-normative body (particularly its lower regions) as a direct challenge 
to the growing emphasis upon a contained, classical ideal body in the Middle 
Ages and Renaissance.8 The grotesque continued, but in tension with the 
modern era’s increasing division of bodily functions into private and public 
realms, its discipline, and appropriation of folk culture.9 As the carnivalesque 
was disciplined throughout the Enlightenment, the grotesque was deployed 
not just as resistance but as a tool of power, capable of naming and castigating 
forms of difference that were still being solidified into the modern concepts of 
race and sexuality. According to cultural critic Kobena Mercer, the grotesque 
is “one of the primary visual languages of racism.”10 Drawing on Mercer, Uri 
McMillan points out the link between the grotesque, humanism, and modern 
racism in his study of black feminist performance art’s use of the grotesque:
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The genre of the grotesque is buttressed by cultural anomalies that refuse to stay 
within the boundaries of tautly delimited categories … the category of the gro-
tesque is socially constructed and constantly shifting, disrupting order while piv-
oting away from the normal, and even from the human altogether. However, 
when the difference that is perceived becomes racial difference, the disorder posed 
by the grotesque is amplified and, as history suggests, dealt with more severely.11

Here, McMillan recognizes the oppositional, disruptive potential of the gro-
tesque, but also the violent relationship between it and racialization. The fre-
quency in which all blackness is already read as grotesque suggests why the idea 
of using the grotesque as a productive space or strategy is a vexed one for black 
studies. The persistent fetishism of grotesque imagery of black people as a pow-
erful tool of racism complicates black uses and theories of the grotesque, which 
are often disciplined by black political and intellectual analyses concerned with 
the consequences of representation.12 Grotesque images and performances are 
particularly perplexing for black feminist studies, which have often been con-
cerned with how the construction of black women’s bodies as grotesque threat-
ens black access to humanity and citizenship. Just as some black feminist 
scholars caution against a wholesale embrace of post-humanity, reminding us 
of the contribution black critical theorists have made to generating different 
conceptualizations of the human, black feminist critics have focused more 
upon redefining rather than disengaging from the concept of beauty.13

However, if the grotesque can be used against black women, can it not also 
be used by them, albeit, in contextualized and complicated ways? If we see 
beauty as a production of Western thought and history’s impulses towards 
categorization and violence, then should we aspire to it at all? The construc-
tion of beauty relies upon the suppression of and outright violence against 
that or those deemed to be disorderly and non-normative, much as the con-
struction of the human has derived from a bourgeois white masculine norm 
that both depends upon and excludes most actual “humans” in the world. Yet, 
I hesitate from claiming ugliness alone as a politicized category, which risks 
creating a critical dichotomy similar to recent debates positing “politics of 
respectability” against “politics of irreverence.” Unmooring black feminist 
thought from the disciplinary impulses of black representational politics 
requires a departure from binary or oppositional logics, or, as Valerie Chepp 
describes it, a theorization of a “third space.”14 The grotesque provides this 
third space precisely because of its trespassing on boundaries and refusal of 
absolutes. Though carnival is also a method of satirizing political order syncre-
tized with Africana religious and performance practices throughout the dias-
pora, my reading of the grotesque departs from the greater attention paid to 
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Bakhtin’s focus on the bawdy and comic culture of the carnivalesque to other 
key features of the grotesque—hybridity, openness, and ambivalence.15 
Bakhtin’s analysis of the political import of Rabelais’s novels did not suggest 
specific, stable, and identifiable political allegiances, but a critical and playful 
orientation that could “destroy the official picture of events,” that could mys-
tify and dismantle hegemonic common sense.16

As a visual example of black feminist grotesque and an appropriate 
counterpart to the disturbing and evocative effects of Octavia Butler’s writ-
ing, I offer the artwork of Wangechi Mutu (Fig. 15.1). I have often thought 
that some of Mutu’s collages suggest the impossible-to-know visuality of 
Octavia Butler’s imagination. Though Mutu’s works don’t perfectly match 
Butler’s description of altered and nonhuman creatures, they feel similar in 
their unsettling fusions of both matter and ideas. This affective cohesion 
may come from similar affective origins—the mingled space of terror and 
fascination as a site of creative potential. Both Butler and Mutu have spo-
ken about using their work as a way to confront overwhelming fears. Butler 
wrote the short story Bloodchild to work through a fear of a burrowing 
parasite in preparation for a trip to the Amazon, and created the Oankali 
in Dawn after a visceral reaction to pictures of invertebrate life forms in a 
biology textbook. The bulging, amorphous figures of Mutu’s collage work 
are inspired by textbook depictions of tropical disease.17 Rather than run-
ning from or displacing it, both Butler and Mutu embrace ugliness, and 
use it to explore other kinds of political and creative obsessions: race, gen-
der, the female form, and the complexity of power. Mutu’s collages show 
hybrid female forms: cyborgian figures composed of various kinds of 
organic and built matter. Synthesizing images from sources such as por-
nography, fashion magazines, and National Geographic, these artworks are 
nearly impossible to read within a representational politics that looks for 

Fig. 15.1 The Evolution of Mud Mama from Beginning to Start (2008), six collages in 
watercolor, gold leaf and collage on paper. Reprinted from Rubell Family Collection 
Contemporary Art Foundation website. Copyright 2008 by Wangechi Mutu. Reprinted 
with permission
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recovery from the traumatic field of the visual.18 Mutu characterizes her 
work as a way to navigate the tensions between “resilience and compliance, 
agency and victimization.”19 This navigation leads to a third space, the 
space of the grotesque.

Using Mutu’s Non je ne regrette rien (Fig. 15.2) as a framework for reading 
Butler’s Kindred, Tiffany Barber argues against the more common readings of 
slave narratives through a logic of recovery and healing. She argues, rather, for 
an approach called “transgressive disfigurement,” a confrontation of repul-
sion, of fragmentation, and of difference that destabilizes the binary opposi-
tions of trauma and recovery, slavery and freedom, ugliness and beauty, 
subjection and resistance.20 Butler’s work is continually concerned with mud-
dying the waters between the shores of binaries, revealing the interdependent 
construction of all that the popular discourse of black politics would like to 
keep apart. In Kindred, transgressive disfigurement is depicted through the 
loss of Dana’s arm which represents the irreconcilability of slavery; in 
Xenogenesis it is the disfigurement of the human body through alien hybrid-
ity, which presents both horrifying and productive possibilities. Just as Mutu’s 
collages show the black female body as powerfully (but not necessarily defeat-
edly) undone, Butler suggests possibilities that are always in flux because of 
the willingness to defer wholeness.

Fig. 15.2 Non je ne regretterien (2007), ink, acrylic, glitter, cloth, paper collage, plastic, 
plant material and mixed media on Mylar. Reprinted from Rubell Family Collection 
Contemporary Art Foundation website. Copyright 2007 by Wangechi Mutu. Reprinted 
with permission
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 Butler, Science Fiction, and the Black Communal 
Body

Octavia Butler is probably the most known and celebrated black writer of sci-
ence fiction, and unique in that her work is energetically claimed and read in 
both African American literary criticism and the science fiction canon. 
Growing up reading the best and worst of science fiction, she was thoroughly 
grounded in, and frustrated by, one central trope of the Golden Age: the 
human–alien encounter. She complicated this encounter in her own fiction, 
writing her monsters not as single-dimensional soulless predators, pathetic 
inferior creatures, or thinly disguised projections of human difference and 
racial anxieties. Rather, they are complete persons: creative, intellectual, 
deeply feeling, and gentle. But, like other alien monsters, they are essentially 
bound to a biologically determined purpose and instinct that renders them 
dangerous to and dependent upon other beings. Instead of aligning readers 
totally with human heroes in these interactions, Butler muddies the waters of 
power, will, and consent, as humans seem both repelled and seduced, violated 
and nurtured, by their reactions to their beings.

However, I suggest that Butler’s revision of the alien encounter is also driven 
by her consistent preoccupation with the complexities of power and subjec-
tion—a preoccupation that, I argue in this chapter, is informed by her con-
cerns with black political discourse. Butler was adamant that except for 
Kindred, her work had nothing to do with slavery and most critics read her 
fiction as—while depicting black characters—not centering black experi-
ence.21 However, I suggest that most of Butler’s work shares in common a 
depiction of complicated entanglements of power which, in some way, is 
informed by slavery and its long afterlife in black life and political culture.22 
The perplexities of blackness are always present in Butler’s work while the 
specific experiences associated with blackness might only be taken up in indi-
rect ways. In discussing her novel Kindred, a speculative contemporary narra-
tive of slavery published eight years earlier than Dawn, Butler critiques Black 
Power-era postures towards earlier generations of African Americans who 
spent their lives in conditions of servitude and apparent subjection. 
Remembering her own unresolved feelings of shame about her mother’s 
employment as a maid, Butler wrote Kindred as a way to counter the sugges-
tion that those subjected within systems of power and who did not violently 
resist, should be devalued, despised, or held responsible for their own subjec-
tion—she wrote it to show “different kinds of courage.”23
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The Black Power Movement, which gathered strength tangentially (rather 
than after or in clear opposition to) the Civil Rights Movement activated 
already existing black nationalisms in more visible and confrontational ways.24 
What distinguishes Black Power nationalism as a distinct formation within 
the long Civil Rights Movement is a rhetorical shift emphasizing confronta-
tion, autonomy, and solidarity that managed to span a multitude of preexist-
ing and new political alliances, organizing forms, and strategies, from alliances 
with white radical students and Third World liberation movements, to elec-
toral politics and capitalist enterprise.25 Because the actual organizing, activi-
ties, and theories produced within what we call the Black Power Movement 
and black nationalisms are rich, plural, and complex, I offer the black power 
moment as a way to describe those resonances that tend to preserve the move-
ment’s visual imagery and rhetorical content over its diverse and more sub-
stantive critiques, priorities, and programs. In other words, the popular 
memorialization of Black Power and its influence and manifestation in black 
political discourse today reflects its rhetorical style and posture over its pro-
grams or critiques.

A central constituting element of the black power moment’s rhetorical shift 
was a framing of empowerment as a reclamation of the emasculated black 
man, from not only white supremacist violence, but the perceived timidity of 
bourgeoisie uplift projects and Civil Rights liberalism.26 In their objection to 
the method of nonviolent resistance and the incremental and class-biased 
change offered by liberal reform, black male activists of nationalist organiza-
tions used a vividly sexual imagery and rhetoric to feminize the Civil Rights 
“Old Guard.” In the process, they premised Black Power as a reclamation of 
interrupted masculinity. Many Black Power thinkers also took their cues from 
the Nation of Islam ideology, which premised the building of a strong black 
nation upon a capitalist, benevolent patriarchy in which women were to serve 
as helpmates, homekeepers, and breeders.27 In what could be considered a 
science fictional text itself, Elijah Muhammad claimed that the creation of the 
white race was due to a mad scientist’s genetic engineering and proposed that 
the control of black women’s autonomy and childbearing was essential to the 
restoration of black greatness.

In the black power moment’s genealogy of the black communal body, slav-
ery is seen as a site of pollution that rendered the black communal body 
impure, particularly through its prohibitions from practicing normative gen-
der roles. So, though the presentation of the progress of the race as the success 
of its manhood (often put forward in the form of a handful of charismatic, 
hetero-normative, disproportionately visible black male leaders) is a recurring 
feature through African American history and social movements, in the black 
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power moment manhood was increasingly identified with a more confronta-
tional rhetoric and politics, as well as an attractive discourse of self-reliance 
rather than appeal. While the hetero-normative family has always been privi-
leged, the black power moment imbues a new framing—the hetero- normative 
family was revolutionary, for it resisted the effort of the white supremacist 
power structure to stigmatize and destroy it—particularly through the “castra-
tion,” literally, economically, and figuratively, of the black male. According to 
these logics, where the violence and indignities suffered by black men tend to 
be seen as representative of all black people, women’s specific experiences or 
claims are read as distracting and undermining, and those of gay, queer, and 
trans people as entirely alien and external to black communal interests.28 In 
short, I argue that the black power moment constructs the black communal 
body as a whole, restored, impenetrable, and essentially “straight” body, a 
construction that is actually counterintuitive to black people’s historic toler-
ance and fluidity around gender roles, queer sexuality, and non-nuclear family 
formation. Though black women are essential to the reproduction of the black 
communal body, they tend to be read as disruptive to it when they express 
autonomy—particularly in the context of publicly drawing attention to their 
own needs, labor, abuse at the hands of black men, gendered experiences—or 
when they challenge men in their aspiration to or achievement of leadership 
roles. This phenomenon has been critiqued often through black feminist criti-
cism of the archetypes of “sapphire,” “matriarch,” or “Black Malinche.”29 In 
framing a story of human–alien encounter from the point of view of a black 
woman enlisted to aid the aliens, Butler is consciously engaging the discourses 
personified in such archetypes.

 Dawn

Dawn is the first novel of the Xenogenesis series, which follows the resettle-
ment of Earth by the human and Oankali species following nuclear destruc-
tion. The Oankali are a powerful species that manipulate their environments 
and perform all of their social and biological functions through tentacles that 
cover their bodies. Acquisitive by nature, they travel from planet to planet 
absorbing other worlds and peoples, and their strange, advanced physicality 
and technology reflect the genetic and cultural hybridity that comes from 
these interactions. They discover a dying Earth and a handful of human sur-
vivors of global nuclear war and use their massive powers to restore Earth and 
prepare humans to reoccupy the planet. This is not a completely benevolent 
plan; the Oankali plan to settle Earth as well, and to mate with humans, who 
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they sterilize; humans can only have children through interbreeding, what the 
Oankali call “trade.” The novel begins with the Oankali’s awakening of Lilith 
Oyapo, a black anthropology student who had lost her husband and child 
before the “Great War.” Lilith has been chosen from among hundreds of 
humans who survived the nuclear war to “mother” a new community of 
humans, as well as the new human–Oankali construct race.

Notably, Dawn’s protagonist is named for a figure found in rabbinical lit-
erature; Lilith was allegedly the first wife of the biblical first man Adam. After 
refusing to lie underneath Adam, Lilith was banished to become the mother 
of demons and replaced by Eve. The myth of Lilith has been taken up by sev-
eral authors in feminist science fiction, who claim Lilith as a proto-feminist 
heroine and draw her interiority in imaginative ways.30 The myth of Lilith as 
a traitor to humanity shows the resonance of the threat that self-determining 
women pose across different histories and cultures. But this threat is intensi-
fied within black political discourse, which operates in a context of centuries 
of genocidal conditions faced by African American people. Broader cultural 
traditions that vilify women as a source of downfall collide with histories of 
the sexual subjugation of black women to produce tropes of black femininity 
that allegedly undermine the integrity of the black communal body. A few 
authors have made the connection between the myth of Lilith and these 
tropes. Michele Osherow claims “Butler’s Lilith seems representative of the 
black matriarch, particularly in her negotiation for stability and survival in a 
foreign world.”31 While I recognize the same points of connection as 
Osherow—in seeing Dawn as the intersection of broader cultural and specifi-
cally black mythologies of womanhood—I hesitate at her reading of the 
Oankali–human encounter as analogous to American slavery.

My reading practice for this text departs from criticism that primarily relies 
on allegory or metaphor to read science/speculative fiction, as if events and 
situations are always directly equivalent to real life. Though some analogizing 
and comparison is unavoidable, the reading of science fiction as strictly alle-
gory does violence to the world-building process that may be informed by 
concerns about the real world, that may involve some extrapolation, but that, 
importantly, surpasses the boundaries of material reality to imagine disrup-
tively new arrangements, relationships, and societies. I am thinking particu-
larly of the work Butler does in her alien stories. If we read Lilith, as Osherow 
does, as analogous to enslaved women, then it is difficult to not read the 
Oankali as representative of white slaveholders or colonizers—which, given 
complexities of Oankali technology, sociality, and worldview (which is in 
many ways oppositional to those of the imperial West), is clearly inappropri-
ate. Estrangement is an important part of the reading practice and effect of 
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science fiction that many who work on this literature from within traditional 
literary studies fail to consider thoroughly. The estrangement of science fic-
tion, hopefully, trains the eye to see the real world differently; not necessarily 
to make direct comparisons between the vaguely and disturbingly familiar 
constructed world but to make the ‘real’ world strange as well, to denaturalize 
and defamiliarize its unjust arrangements.32 While a metaphor or allegory 
suggests responses to situations based on the events of the metaphor or alle-
gory, science fiction stimulates important questions without attempting to 
provide the answers. In this, science fiction is similar to the grotesque; it is not 
an exaggerated copy of reality, but a signifying text that hints, troubles, and 
comments on what we think of as reality, that plays with ideas that might then 
be processed and reconsidered in the context of black politics.

Osherow’s reading of Lilith as matriarch also conflates the figure of the 
matriarch with the actual history of enslaved women. Rather than an actual 
historical actor or a clearly identifiable personhood with a stable set of charac-
teristics, I rather think of the matriarch as a reservoir for anxieties about black 
female autonomy, non-nuclear family formation, and frustration masculinity. 
To avoid the kind of slippage that I think critical strategies using singular 
achetypes (such as mammy, matriarch, jezebel) engender, I refer instead to 
disruptive black femininity. Octavia Butler’s Dawn continues and expands 
upon Kindred’s concerns with black power moment postures towards histories 
of subjection through a grotesque assemblage of alien bodies and disruptive 
black femininity. This assemblage reveals the penetrability of both humanity 
and the black communal body and hints towards disturbingly radical possi-
bilities for affinity and sociality.

After her own awakening from suspended animation and acclimation to 
Oankali culture, Lilith is charged with waking and training a community of 
humans to survive on the newly restored Earth. But she has another, more 
troubling mission—to acclimate these humans to the condition and implica-
tions of the Oankali genetic trade. Both missions, but particularly the second, 
put Lilith immediately at odds with the people she must lead, most of whom 
are determined to maintain their bodily, humanly integrity at all costs. Their 
resistance is intensified by the ugliness of the Oankali, particularly the tenta-
cles on every surface and orifice of the aliens’ bodies. This ugliness intensifies 
the human horror of intimate engagement and procreation with the Oankali 
and therefore the depth of Lilith’s perceived betrayal of mankind. Even Lilith, 
who is able to get past the appearance of the Oankali in her interactions with 
them, shudders at the thought of producing monstrous “Medusa children.”33 
But while the ugliness of the Oankali is a major source of human fear and 
hatred, it is also the very source of the sensory abilities that give the Oankali a 
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visceral, integral, relationship to their physical world. Through their sensory 
organs they not only perceive but can manipulate and nourish. Oankali phys-
icality is not just for the effect of horror; it is the reflection and an enabler of 
their way of life. It also produces their immense power, as their sensory inter-
connection to everything in their world allows them to manipulate matter, 
administer healing, and extend biological life (Figs. 15.3 and 15.4).

Everything in the Oankali world: the earth, their ships, their bodies, their 
homes, is organically connected; there is no distinction between their natural 
and constructed environments, illustrating perfectly a process that Donna 

Fig. 15.3 California State University, Los Angeles; student interpretation of an 
Oankali-human construct. Presented December 7, 2017 by Adora Delgado. Printed 
with permission

Fig. 15.4 California State University, Los Angeles; student interpretation of Oankali 
aliens. Presented December 7, 2017 by student groups. Printed with permission
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Haraway describes as articulation. Haraway explains how articulation, which 
is the symbiotic relationship to and communication between organic and 
non-organic beings, is less likely to do violence to nature than the logics of 
control or of salvation of the natural environment.34 The Oankali’s physicality 
reflects their recognition of their interdependence with all matter, generating 
a uniquely sustainable, communal, and healthy way of life. If we ascribe to the 
logic of the novel, in which hierarchy is humanity’s fatal flaw (one that has 
already resulted in the Earth’s destruction), then the learning of a symbiotic 
process, a new way of engaging one another and the world, is a way to temper 
that flaw. As the Oankali achieve articulation through the unique chemistry 
and composition of their bodies, the alteration of human bodies (and absorp-
tion of some of the Oankali’s ugliness) is necessary to learn a new way of 
being. As horrifying as it may seem, the opportunity to become something 
other than human is one worthy of serious consideration.

Race is not absent and without meaning in the post-apocalyptic world of 
Dawn, but the characters’ choices and affinities do refute racial expectation 
and challenge the idea of unconditional unity that the black communal body 
demands. For example, Lilith’s relationship with one of the reawakened, a 
Chinese man named Joseph, perturbs the other members of the reborn human 
community. Nikanj (Lilith’s Oankali mentor, who becomes somewhat of a 
mentor between her, the humans, and the Oankali) warns her, “Because there 
are already two human males speaking against him, trying to turn others 
against him. One has decided he’s something called a faggot and the other 
dislikes the shape of his eyes.”35 In this post-apocalyptic setting, race and gen-
der mark bodies whose adherence to the norms of masculinity and femininity 
were already suspect in the previous world. Black women have been read as 
exceeding the boundaries of normative femininity, as excessively dominant 
and powerful (indeed, at one point some of the awakened humans begin to 
circulate a rumor that Lilith is a man, which seems to be as frightening to 
them as the prospect that she is an alien in disguise36); whereas Asian men 
have often been read as inadequately masculine, powerful, or virile.37 Even in 
this alternate world in which all human mechanisms for maintaining racial-
ized power and privilege have been destroyed, some bodies, particularly those 
that counter and betray normative expectations of gender and sexuality, are 
rendered more alien than others. According to Harper, “The anger against 
Joseph manifests from homophobic, anti-miscegenation, anti-Chinese and 
speciesist sentiment rooted in hierarchical binary thinking.”38

Even the Oankali are not immune to racialized thinking. Nikanj, the 
Oankali ooloi child who quickly evolves into a companion for Lilith and 
intermediary between her and the Oankali, says, “Ahjas and Dichaan are 
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 mystified. They thought you would choose one of the big dark ones because 
they’re like you. I said you would choose this one—because he’s like you.”39 
This statement reveals that there are black men among the awakened that 
Lilith might have chosen from. That Lilith doesn’t choose one of them might 
reflect Octavia Butler’s antipathy for black nationalism’s identity politics. But, 
I argue that it also shows that solidarity is an intentional process, and there are 
ways beyond, though not extricable from, race to construct affinity and alli-
ance. I do not say this to advocate a multicultural narrative but to propose 
that Lilith and Joseph’s relationship suggests both a countering of normative 
understandings of masculinity and femininity and a challenge to the black 
power moment’s framing of racial solidarity. It is notable that Joseph is 
Chinese when we consider that the global anticolonial critique represented by 
nationalist organizations’ affinity for China’s Maoist revolution was a major 
element of Black Power that was suppressed by Cold War logics, further 
domesticating the complexities of the Black Power Movement into the black 
power moment.40

We also might assume that the resistance to Lilith, even prior to the reveal 
of Oankali plans for reproduction, is wrapped up in objection to a black 
female as leader: notably the black men in the collective choose not to align 
with her.41 Reflecting the sexualization of disruptive black femininity, in 
which black women’s undermining of the black communal body is tied to an 
excess of desire, the community repeatedly frames its anger and accusations 
within calls of attention to her sexuality. When Lilith emerges from her pri-
vate room with Joseph to feed the awakened humans, one woman asks if she 
is done “screwing.”42 As at this point in the narrative everyone has selected 
partners and spends a considerable amount of their time screwing, it is diffi-
cult to see why Lilith having sex should be a source of anger—unless we real-
ize that race, gender, and her proximity to the Oankali already construct her 
sexuality as monstrous. The humans’ reaction to her relationship with Nikanj 
reflects the suspicion with which black female sexuality is always read, par-
ticularly if it is not properly directed: “Strip and screw your Nikanj right here 
for everyone to see, why don’t you? We know you’re their whore! Everybody 
here knows!”43 One male character, Gabriel, says this to Lilith even after he 
and his human female partner Tate have begun their intimate engagement 
with one of Nikanj’s parents, Kahguyaht.

Nikanj and Kahguyaht are both ooloi, non-gendered Oankali who facili-
tate mating and reproduction by transmitting sexual sensation as it gathers 
and stores genetic information in order to construct future children. Once 
mated through an ooloi, human beings cannot touch one another without 
repulsion. The sensory arms that ooloi use in sex are the same as those they use 
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in practices of healing and genetic manipulation, practices that Lilith becomes 
accustomed to before she becomes sexually engaged with the Oankali, blur-
ring the boundaries between these kinds of intimacy, and decreasing, or elimi-
nating the role of any kind of courtship rituals in sexuality. Lilith’s sex with the 
Oankali reflects her resistance to patriarchy, sexualized violence, and domi-
nant codes of masculinity. To explain this, I must address Lilith’s first contact 
with a human after awakening, Paul Titus. Awakened at 14 years old, Paul 
Titus is a black man who has spent half his life with the Oankali, but seems 
resentful and unadjusted to either their holistic lifestyle or differently gen-
dered culture. He complains about the lack of real hamburgers in the Oankali 
world and insists on calling Nikanj male.44 After a conversation in which Paul 
rejects Lilith’s more open and accommodating attitude towards Oankali cul-
ture, he tries to rape her. As Harper claims, this act is an attempt to reinforce 
his Western human sense of manhood withheld by the denial of meat or 
human females in his life with the Oankali.45 While the question of consent 
is also muddied in at least Lilith’s first intimate contacts with the Oankali, she 
does not read these interactions within the framework of the sexualized vio-
lence she suffers from Paul Titus.

Like Paul, Joseph initially reads Nikanj as male and resists his interference 
in Joseph’s and Lilith’s relationship.46 This brief assertion of masculine ego 
bothers Lilith because she recognizes that Joseph’s resistance to this pleasur-
able, but queering experience is wrapped up in patriarchy, which naturalizes 
of sexual violence: “The refusal to accept Nikanj’s sex frightened her because 
it reminded her of Paul Titus. She did not want to see Paul Titus in Joseph.”47 
Remembering her assault by Titus, Lilith welcomes alien sex perhaps for the 
same reasons that Anna in Possession (a film where a woman gives birth to and 
then has sex with a tentacled creature) desires her monster: “Chance is accept-
ing unbound possibility, questioning but not predicting an answer. Anna is 
forced to choose between faith in heterosexuality or the chance of something 
else through unbinding desire. Faith is phallic sexuality; chance is monster 
sex, sex in transit, nomadic sex.”48 Patricia MacCormack contends that the 
monster that Anna creates is an expression of slimy, ever present, and amor-
phous female desire that allows her to escape the script of hetero-normative, 
phallocentric sex and social order.49 Similarly, Lilith’s sex with the monster 
disturbs normative societal relations and human conceptions of sexuality. The 
mediation of the ooloi disallows women’s pleasure from being subordinated, 
and it takes pleasure out of the realm of courtship rituals that often reinscribe 
hetero-patriarchal relations.

The benefits of monster sex require both Lilith and Joseph to disrupt their 
sense of normativity largely grounded in physical difference. In the sex scene 
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with her, Nikanj, and Joseph, Lilith describes Nikanj as “a totally alien being, 
grotesque, repellant beyond mere ugliness with its night crawler body tenta-
cles, its snake head tentacles, and its tendency to keep both moving, signaling 
attention and emotion.”50 The quality that marks Nikanj and the Oankali as 
grotesque, not just ugly, is their constant movement, embodied in their physi-
cal forms but also lived through their purposeful hybrid evolution. This is in 
direct opposition to the stable, contained concepts of bodies and identity that 
center the subject in Western thought. Yet Lilith lays down to engage in plea-
sure with Nikanj, despite her “wondering how she had lost her horror of such 
a being.” In Dawn, this process, of surrendering stability and working through 
horror in pursuit of something else, is more difficult for men, who benefit the 
most from normative order. But the novel also insists that the desires of the 
body can speak themselves, and are more important than a voice of consent 
still invested in ego protection: “Lilith saw Joseph’s body stiffen, then relax, 
and she knew Nikinj had read him correctly … Now he was ready to accept 
what he had wanted from the beginning.”51 Here, the body determines and 
overrides the moral and intellectual defenses that make certain considerations, 
and therefore radical possibilities for experience and connection, impossible. 
Nikanj’s transmission of Lilith and Joseph’s union heightens and multiplies 
their emotional and sensual connection. The scene brings to mind how human 
sexuality is always already mediated: by race, discourse, fantasy, and material 
systems of power. The grotesque image of this Oankali-facilitated threesome 
replaces those often unstated and less conscious mediations with the obvious 
and physical presence of alien body.

This scene is part of a longer sequence in which the ooloi, without warn-
ing, drug the humans and come into their living space to mate with the 
mostly heterosexual pairs that have formed. The men attempt to fight and 
have to be chemically subdued. The women, while also drugged, seem to be 
more open to the possibilities that the ooloi have to offer. Though resistance 
and violence had been brewing in the community for some time before this 
scene, it is only after this experience that several male characters plot to escape 
and wage war on the Oankali.52 Their terror is not just at the loss of them-
selves and future generations as recognizable human beings, but at their own 
pleasurable response to the forcible queering necessitated by the Oankali trade: 
“His humanity was profaned. His manhood was taken away.”53 Here, the 
grotesque scene of what is essentially a human–alien orgy is used to heighten 
the threat to the masculine body.

What if we see Lilith’s biggest betrayal, her enabling of the profanity of 
manhood, as a threshold rather than defeat? Dareik Scott proposes that the 
abject, the space of humiliation or defeat, is an inescapable aspect of blackness 
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that can actually be read as a site of power—a power which learns from and 
draws on the experience of being subjected rather than seeking to escape it:

This power (which is also a way of speaking of freedom) is found at the point of 
the apparent erasure of ego-protections, at the point at which the constellation 
of tropes that we call identity, body, race, nation seem to reveal themselves as 
utterly penetrated and compromised, without defensible boundary.54

Scott refigures the masculine stance of Black Power as a different kind of 
black power, the power that can come from being forced to recognize (because 
of being excluded from) the constructed and problematic nature of the rights 
and responsibilities of manhood—protecting, providing, dominating. In 
Scott’s analysis of literary texts depicting male sexual humiliation, men denied 
the bodily integrity foundational to Western manhood learn and practice 
other ways of being and relating. And in Dawn, it is only through erosion of 
ego protections, largely represented by a post-apocalyptic clinging to mascu-
line norms, that this newborn community of humans will be able to access the 
symbiotic, organic interdependence of Oankali life.

It would be neglectful to ignore the role of coercion in the Oankali mission. 
Though Jdaya portrays the trade as mutually affecting and beneficial, it is 
certainly not voluntary on both sides. He says in response to Lilith’s protests, 
“We are committed to the trade.”55 Human commitment does not matter. 
And as we meet Oankali who are product of centuries of hybridity but no 
other peoples who have maintained some sense of their own identity and his-
tory, it does seem as if the trade process is more one of acquisition and assimi-
lation, resulting in the complete absorption of the species which the Oankali 
target for their own improvement. A reading of Lilith’s role in the Oankali 
mission within a traditional black feminist criticism would be to read her 
response to this violence as one of covert resistance and protracted struggle. 
Perhaps pragmatically, she sees the reaches of Oankali power and eschews 
immediate violent resistance in favor of a politics of survival. She seems to 
place her faith in observation and eventual escape. After learning that she is 
pregnant with the first human–Oankali construct child, Lilith assents to the 
fate she had feared, the mothering of mutant Medusa children, as the condi-
tion of the opportunity to prepare more communities of humans for a more 
effective resistance: “She would have more information for them this time … 
A few fertile people might slip through and find one another. Learn and run! 
If she were lost, others did not have to be. Humanity did not have to be.”56 
Lilith appears to have ulterior motives for cooperating with the Oankali, in 
that she hopes that resettlement on earth will present an opportunity for 
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humans to get away and preserve their humanity. This would seem to coincide 
with Osherow’s reading, which states, “Lilith, while appearing to cooperate 
with her captors in the eyes of fellow humans, does what she can to under-
mine the Oankali and preserve her own people, just as her African American 
ancestors participated in the sabotage and destruction of their oppressors.”57

I want to venture into a more blasphemous and troubling territory than a 
reading of Lilith as only being ultimately interested in the preservation of 
humanity suggests. I wish to depart from a metaphorical reading of science 
fiction that creates one-to-one analogies to literal real-world situations or a 
tradition in black feminist criticism where we engage archetypes of black 
women in order to refute them. What if the beauty of undisturbed humanity, 
the integrity of the community’s body, the ‘best’ representation of black femi-
ninity is not what we desire? Butler, while depicting Lilith’s horror of the 
grotesque, also makes another reading available—that Lilith is intrigued by it 
and what the Oankali have to offer. Before the war, Lilith had decided to 
study anthropology because of her concerns about the destructive patterns of 
human culture.58 Though Lilith doesn’t explicitly say it, Oankali culture (aside 
from its tendencies towards force and acquisition) is, in its patterns of sustain-
ability, articulation, communication, and interdependence, one of the possi-
ble “saner ways of life” that she was seeking before the war. As a black woman 
whose claim to humanity was never secure, and a scholar who had hoped that 
different cultures might contain ways of living and knowing which could con-
test the madness of nuclear arms buildup, Lilith may be open to a trade. Many 
of the steps that move forward Lilith’s interactions with the Oankali are of her 
initiative: she asks to see Jdaya fully, asks about the intricacies of their culture, 
asks Nikanj to use his sensory skills upon her.59 We could read this as a proac-
tive acquiescence, or curiosity, but I choose to read it as a certain openness to 
other human possibility that Lilith cannot admit aloud to herself, much as 
Joseph couldn’t admit aloud his desire for Nikanj.60

Butler’s Dawn certainly has its problematics—a reliance on biological 
essentialism, an underlying hetero-normativity even in the Oankali’s complex 
sexual and family relations, and the text’s disturbing alignment with the alien 
mission that demands complete submission, disallowing anything that could 
be called agency or choice. My goal is not to suggest that Lilith’s actions in 
Dawn are exemplary, but to mine the process of her acting. What did it take 
for Lilith to lose her horror of Nikanj’s body? What might it take for black 
politics to lose its attachment to a neatly contained black communal body, 
with a beautifully representative face? In the black political imagination, those 
that “make us look bad” stand in for the alleged deviance that threatens the 
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face of the black communal body: illegitimate children,  nonhetero- normativity, 
and excessive sexuality. In her scrutiny of the discourse of matriarchy Hortense 
Spiller finds that the concept of ‘the family’ that matriarchy discourse mea-
sures black families against is not a natural arrangement, but a patriarchal 
order existing for the purpose of property relations, the ‘Law of the Father.’ 
What needs critical attention, then, is not black folks’ refusal to ape the Law 
of the Father but the Law itself. How we might respond to the supposed rabid 
occurrence of single motherhood is not a surge of marriage promotion and 
male mentoring programs, but an arrangement of communities, resources, 
and protections so that the flexible and female-centered family might thrive. 
Different objectives, new forms of hope, and un-thought of ways of relating 
become possible if we decenter a politics of representation closely tied to the 
visual politics of beauty. Cathy Cohen explores such a possibility in her 
important piece, “Punks, Bulldaggers, and Welfare Queens: The Radical 
Potential of Queer Politics.” I reproduce the full title here because of the rhe-
torical effect of listing these figures: punks, bulldaggers, and welfare queens—
the unruly folks who are not imagined as desirable members of the community 
in the vision of either a bourgeois respectability or militant nationalism. 
Cohen offers a framework for a different kind of progressive coalitional poli-
tics, in which groups pursue recognition in ways that seek to destabilize domi-
nant power rather than assimilate into the ideal forms that it sanctions. 
Hortense Spillers hints at similar possibilities for the grotesque (figured here 
as monstrosity):

We are less interested in joining the ranks of gendered femaleness than gaining 
the insurgent ground as female social subject. Actually claiming the monstrosity 
(of a female with the potential to “name”), which her culture imposes in blind-
ness, “Sapphire” might rewrite after all a radically different text for a female 
empowerment.

Here, Spillers argues not for black women’s inclusion within normative 
terms of gender, but a third space, a different script for performance. I read 
disruptive black femininity through Spillers to argue that rather than counter, 
we might embrace the claim that the black woman “brings down the black 
man.” If this black “man” is actually black attempts to mirror the Western con-
struct of the human, or if it is the masculinized, unqueered black communal 
body itself, then it needs to be brought down—a different, more open, vibrant, 
vulnerable, messy and yes, uglier conceptualization of black collectivity put in 
its place. Through startling invasions of bodily integrity Dawn calls for ways of 
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thinking an otherwise world that have not yet been spoken. It ultimately nods 
toward what should be a great meeting place of science fiction and black politi-
cal discourse, a politics that is willing to contemplate the grotesque and 
unthinkable in the interest of creating a more just world.
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On the Limitations of the Rhetoric 

of Beauty: Embracing Ugliness 
in Contemporary Fat Visual 

Representations

Stefanie Snider

Fat people1 have historically been seen as monstrous, excessive, and danger-
ous, to themselves and others, in Western culture because their physical and 
discursive identities violate the boundaries of cultural taste. Embracing these 
alleged slurs is one way of disempowering dominant cultural ideology about 
fatness as a sign of moral weakness, physical laziness and illness, and aesthetic 
debasement. The same is true of other marginalized identities; indeed, the 
term queer, as well as others such as dyke and fag for lesbian, gay, and queer 
individuals, and gimp and crip, for disabled people, have been reclaimed and 
re-framed by many of the individuals they seek to interpolate as a way in 
which to empty them of their hurtful meanings and challenge normative 
descriptors.

Yet in the face of a slowly changing politics of size and disability over the 
past four decades, beauty still seems to be an ideal toward which to strive. Fat 
activism, both radical and assimilationist, seems to focus primarily on achiev-
ing beauty, or perhaps more accurately, “expanding” the definitions of beauty. 
Fatness, it is often argued, should not be seen as a physical or moral failing, 
because everyone can be beautiful, “even” fat people. Corporate marketing 
schemes, from Dove’s now-infamous “Real Beauty” campaign to more recent 
marketing by Special K cereal show just how easy it is to co-opt fat activist 
messages about beauty for mainstream advertising appeal. In more radical fat 
activism beauty still wins the day—whether in the form of (nearly nude) 
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beauty photography, such as that made by Substantia Jones or the celebration 
of the glamour of fat celebrities such as Gabourey Sidibe, Amber Riley, and 
Melissa McCarthy in fat fashion circles. The fight against fat oppression seems 
short-sighted when it targets beauty as its goal, however, because conventional 
notions of what is beautiful reify mainstream power imbalances and systemic 
oppressions targeting people of color, disabled people, and fat people.

This chapter examines contemporary visual representations of fat and fat-
ness by two photographers, Chicana artist Laura Aguilar and Finnish artist 
Iiu Susiraja, in order to examine the reasons why a politics of ugliness should 
be more actively used by fat activism as a strategy for queering mainstream 
cultural norms. I feature visual imagery as a source of activism in this chapter 
not simply because I have been trained as an art historian, but because visual 
representations embody so much of our social beliefs and desires. We are sur-
rounded by both moralizing and resistant visual imagery on a daily basis and 
visual representations have both explicit and subtle messages about how bod-
ies are perceived and should act in Western society. This makes artworks 
about fat human bodies, especially fat female bodies, important sources for 
understanding how rhetorics of beauty and ugliness are approached and con-
veyed in contemporary Western society. Unpacking how ugliness, awkward-
ness, and humor can be used as productive anti-oppressive modes of 
visualizing fatness builds upon work by scholars and activists in Fat Studies 
and Critical Disability Studies who have embraced notions of the “ordinary 
and familiar”2 and “stareable bodies”3 as non-pathologizing ways of discuss-
ing the awkwardness, strangeness, and ugliness of queer and crip bodies and 
their representations. Furthermore, an analysis of how ugliness is imple-
mented in visual representations can work to decentralize health as a core 
concept upon which we base our understandings of the relationship between 
embodiment and morality associated with fatness and disability in contem-
porary Western culture.4

Fat as a substance and fat people as embodiments of that substance and all 
its attached metaphorical meanings have not always historically been the tar-
get of oppression in Western culture. Before the 1870s and 1880s in Europe 
and the United States, fat was seen as a luxury, and fat people as representa-
tions of wealth and elite social status. Indeed, fatness in men and women in 
the early to mid-nineteenth century was understood as fashionable, even vir-
tuous, especially in mature adults.5 In an agricultural and newly urbanizing 
culture fatness was a goal, a sign of strength, longevity, and relative superiority 
(in business and familial health). Women’s fashion supported this idea by 
promoting “plumpness, adding bustles to corseting design to stress ample 
bosoms and derrieres.”6 Fat was associated with plenty, and those individuals 
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privileged enough to be able to afford plenty of food and comfort in their lives 
were representations of financial prosperity. Such an image quickly turned, 
however, from one of comfort to one of excess and waste in the heightening 
capitalist industrial society of the West. It is no coincidence that the meta-
phorical figure of the “fat cat,” portrayed in political cartoons beginning in the 
nineteenth century, usually visualizes a capitalist profiteer with a huge, round 
body and belly that would eventually come to be taken as a sign of surplus and 
corruption.7 With great wealth (understood to be made through the exploita-
tion of workers) came, in the eyes of the public, great excess in body, mind, 
and spirit. Indeed, this figure of the “fat cat” might be seen as a hinge on 
which the association of fatness with health and vigor to fatness with moral 
repugnance, loss of control, and ill health turns.8

In the approximately 125 years since fat and fatness have turned negative, 
fatphobia and anti-fat oppression have increased exponentially to become a 
deeply embedded part of Western culture as well as fostering an annual $60 
billion weight-loss industrial complex in the US alone.9 In recent years obesity 
has been described by 44th First Lady of the United States Michelle Obama 
as “one of the biggest threats to the American economy,”10 and as “the terror 
within” that “will dwarf 9/11 or any other terrorist attempt”11 by then US 
Surgeon General (2002–2006) Richard Carmona.12 Writing on the ways in 
which fatness has become associated with the British working class in contem-
porary social and political culture, visual culture theorist Frances Hatherley 
suggests that wealthy Britons use “society’s fear of the fleshy, corpulent body 
as a moralizing stick to beat the poor. Fatness is used as visual shorthand to 
signify the working-classes’ supposed bad spending, bad eating habits, and—
in short—‘bad taste.’”13 Gender studies and legal scholar Anna Kirkland fur-
ther interrogates feminist rhetorics that favor similar racial and class-based 
demonizing of fatness through what she describes as “the environmental 
account of obesity,” which bases the “fault” for fatness on social structures 
rather than individual choices, but which simultaneously upholds arguments 
against fatness and in favor of weight loss.14

Fat oppression is explicit and insidious in Western culture, tainting social 
and scientific values.15 For example, a recent study conducted at Simon Fraser 
University in British Columbia suggests that the increasing use of “plus- size”16 
models in fashion campaigns and mass media imagery might encourage people 
to begin to marginally accept fat and fatness as legitimate and neutral; the 
researchers interpret their data to mean that these slight changes in social per-
ception of fatness can “detrimentally” encourage people to gain weight, which 
is interpreted as significantly problematic by the researchers.17 According to 
the conclusions of this study, if larger bodies are advertised in the media as part 
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of the social norm, then how do policymakers and  marketers confront the 
mixed message of the simultaneous disavowal and acceptance of fat and 
fatness?18

At the same time, while fatphobia has become standardized in US and 
European culture, fat activists have been working on creating ways to combat 
anti-fat oppression in public and private situations. Since at least the late 
1960s fat activism has been gathering steam;19 like most anti-oppression 
movements championing self-acceptance and empowerment, fat activism has 
many strands, many participants, and many variations. There is no singular 
fat activism movement—then or now—but those who identify as part of fat 
acceptance and body acceptance movements typically endorse self-autonomy 
about decisions and lifestyle choices regarding one’s own body as well as the 
neutral signification of all body shapes and sizes.

One main philosophical thread of fat activism and acceptance focuses on 
the notion of separating two ideas: that of fat and health. Those who advocate 
for Health at Every Size (HAES)20 contend that one can be fat and fit; more-
over, one’s body size and shape is no predictor of one’s health status. This 
philosophy discourages the use of the criterion of fatness as an indicator of 
(poor) health while at the same time encouraging a movement toward health 
by fat individuals. Research has shown that fatness in itself is not a primary 
cause of “bad” health, but reactions to fatness, such as dieting, eating disor-
ders, and poor to no medical support of fat people, are causes for a lack of 
health sometimes experienced by fat people.21 The focus on fitness and athlet-
ics as an indicator of health can, however, lead to unhealthy practices like 
orthorexia and can also foster shaming of those fat people who do not or can-
not participate in fitness and other “healthy” behaviors. As a result, HAES is 
embraced by some fat activists and criticized by others.22

Another significant strand of fat activism focuses on expanding definitions 
of beauty. As noted earlier, fatness, or at the very least, “plumpness,” was val-
ued as an attractive quality in women and men prior to the late nineteenth 
century. Since then, physical attraction, beauty, and sexual desirability 
have  been almost solely associated with thinness (though admittedly what 
kinds of thin bodies are seen as most desirable or valuable has changed over 
the years—approximately, from corseted to athletic to hourglass to “heroin 
chic” and back to athletic). As a consequence, fat people tend to become 
absented from the discourse of attraction and beauty. Fat activists who seek to 
empower fat people and elevate their social and sexual value thus often call on 
the expansion of beauty standards to make room for fat people.

This tendency toward a desire, even need, for the beautiful category has 
shaped an enormous amount of fat activism within the spheres of visual cul-
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ture and fashion. Conventional media images have long been criticized by 
feminist scholars and activists as offering a limited number of images to which 
viewers, especially women, can relate. Typical media images feature very thin, 
young, and white models; over the past several years, as the circulation of 
images through an increasingly globalized social media industry has grown 
noticeably, several fat activists and artists have begun to create more images of 
fat people’s “beauty” to circulate and counter the cultural narratives of thin-
ness embedded in mass media imagery. Substantia Jones, the founder of the 
Adipositivity Project,23 is one such photographer. The Adipositivity Project 
features nude and semi-nude photographs of fat people (and sometimes thin 
fat-positive allies), typically posted in a photograph-a-day approach (and 
occasionally collected in calendars and poster forms, as well as offered in indi-
vidual prints, for purchase). Jones’ mission in creating the Adipositivity 
Project is clearly focused on expanding standards of beauty. She writes in her 
mission statement: “The hope is to broaden the definitions of physical beauty. 
Literally. […] Some [subjects] are showing their bodies proudly. Others tim-
idly. And some quite reluctantly. But they all share a determination in altering 
commonly accepted notions of a narrow and specific beauty ideal.”24 Jones’ 
photographs largely feature fat women, but sometimes fat men, and gender 
non-conforming people as well. These subjects are usually in studio interiors, 
though sometimes they are outside (usually scantily clad rather than nude). 
Often tattoos and/or lingerie/clothing/fabric are featured as a way to draw the 
viewer’s attention to specific subjects and specific body parts. The photographs 
follow a long tradition of the (female) nude in Western art, dating since the 
Renaissance period, at the same time that they evoke neo-burlesque and/or 
pin-up photography as it has become popular in the last few decades in a 
largely feminist reappropriation of the sexualized female body.25 
Composition—or the arrangement of the subjects in their settings—is of 
utmost importance in these photographs. There is a strong use of lighting to 
bring shadow and volume to the emphasized figures and body parts, whether 
the images are in color or black-and-white format. There is nothing aestheti-
cally or legally problematic with these photographs,26 but even in their varia-
tion of subjects, poses, and settings they become repetitive quite quickly. They 
seem tame and the same; they don’t offer new ways of seeing fat bodies or 
considering their place in the world. Expanding the definition of beauty is 
enough for them, which is perfectly fine, but is quite limiting as well.

Fat fashion—or fatshion, as it is often called by fat-positive parties—has 
become a central mode through which to redefine beauty standards to 
include fat people and their variously sized and shaped bodies. Historically—
and still today—well-made and actually fashionable clothing has been hard 
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to come by for fat people. Designers and companies are not typically invested 
in  making clothes for larger sizes, and if they do embark on this enterprise, 
the outcomes seem ill-considered, poorly made, and often anything but 
fashionable, not to mention more expensive and representing a much more 
limited selection of clothing choices compared with “straight” sizes.27 
Considering these experiences, it’s no wonder that fat activists have fre-
quently targeted fashion—as a representation of cultural beauty standards—
as one site for reformation and revision. As a result, clothing designers who 
feature or include larger sizes in their lines, fatshion bloggers who celebrate 
these designs, and fat celebrities who wear these styles and/or design their 
own fat fashion are frequently centered in fat-positive discourse as represen-
tatives of the beauty many fat people are striving toward.28 The backward 
compliment, “you have such a pretty face,” is one many fat women, espe-
cially, have familiarity with, as it implies (and is sometimes accompanied 
by), “if only you’d lose some weight, you could be attractive.” Similarly, one 
is often accused of being “beautiful on the inside, where it counts,” if one is 
fat, and thus seen as undesirable to others. Being the brunt of such compli-
ments (as well as more explicit anti-fat rhetoric) often takes a toll on fat 
people over the course of their lifetimes, so it seems quite natural to want to 
be seen as beautiful, as attractive, and as desirable, through fashion choices, 
or otherwise.

Yet there are limits to the opportunities to be found for empowerment via 
the rhetoric of beauty. Firstly, beauty is a neoliberal concept driven by social 
constructions of appearance based largely on unchangeable genetics. To clar-
ify, what constitutes beauty is simultaneously culturally sanctioned and indi-
vidualized. Even as fat activists and others try to push the boundaries of 
what is considered beautiful in Western culture, which is historically formu-
lated as white, thin, able-bodied, youthful, unblemished, and buxom, beauty 
is seen as inherent and “natural”—as an ineffable quality that one is born 
with. This standard remains even as cosmetic surgery to make women thin-
ner and smooth-of-skin with dainty facial features is an “open secret” 
amongst those who can afford it and products to make women lighter-
skinned and hairless are sold by the millions each year. Beauty is seen as 
particular to individual members of society at the same time that there is a 
checklist for qualities one must have to fall into the category of beautiful. 
People, but especially women, who do fall into this category are privileged as 
superior to those of us who cannot fit into it—via genetics, money, or luck. 
The rhetoric of beauty presumes a hierarchy of power in both its conven-
tional and expanded forms. In other words, where there is beauty there must 
be something else, presumably ugliness, to counter and delineate the bound-
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aries of beauty. Likewise, the rhetoric of beauty equates human value with a 
specific kind of personal appearance that is necessary to be socially intelligi-
ble and worthy of attention.

One of the most pernicious problems with promoting the expansion of 
beauty as a goal in fat activism is the ease with which the visual and verbal 
rhetoric of beauty can (and has been) co-opted by capitalists in search of ever 
more profits without regard to social justice, self-confidence, or the hard work 
performed by fat activists and others to gain even a small foothold in/against 
fatphobic Western society. Art historian Ivan Gaskell, writing on the mean-
ings and uses of the concept of beauty in contemporary visual culture, argues 
that it is precisely the inescapability of the global capitalist marketplace that 
has pushed marginalized cultures toward the use of once passé ideas such as 
beauty in the postmodern period. He writes:

Instant appropriation, increasingly mediated by the commercialized Internet, 
ensures that subcultures are no longer in any position to offer effective resistance 
to, or subversion of, dominant globalizing capitalist modes of production, con-
sumption, and—perhaps most far-reachingly—designation. Within the ines-
capable amoebic homogeneity of triumphalist global capitalism, those who 
would resist, or at least cast about for alternatives, have been thrown back on the 
ironic appropriation of once discredited terms. So beauty and the beautiful have 
reappeared in would-be subversive guise.29

Gaskell’s claim, that there is a move toward, or even a fight for beauty as an 
aesthetic appreciation once disallowed for subcultural communities seems 
particularly apt in describing the focus on the beautiful that seems so largely 
encompassing of fat activism at the start of the twenty-first century. It signals 
an embrace of beauty as/through difference while simultaneously upholding 
hierarchies of power built into the self-same category via neoliberal capital-
ism. In describing the history of the concept of ugliness, art historian Nina 
Athanassoglou-Kallmyer further argues that according to Marxist philosopher 
Theodor Adorno ugliness represented the power of the lower classes of work-
ers and the antithesis of capitalist exploitation; she writes: “In art as in life […] 
Adorno endowed ugliness with moral beauty and a humanitarian mission: to 
foster sympathy for the degraded, to reverse social inequity.”30 Ugliness doesn’t 
sell like beauty but its promise of social acceptance does, however. It seems no 
wonder, then, that corporations intent on making a profit should “revolution-
ize” their methods to further target oppressed populations seeking social rec-
ognition, exploiting the rhetoric of beauty to push marginalized people into 
becoming their consumers.
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The clearest examples of this come in the form of corporations that have 
usurped the language and imagery used by fat activists to promote self-esteem 
and social justice for fat people to sell beauty and diet products to more cus-
tomers. Perhaps the most notorious incident of this occurred in 2004 with the 
launch of Dove’s “Campaign for Real Beauty” that featured women showing 
off their physical “imperfections” as a way to sell Dove brand body products 
(soaps and hair products). Such imperfections were shown as proof of the 
women’s “real beauty,” despite the more conventional approach to beauty in 
capitalism that airbrushes over even the seemingly most minute freckles, pim-
ples, sweat, wrinkles, scars, or stretch marks on photographs bound for adver-
tisements and magazine images. Unilever, the parent company of the Dove 
brand, featured “real” women, in other words women who are larger than 
model-standards of thinness,31 as a marketing strategy to appeal to a larger 
population of consumers who might be prompted to see a reflection of them-
selves in the women featured in the ads who had unfirm skin, uneven skin 
tone, body bulges, and the like. Sociologists Josée Johnston and Judith Taylor 
call this “feminist consumerism,” recognizing the potential to bring a (lim-
ited) critique of beauty and body image ideals to wider audiences while also 
noting the capitalist need to sell products to a globalizing consumer market.32 
While some consumers might feel more included or empowered by such a 
campaign from a mainstream corporation and brand, by using the term “real” 
to describe some populations of women compared to others, the Dove cam-
paign emphasized a division between women—those who are “real” and those 
more conventional models used in advertisements, who would purportedly be 
“unreal,” or maybe “surreal,” given the airbrushing mentioned above. This is a 
distinctive and difficult repercussion of upholding beauty rhetoric, one that 
helps to produce and perpetuate hierarchies of power among women while 
allegedly providing products to enhance self-confidence and pride in 
appearance.

More recently the co-optation of fat-positive investment in beauty con-
cepts to serve as enticements to diet and purchase weight-loss products has 
come in the form of a Special K series of commercials. Beginning in 2012 and 
extending through the first half of 2015 Special K cereal, owned by parent 
company Kellogg’s, aired television advertisements meant to “fight fat talk,” 
or talk by women who disparage themselves for feeling or being fat (or larger 
than their ideal size).33 These commercials start with the statistic that 93 per-
cent of women engage in “fat talk.” They show women posting fat-talk mes-
sages on Twitter and Facebook that critiqued their bodies and eating habits. 
Then a group of women enter a storefront filled with clothes, ostensibly to 
shop. Amidst the clothing hanging from walls and folded on tables are labels 
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and signs reproducing the disparaging posts that have been posted on social 
media, to which the women in the “store” react negatively. The women realize 
these are posts they and their friends have made and only now recognize the 
negative nature of the comments; one notes, “It’s like you’re bullying your-
self.” Others say, “It’s an instant reawakening” and “it’s damaging” as they are 
interviewed, pledging to “shhhhut down fat talk.” Here they are shown next 
to one another, hugging each other, advocating mutual support and positive 
dialogue in the face of fat talk. Commenters on the Special K YouTube chan-
nel still showing this ad, as well as magazine writers, remark on the fact that 
while Special K is advocating body-positivity and the erasure of fat talk by 
women, they are marketing a product meant to promote weight loss, espe-
cially amongst women.34 In contrast to Dove’s variation on this theme, how-
ever, Kellogg’s and Special K appear to encourage women to form a community, 
to rely upon one another as support to stop self-deprecating talk about their 
bodies. This would seem to make Special K’s “fight fat talk” campaign more 
insidious rather than more beneficial, however, as it purports to build women 
up while selling them a product to make them/keep them dissatisfied with 
themselves. After all, Special K cereal has historically been sold as a weight loss 
tool and/or weight management food, even if the twenty-first century version 
of its marketing campaigns champion nourishment and inner strength. The 
process of enticing consumers with the possibility of greater self-esteem 
through the purchase of products is a cyclical one; not unlike the never- ending 
quest for weight-loss miracles that the beauty and diet industries thrive upon, 
companies rely on the desire for beauty and thinness contrasted with the 
“before” images of fat, allegedly unhappy subjects, to keep themselves in 
business.35

All of these considerations lead to a particularly important point on the 
limitations of beauty: no matter how hard one tries, there will always be peo-
ple who are left out of the category. By its very nature as a categorizing system, 
beauty is classified not only via a checklist of what one “has” (again, usually 
whiteness, thinness, youth, and physical, intellectual, and mental ability), but 
is constructed against what one is not. This defaults to people of color, dis-
abled people, old(er) people, and others being used as examples of “non- 
beauty:” strange, ugly, awkward, plain. Athanassoglou-Kallmyer notes that 
over time, ugliness has been seen as the dialectical opposite necessary for the 
beautiful, and as such encompassed “mundane reality, the irrational, evil, dis-
order, dissonance, irregularity, excess, deformity, the marginal: in short, the 
Other.”36 Furthermore, while beauty has been seen aesthetically as uniform 
and singular, ugliness is prolific and multiple.37 In other words, beauty is uni-
versalized while ugliness is specific and particular; we know beauty when we 
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see it, but ugliness can appear in numerous shapes and guises.38 These qualities 
of the beautiful and the ugly, I would argue, are what, in part, make the former 
category limiting for cultural subversion and the latter fertile ground for fat, 
queer, anti-racist, and disabled activisms. Even when fat activists (as well as 
other activists) seek to broaden the boundaries of beauty, the “us/them” binary 
is reinforced in the movement toward beauty as a goal. Beauty is centered—it 
is the “canonical” that always takes part in a duality with what is left out—and 
anything else is marginalized.39 As a result, if beauty is being used as a method 
toward social justice and greater inclusion or diversity in Western culture it 
will always fail, always leave people out, always imply that there are some 
people not able or willing to participate in the beauty rhetoric.40

In contrast to the various attempts at expanding the definition of beauty to 
include those subjects who have not historically or conventionally been con-
sidered beautiful, a different approach would be to embrace the grotesque, the 
ugly, the strange, the awkward, and the excessive. Mia Mingus, a disabled 
queer of color writer and activist, speaks deeply to this approach in her lecture 
“Moving Toward the Ugly: A Politic Beyond Desirability.” Mingus contends:

There is only the illusion of solace in beauty. If age and disability teach us any-
thing, it is that investing in beauty will never set us free. Beauty has always been 
hurled as a weapon. It has always taken the form of an exclusive club; and sup-
posed protection against violence, isolation and pain, but this is a myth. It is not 
true, even for those accepted in to the club. I don’t think we can reclaim beauty.41

Instead of reclaiming or expanding beauty, Mingus advocates a politics that 
embraces the ugly and “the magnificent” that stems from the often painful 
and violent history of racism, ableism, homophobia, and sexism in order to 
dismantle the impossible standard that is beauty, no matter how much one 
tries to reform it.42 Mingus calls for a revolution based in lived, bodily experi-
ences wherein the power of ugliness in all its corporeal variations is embraced 
rather than reviled in favor of the conventionally attractive and beautiful.

Several contemporary artists are making work that challenges the beauty 
paradigm through multiple methodologies. They are creating work that cri-
tiques sexism, racism, and fatphobia via the mundane, the awkward, and the 
ugly. As art historians Nina Athanassoglou-Kallmyer and Linda Nochlin have 
commented, visual imagery that is deemed ugly or “offbeat” frequently has 
the power to not only critique the regime of beauty, but push the boundaries 
of the arts and society more generally to consider different ways of viewing 
and appreciating bodies and subjects.43 Moreover, as feminist disability stud-
ies scholar Rosemarie Garland-Thomson writes,
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When people with stareable bodies […] enter into the public eye, when they no 
longer hide themselves or allow themselves to be hidden, the visual landscape 
enlarges. Their public presence can expand the range of bodies we expect to see 
and broaden the terrain where we expect to see such bodies. […] These encoun-
ters work to broaden collective expectations of who can and should be seen in 
the public sphere and help create a richer and more diverse human 
community.44

“Stareable bodies” are those that can be seen as ugly, as strange, as far from 
both ideal modes and expanded definitions of beauty. Despite social rules 
admonishing children and adults not to stare at people of color, fat people, 
disabled people—in other words, people who do not fit into dominant cul-
ture’s visual norms—we do stare. When we see someone “different” our cogni-
tive and social processes encourage us to look at them, to locate their differences 
to us, and to evaluate them compared to our self-interest and self-assessment. 
Garland-Thomson recognizes this and suggests that rather than automatically 
and always becoming a negative act that separates “us” from “them” and cat-
egorizes us as superior and them as inferior, when we view people who are 
different we can make that encounter a learning experience that expands our 
capacity toward community and humanity. Ugly subjects become spectacu-
larized—they are the center of spectacles meant to be viewed and absorbed, 
and for Garland-Thomson, open new ways of seeing previously unintelligible 
subjects. In contrast to some theories of the spectacle,45 for Garland-Thomson, 
the object of the spectacle is not completely silenced, and can and will speak 
if the audience is willing to engage with them and listen.46

Laura Aguilar is one photographer who has been able to revision represen-
tations of the fat female body in a way such that aesthetics connects with poli-
tics to give voice to a conventionally silenced population. Aguilar, a Los 
Angeles-based Chicana photographer, has worked since the mid-1980s on 
images that center familiar subjects from her everyday life: lesbians and gay 
men, people of color, and working-class people. She began taking pictures in 
her early teens and was comfortable behind a camera for some time before she 
began making portraits of her neighbors, friends, and people she met at local 
events and bars; Aguilar’s self-portraits came later, as she started to explore 
what it was like for her to live in what she describes as an “imperfect” body.47

Aguilar’s photographs call attention to the ways in which optical and socio-
cultural visibility is at stake in visual art for those subjects typically  marginalized 
by mainstream culture. Aguilar does not strive to beautify or perfect her sub-
jects in her images; instead, she pictures them “as-is,” exposing their humanity 
and flaws as important factors in understanding the intersectional subject. 
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According to Chicano Studies scholar Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano, “Aguilar’s [a]
esthetic goes beyond merely presenting an alternative vision of what is good, 
true, and beautiful to interrogating the very binary divisions on which the 
philosophy of [a]esthetics has traditionally been based. For example, her 
images are not asexual or non-erotic, but the sexual/erotic energy in Aguilar’s 
portraiture is unconventionally routed and more dispersed.”48 While Yarbro-
Bejarano is not explicit about what she means by “unconventionally routed” 
here, it seems likely that she is referring to the fact that Aguilar is a fat and 
lesbian woman of color, thus complicating more traditional ways of viewing 
the female subject as the object of desire for a male/masculine viewer. To take 
this further, in her work Aguilar strives to question notions of beauty and the 
heterosexual gaze, especially for visual images of and by marginalized indi-
viduals/communities. In so doing, Aguilar’s photographs play on the issues of 
visible and invisible identities and public and private notions of the self in 
ways that help to illustrate the fine line on which social intelligibility, bodily 
corporeality, and definitions of the self seem to lie for fat and otherwise mar-
ginalized individuals. Aguilar’s self-portraits, in which she uses her own body 
as the intersectional subject of Chicana, fat, lesbian, and disabled identities, 
achieve this especially well.

One of Aguilar’s earliest and most widely circulated photographs, In Sandy’s 
Room (Fig. 16.1), was initially created in 1989 before being enlarged in 1993; 
I will come back to this point in a moment. Lying back on a chair beneath a 
fully opened window, Aguilar depicts herself in profile with an icy drink in 
one hand, legs propped on an ottoman, and table fan on and pointed directly 
at her face and upper torso. Aguilar is nude, and as the thin arm of the chair 
does little to obscure her body, we can see it in its full fat corporeality; large 
arms, belly, breasts, and thighs. Aguilar looks relaxed, as if she is comfortable 
in her skin, and only in her skin, and is willing to take up the space she needs 
to cool herself down on a hot Southern California day. If there is a tension 
present in this visual representation of relaxation it comes in the form of 
Aguilar’s body jarring the viewers’ sense of bodily norms and aesthetic nudity. 
While the nude female body has been a central subject for artists for many 
centuries in the Western tradition, the fat nude body has become a site of 
mockery and contestation for at least the past 120 years. In addition, Aguilar’s 
gender presentation in this photograph deviates from that of conventionally 
feminine and attractive; instead Aguilar sports dark, cropped hair signifying a 
gender-neutral and/or butch lesbian gender expression (especially in the 
 context of late 1980s/early 1990s lesbian aesthetics). The room and its objects 
are simplified and spare; there is nothing superfluous in the room.
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Art historian Diana Hulick has described Aguilar in In Sandy’s Room in a 
positive light: “She is large, lesbian and Chicana, acutely aware of her separ-
ateness, yet comfortable enough with herself to present us with a personal 
vision that is both intimate and authoritative.”49 Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano has 
presented a slightly different, more ambiguous view of this image: “Played 
against the relaxed airiness of the print’s ambiance the subject’s expression is 
emotionally ambivalent. Is she depressed? Is she just hot?”50 In a third opin-
ion, the mood of the photograph becomes completely pessimistic. Art histo-
rian Laura Cottingham has narrated the photograph as “an image of 
diminished expectations.”51 Cottingham continued, “my experience of les-
bian existence doesn’t allow me to accept [a positive] interpretation.”52 With 
these three differing views for the same Aguilar image, we can see that the 
contestation of fat Latina lesbian subjectivity becomes manifest not only 
within the image Aguilar created, but also within its readings. If we follow the 
logic of Cottingham’s cryptic remarks, no visual imagery of fat lesbians could 
be seen in a positive and/or productive way. Perhaps the potential depression 
that Yarbro-Bejarano saw in this photograph came from Aguilar’s bodily posi-
tion; while it seems relaxed to me, Yarbro-Bejarano might have read it as a 

Fig. 16.1 Laura Aguilar, In Sandy’s Room (1989/1993), Gelatin Silver Print. Image per-
mission courtesy of the artist
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slumped pose of emotional deflation. Hulick’s interpretation of Aguilar’s self- 
portrait as simultaneously “intimate and authoritative” is most in line with 
my own view of this photograph. In Sandy’s Room shows Aguilar as an anony-
mous yet specific individual with few signifiers tying her to the outside world. 
Aguilar has claimed her nude body as the singular, though clearly symboli-
cally fraught, marker of identity. As a fat, disabled, lesbian Latina, Aguilar can 
never escape the interpretations her body is given by the dominant culture of 
the United States.53 In Sandy’s Room does not have to be a scene in which 
Aguilar has accepted such readings of her body, however. Instead, it can be a 
photograph that exposes the center of dominant discourse by renegotiating 
the margins.

Beyond the superficial mention of Aguilar’s “size” in the small library of 
literature on her photography, most writers have had little to say about 
Aguilar’s fatness and how it inflects her identity and/or the photographs she 
makes of herself. There are two brief, but important, exceptions, both in rela-
tion to In Sandy’s Room. Aguilar’s “fleshiness”54 and “monumentality”55 are 
mentioned as signals of possible erotic and political investments within the 
image for both the viewer and Aguilar. It is here that the two dates attributed 
to In Sandy’s Room, 1989 and 1993, are most interesting. The first time Aguilar 
printed the photograph in 1989, it measured 16 × 20 inches, a fairly standard 
photographic print for gallery hanging. In 1993, however, Aguilar enlarged 
the image by printing it at what Yarbro-Bejarano, perhaps excessively, called 
“mural proportions,” three by five feet.56 This format is much larger than stan-
dard photographic prints, and when displayed would allow for a much more 
public exposure of Aguilar’s nude body. The large size of the print in combina-
tion with the large size of Aguilar’s body could both repel and excite viewers 
in its fleshly, perhaps erotic, perhaps political, but definitely material “excess.” 
A small print of the same subject might have coerced the viewer to move close 
to the photograph to examine its details and textures in spite, or because of, 
its subject matter. A larger photograph, however, especially one measuring 
three by five feet, allowed Aguilar’s persona in the image to literally and meta-
phorically take up space in the room.

In the large print, Aguilar asserts her subjectivity within the image’s space 
as well as the exhibition space; she is unmistakably and unapologetically fat as 
well as photographically large. The format can force the viewer to visualize the 
marked yet usually invisible identities of the fat Chicana lesbian body of the 
artist. The size of the print unequivocally produces Aguilar’s body specifically 
to be looked at. Aguilar is a stareable subject in this photograph, calling for a 
lingering gaze by the viewer. Aguilar is not changing beauty norms here; she 
is, rather, taking advantage of an ordinary moment of relief from the heat on 
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her sweaty flesh. She is posed and relaxed; vulnerable, awkward, and enticing 
all at the same time.

Finnish artist Iiu Susiraja, working in the field of photography since 2008, 
has created several image series that emphasize the strangeness of human bod-
ies and behaviors. In the 2008–2010 Good Behavior series, Susiraja creates 
self-portraits in her living spaces, surrounding herself with bits and pieces of 
everyday life in odd juxtapositions. Susiraja’s photographs are exceptional 
examples of sociologist Zoë Meleo-Erwin’s concept of the “ordinary and 
familiar” as a productive approach to fat life and politics. Expanding on the 
work of queer disability studies writer Eli Clare, Meleo-Erwin defines the 
notion of the ordinary and familiar as the acknowledgment of the pleasure 
and pain (physical, emotional, and psychological) of living in marginalized 
bodies. This theory advocates the celebration of the mundane and banal in 
everyday life. Clare writes that marginalized subcultures should “celebrate our 
irrevocably different bodies, our queerness, our crip lives, telling stories and 
creating for ourselves an abiding sense of the ordinary and the familiar.”57 By 
focusing on the ordinary and familiar we can displace a desire for normativity 
that the beauty paradigm reinforces and instead revel in the strangeness, awk-
wardness, and ugliness of our lives. This idea approaches fatness not as a 
pathology that needs to be fixed nor as a new way to demonstrate beauty, but 
as a fundamental part of one’s life that can be appreciated for its variety and 
nuance. In Susiraja’s photographs we see this demonstrated by the artist’s own 
fat body as she interacts with everyday objects in new and strange ways; these 
interactions are humorous, but they don’t make the fat female body the butt 
of the joke. Instead, Susiraja’s body itself becomes a critique of normativity.

In one photograph from Good Behavior, Susiraja duct tapes black pumps, 
suspended in clear plastic bags, to her shins. We see her legs from mid-thigh 
down, white, wrinkly, pudgy skin and bare feet against a blank wall and 
wooden floor. The photograph insists on the incongruity between stubby, 
squared-off human feet and the pointed, shiny black high-heeled shoes 
women are traditionally expected to push those feet into. By placing the shoes 
in plastic bags and attaching them to her legs, Susiraja makes the viewer do a 
double-take, pointing to the absurdity not only of the structure of the shoes 
and their representations of conventional femininity in Western culture, but 
to her challenge to them. As such, multiple layers of bizarreness are high-
lighted here as the ordinary becomes extraordinary on several visual and con-
ceptual levels.

In another image, Susiraja places a broom over her shirt and under her 
hanging breasts. She is clearly not wearing a bra, allowing her breasts to take 
ahold of the broomstick. She is standing in a kitchen, signaled by a counter 
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on which utensils stand in a cup on one side and on the other a table covered 
in a pink and orange cloth and chairs. Susiraja wears plain clothing, a black 
skirt and grey shirt, and her surroundings and props clearly indicate that she 
is standing in her house or apartment, not a studio or other aesthetic setting. 
In a third photograph in yet another interior domestic space, she stands on a 
still treadmill, wearing black socks and black mid-calf pants, a long turquoise 
t-shirt, and what becomes the focal point of the image: a knit hat on her head 
that helps to hold two golden-brown braided bread loaves on either side of her 
face as if to mimic plaited hair. Each of these photographs can make the 
viewer laugh as they look at the components and decipher what they are see-
ing. The odd juxtaposition of objects and their unusual uses by Susiraja in the 
photographs jar the viewer out of any sense of boredom with the familiar; the 
subjects of the images (Susiraja and her relationships to her selected objects) 
deviate so clearly from any social norms that they cannot in any way be seen 
as normative.

In each of these photographs and others from Good Behavior, Susiraja mixes 
humor with awkwardness, never coming near or ever trying to achieve beauty 
in these self-portraits. Instead, she achieves much more than an expanded 
sense of beauty could for fat bodies while simultaneously avoiding pity toward 
fat people who “don’t know any better” or who are self-deprecating. The pho-
tographs stage the simultaneous absurdity and ephemerality of life. Susiraja’s 
photographs draw empathy from the viewer simply as a human body that is 
forced to interact with the world on a constant basis, a world that can be seen 
as bewildering, strange, and questionable when we approach it from an 
inquisitive vantage point. The ridiculousness of stockings, thin woven tubes 
of “flesh-colored” fabric meant to smooth, shape, and cover the marks and 
bumps on our legs, is brought to our attention when Susiraja shoves them on 
her breasts, over her clothing. No longer can we take them for granted as an 
everyday part of “feminine” life when we see them out of place from their 
usual locations on legs or resting in a sock drawer. In Susiraja’s photographs 
her surroundings become laughable in contrast to the fat female body; even 
though most of her photographs, including those in the Good Behavior series 
examined here, feature her as the only human entity, they do not ridicule her 
fatness. Instead, it seems as if the solid curves of her body point to the silliness, 
strangeness, and irrational nature of the objects she uses in the photographs: 
platters, rolling pins, treadmills, brooms, vegetables, fish, rubber gloves, rugs, 
and more.58

In a short interview with Ben Jolley for Dazed, an online magazine, Susiraja 
suggests that the message of her work is that “the abnormal may be normal.”59 
While Susiraja’s photographs do not exhibit any specific relation to sexual 
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orientation, in contrast to Aguilar’s In Sandy’s Room and other images, we can 
see her photographic series as a queering of conventional photographic por-
traiture, the moral panic dominant culture has placed upon fat and fatness, 
and the regime of beauty so favored by many fat activists today. This is one 
reason why visual representations of fatness that do not conform to the visual 
rhetoric of beauty are productive for fat activism. Drawing upon the lived 
experiences of fat people, especially those that cannot or do not want to nor-
malize themselves, Meleo-Erwin argues that “a ‘queer’ fat activism offers us a 
way to crack open the concept of normal and trouble it in order to see what 
relations of power it acts in the service of.”60 Furthermore, fat activist Amanda 
Piasecki asserts that “aggressively embodied fat people” can find enormous 
value in “inhabiting our fat bodies as freaks rather than as pretty-and-mild-as-
possible apologists for our stigmatized flesh.”61 The artworks of Laura Aguilar 
and Iiu Susiraja embody this politics of ugliness and make fatness irredeem-
able by dominant culture in visually compelling ways.

Beauty is a limited and limiting category of action, access, and success in 
Western society. Built as a nexus of concerns about race, health, wealth, and 
bodily comportment, the category of beauty does its work through exclusion; it 
highlights the few to the detriment of the many. As such, to aspire toward 
beauty is not a social justice project in keeping with the purported goals of fat 
activism. If people involved in fat acceptance and activism desire to shape the 
way the world sees fat and fatness as physically and morally neutral, the rhetoric 
of beauty must be upended in favor of the wider diversity and inclusion inher-
ent in ugliness. Taking up the guise of ugliness in all its many forms is a way for 
fat people to resist medical pathologization, social invisibility, the limits of 
beauty, and a global capitalist market that sells us all of the above at an increas-
ingly rapid rate. Against the framework constructed by beauty, an embrace of 
the ugly, the strange, the awkward, and the mundane provides methods and 
sites of disidentification62 for those of us who can never—whether willfully or 
otherwise—fit into the boundaries circumscribed by the rhetoric of beauty.

Notes

1. I will use the terms fat and fatness to describe the substance of fat as well as 
larger-sized embodiments throughout this paper. Fat, as a descriptive word, 
has been embraced by fat activists as a neutral term in contrast to “over-
weight” and “obese,” two medicalized terms that imply that fat and fat bodies 
are pathological compared with thin bodies. As with other terms reappropri-
ated for empowerment by marginalized communities (dyke, fag, gimp, and 
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audience sees.” Susan Stewart, On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the 
Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection (Durham, NC and London: Duke 
University Press, 1993), 108.

46. Garland-Thomson, Staring, 3. Garland-Thomson writes, “Staring is an inter-
rogative gesture that asks what’s going on and demands the story. The eyes 
hang on, working to recognize what seems illegible, order what seems unruly, 
know what seems strange. Staring begins as an impulse that curiosity can 
carry forward into engagement. We don’t usually stare at people we know, but 
instead when unfamiliar people take us by surprise. […] An encounter 
between a starer and a staree sets in motion an interpersonal relationship, 
however momentary, that has consequences. This intense visual engagement 
creates a circuit of communication and meaning-making.”

47. Laura Aguilar, interview with author, July 14, 2008.
48. Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano, “Laying it Bare: The Queer/Colored Body in 

Photography by Laura Aguilar,” in Living Chicana Theory, ed. Carla Trujillo 
(Berkeley, CA: Third Woman Press, 1997), 296.
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49. Diana Hulick quoted in Harmony Hammond, Lesbian Art in America: A 
Contemporary History (New York: Rizzoli, 2000), 85.

50. Yarbro-Bejarano, “Laying it Bare,” 288.
51. Laura Cottingham, “Eating from the Dinner Party Plates and Other Myths, 

Metaphors, and Moments of Lesbian Enunciation in Feminism and Its Art 
Movement,” in Sexual Politics: Judy Chicago’s Dinner Party in Feminist Art 
History, ed. Amelia Jones (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of 
California Press, 1996), 225.

52. Cottingham, “Eating from the Dinner Party Plates,” 225.
53. Or, for that matter, based on Cottingham’s pessimistic remark, those readings 

consistent with US subcultures either.
54. Yarbro-Bejarano, “Laying it Bare,” 29.8
55. Hammond, Lesbian Art in America, 85.
56. Yarbro-Bejarano, “Laying it Bare,” 288.
57. Clare quoted in Meleo-Erwin, “Disrupting Normal,” 397.
58. The few written responses to Susiraja’s photographs focus on them as “selfies,” 

snapshot self-portrait images, usually taken with cell phones. For example, see 
Priscilla Frank, “Artist’s Strange and Beautiful Images Challenge our Definition 
of the Selfie,” The Huffington Post, October 20, 2014, accessed January 11, 
2016: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/10/20/iiu-susiraja_n_6004232.
html. Selfies have arisen as a mode of visual communication via the advent of 
smart phones with cameras and social media as circulatory spaces featuring 
personal responses to and communications about the world. While the every-
day qualities of Susiraja’s settings and props are clearly related to the banality 
of selfies, her photographs are not staged as selfies. They are more closely 
aligned, visually, with typical self-portraiture and portraiture by artists since at 
least the end of the nineteenth century, when photographic equipment 
became portable and affordable enough for artists to use it frequently in their 
work. The images have a thoughtful candor to them that, while recalling the 
spontaneous nature of selfies, create a much more considered image where 
staging is key. Susiraja’s photographs are not quick and lively, but they do have 
a sense of humor that is frequently part of digital culture imagery.

59. Iiu Susiraja quoted in Ben Jolley, “Iiu Susiraja’s Body Talking Selfies,” Dazed, 
October 15, 2014, accessed January 11, 2016: http://www.dazeddigital.com/
artsandculture/article/22129/1/iiu-susirajas-body-talking-selfies

60. Meleo-Erwin, “Disrupting Normal,” 396.
61. Piasecki quoted in Meleo-Erwin, “Disrupting Normal,” 395.
62. Queer of color scholar José Estaban Muñoz coined the term “disidentifica-

tion” to refer to the process by which marginalized communities contend 
with socio-cultural norms that limit their humanity. The process of disidenti-
fication is one that gives oppressed people (especially queer people of color) 
the agency to transform cultural idea(l)s to their own ends, shaping and rene-
gotiating cultural boundaries while doing so. José Estaban Muñoz, 
Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1999).
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17
The Ugly, the Uninvited, and the Unseen 
in the Work of Sia and Emma Sulkowicz

Karina Eileraas Karakuş

The face has a great future, but only if it is destroyed, dismantled.
—Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari

I often think of this image, the photo that was never taken—one that only I can 
see now, and of which I have never spoken. It is always there in the same silence, 
remarkable. It is the only image of myself I like, the only one in which I recognize 

myself, in which I delight.
—Marguerite Duras

The gap makes becoming possible.
—Maurice Blanchot

 Introduction

Viral days are here. For better or worse, our lives are staged in a real-time the-
ater of live feeds, algorithms, surveillance cameras, and the omnipresent gaze. 
No longer do privacy, obscurity, mystery, and anonymity signal elite status or 
the “invisible power” favored within Muslim or medieval Christian imagery.1 
We inhabit instead an “attention economy” that demands total transparency: 
constant eyeballs, instafame, connectivity, self-branding, and the cultivation 
of “likes” as dopamine-inducing reward and social capital. Despite power dis-
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parities that flow from one’s geopolitical position vis-à-vis the digital divide, 
we have officially arrived at the future envisioned by Andy Warhol in which 
everyone will be famous for 15 minutes.2 Our appetite within this infinite 
loop of self-broadcast is insatiable: we crave digital ubiquity, and assign value 
and self-worth on the basis of popularity and virality.

Decades before the launch of the Internet, Marshall McLuhan foresaw a 
communications revolution that would yield unprecedented abilities to share 
resources, to connect, and to build community. Linking this nascent revolu-
tion to the figure of Narcissus, he warned of technology’s tendency to breed 
narcissism:

Men become fascinated by any extension of themselves in material other than 
themselves … This is why we must serve these objects, these extensions of our-
selves, as gods or minor religions.3

Technology re-maps  our boundaries as humans. By expanding the power, 
parameters, and purview of body and mind, technology not only extends the 
reach of self, but re-imagines the edges, limits, and entanglements of human-
ity, consciousness, and becoming.

Our contemporary landscape closely resembles the “global village” 
McLuhan envisioned over 40 years ago with seemingly limitless potentials to 
see, to communicate, and to circulate. Yet it also creates new problems for 
artists in its intensification and immediacy of access to visual media. Within 
the sharing economy of instant messages, viral memes, and news feeds, it is 
increasingly difficult to imagine the possibility of an unrecorded moment or 
uncaptured photograph of the sort Duras describes; the dismantled face pos-
ited by Deleuze; or the irretrievable memory or “gap” that Blanchot seems to 
celebrate.

The digital age promises permanent footprints and archives. Yet spaces of 
erasure and omission continue to erupt in performances of self as stirring 
traces of traumatic experience. I will argue that “ugly” feminist performative 
tactics in the digital age unflinchingly lay claim to such ruptures to express the 
“black holes” of the face, body, mind, and soul “ravaged,” in Duras’ terms, or 
“laid waste” beyond recognition via traumatic experience.4 Whereas we are 
used to thinking about absence as a black hole, feminist performance artists 
shift our perception of absence to a space of complex presence. As Evelynn 
Hammonds notes, “the observer outside the black hole sees it as a void; an 
empty place. However it is not empty; it is a dense and full place in space.”5 
New media invite feminist artists to creatively deploy ugly modes of obfusca-
tion, invisibility, and subterfuge in performances of self to negotiate the trau-
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matic as well as empowering potentials of beauty culture, embodiment, and 
the gaze on a global scale.

My earlier work explores how 1990s girl bands deployed “ugliness” in their 
dress, stage personae, artwork, and lyrics to challenge conventional norms of 
beauty and scripts of “pretty” femininity. This chapter continues my inquiry 
into oppositional strategies of ugliness among contemporary artists. But the 
question that now consumes me is how we might understand the meanings 
and effects of “ugliness”—especially “ugly” performance and stage presence—
in the digital age. How do feminist tactics of “ugliness” operate and signify in 
a wired era? I am especially interested in how contemporary artists creatively 
deploy “ugly” performance practices to subvert hegemonic codes of beauty, 
appearance, and identity; expectations of transparency, virality, and publicity; 
and a sense of entitlement that presupposes women’s constant sexual avail-
ability in the collective eye. Ugly feminist aesthetics deploy a unique weave of 
hiddenness and revelation in response to a cultural context in which women’s 
simultaneous erasure and hyper-visibility constitute substantive threats to the 
project of being seen.

This paper examines the performative practices of Sia Furler and Emma 
Sulkowicz, two artists who contest digital mandates of celebrity, visibility, and 
virality in powerful and iconoclastic ways. Their performative practices func-
tion as modes of ugliness in that they challenge the very foundations of the 
sharing economy in which social media platforms such as Facebook and 
Instagram gain traction through the network effect of “the more, the bet-
ter”—one in which going viral, or McDonald’s-style “over one billion served” 
popularity itself, circulates as the hallmark of success. Traitors to the mandates 
of virality and hyper-visibility that characterize our age, Furler and Sulkowicz 
affirm ugliness, obscurity, and inscrutability as preferred avenues of knowl-
edge and self-fashioning. Their “ugly” antics afford nuanced vocabularies of 
becoming in the wake of trauma rather than static visions of “success” predi-
cated upon the hegemonic discourse of virality.

As Oscar Wilde reminds us, “a dreamer is one who can only find his way 
by moonlight, and his punishment is that he sees the dawn before the rest 
of the world.”6 Visionary thinkers are often profoundly anachronistic—
souls who purposely lose step with their times because they question their 
underlying rhythms. Contemporary artists regularly reflect on the dilemma 
of creating in a milieu of constant “connectivity” wherein a balance between 
solitude and sociability seems impossible to achieve. For example, novelist 
Dave Eggers avoids Wi-Fi service at home for fear that the lure of perpet-
ual connectivity would distract him from, if not undermine, his creative 
purpose.7 Against the tide of permanent visibility and communicative 
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 capitalism—or the injunction to disclose everything 24/78—I will argue 
that the most radical gestures of “ugliness” deployed by feminist artists in 
the attention economy deny the gaze in favor of aesthetic, epistemological, 
and ontological tactics of obscurity, partiality, and obfuscation to express 
traumatic rupture. Sia Furler and Emma Sulkowicz defy contemporary 
codes of visibility, popularity, and publicity to invent substantive and 
empowering versions of “the only image in which I delight”—that 
is,  visions of self and desire that satisfy well beyond the “likes” or con-
trolled narcissism of social media platforms. Their “ugly” performances 
reject the popular ideals of hyper-visibility and availability demanded by 
our “society of spectacle.”9 More importantly, they yield potent tools with 
which to represent traumatic rupture without privileging registers of 
wholeness, transparency, or total self-disclosure.

This chapter will explore the performance practices of contemporary artists 
who strategically deploy “ugly” practices to challenge sexual and gendered 
economies of visibility. The first is Sia Furler, an Australian singer-songwriter 
who withholds visibility from her audience by refusing to show her face. 
Instead of abiding by the conventions of stage appearance, she employs body 
doubles and celebrity or lesser-known proxies; wears oversized wigs, paper 
bags, glasses, and other elements of disguise; and turns her back to the audi-
ence or moves out of sight altogether during stage performances to deflect 
attention from her image. Furler’s self-presentation critiques the privileging of 
the face as hallmark of identity, especially its modification through techno-
logical means—including photoshopping and cosmetic surgery—toward new 
heights of narcissism in the digital era. She also challenges the primacy of the 
visual in our culture, especially the sexual politics of visuality within the music 
industry. Furler’s work exposes the ugly underside of fame and celebrity cul-
ture, which she explicitly attacked in a 2013 article for Billboard entitled “My 
Anti-Fame Manifesto.”10

I will also explore the work of American performance artist Emma 
Sulkowicz, who similarly challenges tropes  of female visibility and sexual 
availability. Sulkowicz was sexually assaulted in her dorm room in August 
2012 while an undergraduate student at Columbia University. She subse-
quently crafted a senior thesis project around her experience entitled “Carry 
That Weight,” wherein she carried around with her on campus the mattress 
on which she had been assaulted. Sulkowicz’s work constitutes an “ugly” 
response to rape culture, and especially an indictment of campus codes of 
silence that work to unfound survivors’ testimonies in order to protect the 
prestige of the university “brand.”
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In 2016, Sulkowicz uploaded an incendiary video installation online entitled 
“Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol” (This is not a rape), a play on Magritte’s iconic work 
“Ceci n’est pas un pipe.” For this piece, she staged and participated in a violent 
sexual encounter on live feed via webcam. Many audiences have read this piece 
as a dramatic reenactment of Sulkowicz’s experience of rape. Subsequently, 
Sulkowicz staged a one-woman show in Los Angeles in July 2016 called 
“Emmatron,” in which she stood on a pedestal next to a robotic version of 
herself. In this piece, both Sulkowicz and her cyborg body double answered 
questions from a live audience. Throughout her work—“Carry That Weight,” 
“Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol,” and “Emmatron”— Sulkowicz probes the debilitat-
ing dimensions of “going viral,” especially by critiquing the propensity of popu-
lar social media to erase narratives that appear “ugly,” unsightly, unpopular, and 
harmful to corporate branding efforts—especially women’s experiences of sex-
ual health and trauma—from the space of public discourse. We might ask, for 
example, why Facebook bans women’s topless self- portraiture and images of 
bloody tampons—often framed to counter cultural currents of body shaming 
and stigmatization, and to express health struggles and triumphs including 
pregnancy, breastfeeding and breast cancer—while simultaneously providing 
ample platforms to groups that objectify women’s bodies.

I will argue that the “ugly” antics of contemporary female artists abandon 
the contemporary field of “communicative capitalism”—an expressive econ-
omy that incentivizes constant self-exposure to attract popularity, fame, and 
profit—to forge a more subtle and subversive aesthetics focused on masquer-
ade or the performed self; the obscure, hidden, or unseen; the inscrutable or 
unknowable; and the ugly or uninvited.11 Such performance practices chal-
lenge the deferential privileging of fame and disrupt traditional  scripts for 
navigating the interface between artist and audience, especially around issues 
of violence, consent, fantasy, and access. I will ask how both artists—by stra-
tegically withholding visibility, exploiting the voyeuristic gaze, and making 
themselves only conditionally available to audiences—question the expanded 
sense of entitlement between artist and audience in the screen age, destabilize 
the mode of looking central to our “attention economy,” refuse to privilege 
visual evidence or the status of “going viral” as the primary basis for knowl-
edge, truth, and success, and contest popular fantasies of sexuality—celebrity 
culture, consent, and embodiment.

My analysis takes as a point of departure the metaphor of “going viral.” By 
exploring the work of artists who deliberately critique celebrity culture and 
reject vocabularies of infinite visibility and availability, I critically re-frame 
what is widely framed as social capital, status, or success in the digital era—
likes, virality, fame, or publicity—as a symptom of cultural malaise that fails 
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to acknowledge the gaps, mysteries, and erasures of traumatic experience. This 
chapter asks what it means to orchestrate “ugly,” obscure, and uninviting 
personae within a cultural zeitgeist that prescribes transparency and virality as 
the pinnacles of success and encourages female artists, in particular, to equate 
hyper-visibility, sexual availability, and erotic capital with genuine empower-
ment. I will explore this against the backdrop of a gendered double standard 
within the music industry wherein male artists who conceal their identities 
are considered edgy and artistic, whereas female performers who do the same 
are rendered suspect—that is, as having something to hide, especially the pos-
sibility that they may not be sufficiently attractive, young, sexually available, 
or able-bodied to attract the gaze.

If—putting Foucault, McLuhan, Plato, and Hegel in conversation—visi-
bility is a trap, communication is a virus, desire is a disease, and all desire is a 
desire for recognition, I understand these “ugly” artistic practices as modes of 
resistance to the privileged cultural registers and “traps” of visibility, recogni-
tion, and desire. In this sense, Furler and Sulkowicz launch untimely perfor-
mances of recovery or “great health” relative to systemic social disease as 
tactical means to challenge the primacy of visibility, approval, and virality in 
the digital age.12

 “Do Not Watch This If Your Motives 
Would Upset Me”

In a senior thesis project designed to address her experience of acquain-
tance rape, Emma Sulkowicz carried the dormitory room mattress on 
which she was assaulted with her wherever she went on the campus of 
Columbia University. Entitled “Carry That Weight,” her project soon went 
viral, garnering praise as well as vitriol. “Carry That Weight” was revolu-
tionary in its effort to visualize the physical, emotional, and psychological 
toll of sexual violence, and to export this visual from the private chamber 
of the bedroom to the public space of the quad at one of the world’s most 
elite institutions of higher learning. By disturbing the boundaries between 
private and public, Sulkowicz staged a feminist mode of trespass par excel-
lence that draws on a legacy of feminist artistic efforts to highlight the 
entanglements between “public” and “private” through politicized art. Her 
self-described “endurance and performance art piece” provocatively deliv-
ered the specter of sexual violence to the public square. It raised significant 
awareness of PTSD and sexual assault on campus, and started a nationwide 
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conversation about accountability by emphasizing the responsibility of the 
administration, the institution, the “ivory tower,” the academic profession, 
and the public at large to share the burden of the overwhelming weight 
that survivors of sexual violence all too often are expected to carry 
themselves.

Shortly after Sulkowicz graduated, she dropped a disturbing performance 
piece online. Entitled “Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol” (“This is not a rape”), this 
video installation features Sulkowicz and a male partner engaging in a violent 
sexual encounter in a small dorm room. It is not clear whether the scene was 
scripted and staged in advance, or improvised as the camera rolled. In any 
case, “Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol” explores and confounds the meanings of sexual 
assault and consent in ways that are at once productive for public discourse 
regarding sexual violence, emotionally upsetting for survivors of violence, and 
ambiguous in their legal and political implications.

“Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol” is not a “welcoming” work of art. One does not 
feel invited, but rather uninvited from—yet coerced into—the space of 
Sulkowicz’s installation. In this sense, it resembles and builds on Ana 
Mendieta’s black-and-white photographic installation entitled “Rape Scene” 
(1973), which graphically conjures rape as a violation of intimate space with 
physically and psychically traumatizing effects, symbolized by blood swirling 
at the bottom of a toilet bowl. The blood in Mendieta’s piece is especially 
significant, as bodily fluids threaten to seep from inside to out, thus to pollute 
the borders between self and other. Like Mendieta, Sulkowicz thrusts audi-
ences into the unwanted space of a graphic and violent sexual encounter to 
foster radical empathy and/or alienation.

To challenge presumptions that art reflects reality or embodies confession, 
and of violent sex as necessarily nonconsensual, Sulkowicz frames her online 
project with a trigger warning as well as rules for engagement with the piece:

Everything that takes place in the following video is consensual but may resem-
ble rape. It is not a reenactment but may seem like one … Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol 
is not about one night in August, 2012. It’s about your decisions, starting now. 
It’s only a reenactment if you disregard my words.

Do not watch this video if your motives would upset me, my desires are 
unclear to you, or my nuances are indecipherable.

You might be wondering why I’ve made myself this vulnerable. I want to 
change the world, and that begins with you, seeing yourself. If you watch this 
video without my consent, then I hope you reflect on your reasons for objectify-
ing me and participating in my rape.

Please, don’t participate in my rape. Watch kindly.13
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Sulkowicz’s trigger warning clarifies the artistic intent of her work, which she 
describes as depicting a consensual encounter rather than a reenactment of 
rape. While dissolving the boundaries between art and pornography as fluid 
and permeable, she invites audiences into a deeply uncomfortable embrace 
with sexual violence, and into an ugly space that struggles to define the opera-
tions and meanings of complicity, agency, desire, and “consent” in a culture in 
which women are conditioned to perform docile, compliant femininity.

Sulkowicz’s claim that the videotaped encounter is consensual is compli-
cated by its parallels to her own experience, and by monolithic portrayals of 
the “meaning” of rough sex within popular culture. On one hand, the recent 
box office success of the Fifty Shades of Grey series spotlights BDSM culture 
for a mainstream audience, and in that sense works to normalize previously 
marginalized views that violent sex may be desired, consensual, and pleasur-
able. Yet as critics of the film from within the BDSM community emphasize, 
Fifty Shades grossly misrepresents BDSM culture, especially the nature of con-
sent within kink communities.14 Most audiences leave the film understanding 
consent as a choice made by an individual rather than as a responsibility 
grounded in the larger community and culture.

Many online viewers find it difficult to watch “Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol,” 
partly due to the efforts of second-wave feminist activists like Catharine 
MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin to raise awareness and to challenge legal 
definitions of sexual assault and consent. Sulkowicz’s piece shocks viewers on 
a deep, visceral level inasmuch as the sexual encounter depicted seems to per-
petuate rape myths. Although Sulkowicz insists that her taped encounter is 
consensual, at one point in the video—before the sex becomes more violent—
Sulkowicz clearly says “no” to her partner and asks him to stop.

By propelling viewers into a space of complicity wherein a woman’s “no” 
does not put an end to—but instead escalates—violent sex, Sulkowicz poses 
difficult questions about the meaning and vocabularies of women’s consent 
and desire in a landscape of sex inequality, perpetual surveillance, and cultural 
incitement to self-exposure. Because most viewers of Sulkowicz’s video are 
familiar with her public persona as a rape survivor, the video presents viewers 
with a profoundly uncomfortable and violent visual field in which the law 
and female desire—or legal narratives and women’s own stories of sex and 
violation—are at war with each other.

Audiences familiar with a long history of failure within the legal, criminal 
justice, and medical professions to address the nuanced needs of sexual assault 
survivors are catapulted into a deeply ambivalent space. What are we to 
believe: Sulkowicz’s narration of the encounter, or the live video feed that 
seems to contradict it? Such are the questions that Sulkowicz hopes to inject 
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into public discourse: does “no” uttered at any point during a sexual encoun-
ter always and unequivocally mean “no”? What can “no” mean in the context 
of a culture that encourages audiences to read a woman’s “no” as “yes”? Should 
a woman’s word or testimony, however unpopular or politically incorrect, 
carry weight and value beyond visual evidence and legal definitions? Is it ethi-
cal to challenge the narrative of a survivor of sexual assault, especially within 
a cultural and legal framework that routinely silences, unfounds, and discred-
its the voices of sexual assault survivors? If so, under what conditions and with 
what effects might such critiques play out?

To encourage audiences to confront the subconscious fears and fantasies 
that may motivate their interpretation of her piece, Sulkowicz poses the fol-
lowing questions:

Are you searching for proof? Proof of what?
Are you searching for ways to either hurt or help me?
What are you looking for?
Do you desire pleasure?
What do you want from this experience?
Do you think I’m the perfect victim or the world’s worst victim?
Do you refuse to see me as either a human being or a victim? If so, why? Is it to 

deny me agency and thus further victimize me?
Do you hate me? If so, how does it feel to hate me?15

Sulkowicz’s confrontational tone and line of inquiry call into question our 
reliance on visual evidence as means to establish “truth” within a legal system 
that routinely delegitimizes female sexual assault survivors.

Musician Chrissie Hynde opened similarly “uninviting” doors for feminist 
audiences recently. In an NPR radio interview to promote her autobiography, 
she claimed that she had “deserved” a brutal sexual encounter in the past 
because she was naked and stoned.16 Since the law so often works to discredit 
female survivors of sexual assault, the “ugly” stories of Hynde and Sulkowicz 
open deep personal and collective wounds surrounding the value of women’s 
words, as well as the frequency and stakes of their erasure.

“Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol” stages an unsettling conversation about sexuality, 
desire, voyeurism, and consent. Not content to frame sexual assault through a 
lens of healing or forgiveness, Sulkowicz confrontationally invites—or disin-
vites—audiences into the space of her work yet questions their motives for 
showing up. Her performance incorporates elements of PTSD including radi-
cal distrust and the enjoyment of violent, transactional sex outside the context 
of a loving relationship. Although Sulkowicz orchestrates a productive zone of 
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inquiry within “Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol,” this space tells ugly, uncomfortable 
truths about the weight of women’s voices and the role of evidence in our 
culture, especially for audiences familiar with feminist and legal histories of 
addressing sexual violence.

 Faceless: “A Reluctant Star”

Contemporary Australian singer and songwriter Sia Furler is invisible—or 
rather, she aspires to be. Within a cultural economy in which images of 
women are ubiquitous, women’s appearances are publicly scrutinized and pri-
vately linked to self-worth, and beauty ideals are recycled and erotic capital 
leveraged ad infinitum through social media, Furler is openly critical of image 
culture. After rising to stardom by writing songs for over 50 other musicians, 
she spent years struggling with addiction and the emptiness of the “party girl” 
life made danceable in her hit single “Chandelier.” Furler’s disillusionment 
with celebrity culture led her to reinvent her persona, beginning with an arti-
cle that she wrote for Billboard in 2013 entitled “My Anti-Fame Manifesto.”17 
As songwriter for a wide range of female musicians including Madonna, 
Rihanna, and Christina Aguilera, she routinely observes and critiques the 
effects of 24/7 media scrutiny of women’s lives, most notably in “Pretty 
Hurts,” a song that she co-wrote for Beyoncé: “Shine the light on whatever’s 
worse / Perfection is the disease of a nation / Pretty hurts.”18

Since 2013, Furler has consistently refused to be photographed or to show 
her face on stage. As she explains to critics, she does not want to sell her soul, 
body, and peace of mind.19 By her own admission, Furler seeks to avoid rec-
ognition and escape fame, to regain privacy, and to cultivate mystery:

I was a singer for 10 or 11 years to mediocre success. I was an alcoholic and a 
drug addict, and I sobered up and I decided I didn’t want to be an artist any-
more because I was starting to get a little bit famous and it was destabilizing in 
some way. I thought, “What doesn’t exist in pop music at the moment?” And it 
was mystery!20

Although RCA considers her approach sans visage a marketing nightmare, the 
record label respects her creative demand of no promotions, no tours, and no 
appearances in music videos for her albums. Perennially in disguise or some-
times absent from the performative scene altogether, Furler radically disrupts 
expectations regarding hyper-visibility, radical self-exposure, and unlimited 
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sexual availability of women in the music industry. This is especially notewor-
thy in a business where women routinely serve as support and decoration. 
Though male musicians are most often framed as artists within the music 
industry, women are judged primarily on image, and as sexual objects to be 
consumed by artists and audiences alike. As journalist Alexandra Pollard 
observes:

When [male musicians like] Daft Punk don’t show their faces, we accept their 
decision as a creative quirk—a sign of their individuality and artistic integrity. 
With Sia though, we consider it our right to consume not just her music, but 
her entire physical being.21

There is something shocking and deeply uncomfortable about Furler’s refusal 
to reveal her face onstage. Whether her back is turned to the audience or her 
face covered by her signature blonde bob wig, brown paper bag, oversized hair 
ribbons, or other means of subterfuge, Furler refuses to grant audiences the 
evidence of her face. In a culture wherein faces serve as the anchor of iden-
tity—and where women are routinely expected to perform emotional labor to 
afford others reassuring smiles and compassionate looks, Furler affords her 
viewers none of these.22 Instead, she denies audiences the possibility of certifi-
able recognition, and by so doing inspires frenzied efforts on and offline to 
reveal the “truth” of her identity.

Furler’s faceless persona stands out in a culture wherein the face serves as 
the most privileged and legitimate signifier of identity. The burka ban in 
France depends upon an Islamophobic variant of this reading of the face as a 
privileged site through which to affirm personhood as well as national belong-
ing. Ultimately, the face constitutes the “black hole” of subjectification, or the 
ground zero of identity:

The face constitutes the wall of the signifier, the frame or screen. The face con-
stitutes the black hole of subjectivity as consciousness or passion, the camera, 
the third eye. The face is a horror story … the face is a surface; the face is a 
map.23

Given the status of the face as record of identity par excellence, Deleuze and 
Guattari suggest that it is human destiny to destroy the face. Whereas the face 
tethers us to a bounded subject position, the undoing of the face signals the 
possibility of transcending ego and un-mapping its contours. Yet dismantling 
the face is no easy task, as revealed by audience reaction to Furler’s performa-
tive tactics. For “if the face is a politics, dismantling the face is also a politics 
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involving an entire becoming-clandestine.”24 In an industry that values wom-
en’s style or appearance more so than their substantive talent, Furler’s project 
of dismantling the face enacts a space of “becoming-clandestine” that directly 
attacks beauty privilege or bias, especially ableist beauty norms.

By refusing to show audiences her face, Furler implicitly challenges ideals 
of female exposure in the music industry, as well as the primacy of the indi-
vidual artist vis-à-vis creation. She embraces instead a Tolstoyan understand-
ing of art as space of affective communion and spiritual oneness, rather than 
narcissistic individuation:

To evoke in oneself a feeling one has experienced, and to transmit that feeling, 
that others may experience the same feeling—this is the activity of art. It is a 
means of union, joining people together in the same feelings, and indispensable 
for life and progress towards the well-being of individuals and of humanity.25

By refusing to show her face on stage, Furler violates the sanctity of the visual 
as evidence and refuses to elevate the artist as individual. She orchestrates art 
as a form of union based not on distinction or recognition, but on masquer-
ade, dis-identification, obscurity, and obfuscation. In this sense, she rejects 
privileged modes of knowing and being in the attention economy—especially 
the viral dictate that value accrues primarily on the basis of visibility, that is, 
how much one is viewed and how often one’s image is circulated.

Furler’s refusal to display her face to audiences underscores tensions between 
virality, empathy, and the “pornographic gaze” or productive looking in the 
digital age. While offering audiences esoteric signs of her celebrity persona—
such as her blonde wig and oversized hair ribbons—she cannot fully deny 
visibility or foreclose vulnerable sites of exposure that may spontaneously 
erupt on-set. During a performance in Auckland, for example, the wind blew 
off her wig, temporarily exposing her face to the audience.

For Furler, empathy does not begin or end with the face, by reading either 
the masks of celebrity or the traits inherited through genetics. She challenges 
audiences to abandon the face and un-map visual archives altogether in pur-
suit of more substantive yet esoteric fields of knowledge, identification, and 
feeling. Her stage antics suggest that genuine empathy may require us to 
dismantle the face and reject individual identity as the necessary starting 
point for “truth.” For Furler, truth does not flow from any inherent qualities 
of the individual artist or performer. Rather, it is collectively negotiated in 
and through ugly, uncomfortable performative spaces of the hidden, the 
spectacular, the disavowed, and the obscure. In her music, Furler champions 
inner truth through lyrical confessions of debasement including trauma, 
addiction, depression, and mental illness. Her lyrics repeatedly attest to a 
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sense of spiritual disillusionment that results from one’s fall from that which 
is presumed to be sublime—especially from states of innocence, grace, and 
fame. By orchestrating art as a space of oneness rather than separation, 
Furler unsettles the distinction between self and other that is reinforced 
through the media’s habituation of audiences to intense violence. In this 
respect, her performance amplifies our capacity for empathy. This is espe-
cially apparent in a 2016 performance at Red Rocks Ampitheatre in which 
Sia broke down crying while performing “Titanium” in a tribute to the vic-
tims of the Orlando massacre. On stage, her emotion opened up a space of 
affect that profoundly moved the audience, despite her relative disappear-
ance behind the performers on-stage. 

Furler’s faceless performance art also has significant gendered dimensions. 
As Nancy Jo Sales notes in her research on teenage girls and social media, the 
cultural premium placed on women’s appearance in the digital age has perni-
cious long-term effects for the self-esteem of young girls and women.26 Furler 
highlights this gap between fantasy and reality in her music video  for 
“Chandelier,” which introduces pre-teen star Maddie Ziegler as her body dou-
ble. Throughout the video, Ziegler’s wildly playful, innocent, freestyle dance 
serves as exuberant counterpoint to—and inverted reflection of—the older 
musician’s ironically sad, “party girl” persona, who poignantly sings:

I want to swing from the chandelier
I want to live like tomorrow doesn’t exist
But I’m holding on for dear life
Won’t look down, won’t open my eyes
Keep my glass full until morning light
Cause I’m just holding on for tonight
Sun is up, I’m a mess
Gotta get out now, gotta run from this
Here comes the shame …27

Intense scrutiny of girls and women in the media dangerously impedes per-
sonal growth and intuition, as well as political efforts to build feminist solidar-
ity and community. As Naomi Wolf contends, an obsession with beauty and 
equation of appearance with self-worth—encouraged by the mainstream 
media, advertising, and entertainment industries—drains women’s vital 
resources away from more substantive pursuits.28 Through her faceless pres-
ence, Furler deconstructs the sexual politics of visuality and performance, 
which depend upon the commodification of girls’ and women’s bodies and 
sexuality to turn a profit. Rather than making an appearance, Furler stages a 
disappearance in her concerts. As she notes with respect to Ziegler’s style of 
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dance in “Chandelier,” “I want to help show that little people can express 
themselves in a non-sexual way, but still be extremely expressive.”29 She refuses 
to surrender her power to a cultural zeitgeist in which women’s appearances 
are hypersexualized and critiqued ad  infinitum. By frustrating broader cul-
tural desires to “reveal her face,” Furler dramatically removes herself from the 
reign of image altogether, as well as the broader cultural incitement to imagine 
young girls’ and women’s over-exposure as their only or most important source 
of empowerment. Greg Kurstin, Furler’s longtime collaborator, describes 
Furler’s approach to songwriting as an effort to please herself—one that she 
experiences as liberating. In this sense, her music resembles the photograph 
described by Marguerite Duras in The Lover—the only image in which she 
delights, created by and for herself in an authentic staging of desire.30

Because Furler writes songs for a wide range of artists, her “ugly,” faceless 
aesthetic also works to highlight the performativity of race. What might it 
mean to make the face count less, and who has the privilege to deploy this 
strategy? Emerging from within a cultural context and global beauty aesthetic 
wherein powdered faces and skin bleaching creams symbolically code beauty as 
whiteness, Furler’s tactical facelessness, contrasted with the faces of other musi-
cians who sing her songs, highlights these racialized politics of the face. As art 
historian Krista Thompson notes with respect to black popular culture,

performance practices that respond to technologies of visuality […] reflect on a 
long history of colonizing visual cultures, refracting these histories in new and 
provocative ways. [They] negotiate states of un-visibility—the status of being 
hypervisible yet unseen by the middle classes; and create dazzling presences 
among different communities.31

By refusing to show her face on stage while simultaneously writing music for 
other female artists to perform, Furler provokes reflection on the face as a focal 
point for discussions of identification, surveillance, misrecognition, disavowal, 
and beauty culture. For example, when Barbadian American artist Rihanna 
performs the song “Diamonds” authored by Furler, a white artist, she implic-
itly shines critical light on normative formulations of beauty relative to the 
performance of whiteness. Because Furler adopts a faceless persona while 
inserting herself in a music-sharing economy, she opens up a space for critical 
exchange regarding not only the politics of fame, but the performativity and 
semiotics of the face in relation to gender, race, age, ethnicity, and class.

Yet by hiding her face, it may be argued that Furler risks erasing a potent 
site of feminist agency and desire. As Moroccan writer Nina Bouraoui 
describes, even when women wear modest forms of dress to express religious 
affiliation—such as the Muslim hijab and chador or the Catholic nun’s 
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habit—they typically leave their eyes exposed, thus retain key portals from 
which to control the gaze and navigate the outside world. By contrast, Sia 
obscures even her eyes, and by so doing obfuscates the power of her gaze.32

Women’s looks may serve not only to reassure, but also to provoke anxiety, 
especially when deployed in live performance. The latter potential may explain 
the contradictory weave of US Supreme Court decisions that govern print 
pornography versus live nude dancing. Legal theorist Amy Adler argues that 
we can only make sense of these disparate rulings within a cultural context that 
favors the passive, objectified female nudes of soft-core pornography while 
perceiving as a threat the gaze of the live nude woman who not only makes 
herself available to voyeurs, but also has the power to look back at her audi-
ence. Adler provocatively claims that live nude female dancers exert an unset-
tling or dangerous presence within the collective unconscious as they recall the 
threat of Medusa, whose castrating gaze has the power to turn men to stone.33

Women’s historical status as objects to be managed, exchanged, or con-
sumed by men—especially within the entertainment industry—motivates 
Furler’s effort to showcase her music rather than her appearance:

When people say, “Show your face, you’re not ugly,” I want to say, “I know. I’m 
not doing it because I think I’m ugly; I’m trying to have some control over my 
image. And I’m allowed to maintain some modicum of privacy. But also I would 
like not to be picked apart when I put on or take off ten pounds or I have a hair 
extension out of place.”34

While Furler does not deliberately present herself as unattractive to resist con-
temporary beauty ideals, her performance practices can be read as “ugly” inas-
much as they reject conventional codes of female visibility and availability and 
by so doing, challenge celebrity culture, the perpetual surveillance of women, 
and a broader economy wherein women are disproportionately judged rela-
tive to beauty norms.

Judging, comparing, and valuing women on the basis of beauty are cer-
tainly not new phenomena, nor are they limited to the entertainment indus-
try. In ancient Greek mythology, the Judgement of Paris—which laid the 
groundwork for the Trojan War—may be understood as the very first beauty 
pageant, or as a competition in which women deployed beauty and sexuality 
as erotic capital and means of political empowerment. Aristophanes’ comedy 
Lysistrata mirrors the idea of sexuality as the ultimate source of women’s politi-
cal power. Countless female musicians including Beyoncé, Madonna, Miley 
Cyrus, and Nicki Minaj have internalized and emulated this view of sexuality 
as source of empowerment, using beauty privilege to attract fame and profit 
and to “own” their sexuality.
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Furler does the opposite by virtually erasing her public image, content 
instead with masquerade and subterfuge as means of redirecting attention to 
her musical talent. By symbolizing herself “through a wig that is easily rep-
licated and switched between users, she refuses beauty norms, plays with 
gender and draws attention to identity as performance.”35 Dismissed by crit-
ics as a “prankster and provocateur,”36 Furler nonetheless achieves a modi-
cum of control over her image as a female artist through her intentionally 
“ugly,” untimely, uninviting, and unsightly performance antics. Ultimately, 
her work prioritizes privacy and mystery over self-exposure, but not because 
she believes she is unworthy of the gaze. Rather, she seeks to control her vis-
ibility and challenge the primacy of the visual as evidence, to direct atten-
tion to her musical talent rather than her appearance, to critique the toxic 
potentials of fame, and to reject a culture in which women are dispropor-
tionately subject to surveillance, body-shaming, sexual objectification, and 
commodification.

 Forcing Conclusions: Am I Making 
You Uncomfortable?

Sia Furler and Emma Sulkowicz refuse to grant their audiences unlimited or 
unconditional access to their personae. Instead, they actively dis-invite audi-
ences from the space of their work and resist the zeitgeist of constant visibility 
and the cultivation of “likes” as social capital. Both Furler and Sulkowicz 
strategically deploy “ugly” performance practices that frustrate, deny, and 
confound—rather than reinforce—the popular gaze, alongside contemporary 
ideals of fame, self-exposure, and hyper-visibility. By so doing, they push 
audiences to the very edges and limits of their comfort zones to provoke per-
sonal and collective inquiry and growth.

The “ugly” antics of Furler and Sulkowicz are revolutionary as they force a 
shift in how audiences are asked to imagine female artists—not only as per-
formers and objects, but as subjects, creators, and critical readers of new media 
culture. Long marginalized within the music industry, women are routinely 
under-acknowledged as creators.37 More often, they are evoked as muses and 
sources of inspiration for male creativity, groupies and sexual companions of 
male musicians, back-up singers and dancers for male artists, performers of 
music written by men, and sexual objects, ornamentation, and eye candy 
within the music videos  of male-fronted bands. When female musicians 
become mothers, even their experiences of giving birth—the quintessential 
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act of creation, one might argue—are routinely disparaged as detrimental if 
not antithetical to their creativity and career, as is their link to family and 
domestic life—which, for male musicians, remains relatively unnoticed by 
music critics.38

In one of the most moving passages in literary history, Frantz Fanon beauti-
fully evokes a moment of subjective splintering aboard a train in France, dur-
ing which he literally feels torn apart by the other’s racialized gaze:

On that day, completely dislocated, unable to be abroad with the other, the 
white man, who mercilessly imprisoned me, I took myself far off from my own 
presence, far indeed, and made myself an object. What else could it be for me 
but an amputation, an excision, a hemorrhage that spattered my whole body 
with black blood?39

Both Furler and Sulkowicz pick up on these dismembering potentials of the 
gaze that so often works to undo subjectivity. Like the contrasting roles of the 
face in Furler’s work—obscured and hidden when she takes the stage, yet on 
display in different form when other musicians perform her songs—the nature 
of sexual “testimony” in “Ceci N’est Pas Un Viol” highlights a tension in the 
digital age between empathy and virality, or “pornographic seeing” as opposed 
to “productive looking.”40 We might imagine the pornographic gaze as one 
that reduces others to objects for one’s own pleasure, whereas “productive 
looking” refers to a means of ethically engaging with the complex subjectivity 
of others. As Kaja Silverman points out, a look cannot become “productive” 
until it works to displace the ego.

The tension between pornographic seeing and productive looking 
unfolds relative to sexually and racially charged vocabularies, histories, and 
economies of seeing. By affirming this tension through ugly, confronta-
tional aesthetic antics, Furler and Sulkowicz mark the inadequacy of the 
“viral” as a language with which to express  identity, and especially trau-
matic experience. By insisting on ugly tactics of subterfuge, ambivalence, 
and obscurity throughout their work, both artists reject the equation of 
value with virality. They potently remind audiences how fraught is any 
endeavor that pursues visibility as a goal while simultaneously navigating 
the violence of intermittent hyper-visibility and erasure enacted through 
traumatic histories of sexualized and racialized looking. Through their ugly 
performance practices, Sia Furler and Emma Sulkowicz usher women both 
on and off stage as artists and creators—to uncomfortable, ugly, and deeply 
moving ends.
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Teaching While Ugly: A Story of Racial 
Pulchritude, Privilege, and Pedagogy

Michael Johnson, Jr.

 Introduction

One year, at the beginning of the semester, a rather precocious white student 
interrupted me during a discussion about the homogenization of mixed-race 
people into dominant phenotypes, asking, “So, what are you?” To which I 
incredulously asked, “What do you mean?” And he said, “Well I know you 
said you were adopted which explains your name, but I heard you speaking 
Spanish, but you don’t look completely Spanish, so what are you?” Smiling, I 
asked him what he thought I was, to which he replied, “I don’t know really … 
maybe mixed or Caribbean or something.” I shook my head and said, “This is 
precisely the problem …we are so heavily invested in examining the details of 
what people look like, that we conveniently forget how that information is 
inevitably used to decide how we feel and what we think about others.” 
Chagrined, he apologized after class, to which I laughingly said, “You don’t 
have to apologize … you just had the balls to ask what other people may have 
been wondering.”

As an academic and a gay man of color, I find myself fascinated by the 
plethora of research about the politics associated with the gay male body. 
There are book chapters on body image and muscularity in textbooks on 
men’s mental health, along with extensive research on the effects of age on gay 
male bodies and the socio-cultural bias associated with male physicality. There 
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is an equally compelling literature about the influence of attractiveness within 
the classroom that conveniently coincides with my pedagogical interests about 
how both (1) my physiological appearance and (2) my position of authority 
in the classroom render me visible and knowable to my students. My teaching 
philosophy is one predicated upon a social justice framework that continually 
attempts to enfranchise those students on the margins; the silent, the invisible 
and the underrepresented. Yet, I struggle to balance that dedication to student- 
centered pedagogical practice with a duty to my own personal welfare which 
requires a degree of self-respect and attentiveness to my emotional and mental 
health. Thus, this essay is an investigation into the complex ways in which 
concepts like attractiveness, ugliness, race, class, ability and sexuality intersect 
within the confines of the classroom and have implications for my personal 
and professional lives.

This is a first-person auto-ethnographic analysis about the complexities 
that are implicated between conceptually valued ideas of racial pulchritude 
and ugliness versus pedagogical efficacy, and professional image. I argue for a 
broader assessment of the ways in which these various factors conspire to 
undermine faculties whose physicality and physiological appearance, sexual 
identity, age, ability and racial phenotype place them at a disadvantage 
despite their otherwise exemplary pedagogical skills. This analysis covers the 
most recent seven  years of classroom experience at Washington State 
University. This contribution capitalizes upon and expands an emerging area 
of scholarship that investigates the politics associated with non-normative 
bodies and the acceptance of homo-normative standards of gay male attrac-
tiveness. What follows is an analysis of racial pulchritude and ugliness as twin 
types of socio-cultural phenomena to which students and faculty adhere. 
Next, I proceed to discuss my personal pedagogical experiences as a faculty 
member in relation to prevailing discourses of beauty and attractiveness in 
the classroom (as a fashion and bodily conscious gay man). Finally, I con-
clude with a self- reflexive assessment of the consequences that the twin dis-
courses of body image and racial attractiveness pose for gay male faculty in 
higher education today in terms of their pedagogical effectiveness and the 
implications for the profession.

It is my intention and hope that readers will come away with a more 
nuanced understanding of how ugliness is constructed, defined and reinforced 
along the lines of race, sexuality, class and ability. It is also my hope that read-
ers will develop an understanding of the ways in which ugliness is created, 
applied to bodies, and interpreted and that it is a complex issue that impli-
cates all these categories of being. I hope that they will then discover and 
recognize that the methods by which ugliness is brought into being is fraught 
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with power relationships that are inextricably attached to structural systems 
which support the boundaries of who is defined as ugly, at which times and in 
what places. Readers will hopefully also recognize and understand how racial 
pulchritude in particular is but a twin to the concept of ugliness as it subtends 
the boundaries where one concept ends and the other begins.

The phrase racial pulchritude is a linguistic shorthand that describes how 
attractiveness can, and often is, defined in strictly racial ways where one’s 
beauty is not directly comparable to another’s because of a racial difference 
between both individuals. Asian discourses of beauty are distinctly different 
(though they may share some similarities, like light skin preference) from 
those of Caucasian discourses of beauty. Karen W. Tice similarly argues that 
racial pulchritude became codified in beauty pageants for African American 
women by strict adherence to

… dominant middle-class gender and class norms for manners, dress, deport-
ment, leisure, and self-presentation – a redemptive strategy to counter damag-
ing racial representations in popular culture and white racist attitudes  – has 
been termed the “politics of respectability”… such a strategy entails constant 
body discipline as well as the adoption of class-coded norms for self- presentation 
to refute structural racism.1

In much the same way as Tice argues in her work, my contribution brings to 
light how racial pulchritude makes manifest the methods by which people are 
rendered ugly in discrete places and times along an influential axis of identity 
categories (like race and the sexuality–gender continuum) and how that is 
wedded to a social system of power, privilege and position. Finally, it is my 
intention that readers will understand how these conceptual ideas are brought 
to fruition in a material world where academicians’ livelihoods, professional 
reputations and perceptions of self-worth are inexorably tied to public and 
private perceptions of racial attractiveness or ugliness.

 Racial Pulchritude and Ugliness

Attractiveness and beauty are conceptually related to the idea of race in a wide 
variety of ways. Without going into the lengthy history about how non- 
Caucasian racial groups have invariably been construed as less than attractive 
by their Caucasian peers, one can say with a high degree of certainty that 
American society has struggled to interpret brown and black bodies as any-
thing but unattractive and perpetually in nonconformity to its own (white) 
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standards of beauty. For the purposes of this research, I utilize the extant 
 literature and scholarly record that represent the knowledge about gay male 
interpretations of beauty as the scale against which I am measured given my 
open acknowledgment (and embrace) of that identity category in both my 
professional and personal lives. However, the use of this scholarship for the 
purposes of this discussion in no way should infer my acceptance or a tacit 
approval of its demarcations and inherent limitations. I merely recognize that 
many others use these discourses to interpellate me against the metrics of 
beauty and attractiveness. And because beauty and ugliness are two sides of 
the same coin, thus we are all involved in judging the weights and measure-
ments of social worth.

Nina Athanassoglou-Kallmyer defines ugliness as “an aesthetic category 
that stands at the opposite of beauty. The two constitute dialectic polarities 
that form the backbone of Western aesthetic and moral thought.”2 In this 
sense ugliness is the opposite of those characteristics that define beauty, such 
as “ideal, reason, truth, goodess, perfection … order, harmony, civilization” 
and thus aesthetically ugliness constitutes a state of being as much as a set of 
characteristics which one either possesses or does not possess, because the 
presence or absence of those characteristics brings with them an interpellation 
or indelible stamp immediately visible to all. In cases where a disabled person 
possesses a physical deformity, that physiological difference is immediately 
construed as “disorder, dissonance, irregularity … the Other” in much the 
same way as a racial difference marked by different phenotypical characteris-
tics like brown skin (as is the case for me) or eye shape or hair form. Some 
phenotypical characteristics that we associate with race also function as a vehi-
cle upon which social value is conferred or negated, as is the case in those 
circumstances where non-whiteness conveys a social stigma of inferiority or 
deviation from the ideal. Succinctly summarizing this concept, Victor Hugo 
once famously wrote that “Beauty has only one type; ugliness has a thou-
sand,”3 thus there are many more opportunities to be defined and interpel-
lated as “ugly” for people of color than there are for white people, where racial 
phenotype is the primary characteristic at issue. When this concept is applied 
to the halls of academia and the classroom in particular, the confluences of 
racial phenotype and the dialectical discourses of power between student and 
faculty are quickly involved before anyone has spoken a single word.

Decisions about which course to take or drop and expectations about 
coursework requirements and academic difficulty are all made by students 
often in consultation with a sometimes implicit set of racialized and gendered 
criteria about (and under) whom they wish to spend the next four months of 
their lives while being evaluated, assessed and scrutinized. And as 
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Athanassoglou-Kallmyer makes clear, these decisions and the criteria used to 
make them reflect the confluences of pulchritude and power: “Historically the 
dialectic beauty/ugliness was shaped by issues of hierarchy, value and power 
… both beauty and ugliness articulated cultural and political meanings … 
Ugliness … was linked to … the racially Other (blacks and Jews among oth-
ers).”4 As I argue here, sometimes those measurements of beauty or ugliness 
also become assessments of professional ability or teaching competency. There 
is an extensive body of scholarship about how race and beauty are interrelated, 
and within that body of scholarship one can find no small amount of research 
that illustrates how brown bodies and faces are consistently interpreted as less 
attractive than their Caucasian counterparts.5

As a multiracial Latino man, in skin tone and facial appearance, I share 
some features with the famous actor Luis Guzman, although I’m partially 
bald and uncharacteristically stand at 6ft 1in. My skin color is a very light 
brown and in my younger years I had straight black hair, though I now have 
a more Jean-Luc Picard haircut (if you will excuse the pop culture reference). 
Therefore, my racial phenotype is often misconstrued as alternatively Middle 
Eastern or an admixture of black/white/Latino, the latter of which is techni-
cally true given the history of my Puerto Rican origins. This racial ambiguity 
in many respects parallels what Athanassoglou-Kallmyer describes as the “gro-
tesque” where my skin color, facial features, hair and eye shape all give rise to 
a “hybridization or inmixing of binary opposites” leading to a racial “merging 
of elements usually perceived as incompatible”6 which unsettles the readily 
identifiable and safely categorizable racial categories Western society has 
established as “beautiful” in their uniform purity. I am moderately overweight 
despite my height and being in my late thirties I also do not fit the stereotypi-
cal age of a “professor” yet I’m also too old to be close in age to the under-
graduate students whom I primarily teach.7 The cumulative effect is an abject 
discomfort in many students, who by virtue of their isolated background in 
the Eastern side of the state, have never seen a man of color like myself, much 
less having been placed in a position of social inferiority beneath one who 
holds much power over their academic development and progress. The power 
relationships between ugly people and beautiful people (or less ugly people, as 
it comes in gradations) are complex, but they become more so when issues of 
accountability are involved in social institutions like colleges and universities 
where students have willingly subjected themselves to the hierarchical nature 
of those relationships in the faculty top-down structure.

Thus the image that students enrolled in my classes are initially exposed to 
is one atypical of their usual experience at my institution where non- 
international faculty of color constitute approximately 10 percent (combined) 
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of the total 1805 faculty across four campuses as of fall 2014.8 Their collective 
unfamiliarity with faculty of color has a distinct consequence in the class-
room, especially when it is paired with a 26 percent (non-international) stu-
dent of color ratio amongst their own peers sitting next to them. This problem 
is especially complicated by the fact that fewer faculty of color occupy tenure 
track positions, which are generally accompanied with written job protec-
tions, guaranteeing research and teaching independence. These positions also 
come with financial incentives that make an academic career rewarding and 
especially attractive to faculty of color, despite their underrepresentation. A 
recent study using IPEDS (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System) 
data from 1993, 2003, and 2013 noted that:

Just as the doors of academe have been opened more widely than heretofore to 
marginalized groups, the opportunity structure for academic careers has been 
turned on its head … The available jobs tend, less and less, to be the conven-
tional “good” jobs, that is, the tenure-track career-ladder jobs that provide ben-
efits, manageable to quite good salaries, continued professional development 
opportunities – and, crucially, a viable future for academics … Underrepresented 
minority groups held approximately 13 percent of faculty jobs in 2013, up from 
9 percent in 1993. Yet they still only hold 10 percent of tenured jobs …9

Moreover, I teach in the Critical Culture, Gender and Race Studies depart-
ment that teaches comparative ethnic studies, women and gender studies, and 
American studies courses that satisfy only one or two major curricular require-
ments across disciplines at the undergraduate level. Thus, it is not uncommon 
that I encounter students in their senior year,10 and from other disciplines 
where their first interaction with a faculty member of color is often in my 
classroom.

 In the Classroom and on Stage

When I walk into the classroom, most students have no idea in advance what 
I am supposed to look like, given my generic name and its failure to broadcast 
my ethnicity in advance of my arrival. But despite this lack of warning, when 
we arrive in our classes on the first day, we faculty are all on stage from that 
moment forth. Judgments about what we look and sound like are made in a 
complex assessment that also includes decisions about our choices of cloth-
ing, grooming and hair styles. This is especially true for female faculty whose 
existence in the heterosexist world of academia is even more subject to these 
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critiques. In many ways, I’m partially insulated from those because I’m hege-
monically male, but that same privilege is also undermined by my queer aes-
thetic choices in clothing and strict adherence to standards of grooming (i.e. 
I’m clean shaven, regularly keep my hair closely cropped and have manicured 
hands, etc.). Hamermesh and Parker conclusively determined ten years ago 
that “… ascriptive characteristics, such as beauty, trigger positive responses by 
students and lead them to evaluate some teachers more favorably, so that their 
beauty earns them higher economic returns.”11 And given the miserable aca-
demic job market, the likelihood of positions opening up for faculty of color 
are essentially non-existent. Thus, the chances that students will experience an 
increase in their exposure rates to faculty of color (both at my own institution 
and across higher education) are highly unlikely. So students are left with 
what little variety amongst faculty of color exist and proceed to make conclu-
sions about us from this small sample size. Hamermesh and Parker note that 
“Minority faculty members receive lower teaching evaluations than do major-
ity instructors.”12 They also noted that the “… Good looks generate more of 
a premium, bad looks more of a penalty for male instructors, just as we dem-
onstrate13 for the effects of beauty in wage determination.”14 Hamermesh and 
Parker also point out that “raters may be unable to distinguish physical attrac-
tiveness from good grooming and dress”15 but ultimately discount this possi-
bility as a significant obstacle to the validity of their findings. Hamermesh 
and Parker conclude that

The estimates leave little doubt that measures of perceived beauty have a sub-
stantial independent positive impact on instructional ratings by undergraduate 
students … even if instructional ratings have little or nothing to do with actual 
teaching productivity, university administrators behave as if they believe that 
they do, and link economic rewards to them … the most important issue is 
what our results tell us about whether students are discriminating against ugly 
instructors or whether they really do learn less … for example, what if students 
simply pay more attention to good-looking instructors and learn more from 
them?16

Hamermesh and Parker’s research has been corroborated by a number other 
studies, some of which occurred in other countries, in other employment set-
tings or under altogether different research conditions.17 Athanassoglou- 
Kallmyer argues that “both beauty and ugliness were now regarded as 
contingent, relative and mutable concepts, determined by diverse parameters 
such as geography, time, climate, culture, race and national and ethnic par-
ticularities”18 and this is particularly true in terms of pedagogical efficacy. 
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Students are much more receptive to beautiful people than ugly people; thus 
the opposite is true in cases where ugly people are in positions of power, often 
spawning subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) resistance or recalcitrance in 
classroom settings. And in some cases, “ugly” faculty are sometimes intimi-
dated because of students’ overt negative reactions, causing some faculty to 
overcompensate in terms of disciplinary decisions and punitive grading, as I 
personally witnessed as a graduate student.

Much of this research, however, has yet to adequately interrogate the issues 
particular to the plight like my own, specific to gay masculinity. Gay faculty 
“often face the dilemma of whether or not to be open about their sexual iden-
tity in their classrooms, a dilemma predicated on widespread heterosexism.”19 
A decision to be public about one’s identity as a sexual minority carries risks 
within higher education settings such as the potential for lower teaching eval-
uations, a phenomenon that women in particular must face within the profes-
sion, despite both sexual identity and sex being immutable characteristics over 
which we have little control.20 The dangers become even more significant 
when one occupies an untenured, “temporary” position as I currently do, 
where the primary measure of pedagogical efficacy is quantitatively distilled 
down to numerical representations derived wholly from student evaluations. 
The precarity of my employment is an added variable to a complex array of 
dangerous consequences that accompany my gay visibility and interpretations 
of professional competence that can accompany that visibility.

According to Clarke and Turner, “gay men are allied to style, fashion, 
grooming and effeminacy” but students “have a clear image of the (stereo)
typical lesbian and gay man.”21 For these authors, the “centrality of the visual 
to lesbian and gay identity is readily apparent in popular culture.”22 To justify 
this position they point to Gage et al. who contend that “lesbians and gay 
men have used dress, hairstyling, jewelry, tattoos, piercings and other adorn-
ments to signify their sexual identity (or preferences).”23 Research supports 
this contention24 which suggests that sexual minorities “use clothing and 
adornment to create a sense of group identity (separate from the dominant 
culture) to resist and challenge normative (gendered) expectations, and to 
signal their sexual identity to the wider world or just to those ‘in the know.’”25 
At least in my case, I find myself in agreement with this research. I’m very 
attentive to the clothing choices that I make, and they (stereo)typically repre-
sent that attentiveness in unique ways. Frequently I often find myself more 
classically dressed than even full Professors in my own department who often 
wear denim and tennis shoes (both of which I abhor) to campus. I know all 
too well that this kind of fashion sensibility reflects a conscious decision to 
reproduce some of the tropes associated with gay masculinity, but I have con-
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cluded that my decisions about what to wear are a capitulation to the need to 
tangibly cultivate an appearance of professionalism despite my “temporary” 
faculty status. Studies have identified a relationship between sexual minority 
identity and dress and appearance that conforms to a dominant or prevailing 
norm.26 And that norm centers on a “… valorization of youth, muscles, mas-
culinity and a variety of ‘gay’ styles for men, and many people feel under pres-
sure to conform to these norms in order to be accepted by other … gay men.”27

They are not entirely wrong either. Much of the fidelity to the norms that 
these scholars have identified is by virtue of our marginal status as sexual 
minorities, whose lives on the periphery of society demand a certain degree of 
cultural camouflage that manifests itself in dress and appearance. This 
homophily in appearance can serve as both an indicator of membership in the 
“out” group as well as a type of group security for many who rely on externally 
visible, identifiable codes to recognize like-as-like. However, this often has 
taken on a perverse self-regulatory mechanism whereby some gay men have 
come to reject the pressures to conform. Holliday’s participants “indicated 
that the gay scene placed a particular premium on dress, appearance, style and 
fashion (making judgements about people on the basis of their clothes and 
appearance).”28 Indeed, Holliday found that “participants often attempted to 
read off people’s sexuality from their dress and appearance …some partici-
pants were conscious of being read themselves … but what counted as ‘too 
gay’ was to some extent context specific – visiting grandparents versus being 
‘out on the pull.’”29 Gay masculinity, in a Western context, is often though 
not exclusively construed as a contradiction. To be a gay man is to be stereo-
typically feminized and to occupy an inferior position within Western patri-
archies; thus, any masculinity performed by gay males is ruthlessly critiqued 
with skepticism by both straight and other gay men. This is the “normal” state 
of affairs in Western societies like the US where “straight” hypermasculinity is 
epitomized. Gay masculinity is popularly construed as an aberrant version of 
the normative, hegemonic masculinity practiced and performed by most het-
erosexual men.

Thus, a stigma of ugliness and unattractiveness is attached for the hyper-
feminized gay male whose gendered performativity significantly deviates from 
a heterosexualized masculine norm. Gay norms of dress and appearance are 
weaponized along a spectrum of performativity where socioeconomic power 
is indivisible from self-worth, social status and perceptions of class. The ste-
reotype of gay male obsessions with haute couture and labels has, at its core, a 
kernel of truth to it as Steven M. Kates makes clear: “Gay men’s loyalty to 
various brands and companies has been noted in scholarly work and enthusi-
astically touted by the business press [original citations omitted],”30 but that 
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loyalty stems from the value of social reward as much as it does from the value 
of egalitarian political activism as Kates suggests. Indeed, the ugly truth is that 
how gay male bodies are dressed and appear often determine where they lie 
along the spectrum of palatability within primarily heterosexual spaces, places 
and geographies. How one dresses and how one appears to conform to a ste-
reotype (or appears in opposition to one) carries with it social value or penalty. 
That is especially true when one’s appearance can be weaponized against one 
by a majority heterosexual society looking for the slightest indication of sexual 
deviance, often telegraphed by dress choices by lesbian/queer/bi/trans/queer 
(LGBTQ) bodies.

Nardi noted that “[i]n addition to a hierarchy of styles organized around 
class, credit and consumption, some participants subscribed to a hierarchy of 
masculinity, with straight-acting (and, indeed, straight) men as the most 
desirable sexual objects and effeminate men the least.”31 Many gay men like 
myself face an unenviable catch-22: “faced with the challenge of both con-
forming to appearance norms (or risking … invisibility) and of looking dis-
tinctive … some sought to, at times, express their individuality rather than 
conform to the regulatory discourses of queer.”32 Ultimately Skidmore con-
cludes that “it is clear from this and other studies that [dress and appearance] 
is an important part of the everyday realities of (at least some) … gay men … 
and of the performativity of identity.”33 As an expression of my individuality, 
I also eschew some of the affectations and conventions that might normally be 
found amongst some of my gay colleagues in higher education in terms of 
physical appearance. Solidifying me along the ugly spectrum, I do not have a 
gym body, as much as it is desirable for many gay men to pursue that highly 
idealized muscularity so commonly found and valued in gay male culture.34 
My ugliness, in many ways, corresponds to the settings in which I find myself. 
Being a scholar of LGBTQ research, I frequently work with other LGBTQ 
researchers, most of whom are other gay men. Thus, my physiological body 
weight and appearance immediately places me along the spectrum of ugliness 
because of my deviation from the hypermasculinized norm of idealized gay 
masculinity in contemporary American contexts.

There have been a number of studies that point to an “ideal” body size, 
some of which include research about “trends over time in the muscularity of 
male action figures, such as G.I.  Joe” where researchers found that “when 
extrapolated to human size, today’s G.I. Joe would be just as unattainable to 
boys as the Barbie doll is for girls,”35 while other studies have documented that 
“Playgirl magazine centerfold models have grown increasingly lean and mus-
cular over the decades.”36 Indeed, the centrality and cultural indispensability 
of beauty (as defined by most gay men as lean muscularity, youthfulness, facial 
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hairlessness and a full head of hair) is such that increasing evidence has 
 accumulated to demonstrate “an increase in body image problems and associ-
ated psychopathology among men.”37 Olivardia et al. concluded that when 
men were asked what their idea body would look like, “the men chose an ideal 
body with a mean of about 25 pounds more muscle than their actual level of 
muscularity and about 8 pounds less body fat than their actual levels of body 
size … as noted in earlier studies, the striking gulf between men’s actual and 
desired muscularity may reflect societal and media pressures on modern men 
to be ever more muscular.”38 And according to at least one author, this drive 
towards muscularity substantiates that “men strive to stand out above the rest, 
to be recognized as a ‘supernormal stimulus’ in a culture that praises 
attractiveness.”39

The consequences for men like myself are grave, since my BMI (or body 
mass index, which is a measure of one’s bodily composition) of 30.3 is just 
over the “overweight” category and into the “obese” category for a man of my 
height of 6ft 1in. To achieve a BMI of 25.1 (which is just barely in the “over-
weight” category) I would have to lose 30lbs so the estimates found in these 
studies of 8lbs of less weight are conservative at best. Thus, my body has sol-
idly established my presence along the “ugly” spectrum, rather than along the 
“beautiful” spectrum because of weight, in conformity with the strict stan-
dards of muscularity and physicality commonly defined by the (usually unat-
tainable) gay hypermasculine norms. The consequences of this physiological 
standard, however, are fraught with personal meaning because of the high 
scrutiny that accompanies identifying as a gay man. Even heterosexual men 
describe a body that is “… muscular, lean and tall. Being overweight, flabby 
… was judged undesirable.”40 And although there is some limited research 
into nonconformist bodily performance by gay men, all too often these 
counter- hegemonic examples of resistance to this regulatory system are either 
trivialized or fetishized, as is the case with the “bear” movement in the gay 
community.41 The same punitive and instantaneous categorization of ugliness 
occurs with nonfunctioning bodies or bodies that have an identifiable disabil-
ity, even, disappointingly, within the gay male community as Lipton, Sandahl, 
Thomsen and others expertly describe in their research on the intersections 
between physiological ability, prejudice and discrimination both within and 
outside gay community settings.42

Although Kane warns readers that “there is no single monolithic gay body 
ideal any more than there is a homogenous and easily identifiable gay culture 
… body dissatisfaction can range from specific areas of the male body to the 
traditional global body dysphoria represented by anorexia,”43 the cultural con-
sensus remains intransigently ignorant of these strictly academic conclusions, 
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especially when one is still a relatively young gay man in American higher 
education. The consequences of adhering to this system of bodily regulation 
within an already socially marginalized community are devastating. Those 
who thoughtlessly adopt and adhere to these discourses only serve to rein-
scribe their appearance of legitimacy as a means of assessing one’s social value; 
while those who reject the standards of aesthetic beauty to which hegemonic 
gay men aspire will be found wanting and stigmatized as socially valueless 
within gay milieus.

Complicating the picture about beauty, ugliness, body image and appear-
ance is an extensive literature about the pathological issues related to eating 
disorders and gay men. Although I have not suffered from these dangerous 
psychological problems, they remain a very real threat, despite some assertions 
to the contrary. Yelland and Tiggeman note that “[a] number of case studies 
and clinical series suggest that a disproportionate number of men seeking 
treatment for eating disorders are homosexual.”44 Moreover, they also observe 
that “[s]tudies of the general population45 have also indicated that gay men 
may be more vulnerable to the development of body image concerns and eat-
ing disorders than heterosexual men.”46 Many authors point to the belief that 
body image concerns and disordered eating practices are a result of internal 
pressures from the gay community to achieve an ideal body.47 And in my 
experience the pressures to conform, especially when I was younger, were par-
ticularly potent and had serious consequences for both myself (who was very 
thin until I reached age 30) and my friends who didn’t sufficiently acquiesce 
to those pressures. Indeed, I have known many friends who suffered severe 
psychological trauma over body image related issues, while for the longest 
time I was very self-conscious about my own thinness (which is especially 
ironic today, but serves to illustrate how those pressures exist at both ends of 
a spectrum whereby thinness and obesity alike function to regulate gay mas-
culinity). In at least two cases gay men evidenced more “body concern and 
disordered eating than their heterosexual counterparts”48 and they also “[s]
cored more highly than heterosexual men on all disordered eating scales and 
actually scored more highly than women (although not significantly so) on 
the Drive for Thinness and Bulimia scales.”49 Most importantly, Yelland and 
Tiggeman note that

… gay men (like women) believed their physical appearance was more impor-
tant to others than did heterosexual men and their muscularity in particular, 
was more important than for either heterosexual men or women. These impor-
tant measures may provide an indirect measure of the pressures illustrated by 
Atkins (1998) that gay men experience to be attractive and muscular from 
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within their own community. While body esteem was related to self-esteem for 
all three groups, only for gay men were the importance to others measures 
(appearance, weight, muscularity) related to global feelings of self-worth. Gay 
men were also found to have significantly lower self-esteem than heterosexual 
men.50

 Professional Costs of Doing Business

Given the extensive types of obstacles that faculty of color face in higher edu-
cation today, we certainly don’t need more (especially those of our own mak-
ing). And yet, I’ve found myself constrained by the socio-cultural forces that 
dictate what one is supposed to look like, sound like and behave like within 
the institutional boundaries of my profession. My own physiological appear-
ance and performativity convey a distinctly mediocre ugliness by virtue of my 
racial otherness, my status as a sexual minority, and most especially my physi-
ologically aged and flabby body. Cumulatively then, these characteristics con-
spire to make my physical self appear easily expendable within the contexts of 
a neoliberal university setting that valorizes pulchritude, conformity, regular-
ity and order—all things which I physiologically do not possess.

These social forces also exercise a kind of pressure upon gay men in particu-
lar, altogether separate from my social position of prestige in the white-collar 
profession that I occupy. And added to this calculus is the fact that I am a 
multiracial man of color, whose ethnic identity already marginalizes me in 
terms of American social determinations of worth. Cumulatively then, these 
discourses make my pedagogical performance particularly complex when 
teaching at an institution populated by an overwhelming majority of white 
undergraduate students and faculty, the vast majority of whom identify as 
heterosexual. Long ago I concluded that the racial micro-aggressions and het-
erosexist stigmas that accompany my presence at this institution is the cost of 
doing business or being gainfully employed in a fulltime capacity at a Research 
I institution. However, knowing what we do about how beauty and discourses 
of attractiveness directly or indirectly influence people’s decisions about 
another’s social value, it is undeniably clear that policies and practices towards 
faculty must also reproduce the same influence since in all cases it is humans—
not robots—making decisions about tenure, promotion, contract renewal 
and a panoply of administrative decisions. Moreover, the student evaluations 
upon which the neoliberal university administration rely so heavily must con-
stantly be contextualized by the social forces that I have described above that 
make student opinion of professional competence so problematic. I hope that 
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higher education administration will be more sensitive to complex ways in 
which pedagogical skill is assessed and how discourses of beauty and ugliness 
ultimately influence and predict what professional success means. I am keep-
ing my fingers crossed, but I am not holding my breath.
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The Ugly Gaze

Shannon Bell

 My I/Eye and Your Gaze

According to Jacques Lacan there is a “preexistence of a gaze,”1 a seeing that 
belongs to the object world that stares back at us, the “given-to-be-seen.”2 For 
Lacan both the I/eye and the object are looking. The gaze of the world, of the 
other, Your Gaze, turns me, the subject, into a picture—a picture negotiated 
on the screen between your gaze and my I/eye.

This chapter, drawing on Lacanian psychoanalysis and autobiographical 
experiences with being seen through a lens of ugliness, examines what consti-
tutes the ugly gaze and how the I/eye on its side of the screen can counter the 
ugly gaze with a sublime gaze (a form of object a) which serves to create a dis-
sensus “between the sensuous presented and a way of making sense of it”3 as a 
site of visual politics.

Second- and Third-Wave Feminisms in all their varieties have considered 
how the gaze of the world (Your Gaze) constructs the female. Perhaps, the one 
Lacan dubs “the most sublime of hysterics”4—Hegel—nailed it theoretically a 
long time ago in his concept of recognition around which his master–slave 
dialectic revolves; it is this concept that informs Lacan’s gaze.

This chapter sets out Hegel’s concept of recognition, the gendered ploy of 
non-recognition contained in the label of ‘ugly’; presents being fabulous as a 
strategy of activating Hegel’s for-itself; grounds the fabulous for-itself in 
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Lacan’s object a, Freud’s uncanny and Kant’s sublime; provides life vignettes of 
blending, being hailed into ugly, disrupting the ugly gaze (your gaze); and 
presents the gaze of the ugly.

 The Most Sublime of Hysterics

Why is Hegel the most sublime of hysterics? Hegel is philosophically obsessed 
with the drive to recognition, the same as Lacan’s hysteric. In fact Lacan 
infused his understanding of Freud’s work on hysteria with Hegel’s work on 
recognition to produce a hysteric driven to know and be recognized.

The ‘Independence and Dependence of Self-Consciousness: Lordship and 
Bondage,’ Section A in “Self-Consciousness,” The Phenomenology of Mind 
(1807), is the most famous section in Hegel’s work; it is the section upon 
which Marx builds his concepts of class struggle and labor, and from which 
Lacan develops his understanding of the hysteric.

What is happening in the preamble, ‘The Truth of Self-Consciousness,’ is 
the working of a dialectical logic which posits self-consciousness as arising out 
of primordial substance and taking form: an entity which is on its way to dif-
ferentiating itself from being merely an in-itself to becoming a for-itself. Its 
becoming negates simple being as substance, only to reach a new synthesis 
made up of being, negation and becoming.

Self-consciousness begins with desire for recognition: “Self-consciousness 
exists in itself and for itself, in that, and by the fact that it exists for another 
self-consciousness; that is to say, it is [exists] only by being acknowledged or 
‘recognized.’”5 Self-consciousness desires recognition in order to attain self- 
certainty. The struggle between two self-consciousness entities results in one 
becoming the independent consciousness/lord/master, and the other the 
dependent consciousness/bondsman/slave.

The two entities in the film vignette Recognition,6 captured in the still 
images below, are involved in a struggle for recognition: two entities similar in 
body, attire, hair and not-yet-distinct human facial structure, emerging and 
crawling out of Hegel’s primordial substance in which the dominant geologi-
cal scape consists of pinnacle phalluses.

Each of the two entities in the film is involved in a struggle to become a 
for-itself; they have differentiated as independent consciousnesses apart from 
the pinnacle-phalluses-substance of existence, but their desire for recognition 
by another for-itself is perpetuating mis-recognition (Figs. 19.1 and 19.2).

Self-consciousness can be satisfied only in another’s self-consciousness; that 
is, by means of recognition by the other. The relation of the two self-conscious 
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Fig. 19.1 Recognition film still, The Pinnacles Desert, Western Australia (2004)

Fig. 19.2 Recognition film still, The Pinnacles Desert, Western Australia (2004)

individuals is such that they prove themselves and each other through a 
 life- and- death struggle. In this struggle one entity is not afraid to risk death 
and so becomes the master. The entity afraid to risk is forced to submit, and 
becomes the slave. For Hegel it is the slave who is more fully human than the 
master because it is the slave consciousness that represents the fear of death 
and for Hegel this marks the dawn of the subject. It is fear of death, fear of 
destruction of self, negation that humanizes. The experience of imagining 
one’s own destruction and the destruction of the world is not an experience 
given to the animal. And it is an experience that the less fearful, less human 
master avoids. Fear of destruction of self is the essence of the human.
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The master is the consciousness that exists for-itself but it depends upon 
the recognition and service of the slave. Thus the master achieves his recogni-
tion only through another consciousness. The other consciousness surrenders 
its own being-for-itself and in doing this does to itself precisely what the mas-
ter does to it. Recognition is one-sided and unequal. The master is recognized 
by a dependent consciousness, but he needs to be recognized by an indepen-
dent consciousness in order to be certain of his being-for-self. The entity in 
the slave position is not recognized.

Through work the slave becomes conscious of what s/he is. Work is desire 
held in check; work forms and shapes the thing. In fashioning the thing the 
slave’s negation of being-for-self is transformed into an object; he has shaped the 
object that confronts him. In shaping the thing the slave becomes aware of him/
herself as being-for-self. The slave realizes that it is precisely through his work, 
wherein it seemed that he only had an alienated existence, that he becomes 
aware “of himself, of having, and being a ‘mind of his own.’”7 It is the knowl-
edge arising from work that transforms fear into action. Lacan, well-heeled by 
Alexandre Kojève’s reading of Hegel, notes that “when a slave has redeemed 
[racheté] himself he is a master only in that he has begun to risk everything.”8

 Ugly In-Itself

If one introduces gender into the scene and fast-forwards, one of the ploys of 
non-recognition is to deem the female other ugly. The concept, term, or epi-
thet ‘ugly’ functions in the same way that Valerie Scott has identified the use 
of the label ‘whore’—it is applied to those women who don’t fit, those who are 
loud in public, those who own their own sexuality,9 those who act, in Hegel’s 
terms, as a for-itself regardless of the non-recognition of the big social Other.

Lacan, in his 1964 seminars on vision collectively entitled “Of the Gaze as 
Objet Petit a,” distinguishes between the eye’s look and the gaze. For Lacan, “What 
determines me … in the visible, is the gaze that is outside. It is through the gaze 
that I enter light and it is from the gaze that I receive its effects.”10 The gaze turns 
the subject into a picture. The screen is where the gaze and the eye meet.

Lacan continues: “In the scopic field, the gaze is outside, I am looked at, 
that is to say, I am a picture.”11 The subject/viewer/seer is the screen for the 
gaze of the other/object/outside world. The screen is where the eye and the 
gaze come together—it is where identity is negotiated: the subject projects the 
image they desire to be seen onto one side of the screen, and on the other side 
of the screen the image of the subject is seen by the other/object. Yet “some-
thing slips, passes, … and is always to some degree eluded”12 in the split 
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between the eye and the gaze: “The relation between the gaze and what one 
wishes to see involves a lure.”13 Why? Because “the subject is presented as 
other than he is, and what one shows him is not what he wishes to see.”14 Or, 
more succinctly, what you are seeing is not what I see you seeing because “You 
never look at me from the place from which I see you.”15

 Object a, the Uncanny, the Sublime: “You Never 
Look at Me from the Place Which I See You”

Slavo Žižek suggests that “the radical ambiguity of objet a in Lacan” is that 
it “stands simultaneously for the imaginary fantasmatic lure/screen and 
for that which this lure is obfuscating, for the void behind the lure.”16 
Object a is simultaneously terrifying and a seductive lure to the excessively 
ecstatic/phantasmagoric. Like Sigmund Freud’s “uncanny,” the terrifying 
affect of object a can “arouse dread and horror” and “excite fear,” fear of 
something not being right, uncomfortable, strange; but the uncanny “is 
that class of the frightening that leads back to what is known … and long 
familiar.”17 The power of the uncanny lies in that it is both familiar and 
incongruous, thus able to create a dissensus in looking and seeing, between 
the gaze of the looking subject and the given to be seen of the object, 
between your gaze and my eye/I.  The dissensus lies in the simultaneous 
attraction and repulsion to the object.

The uncanny, like object a, holds the potential for what Immanuel Kant 
terms the sublime. Kant is clear that beauty and the sublime are not properties 
of objects, but human response to objects; what Kant calls taste. Taste is essen-
tial to how the gaze of the world sees.

Kant divides aesthetic response into responses to the beautiful and to the 
sublime. The one represents a pleasure in order, harmony, delicacy and the 
like; the other is a response of awe before the infinite or the overwhelming. 
While the beautiful presents the appearance of form, the sublime may often 
seem formless. The pleasure it gives us derives from our awareness that there 
is something in us that connects with the infinity outside the human. This is 
what Kant says about the sublime:

The beautiful in nature relates to the form of the object and this consists in limi-
tation, … the sublime is to be found in an object devoid of form, so far as it 
immediately involves or else by its present provokes an image of limitlessness[.]18
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The sublime may seem to violate purposiveness, even to the point of being 
repellent: “charms are repugnant to it; and … the mind is not simply attracted 
by the object but also alternately repelled.”19

The sublime is not a property of objects; rather, it is found in each of us, 
called forth by contemplation of nature, ideas, objects. The sublime that is in 
each of us gets called into the Real when there is a cut, a slash, into the har-
mony of the Symbolic. This cut opens into the Real which can, if one is very 
fortunate, be touched momentarily before it closes up to be recontained in the 
Symbolic realm of language and the rule of the Father, or more simply, hege-
monic rule premised on dominant versions of whatever cultural aesthetics and 
counter-aesthetics are in vogue.

 Ignore, Blend, Be Fabulous

For those who don’t adhere to these dominant tropes the options are: ignore, 
attempt to blend, or be fabulous. Having tried all three, I put my money on 
the last one which corresponds to Hegel’s for-itself, Lacan’s object a, Freud’s 
uncanny and Kant’s sublime. The first and second options leave the actor as 
an in-itself, mired in the homely of the Symbolic.

I started out attempting to blend, but the internal hysteric wouldn’t allow 
that. The internal hysteric wanted to know “what is a woman capable of in 
terms of knowledge, life, desire?”

There is a picture of me and my ex-husband, who once was object a for 
me, taken on Las Ramblas in Barcelona in late 1975; Franco was still in 
power. We were traveling in Europe with very little money and a rail pass, 
often taking overnight trains to Barcelona to find a place to sleep and then 
landing on Las Ramblas in the morning. It is a black-and-white image; I am 
20, he is 24. The image has a sublime inbetweeness, in between a life on the 
move and a life about to slow to a standstill, or so I thought; you can see the 
fear in my eyes. My ex-girlfriend Monz, when she saw the picture, said 
“OMG you blended when you were young.” Perhaps, but the rage just 
below the surface gives it away—don’t get me wrong, I wasn’t mad at 
David—we never stayed married long enough for him to really become an 
ex-husband; rather we burned through less than two years of marriage in 
passion and raw anger—both of us—wearing lots of thrown dinners and 
wine. What was the real problem? It was in the realm of the Real: object a 
wears off, object a structurally cannot not wear off; and I was perhaps no 
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wife—whatever that means—no dependent consciousness. There is a time-
less sadness in the captured image; an uncanniness that goes way back in 
time to the 1940s, as if the image could stand in for all those females who 
blended, and didn’t belong to blending. There is the presence of what Žižek 
describes as “fetish disavowal:” “I know but I don’t want to know that I 
know, so I don’t know. I know it, but I refuse to fully assume the conse-
quences of this knowledge, so that I can continue acting as if I don’t know 
it.”20 Until, that is, one reaches the point where the desire for knowledge is 
matched by a will to risk (Fig. 19.3). Ugly is a feeling, an affect: I felt ugly, 
I looked average. I could disappear in a crowd of two.

In the next two life vignettes, I didn’t blend. In 1981, I was dating a gang-
ster–journalist-cum-restaurateur in old Tel Aviv port, spending the summer 
on location. Part of this spending consisted of me hanging around his restau-
rant with the very cosmopolitan political journalists, models, filmmakers, 

Fig. 19.3 Shannon and David, Las Ramblas, Barcelona (1975). Photo courtesy of the 
author
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actors, a philosopher or two, his ex-lovers and lovers-to-come. The place was 
open late and it was in the port so everyone was there all the time. Sometimes 
they had an opinion about me: a male person walked over to my table and 
announced “you are not very good looking at all.” Hailing me into the ‘ugly.’ 
I got furious. He said: “Look around.” I did. He wasn’t wrong given the gaze 
of the world I was sitting in. The person I was dating helped the situation out 
by announcing that I was not normal and apologizing to the male person for 
my outburst.

I entered therapy when I returned to Canada—manifest symptom: panic 
ugliness. The therapist, part Freudian, part brief therapist, part Lacanian, 
part NLPer, part cognitive therapist, part Buddhist, taught me to control 
the gaze of the world. It started by chance with him asserting offhandedly 
that “Marilyn Monroe was good-looking.” My mind stopped, I thought 
about it: my god she was fucking gorgeous, projecting on to the world the 
world’s idea of a sex goddess, co-created by herself and a gay man. What a 
construction.

It took awhile and the thing about the gaze of the world and maybe why I 
actually love it so much, is that it is uncontrollable; it has an object a of its 
own. Sure you can cut into it, but that cut will close up. It did for Marilyn. 
Her image, though, contains all the object a any sex goddess could ever desire 
to project, frozen into a game smile that hints “I will define sex-goddess for-
ever and you will never notice that I don’t fit and if you do, you will quickly 
disavow.”

In 1997, a CBC host invited me for dinner to pitch this wacky, unethical 
and probably illegal idea: “we come into your classroom at York University 
and film you.” The host, recognized as a ‘national treasure,’ ‘Canadian icon,’ 
‘political guru’ and ‘CBC legend’ looked at me, shook his head, and said 
“I was expecting more, what’s all the big deal about you, you are not very 
good-looking.” The legend had contacted me because my work on female 
ejaculation had aired on the CBC Ideas series, and my partner and I were 
occasionally written-up—probably by one of his colleagues—in the trashy, 
Canadian ‘satirical’ Frank Magazine.

Obviously, I said ‘no’ to having my classes—one in “Issues in Canadian 
Constitutional Law”—filmed as satire. I kept looking at myself in glass win-
dow fronts on the walk home—I thought I looked pretty awesome. I began 
thinking about the times I had been called ugly—it seemed to be usually when 
I didn’t fit the expectations of the spokesperson for the gaze of the world.

A series of no-fits: in 1985, the CNE motorcycle trick performer’s announce-
ment after having sex with me, the reason being me ejaculating “you are ugly.” 
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In 2000, demanding that my SM slave at that time repeatedly get on his knees 
at any public SM event we attended and declare: ‘You are beautiful, the most 
beautiful Mistress;’ oh, I was beautiful—small, muscular, mini leather outfit-
ted, high boots and long platinum hair extension. This was payback for an 
event many years earlier when he had compared me to Janis Joplin and then 
announced Joplin was ugly; oh I was ugly—no body definition, no pizzazz, 
because pizzazz is acquired somewhere in a mix of rage, humor and breathing. 
In 2005, walking around the Ghats in Varanasi, India, teenage boys running 
up to me only to announce, “You are old, you look so much younger from a 
distance.” The next time I was in Varanasi, later that year, I was with my girl-
friend Monz who at the time looked like a teenage boy herself; the teenage 
boys would run up and ask if I was his mother; actually I am one year older 
than her mother, so this was not an unreasonable question, but it made me 
furious nonetheless.

Clearly, the gaze of the world was not seeing me from the image/position I 
was viewing them; what I was projecting onto the screen was not what they 
were looking at.

 Ugly Disruption

What do I take from this? Ugly is that which disrupts one’s visual expecta-
tions, producing a dissensus between what one expects to see, what the domi-
nant gaze, Your Gaze, associates with female beauty and what Your Gaze sees. 
While ugly may be as Webster’s Third New International Dictionary defines it: 
“offensive to the sight … unpleasing, disagreeable … inaesthetic,”21 the most 
agreeable for my purposes is inaesthetic. Inaesthetic: “violating aesthetic can-
ons or requirements.”22 Or, as Alain Badiou, in The Handbook of Inaesthetics, 
says of the inaesthetic: “art itself a producer of truths.”23 Art can produce 
truth. It doesn’t represent reality or express the artist’s thought; rather some 
works of art have an independent existence, an autonomy; they act, in Hegel’s 
words, as a for-itself in the aesthetic realm.

What truth is produced by the label ugly? It goes where Bataille goes with 
his concept of the heterogeneous. Bataille understands heterogeneity as “ele-
ments that are impossible to assimilate”;24 the “heterogeneous world includes 
everything resulting from unproductive expenditure …. This consists of 
everything rejected by homogenous society as waste.”25 Bataille includes in the 
heterogeneous “the waste products of the body; … the various unconscious 
processes such as dreams or neuroses; the numerous elements or social forms 
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that homogeneous society is powerless to assimilate: mobs, the warrior, aristo-
cratic and impoverished classes, different types of violent individuals or at 
least those who refuse the rule (madman, leaders, poets, etc.).”26

Ugly, Heterogeneous, Excess, Uncanny, Sublime, Inaesthetic: all labels for 
that which doesn’t fit, set apart from the homogeneous; deemed as unhomely, 
not fitting, by the homogeneous gaze—your gaze.

Gaya Lobo Gajiwala’s poem “What Were You Wearing?” produced as a 
ninety-second video by Vitamin Stree “throws the question ‘What Were You 
Wearing?’ back at society.”27 The Answer: Your Gaze.

 Your Gaze

I’ve been wearing men’s gazes
for so long now
that mere wolf whistles
no longer pierce my calm.

My ears don’t tingle
and my cheeks don’t burn
in fact I don’t even have the urge
to turn and say,

when one of them shouts
how he would like to
fuck me
as if.

I do admit,
that sometimes skin on skin,
the brush of thigh or hip or tit,
worries me,
because I’ve grown so numb
to fingers on my body
my lover calls me frigid.

I laugh them off,
these stray hands at taxi stands and
“accidental” jolts in buses and trains
that make for a very good story
which I tell well
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especially since collective outrage
unites us like nothing else;
even though I am not outraged
because outrage wears thin with age
and mine disintegrated years ago

There’s always someone though,
who asks,
but what were you wearing?

The same thing, I want to answer,
that I have worn for so long now,
it has become my skin
Your Gaze.28

What the homogeneous gaze (Your Gaze), in all its variations, fails to 
disclose is the seductiveness of that which doesn’t fit. Having learnt a thing 
or two from drag kings and queens, trans feminine queers, queer bois and 
grrls, dominatrixes, hot, hot asexual grrl/bois, performance artists, secular 
Buddhist monks, and burning bodies about how to be as a being, be ugly, 
be sublime, be uncanny, be the for-itself. People (Your Gaze) look at me 
all the time—of course they do; I am 62, platinum blond dread and dread 
extensions, big, big hair, often in pigtails, muscular, 5ft 3in, tinier than I 
have ever been, tattooed, wrinkled where it counts, almost always in one 
of the twenty-something black miniskirts and tops I own that all look the 
same with miniscule differences. I don’t know what the gaze of the world 
sees—but usually it smiles; often it asks me if I am Betsy Johnson29 (the 
American fashion designer), often how old I am, sometimes whether I am 
female—because I have so many female signifiers, how could I be female. 
I am projecting precisely what I enumerated above onto my side of the 
screen, and something more—it is this more, this stain, a cut into what is 
projected, that hits the gaze of the world at a subliminal uncanny level, 
like the skull stain in the lower left of Hans Holbein’s “The Ambassadors” 
painting.

The image of me (Fig.  19.4) was taken September 5, 2017 by Jennifer 
Gillmor, the photographer who did our ‘pornographic’ SM images for Bad 
Attitude/s on Trial: Pornography, Feminism and the Butler Decision, originally 
published 1997 and republished 2017 as part of the University of Toronto 
Press Canadian 150 Collection.30
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 The Gaze of the Ugly

“You are so beautiful, you are so lucky that you are so beautiful,” a subway 
husker standing in front of me repeatedly announced. I smiled and thanked 
her. The subway was jam-packed. The husker turning truth-teller seer went on 
to scream: “Amazing, you are such a beautiful old crone, you are so lucky.” 

Fig. 19.4 Shannon Bell, China Town, Toronto (2017), photo by Jennifer Gillmor. Photo 
commissioned by and courtesy of the author
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I whispered “thank you,” teared with fear and anger; and remembered that 
I had encountered this being before.

It took me a week of swimming with the mantra “you are such a beautiful 
old crone, you are so lucky” in my head; breathing with it as I meditated; it 
hurt because it was true—I am beautiful, I am old and I am lucky. I would 
probably ditch the epitaph crone—dated as a 1970s–1980s term. But I keep 
the wisdom informing what the truth seer saw:

Before Shanbell could realize what was happening, the beautiful young lady 
started to age and slowly deteriorate before her very eyes until she finally lay sick 
and helpless on the floor, rolling in her own excrement. Then she died, and 
Shanbell saw her corpse going through the different stages of decay, oozing pus 
and other foul liquids, and finally crawling with maggots.31

Once again, the non-I in-itself of primordial substance, the dematerializing 
gaze of the ugly, looking forward ….32
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18, 2017): “Before Rupananda could realize what was happening, the beautiful 
young lady started to age and slowly deteriorate before her very eyes until she 
finally lay sick and helpless on the floor, rolling in her own excrement. Then she 
died, and Rupananda saw her corpse going through the different stages of 
decay, oozing pus and other foul liquids, and finally crawling with maggots.”

32. I would like to thank Gad Horowitz for editing “The Ugly Gaze.”
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